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Welcome to the study of physics. This volume, more of a

student's guide than a text of the usual kind, is part of a

whole group of materials that includes a student handbook,

laboratory equipment, films, programmed instruction, readers,

transparencies, and so forth. Harvard Project Physics has

designed the materials to work together. They have all been

tested in classes that supplied results to the Project for

use in revisions of earlier versions,

The Project Physics course is the work of about 200 scien-

tists, scholars, and teachers from all parts of the country,

responding to a call by the National Science Foundation in

1963 to prepare a new introductory physics course for nation-

wide use Harvard Project Physics was established in 1964,

on the basis of a two-year feasibility study supported by

the Carnegie Corporation. On the previous pages are the

names of our colleagues who helped during the last six years

in 1 iat became an extensive national curriculum development

prc ram. Some of them worked on a full-time basis for sev-

er. years; others were part-time or occasional consultants,

co tributing to some aspect of the whole course;, but all

we a valued and dedicated collaborators who richly ealned

th gratitude of everyone who cares about science and the

im rovement of science teaching.

Harvard Project Physics has received financial support

fro; the Carnegie Corporation of New York, the Ford Founda-

tion the National Science Foundation, the Alfred P. Sloan

Found, ion, the United States Office of Education and Harvard

Univers ty. In addition, the Project has had the essential

support c several hundred participating schools throughout

the United . -ates and Canada, who used and tested the course

as it went thx, -111 several successive annual revisions.

The last and largest cycle of testing of all materials

is now completed; the final version of the Project Physics

course will be published in 1970 by Holt, Rinehart and

Winston, In,., and will incorporate the final revisions and

improvements as necessary. To this end we invite our students

and instructors to write to us if in practice they too discern

ways of improving the course materials.

The Directors
Harvard Project Physics
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Prologue In Unit 6 we shall dig deeper into the problem of
the constitution of matter by studying the atomic nucleus.

In Unit 5 we learned that the atom consists of a very small,

positively charged nucleus surroundel by electrons. Experi-
ments on the scattering of a particles showed that the nucleus
has dimensions of the order of 10-14 m. Since the diameter

of an atom is of the order of 10-10m, the nucleus takes up

only a minute fraction of the volume of an atom. The nucleus,

however, contains nearly all of the mass of the atom, as is
also shown by the scattering experiments. The existence of

the atomic nucleus and its properties raised new questions.

Is the nucleus itself made up of still smaller units? If so,

what are these units and how are they arramed in the nucleus?

What methods can be used to get answers to these questions?

What experimental evidence do we have to guide us?

We saw in Unit 5 that the study of the properties and

structure of atoms needed new physical methods. The methods

that could be used to study the properties of bodies of ordi-

nary size, that is, with dimensions of the order of centime-

ters or meters, could not yield information about the struc-

ture of atoms. It is reasonable to expect that it is still

more difficult to get information tilling us what, if anything,

goes on inside the nucleus, which is such a small part of the

atom. New kinds of experimental methods are needed and new

kinds of experimental data must be obtained. New theories

must be devised to help us correlate and understand the data.

In these respects the study of the nucleus is still another

step on the long road from the very large to the very small

along which we have traveled in this course.

One of the first and most important steps on the road to

understanding the atomic nucleus was the discovery of radio-

activity in 1896. Our discussion of nuclear physics will,

therefore, start with radioactivity. We shall see how the

study of radioactivity led tc additional discoveries, to the

development of methods for getting at the nucleus, and to

ideas about the constitution of the nucleus. In fact, the

discovery that the atom has a nucleus was a consequence of

the study of radioactivity. We shall examine the interaction

between experiment and theory and the step-by-step development

of ideas about the nucleus. We shall try to see how particu-

lar experimental results led to new ideas and how the latter,
in turn, led to new experiments. This historical study is

especially useful and interesting because nuclear physics is

a new branch of physics, which has been developed over a rel-

atively short period of time. The reports and papers in which

discoveries have been made known are readily available. The

The energy released by nuclear reactions within stars makes them
visible to us over vast distances. The star clouds shown here are
over 10,000 light years away. The sun, a typical star, converts
over 4 billion kg of hydrogen into radiant energy each second.

I



research is still going on, and at an ever-increasing rate.

progress in nuclear physics is closely related to modern

technology, which both supplies tools for furtner research
and applies some of the results of the research in practical
ways. Some of these prac'ical applications have serious
economic and political effects, and we read about them almost
daily in our newspapers.

When the use and control of nuclear technology is exciting

front-page news, it may be hard to realize that the study of
the atomic nucleus is connected with a chance discovery made
in 1896. But it was that discovery which touched off the
whole enterprise that we call nuclear physics, and it is
there that we stz..rt.

Before 1939 the main industrial
use of uranium and its compounds
was in the manufacture of colored
glass, and only small amounts of
uranium were needed. The study
of the radioactivity of uranium
also required only small amounts
of uranium ore. As a result,
uranium 4.is usually obtained a,
a not-especially deslratle by-
product of indu,trial processes.
Since 1939, uranium ha, become
extremely important for rea,on,;

we shall discuss in Chapter 24.

2
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4 b. 21.1 Becquerel's discovery. The discovery of the phenomenon known Summar
as "radioactivity" early in 1896 by the French physicist Henri V
Becquerel (1852-1908) was another of those "accidents" that

illustrate how the trained and prepared mind is able to re-
spond to an unexpected observation. Only two months before,

in November 1895, Röntgen had discovered x rays. In doing

so, he had set the stage for

Röntgen had pointed out that

glass tube where the beam of

trons) was hitting, and that

the discovery of radioactivity.

x rays came from the soot on the

cathoJe rays (high-speed elec

at the same time light was emit-

ted from that spot. When the cathode ray beam was turned off,

the spot of light or, the face of the glass tube disappeared
and the x rays coming from that spot stopped.

The emission of light by the glass tube when it is ex-

cited by the electron beam is an example of the phenomenon

called fluorescence. A considerable amount of research was

done on fluorescence during the latter part of the nineteenth

¢7: Discovers, of radioactIA:

Below is a photograph of tht polispeti surface 01 a

uranium-bearing rock. On the oppo,att pa,,
.autoradiograph of the same surface mane by placing
the rock directly on a piece of film, packagin:
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X-ray production by bombard-
ment of electrons of glass.

Henri Becquerel (1852-1908)

received the 1903 Nobel Prize
in physics (for the discovery
of natural radioactivity)

along with Pierre and Marie
Curie (for the discovery of
the radioactive elements
radium and polonium).
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century. A substance is said to be fluorescent if it imredi-

ately emits visible light when struck by visible light of

shorter wavelength, or by invisible radiations such as ultra-

violet light, or by a beam of electrons. Fluorescence stops

immediately when the exciting light is turned off. (The

term phosphorescence is generally applied to an emission of

visible light which continues after the exciting light is

turned off.)

Since the x rays also came from the spot which showed

fluorescence it seemed logical to see if there was a closer

connection than ROntgen had suspected between x rays and

fluorescence or phosphorescence. Becquerel was doubly for-

tunate in having the necessary materials and training to

study this problem. He was the son and grandson of physicists

who had made important contributions in the field of phospho-

rescence. In his Paris laboratory he had devised an instru-

ment for examining materials in complete darkness a small

fraction of a second after they had been exposed to a bril-

liant light. The question occurred o Becquerel: do minerals

or other bodies that are made to fluoresce (or phosphoresce)

with sufficient intensity also emit x rays in addition to the

light rays? He tested a number of substances by exposing

them to sunlight and looking to see whether they emitted

x rays while phosphorescing. One of them was a salt of the

metal uranium, a sample of potassium-uranyl sulfate. In his

words:

I wrapped a...photographic plate...with two sheets
of thick black paper, so thick that the plate did not
become clouded by exposure to the sun for a whole day.
I placed on the paper a [crust) of the phosphorescent
substance, and exposed the whole thing to the sun for
several hours. When I developed the photographic plate
I saw the silhouette of the phosphorescent substance
in black on the negative. If I placed between the
phosphorescent substance and the paper a coin or a me-
tallic screen pierced with an open-work design, the
image of these (-1...jec:.s appeared on the negative. The
same experiment can be tried with a thin sheet of glass
placed between the phosphorescent substance and the
paper, which excludes the possibility of a chemical ac-
tion resulting from vapors which might emanate from the
substance when heated by the sun's rays.

We may therefore conclude from these experiments
that the phosphorescent substance in question emits ra-
diations which penetrate paper that is opaque to
light....

Becquerel was careful to conclude from this experiment

only that "penetrating radiations" were emitted from the phos-

phorescent substance. He did not conclude that the substance

emitted x rays while it phosphoresced because he had not yet

verified that the radiations were x rays (though the radia-
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tions were transmitted through the black paper), or that they

were actu-dly related to the phosphorescence (though he its ure,pectect restAtt mall
only astrongly suspected that they were). Before he could invests- anoear to students E be.

result luck ,

1
a tucKGi break; bar

k shout be porhteck out Mat
tke discovery was made
passible b)-13eiuexeg yesearch
methods , which exerviplictj

9CienCe at d best.
Also he had Me knowleal9e

and good sense t reco9rime
ike eti3n-Ifcance cf his acci-
dertar -fivicknci. For cot*ast,
yf'er stralert -to -14e troaTirt-
at note on pair- 54- rfreet S.

gate these possibilities, he made this discovery:

.among the preceding experiments some had been made
ready on Wednesday the 26th and Thursday the 27th of
February (1896(; and as on those days the sun only
showed itself intermittently, I kept my arrangements
all prepared and put back the holders in the dark in
the drawer of the case, and left in place the crusts
of uranium salt. Since the sun did not show itself
again for several days, I developed the photographic
plates on the 1st of March, expecting to find the
images very feeble. The silhouettes appeared on the
contrary with great intensity. I at once thought that
the action might be able to go on in the dark...,

Further experiments verified this thought: whether or

not the uranium compound was being excited by sunlight to

phosphoresce, it continuously emitted something that could

penetrate lightproof paper and other substances opaque to

light, such as thin plates of aluminum or copper. Becquerel

found that all the compounds of uranium--many of which were

not phosphorescent at all as well as metallic uranium itself

had the same property. The amount of action on the photo-

graphic plate did not depend on the particular compound of

uranium used, but only on the amount of uranium present.

Becquerel also found that the radiations from a sample of

uranium were persistent and did not change, either in inten-

sity or character, with the passing oc ) change in

the activity was observed when the sauple of uranium or of

one of its compounds was exposed to ultraviolet light, infra-

red light or x rays. The intensity of the uranium radiation

or "Becquerel rays," as they came to be known, was the same

at room temperature (20°C), at 200°C and at the temperature

at which oxygen and nitrogen (air) liquefy, about -190°C.

Becquerel also showed that the radiations from uranium

produced ionization in the surrounding air. They could dis-

charge positively or negatively charged bodies such as elec-

troscopes. Thus, the uranium rays resemble x rays in two

important respects: their penetrating power and their ioniz-

ing power. Both kinds of rays were invisible to the unaided

eye, although they affected photographic plates. But x rays

and Becquerel rays differed in at least two important ways:

compared to x rays, these newly discovered rays from uranium

were less intense, and they could not be turned off. Bec-

querel showed that even after a period of three years a given

piece of uranium and its compounds continued to emit radia-

tions spontaneously.

The air around the charged
leaves of the electroscope
becomes ionized by radiation
from the uranium. The charged
particles produced can drift
to the leaves and neutralize
their charge. The time taken
for the leaves to fall is a
measure of the rate of ioniza-
tion of the gas, and hence of
the intensity of the a-particle
activity.

Ji
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Summary a( .a
1. Thoriurk also was -found to
be rathioadrvie

The years 1896 and 1897 were years of high excitement in

physics, to a large extent because of the great interest in

x rays and in cathode rays. Since, as quickly became evident,

x rays could be used in medicine, they were the subject of

much research. But the properties of the Becquerel rays were

less spectacular and little work was done on them in the

period from the end of May 1896 until the end of 1897. Even

Becquerel himself turned his attention to other work. But

the fact that the invisible rays from uranium and its com-

pounds could not be turned off began to attract attention.

Two questions were asked: first, what was the source of

the energy creating the uranium rays and making it possible

for them to penetrate opaque substances? And second, did

any other of the seventy or more elements (that were known

in 1898) have properties similar to those of uranium? The

first question was not answered for sane time although it was

considered seriously. The second question was answered within

a short time by the Curies, who thereby, early in 1898, opened

a whole new chapter in physical science.

CO Why was Becquerel experimenting with a uranium compound?

Q2 How did uranium compounds have to be treated in order to emit
the "Becquerel rays"?

Q3 What was the puzzling property of the "Becquerel rays"?

21.2 Other radioactive elements are discovered. One of Becquerel's

colleagues in Paris was the physicist Pierre Curie, who had

recently married a Polish .born physicist, Marie Sklodowska.

Marie Curie undertook a systematic study of the Becquerel

rays and looked for other elements and minerals that might

emit them. Using a sensitive electrometer which her husband

had recently invented, she measured the small electric cur-

rent produced when the rays ionized the air through which

they passed. This current was assumed to be (and is) propor-

tional to the intensity of the rays. With this new technique,

she could find numerical values for the effect of the rays,

and these values were reproducible within a few percent from

one experiment to the next.

One of her first results was the discovery that the element

thorium (Th) and its compounds emitted radiations with proper-

ties similar to those of the uranium rays. (The same finding
was mad( independently in Germany by G. C. Schmidt, at about

the same time.) The fact that thorium emits rays like those

of uranium was of great importance because it showed that

uranium was not the only source of the mysterious rays. The

discovery spurred the search for still other elements which

a. 'Trie ctuartitatte investigation
orr Marte and 'Pierre Curie laal
to -the conclusion -that yuctio-
acti\itti is a rropert or the
atoms.) &lemerits rather than
-ate chemical combinations or
pfl9SiCat COrteiltioriC 'the
element's . SG 21.1

3 7-1.40 1 elements were
dgcovered. , bolts radteadtilie:
po(orttiall avid raottiArn.
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might emit similar rays. The fact that uranium and thorium

were the elements with the greatest known atomic masses in-

dicated that the very heavy elements might have special prop-

erties different from those of the lighter elements.

The evident importance of the problems raised by the dis-

covery of the uranium and thorium rays led Pierre Curie to

lay aside his researches in other fields of physics and work

with his wife on these new problems. They found that the in-

tensity of the emission from any thorium compound was directly

proportional to the fraction by weight of the metallic element
thorium present. (Becquerel found a similar result for ura-

nium compounds.) Moreover, the amount of radiation was inde-

pendent of the physical conditions or the chemical combina-

tion of the active elements. These results led the Curies

to the conclusion that the emission of the rays depended only

on the presence of atoms of either of the two elements ura-

nium or thorium. The rate of emission was not affected either

by changes of the physical state or by chemical changes of the

compounis containing atoms of the elements. To the Curies,

these results meant that an explanation of radioactivity lay

within the atom itself and not in its chemical combinations.

The Curies also deduced that chemical compounds or mixtures

containing uranium or thorium are more or less active depend-

ing on whether they contain a greater or smaller proportion

of these metals. Atoms of other elements that were present

were simply inactive or absorbed some of the radiation.

These ideas were especially important bec,.use they helped

the Curies interpret their later experiments. For example,

in their studies of the activity of minerals and ores of ura-

nium and thorium they examined the mineral pitchblende, an

ore containing about 80 percent uranium oxide (U308). They

found that the emission from pitchblende, as measured by its

effect in ionizing air, was about four or five times as great

as that to be expected from the amount of uranium in the ore.

The other elements known at the time to be associated with

uranium in pitchblende, such as bismuth and barium, had been

shown to be inactive. If emission of rays is an atomic phe-

nomenon, the unexpected pitchblende activity could be ex-

plained only by the presence in pitchblende of another ele-

ment more active than uranium itself.

To explore this hypothesis, the Curies applied chemical

separation processes to a sample of pitchblende in order to

try to isolate this hypothetical active substance. After

each separation process, the products were tested, the inac-

tive part discarded and the active part analyzed further.

9
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a. e. Marie Curie.
hic. Marie and Pierre.
d, Marie, Irene and Pierre;

all 3 won Nobel prizes:

Pierre Curie (1859-1906) studied
at the Sorbonne in Paris. In
1878 he became an assistant
teacher in the physical labora-
tory there, and some years later,
professor of physics. He was
well known for his resea.ch on
crystals and magnetism. He
married Marie Sklodowska in 1895
(she was 28 years old). After
their marriage, Marie undertook her
doctoral research on radioactivity.
In 1898 Pierre joined his wife in
this work. Their collaboration w :.3

so successful that in 1903 they were
awarded the Nobel Prize in physics,
which they shared with Becquerel.
Pierre Curie was run over and killed
by a horsedrawn vehicle in 1906.
Marie Curie was appointed to his
professorship at the Sorbonne, the
first woman to have this post. In

1911 she was awarded the Nobel Prize
in chemistry for the discovery of
the two new elements, radium and
polonium. She is the only person
who has won two Nobel science prizes.
The rest of her career was spent in
the supervision of the Paris Insti-
tute of Radium, a center for research
on radioactivity and the use of radium
in the treatment of cancer. Marie
Curie died in 1934 of leukemia, a
form of cancer of the leukocyte-
forming cells of the body, probably
caused by over-exposure to the radia-
tions from radioactive substances.
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In this note the term
"radioactivity" was used

ti for the first time.

21.2

Finally, the Curies obtained a highly active product which

presumably consisted mainly of the unknown element. In a

note called "On a New Radioactive Substance Contained in

Pitchblende" and submitted to the French Academy of Sciences

in July of 1898, they reported:

By carrying on these different operations...finally
we obtained a substance whose activity is about 400
times greater than that of uranium....

We believe, therefore, that the substance which we
removed from pitchblende contains a metal which has
not yet been known, similar to bismuth in its chemical
properties. If the existence of this new metal is
confirmed, we propose to call it polonium, after the
name of the native country of one of us.

Six months after the discovery of polonium (given the sym-

bol Po), the Curies separated another substance from pitch-

blende and found the emission from it so intense as to indi-

cate the presence of still another new element even more

radioactive than polonium. This substance had an activity

per unit mass 900 times that of uranium and was chemically

entirely different from uranium, thorium or polonium. Spec-

troscopic analysis of this fraction revealed spectral lines

characteristic of the inactive element barium, but also a line

in the ultraviolet region that did not seem to belong to any
known element. The Curies reported their belief that the

substance, "although for the most part consisting of barium,

contains in addition a new element which produced radioactiv-

ity and, furthermore, is very near barium in its chemical

properties." For this new element, so extraordinarily radio-

active, they proposed the name radium (chemical symbol Ra).

A next step in making the evidence for the newly discovered

elements more convincing was to determine their properties,

especially the atomic masses. The Curies had mu.: it clear

that they had not yet been able to isolate either polonium

or radium in pure form, or even to obtain a pure sample of a

compound of either element. From the material containing the

strongly radioactive substance that they called radium, they

had separated a part consisting of barium chloride mixed with

a presumably very small quantity of radium chloride. Addi-

tional separations gave an increasing proportion of radium

chloride. The difficulty of this task is indicated by the

Curies' remark that radium "is very near barium in its chemical

properties," for it is very difficult to separate elements

whose chemical properties are similar. Moreover, to obtain

their highly radioactive substances in usable amounts, they

had to start with a very large amount of pitchblende.

With an initial 100-k4 shipment of pitchblende (from which

J



the uranium salt had been removed to be used in the manufac-

ture of glass) the Curies went to work in an abandoned wood-

shed at the School of Physics where Pierre Curie taught.

Failing to obtain financial support, the Curies made their

preparations without technical help in this "laboratory."

Marie Curie wrote later:

I came to treat as many as twenty kilograms of mat-
ter at a time, which had the effect of filling the
shed with great jars full of precipitates and liquids.
It was killing work to carry the receivers, to pour
off the liquids and to stir, for hours at a stretch,
the boiling material in a smelting basin.

From the mixture of radium chloride and barium chloride

only the average atomic mass of the barium and radium could

be computed. At first an average value of 146 was obtained,

as compared with 137 for the atomic mass of barium. After

many additional purifications which increased the proportion

of radium chloride, the average atomic mass rose to 174.

Continuing the tedious purification process for four years,

during which she treated several tons of pitchblende residue,

Marie Curie was able to report in July 1902 that 0.1 g of ra-

dium chloride had 'oePn obtained, so pure that spectroscopic

examination showed no evidence of any remaining barium. She

determined the atomic mass of radium and obtained the value

225 (the present-day value is 226.03). In 1910, Marie Curie

isolated radium metal by means of electrolysis of molten ra-
dium chloride. The activity of pure radium is more than a

million times that of the same mass of uranium; the present

yield of radium from one ton of high-grade uranium ore is

about 0.2 g.

Q4 How is radioactive emission of an element affected by being
combined into different compounds?

Q5 Why did the Curies suspect the existence of another radioac-
tive material in uranium ore?

Q6 What was the main difficulty in producing pure radium?

21.3 The penetrating power of the radiation: a, 13 and y rays.

The extraordinary properties of radium excited interest both

inside and outside the scientific world. The number of

workers in the field of radioactivity increased rapidly as

the importance of the subject and the chance that it seemed

to offer of further discoveries came to be recognized. The

main question that attracted attention was: what is the na-

ture of the mysterious radiations emitted by radioactive

bodies, radiations which can affect photographic plates and

ionize air even after passing through solid metal sheets?

Stonrnarm al.3
I. Ratheforrl studied -the
nature of :the radteacliiie
by rneasurtn3 teir aisorrifOn
1 tern oils . Ne Found It ra51-

-t-o be ortWo t9pes, which he.
Galled ex at-c( .

P. A thtrcl type Y rr s were
dtdcoVered by Vigard

, which cause tte mom
ionization vikert passing -throw*
marer) have the alortee rarle
Y's have -trie 9reatast vtinaje.
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See "Rutherford" in Project
Physics Reader 6.
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In 1899, Ernest Rutherford, whose theory of the nuclear

atom has been discussed in Chapter 19, started to seek answers

to this question. He studied the absorption of the radiation

from uranium by letting the radiaton pass through different

thicknes.',s of aluminum foils. Rutherford thought that the

way in wiiich the intensity of the radiation varied with the

thickness of the aluminum might indicate whether the rays

were of more than one kind. He found that, after the passage

of the radiation through 0.002 cm of aluminum, the intensity

of the radiation (as measured by the ionization produced in

air) was reduced to about cne-twentieth of the initial value.

The addition of a thickness of 0.001 cm of aluminum had only

a very small further eff2ct in cutting down the intensity.

The intensity could be reduced further by about one half, by

passing the radiation through about fifty times as much foil.

Rutherford concluded from these experiments that uranium

emits at least two distinct kinds of raysone that is very

readily absorbed, which he called for convenience a rays

(alpha rays), and the other more penetrating, which he , :ailed

rays (beta rays).

In 1900 the French physicist P. Villarl observed that the

emission from radium contained rays much more penetrating than

even the t3 rays, this type of emission was given the name y

(gamma, rays. The penetrating power the three types of

rays, as known at the time, is compared in the table below,

first published by Rutherford in 1903:

Approximate thickness of alt
minum traversed before the ra-
diation intensity is reduced

Radiation Type to one-half its initial value

a rays 0.0005 cm

B rays 0.05 cm

y rays 8 cm 1

Ranse of alpha ani beta rartfcles.
The absorption of p rays gives
rise to many modern practical
applications of radioactivity.
One example is the thickness
gauge illustrated in the phoLe-
graph and drawing at the right.
Sheet metal or plastic is re-
duced in thickness by rolling.
The thickness is measured con-
tinuously and accurately by de-
termining the intensity of the
firays that pass through the
sheet. The rolling is continued
until the desired sheet thick-
ness is obtained.
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Of the three kinds of rays, the a rays are the most strongly

ionizing and the y rays the least; the penetration is inversely

proportional to the ionization. The penetrating power of the

a rays is low because they expend their energy very rapidly

ln causing intense ionization. Alpha rays can be stopped,

that is, completely absorbed, by about 0.006 cm of aluminum,

oy a sheet of ordinary writing paper or by a few centimeters

of air. Beta rays can travel many meters in air, but can be

stopped by aluminum less than a centimeter thick. Gamma rays

can pass through many centimeters of lead, or through several

feet of concrete, before being almost completely absorbed. ,12

One consequence of these properties of the rays is that heavy

and expensive shielding is sometimes needed in the study or

use of radiations, especially y rays, to protect people from

harmful effects of the rays. In some cases these "radiation

shields" are as much as 10 feet thick. On example of shield-

ing around a target at the output of an electron accelerator

is shown below.

(II List a, 13 and y rays in order of the penetrating ability,

15



21.4 The charge and mass of a, B and y rays. Another meth,A1 used
to study the rays was to direct them through a magnetic field
to see if they were deflected or deviated from their initial

directions by the action of the field. This methca which
provide!, one of the most widely used tools for the study of
atomic and nuclear events, is based on the now familiar fact

Fig. 21.1 Separation of the
a, Band y rays from a radio-
active material by their pas-
sage through a magnetic field.
(Unless the apparatus were in
a vacuum, the path of the a
particles would be much shorter
than indicated.)

16

d V

that a force

netic field.

right angles

acts on a charged particle moving across a mag-

As discussed in Unit 4, this force is always at

to the direction of motion of the charged par-
title. The particle experierces a continual deflection and,
in a uniform field, moves along the arc of a circle.

This property had been usne in the 1890's by J. J. Thomson
in his studies of cathode rays. He showed that these rays
consist of very small negatively charged particles, or elec-
trons (Chapter 16). Becquerel, the Curies and others found
that the a, 8 and y rays behaved differently from one another
in a magnetic field. The behavior of the rays is illustrated

in the diagrams in the margin.

Suppose that some radioactive material, such as uranium,

is placed at the end of a narrow hole in a lead block; a nar-
row beam consisting of a, 8 and y rays escapes from the open-
ing. If a strong, uniform magnetic field is applied perpen-
dicular to the plane of toe page away from the reader, the
three types of rays are separated from each other. The y

rays continue in a straight line without any deviation Thy
B rays are deflected strongly downwards, moving in circular
arcs of differing radii. The a rays are bent slightly up-
wards in a circular arc of large radius, but are rapidly ab-
sorbed in the air after moving only a few centimeters from
the lead block.

The direction of the deflection of the B rays was the same

as that observed earlier in Thomson's studies of the proper-
ties of cathode rays. It was concluded, therefore, that the

8 rays, like cathode rays, consist of negatively charged par-
ticles. Since the direction of the deflection of the a rays

was oFpcsite to that of the 6 rays, it was concluded that the
a rays consist of positively charged particles. Since the y

rays were not deflected, it was concluded that they were neu-
tral, that is, had no electric charge; no conclusion could be
drawn from this type of experiment as to whether the y rays
are, or are not, particles. The magnitude of the deflections

suggests that the a particles have a much larger momentum than
the 8 particles. The conclusions concerning the signs of the

electric charges carried by the rays were tested by directing

the deflected beam into an electroscope and determining the

7-4 Sepa: vtici on oF g , Y ray



21.5

charge that builds up on the leaves. This was done by the

Curies in 1900 to confirm the negative charge of the 6

particles.

The q/m for the beta particles could be found from their

deflection in magnetic and electric fields. Becquerel, in-

vestigating B particles in 1900, used a procedure which was

essentially the same as that used by J. 3. Thomson in 1897

to obtain a reliable value for the ratio of charge qe to

mass m
e

for the particles in cathode rays (thereby estab-

lishing quantitatively the existence of the electron). By

sending B rays through crossed electric and magnetic field,

he was able to calculate the spee6 of the B particles. He

obtained a value of q/m for B particles which was in close

enough agreement with that found by J. J. Thomson for the

electron to permit the deduction that the B ?articles are

electrons.

The nature of the a radiation was more difficult to

establish. The value of q/m for a particles (4.8 x 107

coul/kg) was about 4000 times smaller than q/m for B par-

ticles. It was therefore necessary to use a very strong

magnetic field to produce measurable deflections. Other

evidence available at the time indicated that q for an a

particle was not likely to be smaller than for a 6 particle

It was therefore concluded that m would have to be much

larger for the a particle than for the 6 particle.

In fact, the value of q/m given above for a particles

is just one half that of q/m for a hydrogen ion. The value

would be explained in a reasonable way it the a particle

were like a hydrogen molecule minus one electron (H2 ), or

else if it were a helium atom (whose mass was known to be

about four times that of a hydrogen atom) without its two

electrons (He++). Othe: possibilities might have been

entertained for example, bare nuclei of carbon, nitrogen

or oxygen would have about the same q/m ratio. But there

were other reasons for thinking that a particles were

related to helium.

Fig. 21.2 If an electric field
and a magnetic field sre at
right angles, each will deflect
charged particles. There will
be only one speed for which
there will be no deflection.

Surrwnaru Sec. Qt.4.
1?-operties of Ike molloactive
ra95 were studied 0,1 pacsit..9
%ern throu* rrIczoinelic ffeicr

It was found -tar
a.
b
C

SG 21 3

SG 21.4

y rain werent/
F' rail were eledi;ons5
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Q8 What was the evidence that 0 particles are electrons?

Q9 What observation led to the suggestion that a particles
are much more massive than 6 particles?

21.5 The identity of a rays: Rutherford's "mousetrap." It

was known that the gas helium was always found impris-

oned in radioactive minerals. In addition, Sir William

Ramsey and Frederick Soddy had discovered, in 1903, that

'RutPer-ford- oc particle 'mousetrap

vttXcl

Sumrnaym .5
f4dkerfor4d showed !Plat -

ortiaes were kw:burn mcw
linpil?TiNdt one nutletg

can oilaner in two other nuclei.
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Fii;. 21 3 Rutherford's
"mousetrap" for identi-
fying a particles.
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helium was liberated by a radioactive compound, radium bro-
mide. Rutherford made the hypothesis that the a particle is
a doub?y-ionized helium atom--a He atom minus two electrons
or, .ts we would now say, the nucleus of a helium atom. In

a series of experiments from 1906 to 1909 hr succeeded in
proving the correctness of his hypothesis in several different
ways. The last and most convincing of these experiments was
made in 1909, with T. D. Royds, by constructing what Sir
James Jeans later called "a sort of mousetrap for a parti-
cles."

The experiment was based on the use of the radioactive

element radon (Rn), which has properties that made it espe-
cially suitable for the experiment. Radon was discovered

by Pierre Curie and A. Debierne in 1901. They placed some

radium in a glass vessel and pumped air out of the vessel un-
til the air pressure was very low. They then found that the
pressure in the ves.lel increased because a gaseous substance
was given off from the radium. A small amount of the gas

collected in this way was found to be a strong a particle
emitter. The gas was shown to be a new element and was

called "radium emanation" and later "radon." Ramsey an3
Soddy showed that when this radon is stored in a closed ves-

sel, helium always appears in the vessel. Thus helium is
given off not only by radium bromide but also by radon.

Rutherford and Royds put a small amount of radon in a fine
glass tube with a wall only one hundredth of a millimeter
thick. This wall was thin enough so that a particles could
pass through it. The tube was sealed into a thick-walled
glass tube which had a discharge tube at the top. Fig. 21.3
shows diagra:s of the apparatus. The air was pumped out
of the outer tube am the apparatus was allowed to stand for
about a week; During thi.; time, while a particles from the
radon passed through the than walls of the inner tube, a gas
gradually collected in .he previousl evacuated space. Mercury
was then used to ..7ompress the gas anc ,onfne it in the dis-
charge tube. Wh.m a potential difference was applied to the
electrodes of the discharge tube, an electric discharge was
produced in the ga;. The resulting light was examined with

a spectroscpe and 'he spectral lines characteristic of helium
were seen. In a separate control experiment, helium gas it-
self was put in the inner, tnin-walled tube instead of radon,
and did not leak through the wall of the inner tube.

Now it was clear how to interpret the results of these

experiments: Rutherford could safely conclude that the helium
gas that collected in the outer tube was formed from a par-
ticles that had passed into the outer tube. Even at low



gas pressures electrons were present so that the a particles

could form neutral helium atoms by capturing electrons.

Rutherfotd's conclusion implied that an atom of an element

(radon) spontaneously emits a fragment (an a particle) which

consists of the nucleus of another element (helium). The re-

sult implied that a transmutation, the production of one ele-

ment from another, occurs when radon emits an a particle.

Q10 How did Rutherford know that the gas whicn appeared in the
tube was helium?

21.6 Radioactive transformations. The emission of a and 5 par-

ticles presented difficult and important questions with re-

spect to existing ideas of matter and its structure. The

rapid development of chemistry in the nineteenth century had
made the atomic - molecular theory of matter highly convincing.

According to this theory, a pure element consists of identi-

cal atoms, and these atoms are indestructible and unchange-
able. But, if a radioactive atom emits an a particle (shown

to be an ionized helium atom), can the radioactive atom re-
main unchanged? The answer seems clearly to be "no"; a

transmutation must take place in which the radioactive atom
is changed to an atom of a different chemical element.

If an atom emits an a particle, a substantial part of its

mass will be carried away by the a particle. Wnat about

the atoms whicn emit a particles? Tne S particle is not as

massive as the a particle but its mass is not zero, and a

radioactive atom must undergo some change when it emits a
S particle. It was difficult to escape the conclusion that

all radioactive atoms are, in fact, subject to division (into

two parts of markedly unequal mass), a conclusion contrary to
the basic concept that the atom is indivisible.

See "The Nature of the Alpha
Particle" in Project Physics
Reader b.
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Another fundamental question arose in connection with the

energy carried by the rays emitted by radioactive substances.

As early as 1903 Rutherford and Soddy, and Pierre Curie and

a young co-worker, A. Laborde, noted that radium emitted a

large amount of energy so large that a sample of radium kept

itself at a higher temperature than the surrounding air merely
by absorbing some of the energy of the a particles emitted by
atoms in the sample. Curie and Laborde found that one gram
of radium releases about 100 calories of heat per hour (or
0.1 kilocalorie). Radium has the remarkable property that

it can continue to release energy year after year, for hun-

dreds and even thousands of years.

The continuing release of such a quantity of heat could

not be explained by treating radioactivity as if it were an

.4t

-11

The water is being boiled by
the heat produced by a small
capsule of cobalt 61. This
capsule, the first ever made
to produce heat from radio-

active cobalt, generated heat
at, the rate of 360 watts wh
this photo wa:-; taken.
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In 1900, the English physicist
Sir William Crookes found that
most of the observed activity
of pure compounds of uranium
was not due to that element,
but to something else which
could be separated chemically
from the uranium. This active
"something else" was called
uranium X to distinguish it
from uranium. Becquerel then
separated the two substances
and found that the activity of
the uranium X decreased while
that cf the uranium increased.
Rutherford and Soddy, of whom
we shall hear more in Chapter
22, obtained similar results
with compounds of thorium.
Their results, published in
1903, are shown below.
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Rutherford and Soddy received
the Nobel prize in chemistry
for their work on the radio-
active transformation cf one
element into another.

In 1931 Rutherford was elevated
to the British peerage becoming
"Baron Rutherford of Nelson."
It is said some similarity be-
tween parts of his coat of arms
and the diagram above has been
intentionally preserved.

RUTHERFORD OF NELSON
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ordinary chemical reaction. It was also clear that radio-

activity did not involve chemical changes in the usual sense:

energy was emitted by sarAples of pure elements; energy emis-

sion by compounds did not depend on the type of molecule in

which the radioactive element was present. The origin of

the production of heat had to be sought in some deeper

changes within the atoms themselves.

Rutherford and Soddy proposed a bold theory of radioactive

transformation to explain the nature of these changes. They

proposed that when a radioactive atom emits an a or a B par-

ticle it really breaks into two partsthe a or B particle

emitted, and a heavy left-over part, or residue, which is

physically and chemically different from the "parent" atom.

There was a good deal of evidence for the last part of the

assumption. For example, there was the formation of radon

from radium, discussed earlier. When the atomic mass of ra-

don was determined, it turned out to be smaller than that of

radium by just 4 atomic mass units, the mass of an a particle.

According to the proposal of Rutherford and Soddy, the

formation of radon may be represented by means of a diagram:

a

Ra Rn .

In the diagram, Ra stands for an atom of radium and Rn

for an atom of radon. An equation analogous to a chemical

equation may be used equally well:

Ra Rn 4- He .

Here He stands fcr the helium atom formed when the a particle

picks up two electrons and becomes neutral. The process may

be described as the "disintegration" or "decay" or "transmu-

tation" of radium into radon, with the emission of an a

particle.

In addition to the example just cited, many decay processes

had been found and studied, by the Curies, by Rutherford and

his co-workers, and by others, and these processes fitted

easily into the kind of scheme proposed by Rutherford and

Soddy. Radon also is radioactive, emitting an a particle and

thereby decayirg into an atom of an element which was called

"radium A' at the time. Radium A was shown to be polonium

(Po) .

Rn Po + He .

Polonium is a solid, and also is radioactive. In fact, the

original radium atoms undergo a series or chain of trans-

formations into new, radioactive, "daughter" elements, ending



with a "daughter" element which is stable, or non-radioactive. SG 21.5

C11 Why couldn't radioactive decay be an ordinary chemical reaction?

Q12 What was it about the products of decay that indicated nuclei
were being transmuted?

21.7 Radioactive decay serieF. The stable end-product of the

decay of radium and its daughters was identified by its

chemical behavior as lead. The chain beginning with radium

has 10 members, some of which emit 0 particles rather than
a particles. Gamma rays do not appear alone, but always

L.fgether with an a particle or a a particle. Rutherford and
Soddy also suggested that, since radium is always found in
uranium ores, it may be a member of a series starting with

uranium as the ancestor of all the members. Research showed
that this is indeed the case. Each uranium atom may in time

give rise to successive daughter atoms, radium being the

sixth generation and stable lead the fifteenth.

Table 21.1 shows the members of the uranium-radium series.
The significance of some of the symbols will be discussed in
later sections. The number following the name of an element,

as in uranium 238, indicates the atomic mass. Notice that
there are heavier and lighter

example, uranium 238 and 235,

more will be said about these

Table 21.1

Uranium-radium aeries

Old name

Uranium I

Uranium X1

Uranium X2

Uranium II

Toni=

Radium

emanation

Radium A

RadJum B

Radium C

Radium C'

Radium D

Radium E

Radium F

Radium G

5urrirnarti (2i.7
Urangicrn tArrts undergo a

Series or /Fansfarrnalicirg, racVum
being fatt qv:en:Ain and
stable lead (P6 21°)-tie

a. SeferatiOn of difFerwit members
oc-the series it exii,ernely difFiCutt
due to tie close sivnitaiities
chemical tort:par-tiesand widely
different' decay rates.

varieties of the element, for

polonium 218, 214 and 210. Much

varieties in the next chapter.

77"Present ifname av:nfis dym'efe9 t morti fe8o41ilf_ii.fe
decay

L6-I: Radlioac/rtie decaty
92u238

Thorium 234 90Th234

Protactinium 234 91pa234

Uranium 234 92u 234

Thorium 230 90Th230

Radium 226

Uranium 238

Radon 222

Polonium 218

Lead 214

Bismuth 214

Polonium 214

Lead 210

Bismuth 210

Polonium 210

Lead 206

88Ra226

86Rn222

841)02'8

82
Rb2:4

83E1,214

80,0214

82Pb2
0

83/3,210

80,0210

82
Rb206

a

BrY

BrY

a

a'Y

a,1

a

a

BrY

BrY

a

Bcy

3

arY

stable

Two other naturally occurring

radioactive series have been
found; one starts with thorium
232 anu the other with uranium
235 (see SG 22.7 and 22.8).

There is also a fourth series
starting with artificially

produced plutonium (see SG 22.9).

4.51 x 109 years

24.1 days

1.18 minutes

2.48 g 105 years

8.0 g 104 years

1620 years

3.82

3.05

26.8

19.7

1.64

21.4

days

minutes

minutes

minutes

10-" seconds

years

5.0 days

138.4 days
21



In 1898 the Curies obtained a
total of about 200 grams of
radium. Seventy years later
(1968) 194 grams of this re-
main as radium, The six grams
of radium that have been lost
correspond to 16 x 1021radium
atoms that have decayed into
radon and subsequently into
other elements during these
70 years.
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Each member of the series differs physically and chemically

from its immediate parent or daughters; it should, therefore,

be possible to separate the different members of the chain.

But the separation problem was made difficult by the fact

that the different radioactive species decay at different

rates, some very slowly, some rapidly, others at intermediate

rates. These rates and their meaning will be discussed in

the next section.

An interesting example is supplied by the portion of the

uranium series starting with the substance called polonium

218. A pure sample may be collected by exposing to radon a

piece of ordinary material such as a thin foil of aluminum.

Some of the radon atoms decay into polonium 218 atoms which

are deposited on the surface of the foil. The graph at the

left shows what becomes of the polonium 218. Polonium 218

decays into lead 214, which decays into bismuth 214, which

decays into polonium 214, then lead 210, etc. If the orig-

inal sample contains 1,000,000 atoms of polonium 218 when it

is formed, after twenty minutes it will contain about 10,000

polonium 218 atoms, about 660,000 lead 214 atoms, about

240,000 bismuth 214 atoms and about 90,000 lead 210 atoms.

The number of polonium 214 atoms is negligibly small because

most of the polonium 214 changes into lead 210 in a small

fraction of a second. The numbers of atoms of these radio-

active substances change with time, quite rapidly in this

particular case. A sample of pure, freshly separated radium

(Ra 226) would also change in composition in a complicated

way, but much more slowly. Eventually it would consist of

a mixture of radium 226, radon 222, poloniu, 218, lead 214

and all the rest of the members of the chain down to, and

including, stable "radium G" (lead). A sample of pure ura-

nium may contain, after a time, 14 other elements of which

13--all but the last, stable portion contribute to the

radioactive emission, each in its own way. A complicated

mixture of elements results and many a particles, f3 par-

ticles and y rays are emitted, apparently continuously and

SG 216 simultaneously.

It is therefore evident that the separation of the differ-

ent members of a radioactive chain is extremely difficult

especially if some members of the chain decay rapidly. The

determination of the chemical nature and the radioactive

properties of each member requires the greatest experimental

ingenuity. One successful method depends on the skillful

purification of a particular radioactive substance, as the

Curies had done with radium and polonium. For example, s'.1p-



pose that a sample has been obtained from which all the ra-

dioactive substances except radium have been removed. The

sample immediately starts to give off radon gas. The latter
can be drawn off and its properties examined before it becomes
seriously contaminated by the disintegration of many of its
atoms into polonium 218. If this is done, is turns out that

radon decays (through several transformations) into lead much
more quickly than radium decays into radnn.

Give at least 3 reasons for the difficulty of separating
decay products.

21.8 Decay rate and half-life. In the last section we saw that

of 1,000,000 polonium 218 atoms present in a freshly pre- Sump:aril :21.
pared sample of that radioactive substance, only about Exper6/104;shaiecitu4'each

ctioadhie rmwlear specierhad10,000 would remain after twenty minutes, the rest having ra
a okicetacteristi dew rare anddecayed into atoms of lead 214. At the and of only three
hence a ckarts.cTerigtie har- Itee)T.

minutes following preparation of the sample, fifty percent

of the atoms originally present in the sample would remain, g be VUrt c cleaN4 (acniA)
the other fifty percent having already decayed But it is proportional i 14enurnbm'or

rns.would take 1620 years for half of the radium atoms in a 614rVtvtrt9 ata
freshly prepared sample of radium to be transformed into

7CIC tanif de6Citiphbrt Orradon atoms. The two substances radium 226 and polonium 2181hase facts allows ire random
illustrate the experimental fact that radioactive elements watre, of yuclOoteWe deowj.
show great differences in their rates of decay. In addition,

different atoms of a given element decay at different times;

some decay as soon as they are produced, while others may
never decay. But, in a sample consisting of an extremely

large number of any given kind of radioactive atom, it has

been found experimentally that the fraction of the number
of atoms of that kind that decay per second is characteristic,

fixed and unchangeable; it is independent of all physical
and chemical conditions, ..,dch as temperature, pressure and
form of chemical combination, These remarkable properties
of radioactivity deserve special attention, and the meaning

of the underlined statement above will be discussed in
detail because it is basic to our understanding of radio-
activity.

The ratio of the activity to the total number of original
atoms is the fraction of the original number of atoms that
has decayed per unit time. This ratio is analogous to the
death rate in the case of the United States, about 5000 per-
sons per day in a population of 200 million, or one person
per 60,000 per day.

is constant, the number of atoms that decay per unit time

must decrease in proportion to the number of atoms remaining.

Since the fraction of the atoms that decay per unit time

23
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If the number of surviving atoms is plotted as a function of

time, a curve such as that shown at the left is obtained.

The curve that shows the number of atoms that have not

decayed as a function of time approaches the time axis asymp-

totically; that is, the number of survivors becomes small but

never becomes zero. This is another way of saying that we

cannot assign any definite time at which the value of N falls

to zero. The smaller the number of unchanged atoms, the

smaller is the number that decay per unit time.

It is possible to specify the time required for any par-

ticular fraction of a sample to decay say 1/2 or 1/3 or 37%,

for instance. For convenience in making comparisons, the

fraction 1/2 has been chosen. The time T required for the

decay of one-half the original atoms of i pure sample, Ruther-

ford called the half-life. Each kind of radioactive atom has

a unique half-life, and thus the half-life of a substance can

be used to identify a radioactive substance. As Table 21.1

shows, these half-lives vary widely.

For the parent of the uranium series, the half-life is

4.5 billion years. This means that, after 4.5 x 109 years,

half of the uranium 238 atoms will have decayed. For polo-

nium 214 the half-life is of the order of 1/10,000 of a sec-

ond. If pure samples of each, containing the same number of

atoms, were available, the initial activity of polonium 214

would be very strong and that of uranium 238 very feeble.

If left for even a minute, though, the polonium would have

decayed so rapidly and the number of the surviving atoms

would be so small, that the activity due to polonium would

be less than the activity of the uranium. We can speculate

that some radioactive elements, present in great quantities

long ago, decayed so rapidly that no measurable traces

are now left. Many radioactive elements decay so slowly

that during any ordinary experimentation time their

decay rates seem to be constant.

Fig. 21.4 Radioactive decay curve. The
curve continually approaches but never
reaches the line indicating zero percent.
Because the activity of a sample is directly
proportional to the number of atoms, this

curve of the number of atoms surviving
as a function of time also repre-

sents the decreasing activity.

0 tIl



21.8

The principal advantage of the concept of half-life lies
in the experimental result implied in Fig. 21.4 that, no mat-
ter how old a sample with given half-life T is at a given
moment, in an additional time interval T, half of the existing
atoms will still survive. Thus, the half-life is not to be
thought of as an abbreviation for "half a life." If one-half
the original atoms remain unchanged after a time T, one-fourth
(1/2 x 1/2) will remain after two consecutive half-life in-
tervals 2T, one-eighth after 3T, and so on. Note how different
the situation is for a population of, say, human beings in-
stead of radioactive atoms. If we select a group of No

bab.es, half the number may survive to their 70th birthday;
of these N0/2 oldsters, none is likely to celebrate a 140th
birthday. But of N0 radioactive atoms with a half-life of
70 years, N0/4 will have remained intact after 140 years,
No/8 after 280 years, etc. The statistical probability of
survival for atoms is unchanged by the age they have already
reached; in humans, the probability of survival depends SG 21.7
strongly on age.

SG 21.8

We are not considering here the behavior of individual SG 21.9

atoms, but the behavior of a very large number. If a hundred SG 21.10

thousand persons were to flip coins simultaneously just once,
we could predict with good accuracy that about one-half of
them would get heads. But we could not accurately predict

that one particular person in this crowd would obtain heads
on a single flip. If the number of coins tossed is small,
the observed count is likely to differ considerably from the
prediction of 50% heads. From experiments in radioactivity
we can predict that a certain fraction of a relatively large
number of atoms in a sample will survive in any given time
interval say, 1/2 will survive to reach the age T--but not
whether a particular atom will be among the survivors. And
as t1.2 sample of survivors decreases in size owing to dis-

integrations, our predictions about the fraction of survivors
become less accurate; finally, when only a few atoms remain 'Random events
unchanged, the predictions are no longer meaningful. In

short, the disintegration law is a statistical law, and is
E46 4e: Half' -lifethus applicable only to large populations of the radioactive

atoms, not to the decay of individual atoms. It makes no
assumptions as to why the atoms disintegrate. The use of 6-4-7 HalF-Lire gr
this statistical law is justified because even a minute sam-
ple of a radioactive element contains very many atoms. For

1417: Random events
example, one-millionth of a gram of uranium contains 2.53 x
1015 atoms.

In the discussion of the kinetic theory of matter we saw

25
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The Mathematics of Decay
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Start by wrttintt the e\penonti 11 11ee.1y equ it ten
in u thmi form. This is done by t tkn,g the
logarithm of both sides of the equation. Log
(Nt/No) = it log e. After the half -life the
ratio N t /N = So we ran subs tut., ' foiz
Nt/No if we subs ti tut( 1' for t in the equation:
log(') = ,T log c. This equation c in be sim-

plified by realising (-hat log( is -0.301 and
log e = 0.4343: -0.301 (0.4363) . Thus,

= 0.693. We Owl( fore find that the product
of (Al.' decay rate and the half-life is always
equal to 0.693.

For example, radium has a decay rate = 1.36
it

per second, so tit, half-life T of radium
es 0.693/1.36. 10-11 per second, which is equal
to 5.10 K 1010 sec or about 1690 years.

*There is no relation between the use of the' sym-
bol A for decay ritti and the use of 1 for wave-
length.
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that it is a hopeless task to try to describe the motions of

each individual molecule, but we could calculate the average

pressure of a gas containing a very large number of molecules.

Similarly, in dealing with radioactivity we find that our in-

ability to specify when each of the tremendous number of

atoms in a normal sample will disintegrate makes a statistical

treatment necessary.

- - -

()1tHow much of a substance will be left after four of its half-
lives?

,!/b If, after many many half-lives, only two atoms of a radio-
active substance remain, what will happen during the next half-
life?

17,74 ill I

at
/
/1

/ ``\
. ,

L_I --..'""---!-t 1.../,..,.savP-- .

r -

An early SNAP (Systems for Nu-
clear Auxiliary Power) gener-
ator installed in a Navy Transit
4-A navigational satellite. The
spontaneous fission of plutonium
238 supplies a continuous flow
of heat which is converted to
electricity by thermocouples.

This cutaway view of a SNAP-7
generator shows how thermo-
couples are arranged to con-
vert heat from the radioactive

strontium 90 cores directly to
electrical energy. The outer
wall is a thick metal shield
designed to absorb radiation
from the strontium 90, and the
fins dissipate excess heat to
keep the assembly at the design
temperature. Most SNAP devices
are built to produce a steady
flow of electrical energy for a
period of several years, so
they are particularly adapted
for use in satellites, untended

lighthouses, ocean buoys and
similar applications.
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21.1 Which of the Curies' discoveries would have been unlikely if
they had used ag qu e r s x.lko t ogr2 ph i c technique fn detesting

radioactivity? of.ttlrTZA°,,,angN'trxrcrioracmTve'lesior7.0.17rp"olort'w:rp°117.iciarrxrn7:rrit

21.2 A spectroscopic examination of the y rays from bismuth 214
shows that rays of several discrete !-Jut different energies are
present. The rays are said to show a "line spectrum." The mea-
sured wavelength corresponding to one of the lines is 0.016X.

a) Show that the energy of each of the y-ray photons respon-
sible for that line is 3.2 x 10-1 3 J. (Hintsee
chapter 20.) l a x+o joiAle

b) What is the equivalent energy in electron volts? O.75 MeV

21.3 Suppose that in Fig. 21.1 the magnetic field strength is
1.0 x 10 "3 N/ampm.

a) What would be the radius of curvature of the path of
electrons entering the magnetic field with a speed of
1.0 x 107 m/sec? (The charge and mass of the electron
are 1.6 x 10-19 coul and 9.0 x 10-31 kg respectively.)5 7 10-'rn

b) If a particles entered the magnetic field with the same
speed as the electrons in part (a), what would be the
radius of curvature of their orbit? (The mass of an a
particle is 6.7 x 10-27 kg.) 4-,90.1-1

c) Compare your answers to parts (a) and (b). 7350: I

21.4 If the electrons described in part (a) of the previous
problem pass through crossed electric and magnetic fields as
shown in the lower sketch of Fig. 21.2,

a) what must be the strength of the electric field to just
balance the effect of a magnetic field of strength
1.8 x 10-3 N/ampm? 1.0 x 10 + tV/COR/

b) what voltage must be supplied to the electric deflecting
plates to proauce the electriz field strength of part (a)
of this problem if the plates are 0.10 m apart? /.0x 103 Volts

c) what will happen to the a particles of problem 21.2 (b)
moving through the crossed magnetic and electric fields
of this problem? undetected

21.5 For each part below, select the most appropriate radiation(s):
a, 13, or y.

a) most penetrating radiation y
b) most easily absorbed by aluminum foil d
c) most strong ly ionizing radiation 04

d) may require thick "radiation shields" for protection y
e) cannot be deflected by a magnet
f) largest radius of curvature when travelling across

a magnetic field cy,

g) highest q/m value

h) important in Ruthellord's and Royd's "mousetrap"
experiment

i) involved in the transmutation of radium to radon 04
j) involved in Lhe transmutation of bismuth 210 to

polonium 210 (3

21.6 Suggest an exp,nation for the following observations:

a) Tha Curies noticed in 1899 that nonradioactive substances

placed near a radium compound appeared to become radio-
active. di .n my, radon ( a acts) 04-sc.41 clecaus vOC6:4yri A wlitcs,b) Williamrookesc4Ifferdre in 1900 tIrat, when a strongly d9post.ect

or plearb,

radioactive uranium-containing compound was purified
olojecfts.

chemically, the uranium compound itself was left with a
much smaller activity, and the separate residue contain-
ing none of the uranium was strongly radioactive.

The residue cocuned dcbA9hrers ar 111511 act1v9 ( short half-life)
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c) Becquerel found, in 1901, that in a case like (b) the
uranium compound regained its original activity after
several months while the residue gradually lost most
of its activity during the same time.-TAe urn:wham compound
canGnuttlle, decayed ...IS more active daughters, but the dau9ht, 5 trz the residue

21.7 A Geiger counter shows that the rate of emission of par- 04t Yeph7CeC( ac
tidies from an initially pure sample of a radioactive substance 44 d er-Aajeci
decreases to one-half the initial rate in 25 hours.

a) What fraction of the original number of radioactive
atoms is still unchanged at that time? -k

b) What fraction of the original number will have disinte-
grated in 50 hours? A

c) What assumptions have 4- you made in giving these answers?
How might you check them? Assume -tie products of denaj

were not ";ernselves. radfo cuirolvewere
21.8 Suppose at time Co a sample of pure radium consisted oi
2.66 1021 atoms. (The half-life of radium is approximately
1600 years.)

a) If N is the number of radium atoms in the sample at a
time-t, make a graph of NC vs. time covering a period of
8000 years.

b) Show that at the end of 8000 years, 8.3 x 1019 radium
atoms still remain in the sample.

c) From your graph, estimate thepuipber ofasadium atoms in
the sample after 4000 years. "Prrs.

21.9 The cylinder in the beaker shown and described on p. 19
reportedly contained "17,000 curies" of cobalt 60. A curie is
defined as 3.70 x 1010 disintegrations per second.

a) How much energy is released per disintegration in the
cobalt 60? 5 7 x 10 -tr Joules( 646'4.9"T-fenb) What would be the rate of heat production of that
cylinder after 15 years? (The half-life of cobalt 60
is approximately 5 years.)

21.10 Radioactive isotopes in quantities of 10 micro-curies or
less can be purchased from the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
How many disintegrations per second occur in a 10 micro-curie
sample? 23,70 x 105 061titeCyrinOtt /sec

21.11 Plot the counting rate as a function of time and determine
the approximate half-life of the substance having the following
disintegration rates (counting rates):

Counting
Time
(hr) (connts/mir)

Time
(hr)

0.0

Counting
rate

(counts/min)

....
0.5 95 35

1.0 8190
1.5 7040
2.0 6050
3.0 4465
4.0 3300
5.0 2430

6.0 1800
7.0 1330
8.0 980
9.0 720

10.0 535
11.0 395
12.0 290

,c/0-3/yrwo.
How many atoms decay each minute for each 10 atoms in the sample?
(Use the relaticriship AT = 0.693 derived on p. 26.) Does this
number remain constant? 5,x IOS ex-6rns/knin Yes.

21.12 It takes 10 years for 10 per cent of the atoms of a fresh
sample of radioactive substance to decay. How much of the 90 per
cent that is left will decay in the next 10 years? to% or 907, or

ctle on9rnal.

970
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22.1 Tte concept of isotopes. The discovery that there are three

radior.'tive series, each containing apparently new elements,

raised a serious problem. In 1910 there were some empty

spaces in the periodic table of the elements but there were

not enough spaces for the many new elements. The periodic

table represents an arrangement of the elements according to

her chemical properties and, if it were unable to include

the radioactive elements, it would have to be revised, per-

haps in some drastic and fundamental way.

Summary a9 I

Drastic riewston of INe rvrad(c,
'take -b accomodate Itie racka-
clofilie elemeers was made un-
netesarq b5 Soddijs concept
of isotapis.

Soddy suggested a so'ution that threw a flood of light on

the nature of matter and or the periodic law of tne elements.

The clue to the puzzle lay In the observation that some of

the supposedly new elements had chemical Properties identical

with those of well-known elements, altnough some of their

physical properties were different, For example, the "great-

granddaughter" of uranium was found to have the same chemical

properties as uranium itself. The two could not be separated

by chemical means; no chemist had detected, by chemical analy-

sis, any difference between these two substances. But they

do differ from each other in certain physical properties.

They are now known to be _wo different forms of uranium-- -

uranium 238 and uranium 234, respectively. As Table 21.1

shows, uranium 238 and 234 have quite different half-lives:

4.5 x 109 years and 2.5 x 105 years, respectively; and the

mass of a uranium 234 atom must be smaller than that of a

uranium 238 atom by the mass of one u particle and two e

particles. Another pair of radioactive substances, radium 3

and radium G, were found to have the same chemical properties

as lead: when mixed with lead they could not be separated

from it by chemical means. These substances are now kncw;

as lead 214 and lead 206, respectively. But lead 214 is

radioactive and lead 206 is stable,, and Table 21.1 shows

that they must differ in mass by the mass of two u particles
and four k particles. There are many other examples of such

differences.

Soddy proposed that a chemical element could be regarded

as a pure substance only in the sense that all of its atoms

have the same chemical properties, He suggested that a

chemical element may in fact be a mixture of atoms some of

which hove different radioactive behavior and different

atomic masses but the same chemical properties. This idea

meant that one of the basic postulates of Dalton's atomic

theory would have to be changed, namely the postulate that

the atoms of a pure element are alike in all respects.

According to Soddy, it is only in chemical properties that

L
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the atoms of a given element are identical. The several physi-

cally different species of atoms making up a particular ele-

ment occupy the same place in the periodic table, that is, have
the same atomic ntaber Z. Soddy called them isotopes of the

element, from the Greek isos and topos meaning same and alace

(same place in the periodic table). Thus uranium 238 and uran-

ium 234 are isotopes of uranium; lead 234 and lead 206 are iso-
')C, 2.'1 topes of lead.

The many species of radioactive atoms in the three radio-

active series were shown by chemical analysis to be isotopes

of one or another of the last eleven elements in the periodic
table--from lead to uranium. For example, the second and

fifth members of the uranium series were shown to be --otopes

of thorium, with Z = 90;, the 8th, 11th and 14th members turned
out to be isotopes of polonium (Z = 84). The old symbols

were therefore rewritten to represent both the chemical simi-

larity and physical difference among isotopes. The present

names, fp': example, are uranium 238 and uranium 234, shown

in Table 21.1.

(ii Why wasn't it necessary to expand tho periodic table to fit
in the newly discovered radioactive substances?

....

22.2 Transformation rules. Two questions then arose: how do changes

in chemical nature come about in radioactive decay; and, more5 (Ammar 449.a
The trans aka), MACS specifically, what determines whcther the atomic number Z in-

rreAlere4 success 1444 te creases or decreases in a radioactive transformation?

da14111-terg Ofcx anal-VOW:cc/J.
In 1913, the answers to these questions were given inde-

pendently by Soddy in England and by A. Fajans 1.n Germany.

They each proposed two rules we will call the transformation

rules of radioactivity. Recall that by 1913 Rutherford's

nuclear model of the atom was generally accepted. Using this

model, one could consider a radioactive atom to have an un-

stable nucleus which emits an Q or 6 particle. Every nucleus

has a positive charge +Zge, where Z is the atomic number and
q
e is the magnitude of the charge of an electron. The nucleus

is surrounded by Z electrons which make the atom as a whole

electrically neutral and detei,aine the chemical behavior of

the atom. An a particle has an atomic mass of about 4 units

and a positive charge of 2 units, +2qe. A 6 particle has a

negative charge of one unit, -qe, and very little mass.

The ti nsiormation rules may now be stated as follows:
Example:

(1) When a nuc:eus emits an a particle, the .ass of the
po 2 1 8

8 2
pb2 1 4 + a atom decreases by 4 atomic mass units and the atomic number84

Z of the nucleus decreases by 2 units; the resulting atom be-
longs to an element two spaces back in the periodic table.
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(2) When a nucleus emits a 3 particle, the mass ofthe atom is practically unchanged, but the atomic number Zincreases by one unit; tne resulting atom belongs to anelement one place forward in the periodic table. When a
,r ray is emitted, there is, of course, no change in the
number of atomic mass units or the atomic number.

Table 21.1 shows that these rules apply to the uranium-
radium series so far as the atomic number is concerned. The
Rutherford-Bohr model of the atom shows why a change in chem-
ical nature occurs as a result of a or B emission. An a
particle takes two positive charges from the nucleus, and
the resulting new atom can hold two fewer electrons than be-
fore in its outer shells. The new atom acts chemically like
an atom of an element with an atomic nur.ber two units less
than that of the atom before the radioactive change occurred.
In B emission, the nucleus becomes more positively charged,
by one unit. The number of electrons around the nucleus in-
creases by one and the atom acts chemically like an .,tom
with an atomic number one unit greater than that of the atom
before the radioactive change occurred.

Example:

821)1,21'1.1..d3Bi.:1"

By using the transformation rules Soddy and Fajzns were able
to assign places in the periodic table to all of the radio-
active elements. Each of these elements fell into a place
appropriate to its chemical properties so that no revision
of the periodic table was needed. Many of the positions
(determined by atomic number) between Z = 82 (lead) and Z = 92
(uranium) now contained several isotopes. These results were
consistent with the hypothesis of the existence of isotopes,
but direct, independent evidence was also soght-- ld it was SG 22.2
obtained in 1914.

Q2 By how many units does the mass of an atom chanv during adecay? During B decay?

C/3 By how many units does the charge of a nucleus change during
a decay? During B decay?

.2.3 Direct evidence for isotopes of lead. Soddy knew tnat the Sammami a9.3
stable end product of the uranium-radium series had the chem- 1. rxperirAerig- showed tat aranden

1,02S eANritEWA!,ifronsformai into aical properties of lead, and that the end product of the tho- 1(91it meitape of lead,and thor(umrium series also had the chemical properties of lead. But he illto Ot heavy KA:re of lead.
saw that these erd products should have atomic masses

So Inc( n

dif-
ferent from that of ordinary lead (that is, lead that was not a Lea0(

ellovol ib lkeproduced from a radioactive series) . This result follows from ere

in properVis predictbi bra khciAlja simple calculation of the change in mass as an atom decays
from the starting point of a radioactive series to the end 3 The cuestiein cwese : ar osierpoint, The calculation is simplified by ignoring beta decays stable elements at mixitire orin which no appreciable change in mass is involved. I°*Ped?
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Frederick Soddy (1877-1956), an
English chemist. studied at
Oxford, and went to Canada in
1899 to work under Rutherford
at McGill University in Mon-
treal. There the two worked
out their explanation of radio-
active decay. Soddy retffned
to England in 1902 to work with
Sir William Ramsay, the dis-
coverer of the rare gases argon,
neon, krypton and xenon. Ramsay
and Soddy showed, in 1903, that
helium was continually produced
by naturally radioactive sub-
stances. In 1921, Soddy was
awaried the Nobel Prize in
chemistry for his discovery of
isotopes. He was a professor
of chemistry at Oxford from
1919 to 1936.
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22.3

In the uranium series 8 particles, each with atomic

mass of 4 units, are emitted. Hence, the end prcduct of

the series is expected to have an atomic mass close to

238 (8 x 4) = 206 units. In the thorium series, the end

product comes from thorium 232, with an atomic mass of about

232 units, and 6 s particles are emitted along the way. It

should tnerefore have an atomic mass close to 232 (6 x 4)

= 208 units. The atomic mass of ordinary lead was known

from cnemical analysis to be 207.2 units. The lead extracted

from the mineral thorite, which consists mainly of thorium

and contains only one or two per cent by mass of uranium may

be presumed to be the final product of tne thorium series.

The .tonic mass of lead extracted from thorite should there-

fore be significantly different from the atomic mass of lead

extracted from a uranium mineral such as pitchblende, and

from the atomic mass of or 1 lead.

Here was a quantitative which could oe checked,

and a number of chemists in Scotland, France, Germany, Austria

and the United States attacked the problem. At Harvard Uni-

versity, T. W. Richards found atomic masses as low as 206.08

for samples of lead from ores rich in uranium. Chemists in

Austria found samples of lead, in the ore uraninite, with an

atomic mass of 206.04. Soddy and others found samples of

lead from thorite with atomic masses as high as 207.8 and
207.9. The results left no doubt that uranium was trans-

formed into a light isotope of lead, and thorium into a

heavier isotope of lead, and that both isotopes have atomic

masses different from that of ordinary lead (207.2).

Richards and his co-workers iso found important similari-

ties between ordinary lead and lead 206, The densities of

these two isotopes turned out to be proportional to the re-

spective atomic masses, which implied that the atoms of lead

206 and ordinary lead had the saw. volume. Furthermore,

lead 206 and ordinary lead were found to have ths same opti-

cal spectrum; their compounds had the same solubility in

water, and the crystals of their nitrates had the same index

of refraction. Hence, lead 206 and ordinary lead were shown

to have properties as similar as Soddy nad predicted and as

Bohr's theory suggested they should be. Together, all of

these results meant that the theories of radioactivity and

atomic structure that were emerging 'Al the early years of

the twentieth century had passed a demanding test, and the

confidence that physicists and chemists had in these theo-

ries was greatly increased.

The three forms of lead which were compared in the studies



Pike nerniad migfirre or all varieties of lead .

NE

discussed so far, that is, ordinary lead, lead 206 from

uranium) and lead 208 (from thorium) were all stable not

radioactive. The question immediately arose whether other

stable elements are really mixtures of isotopes, In Soddy's

words:

Naturally the question was asked whether any of the com-
mon elements, for which radioactive methods of analysis
are not available, are, as supposed, really homogeneous
elements: and whether any are mixtures of different iso-
tones, with different atomic masses but with identical
chemical properties, so merely appearing to be homogeneous
under chemical analysis.

How were the different atomic masses of lead decay-products
predicted?

22.4 Positive rays. It was hard to show that stable elements may

be mixtures of isotopes because isotopes cannot be separated

by ordinary chemical methods. Any attempt to separate a

pair of isotopes must depend on a difference in some property
art 7entent must be done

which depends, in turn, on the difference between their atom- Fthysi,1444 because 714!/ ore
is masses, However, except for the very lightest elements, idgifitiidCherffiCatti.

the difference in atomic mass is small compared to the atom-

ic masses themselves. For the lead isotopes discussed in the g 7rlanCOM tkgadrearalidiiiie

last section the difference was only two units in about 200 re24 In 47 4FNi Petar 45
Co pare- are masses or atopngunits, or about one per cent. Any difference In a physical

property between two isotopes having such a small mass dif- 3.-Nm modern mass spedit:-
fere nce would be expected to be very small, making separation inyAh i.c an edit:we:Ay semi-
difficult to achieve. Fortunately, when the question of the We, traiument for inaratt-
possible existence of isotopes of stable elements aruse, a

method was available which could answer the question. This

There are four naturally occur-
ring lead isotopes 82Pb20 ;

and the end products of three
decay chains:

8 2 Pb 0 6, from uranium;

8 Pb 2 ° 7, from actinium;

pb 2 0 8,
8 2 from thorium.

5umrrearci
/. aritriak 4 Ike iscrpes of'

separurtn4.1sotopee and
m ettuirm5 "r masses%

method, developed by J. J. Thomson and extended by A. J. Fig. 22.1 Discharge tube for
producing a beam of positive

Dempster and others, depended on the behavior of positively ions, The gas ber-ween anode

charged ions when these are traveling in electric and magnetic and cathode is ionized by the
electric field. Positive ions

fields.
are then accelerated toward
the cathode where some of them
pass through small holes and
enter the well-evacuated region
beyond.

In a cathode ray tube, the eiectrons emitted from the

cathode ionize the atoms of gas with which they collide. It

was thought that the positive ions produced would accelerate

toward the cathode and be neutralized there. In 1886, the

German physicist Goldstein found that if holes are made in

the cathode, rays pass through the cathode and emerge beyond

it. Fig. 22.1 is a schematic diagram of a discharge tube for

producing such rays. If the cathode fits the tube tightly,

so that no gas can enter the region behind it, and if the

holes are so small that very little gas can get through them,

a high vacuum can be produced on the side where the rays

emerge. The rays then have quite a long range and can be

deflected by externally applied electric and magnetic fields.
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J. J. Thomson (1856-1940) at
work in the Cavendish Laboratory.

-lhorneon;s apparatus USed parallel
electiqt and Y110.3rtelk, cieldS -A-
dd riot provide For ions
of a simile speed. Ae po4irive ions
of a vildespread of speeds. passed
Ihnvu9n the ftelds and formed a
pattern or parabolas. on a.

forplate one porabda
fbr each variety and speed ofions.

T4s : Mass spetsPorph

..D61 Mass spect-ocrofti

-P : "Irtornsoris positive
raij parabaa s

Some mass spectrometers are
portable; small ones similar
to this are carried aloft for
analysis of the upper atmos-
phere.
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From the direction of the deflections it was concluded that
the rays consist of positively charged particles. The rays
were therefore called "positive rays" and were thought
(correctly) to consist of positively charged ins of the
atoms or molecules of the residual gas remaining in the d's-
charge tube after partial evacuation.

Thomson used the positive rays from different gases to de-
termine the relative masses of the atoms of the gases. Rather
than describe the details of Thomson's early apparatus we
shall describe an improved type of instrument that is in com-
mon use. This instrument typically consists of two parts:

the first part provides a beam of ions all moving with the
same speed; in the second part the ions pass through a mag-
netic field, which deflects them from a straight path ...nto

several different curved paths determined by their relative
masses. Ions of different mass are thus separated to such an
extent that they can be detected separately. By analogy with
the instrument that separates light of different wavelengths,

the instrument that separates ions of different mass was
called a mass spectrograph. Its operation is explained on the
opposite page. %Ieveloped by Aston

Thomson had obtained results from measurement of g for
positive rays which were quite different from those obtained

for cathode ray particles or 8 particles. Both the speeds
and g were found to be smaller for gases with heavier mole-
cules, These results are consistent with the idea that the
positive rays are streams of positively ionized atoms or
molecules.

Can the values of q and m be separately determined? The
magnitude of q must be a multiple of the electron charge qe,
that is, it can only be qe, or 2qe, 3qe, 4qe,.... The greater
the charge, the greater the magnetic force will be and, there-
fore, the more curved the path of the ions. In the apparatus

of Fig. 22.2 a doubly ionized atom (an ion with charge +2qe)
will follow a path with half the radius of that of a singly

ionized atom of similar type, a triply ionized atom will

trace out a semi-circular path with one-third the radius,
etc. Thus, for each type of atom analyzed, the path with the
largest radius will be that taken by the ions with the single
charge qe. Since q is known for each path, the mass of the
ions can be determined from the known values of q/m.

The study of positive rays with the mass spectrograph made
it possible to measure for the first time the masses of in-
dividual atoms, With the methods used before, it was possible
to obtain only average masses for very large numbers of atoms.



Fig. 22.2 The principle of the mass spectrograph.

The magnetic separation of isotopes bP;ins by
electrically charging the atoms of a s.mple of nettifkArrt

material, for example by means of an electric
discharge through a sample of gas. The resulting
ions are then accelerated into a beam by an elec-
tric potential difference.

Before the different isotopes in the beam are
separated, there is usually a preliminary stage
that allows only those ions with a certain veloc-
ity to pass through. In one type, the ion beam
initially enters a region of crossed magnetic
fields B and where each ion experiences a mag-
netic force of magnitude qvB and an electric force
of magnitude qE. The magnetic and electric forces
act on an ion in opposite directions, and only
for ions of a certain speed will the forces be
balanced, allowing them to pass straight through
the crossed fields. For these ions qvB = qE,
and so their speed v = E/B. Because only ions
with this speed in the original direction remain
in the beam, this part of the apparatus is called
a velocity selector.

The separation of isotopes is then accomplished
by a magnetic field B'. As the beam enters this
field, the magnetic force acts as a centripetal
force to cause each ion to move in a circular
arc whose radius R depends upon the ion's charge-
to-mass ratio. That is = mv2/R and so
q/m = v/BIA.

The divided beams of ions fall on either a photo-
graphic plate (in a mass spectrograph) or a sen-
sitive electrometer probe (in a mass spectrometer),
allowing the radii of their deflections to be
calculated from the geometry of the apparatus.
Since v, B' and R can be determined from measure-

ments; the charge-to-mass ratio of each velocity
of ions in the beam can be calculated.
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The uncertainty of mass determinations made with modern mass

spectrographs can be less than one part in a hundred thousand

StArroriar 019.5 that is, less than 0.001 percent. The difference in the
I IfiOrn'ort showed ttioit icitereg masses of the isotopes of an element is never less than about
exist far neon, art 0.3 percent, and so is easily detected.

on- YOCitoMediVe ) element --1

g Aston used gaseous dqucion
tecknupes and Piis mass spect.0-
9naph -U3 veitfl5 IAA rieov has
two iscsGpes.

C/5 The curvature of an ion beam in a magnetic field depends on
both the mass and speed of the ions. How then can a mass specto-
graph make precise separation by mass?

22.5 Separating Isotopes, In Thomson's original instrument the

3. Aston Showed flistathereermadt

have isotopes and 69,
error was about one per cent, but this was small enouch to

MeaSUririg permit Thomson to make the first observation of separated iso-
tkeir.'vriass Spectra he calculated, topes. He introduced a beam of neon ions from a discharge
maruj isotopic »lasses-.

Francis William Aston (1877-1945)
studied chemistry at the Univer-
sity of Birmingham. In 1910 he
went to Cambridge to work under
J. J. Thomson. He was awarded
the Nobel Prize in chemistry, in
1922, for his work with the mass
spectrograph. In disagreement
with Rutherford, Aston pictured
a future in which the energy of
the atom would be tapped by man.
In his Nobel acceptance speech
he also spoke of the dangers in-
volved in such a possibility.
Aston lived just long enoughby
three monthsto learn of the ex-
plosion of the nuclear bombs.
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tube containing chemically pure neon into his mass spectro-

graph. The atomic mass of neon had been determined as 20.2

atomic mass units by means of the usual methods for deter-

mining the atomic (or molecular) mass of a gas. At about the

position on the photographic plate where ions of atomic mass

20 were expected to arrive, a dark line was observed when the

plate was developed. But, in addition, there was also pres-

ent a faint line such as would indicate the presence of par-

ticles with atomic mass 22. No chemical element or gaseous

compound was known which had this atomic or molecular mass,

The presence of this line suggested, therefore, that neon

might be a mixture of one form, or isotope, with atomic mass

20 and another isotope with atomic mass 22. The average chem-

ical mass 20.2 would result if neon contained about ten times

as many atoms of atomic mass 20 as of atomic mass 22.

The evidence that neon has two isotopes was so striking

that Thomson's associate, F. W. Aston, looked for further

evidence that might bear on this problem, it was well known

from kinetic theory that in a mixture of two gases with dif-

ferent molecular masses the lighter molecules have a higher

average speed than the heavier molecules. The lighter mole-

cules, therefore, collide more often with the walls of a

container than do the heavier molecules. If the mixture is

allowed to diffuse through a porous wall from one container

into another, the heavier molecules are less likely to pass

through than the lighter, faster ones. The gas that does not

get through the wall will, therefore, have more of the heavier

molecules than the gas that does pass through the wall.

Aston allowed part of a sample of chemically pure neon

gas to pass through such a wall. One pass accomplished only

a slight separation of the lighter and heavier molecules, so

a portion of the gas which had passed through the wall was



22.5

passed through the wall again, the process was repeated many

times. He measured the atomic mass of each fraction of the

gas and found values of 20.15 atomic mass units for the frac-

tion that had passed through the wall many times and 20.28

units for the fraction that had been left benind many times.

The difference in average atomic mass indicated that the neon

was, indeed, a mixture of isotopes. Even more impressive was

the change in the relative intensities of the two traces (for

the masses 20 and 22) in the mass spectrograph. The line

corresponding to mass 22 was more prominent in the analysis

of the fraction of the gas that had been left behind, show-

ing that this fraction was "enriched" in atoms of mass 22.

Although the separation of the two isotopes was not complete,

it was clear that there are two isotopes of neon, one with

atomic mass 20, the other with atomic mass 22. The optical

emission spectrum of the enriched sample was the same as

that of the original neon sample proving that no substance

other than neon was present.

Side view of one of Aston's
earlier mass spectrographs.

These results encouraged Aston to improve the design of c's

the mass spectrograph and determine the atomic masses of 46 -3: 4564es. mass specosraph
many elements. He found that other elements also were made

up of isotopes. The atomic masses of the isotopes of the

naturally occurring elements have now been determined.

Figure 22.3 shows the mass spectrograph record obtained for

germanium, indicating that this element has five isotopes.

Pictures of this kind are called "mass spectra."

Fig. 22.3 The mass spectrum of germanium, showing the isotopes
of mass numbers 70, 72, 73, 74, 76.

Both the electromagnetic and gas-diffusion methods of

separating isotopes have been modified for large-scale appli-

cations. The electromagnetic method is used by the United

States Atomic Energy Commission to provide samples of separa-

ted isotopes for research, The method used by Aston in

achieving a small degree of separation of the neon isotopes

has been developed on an enormous scale to separate the Iso-

topes of uranium in connection with the manufacture of nu-

clear bombs and the production of nuclear power.

f. What were 3 experimental results which supported the belief
in two isotopes of neon?

=I/ Isotopes are separated in a mass spectograph because more
massive ions are deflected less. Why are isotopos separated in
diffusing through a porous wall?

Although we cannot measure the
mass of a neutral atom in a mass
sp,ctrograph (why not?), we
usually list isotopic masses for
neutral atoms.

D62 Aeon avralo9
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22.6 A useful notation for nuclides and nuclear reactions. It
will be useful to summarize some ideas and notations. Be-
cause of the existence of isotopes it was no longer possible

to designate an atomic species by means of the atomic number
Z alone, To distinguish among the isotopes of an element
some new symbols were introduced. One is the mass number, A,Burnmary ap .6
defined as the whole number closest to the measured atomic"arprru6 number Z and
mass (see Table 22.1). For example, the lighter and heavierMASS millibar A are used 16

speeif a partre4.4/ar oebrri6 isotopes of neon are characterized by the pairs of values:
6 or ymalicie Z = 10, A = 20, and Z = 10, A = 22, respectively. An element

which consists of a single atomic species can, of course,
49.2n evalicine represent' nuclear also be characterized by its Z and A values. These valuesmat, ne mass Yfu err

are determined by the properties of the atomic nucleus: ac-balance and 1Iie atomic numbers
Odace. cording to the Rutherford-Bohr model of the atom, the atomic

number Z is the magnitude of the positive charge of the nu-
cleus in elementary charge units. The mass number A is very

nearly equal to the atomic mass of the nucleus (expressed in

atomic mass units) because the total electron mass is very

small compared to the mass of the nucleus. The term nuclide

is used to denote an atomic species characterized by particu-
lar values of Z and A. An isotope is then one of a group of

two or more nuclides having the same atomic number Z but dif-
ferent mass numbers A. A radioactive atomic species is a

radioactive nuclide, or radionuclide for short. A nuclide
40 is usually denoted by the chemical symbol with a subscript at

I



22.6

the lower left giving the atomic number, and a superscript at

the upper right giving the mass number. In the symbol zXA

for a nuclide, Z is the atomic number, X is the chemical sym-

bol and A is the mass number. For example, 4Be9 is the nu-

clide beryllium with atomic number 4 and mass number 9; the

symbols 1oNe2° and I0Ne22 represent the neon isotopes dis-

cussed above. The Z-value is the same for all the isotopes

of a given element (X), and so is often omitted except when

it is needed for balancing equations (as you will shortly

see). Thus, we often write 016 for 8016, or Ne20 for IoNe20

or U238 for 92U238.

The introduction of the mass number and the symbol for a

nuclide makes it possible to designate the radioactive nu-

clides in an easy and consistent way, as was shown in Table

21.1. Radioactive decay can be expressed by a simple equa- r",refig. (2416
tion representing the changes that occur in the decay process.

The first step in the uranium-radiull series, the decay of

uranium 238 into thorium 234, may be written:

92U238
decays into 90Th294 + 2He4.

The symbol 2He4 stands for the helium nucleus (a particle);

the other two symbols represent the initial and final atomic

nuclei, each with the appropriate charge and mass number.

The equation represents a nuclear reaction, and is analogous

to an equation for a chemical reaction. The atomic numbers

on the two sides of the equation must balance because the

electric charge of the nucleus must be conserved: 92 =

90 + 2. Also, the mass numbers must balance because of con-

servation of mass: 238 = 234 + 4. We see from Table 21.1

that 90Th234 (thorium 234) decays to 91Pa234 (protactinium

234) with the emission of a 6 particle. Since a a particle

(electron) has charge -qe and has an extremely small mass,

the symbol _1e0 is used for it. This B decay process may

then be represented by the equation:

80Th294 decays into
9113a2" + + ;

Q8 Write the complete symbol for the nuclide with atomic mass 194
and atomic number 78. Of what element is it an isotope?

(/9 Complete the following equation for a-decay:

zxA 2
He

4
-I-

X.Z-2

(210 Completo the following equation for a -decay:

XA ei) +
?XA

nactbactiitit series

There is also an antineutrino
(v) given off together with the
6 particle. The neutrino and
antineutrino are two particles
which will be discussed briefly
in Sec. 23.6.

SG 22.5
SG 22.6

SG 22.7
SG 22 8
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Table 22.1

The masses

Element

Relative natural abundances and masses of some nuclides

000

Mass of
Neutral Atom

(amu)

are given in atomic mass units (amu)

Chemical ALomic Mass
Symbol Number Number

Z A

based on 6C12 = 12.000

Relative
Abundance

%

Hydrogen H 1 1 99.98 1.007825

1 2 0.02 2.014102

Helium He 2 4 100.00 4.002604

Lithium Li 3 6 7.42 6.015126

3 7 92.58 7.016005

Beryllium Be 4 9 100.00 9.012186

Carbon C 6 12 98.89 12.000000

6 13 1.11 13.003354

Nitrogen N 7 14 99.63 14.003074

7 15 0.37 15.000108

Oxygen 0 8 16 99.76 15.994915

8 17 0.04 16.999134

8 18 0.20 17.999160

Neon Ne 10 20 90.92 19.992440

10 21 0.26 20.993849

10 22 8.82 21.991385

Aluminum Al 13 27 100.00 26.981535

Chlorine Cl 17 35 75.53 34.968855

17 37 24.47 36.965896

Platinum Pt 78 190 0.01 189.9600

78 192 0.78 191.9614

78 194 32.90 193.9628

78 195 33.80 194.9648

78 196 25.30 195.9650

78 198 7.21 197.9675

Gold Au 79 197 100.00 196.9666

Lead Pb V 204 1.50 203.9731

,2 206 23.60 205.9745

32 207 22.60 206.9759

82 208 52.30 207.9766

Thorium 211 90 232 100.00 232.0382

Uranium U 92 234 0.006 234.0409

92 235 0.720 235.0439

92 238 99.274 238.0508
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(

Chart of the known nuclides. Each black square represents a stable nuclide,
each open square represents an unstable nuclide. All isotopes of .2 given
element are found in a vertical column centered on the element's atomic
number Z. (As will be seen in the next chapter, the Z number is the number
of protons in the nucleus, and A - Z, the difference bet,een the atomic mass
and atomic number is the numb-.!r of neutrons.)
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Detection of the isotopes of
potassium in a mass spectro-
meter. In a mass spectrometer
the current due to the ions is
detected. Comparison of the
current due to each isotope per-
mits fairly precise estimates of
the relative abundances of the
isotopes.
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The stable isotopes of the elements and their relative abun-
dances. Mass spectra, such as the one of germanium shown in

Fig. 22.3 have been determined for all the elements with at
least one stable nuclide. These are the elements with atomic

numbers between 1 (hydrogen) and 83 (bismuth). A few of the
results are listed in Table 22.1. The table also includes

the unstable (radioactive) elements uranium and thorium be-
cause they have such long half-lives that they are still

present in large quantities in some rocks. Uranium has three

naturally occurring isotopes, one of which, U235, has remark-

able nuclear properties that have made it important in mili
tary and political affairs as well as in science and industry.
As can be seen in Table 22.1, the relative abundance of U235
is very low and it must first be separated from the far more

abundant U238 before it can be used in practical applications.

Such applications and some of their social effects will be
discussed in Chapter 24.

Of the elements having atomic numbers between 1 and 83,

only about one-fourth of them are single species, the others
all have two or more isotopes. As a result, the 83 elements

actually consist of 284 naturally occurring nuclides. All
but 25 of these nuclides are stable. Many elements have only

one stable nuclide, others have several and tin has the

greatest number, ten. Carbon and nitrogen each have two and

oxygen has three. (Table 22.1 shows that the isotope 016

has a very high relative abundance; the isotopes 0" and 018

being relatively rare.)

The 25 naturally occurring unstable nuclides show a very
small degree of radioactivity; they are not associated with

the decay chains of the heavy radionuclides and have activi-
ties whien are generally much feebler. The most common of
these light nuclides is 19K40, an isotope of potassium that
has a relative abundance of only 0.012%. This isotope,

which emits B particles, has a long half-life (1.3 x 109

years) which makes it extremely useful for determining the
ages of certain rocks. Such information, coupled with in-

formation on the decay of U238, can be used to estimate the
age of the earth.

Hydrogen, the lightest element, has two stable isotopes,

of which the heavier one, with mass number 2, has a relative
abundance of only 0.02%. The hydrogen isotopes are excep-

tional in that the rare isotope has an atomic mass twice that

of the common isotope. As a result, the differences between

the properties of the two isotopes are more marked than in
any other pair of isotopes. The hydrogen isotope of mass 2

has therefore been given its own name, deuterium, with the



symbol D; sometimes it is called "heavy hydrogen." There is

a kind of water, called "heavy water" or "deuterium oxide,"

with the formula (1H2)20 or D20. Heavy water differs from

ordinary water in some important respects: its density is

1.11 gram per cm3 as compared with 1.00 for ordinary water;

it freezes at 3.82°C and boils at 101.42°C, the corresponding

temperatures for ordinary water being 0°C and 100°C, respec-

tively. iaturally occurring water contains only about 1 atom

of H2 per 7000 atoms of HI, but methods rave been developed

for producing nearly pure D10 in large amounts. Heavy water

is important in some types of devices for the c,ntrolled re-

lease of nuclear energy, as will be explained in Chapter 24.

Some interesting and important regularities have been

found among the natural abundances. The number of nuclides

with the various combinations of even and odd values of Z

and A are listed in Table 22.2. It is evident that nuclides

Table 22.2 Some Interesting Data Concerning Nuclides

Number of Nuclides
Number of
Stable
Elements

with
Odd A

with
Even A Total

Avg. Number
of Isotopes
Per Element

Odd Z 40 53 8 61 1.5

Even Z 43 57 166 223 5.2

Total 83 110 174 284 3.4

with even Z and even A are much more numerous than those

with any other combination. Elements with even Z have, on

the average, more isotopes per element than those with odd Z.

Any theory of the nucleus will have to account for these reg-

ularities, which are related to the stability of atomic nu-

clei. Information of this kind is analogous to observations

of the positions of planets, to data on chemical compounds

and to atomic spectra. All of these provide material for

the building of theories and models.

What is deuterium?

Neon actually has three isotop_s (see Table 22.1).
Why did Thomson and Aston find evidence for only two
Isotopes?

22.8 Atomic masses. The masses of most of the stable nuclides

have been determined and the results are of fundamental Im-

portance in quantitative work an nuclear physics and its ap-

plications. The standard of mass adopted by physicists for

expressing the atomic mass of any nuclide was slightly dif-

ferent from that used by chemists for the chemical atomic

I
H. C. Urey received the 1934
Nobel Prize in chemistry for his
discovery of "heavy" hydrogen.

This is a photograph of the
oscilloscope display of a high-
resolution mass spectrometer.
The high peak, on the left, in-
dicates the He isotope of mass
3.016030 amu. The other peak
indicates H , the extra heavy
hydrogen isotope, otherwise
known as tritium, whose mass is
3.016049 amu. The mass differ-
ence is therefore about one part
in 150,000.
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22.8

weights. The chemists' scale was defined by assigning the

value 16.0000 atomic mass units to ordinary oxygen. But, as

can be seen in Table 22.1, oxygen is a mixture of three iso-

topes, two of which, 017 and 018, have very small abundances.

For isotopic mass measurements, the value 16.0000 was assigned

to the most abundant isotope, 016, and this mass was used as

the standard by physicists. For some years, up to 1960, the

atomic mass unit, 1 amu, was defined as 1/16 of the mass of a
neutral 016 atom. Since 1960, 8016 has been replaced by 6C12

as the standard, and the atomic mass unit is now defined by

both physicists and chemists as 1/12 of the mass of a neutral
C12 atom. The main reason for the choic,, of carbon is that

mass - spectrographic measurements of atomic masses are much

more accurate than the older chemical methods. Carbon forms

an exceptional variety of compounds, from light to very heavy,
which can be used as comparison standards in the mass spectro-
graph,

The results obtained for the atomic masses of some ele-

ments of special interest are listed in Table 22.1. Atomic

masses can be determkned with great accuracy and, when ex-

pressed in atomic mass units, all turn out to be very close
to integers. The mass differs from an integer by less than

0.06 amu for each nuclide. This res.11t is known as Aston's

whole-number rule and provides the justification for using

the mass number in the symbol zXA for a .nuclide or atom. The

physical basis for this rule is connected with the structure

of the nucleus and will be discussed in the next charter,

013 What nuclide is the current standard for atomic mass?



List of the Elements

Element Symbol Atomic Number Year of Isolation or Discovery and Origin of Name*

Actinium Ac 89 1900 Greek aktis, ray
Aluminum Al 13 1825 Latin alumen, substance with astringent taste
Americium Am 95 1944 America
Antimony Sb 51 15th century, Greek antimonos, opposite to solitude
Argon Ar 18 1894 Greek argos, inactive
Arsenic As 33 13th century, Greek arsenikon, valiant
Astatine At 85 1940 Greek astatos, unstable
Barium Ba 56 1808 Greek barys, heavy
Berkelium Bk 97 1949 Berkeley, California
Beryllium Be 4 1797 mineral, beryl
Bismuth Bi 83 15th century, German weisce masse, white mass
Boron R 5 1808 Arabic bawraq, whit
Bromine Br 35 1826 Greek bromos, a stem.n
Cadmium Cd 48 1817 Latin cadmia, calamine, a zinc ore
Calcium Ca 20 1808 Latin calcis, lime
Californium Cf 98 1950 State & University of California
Carbon C 6 prehistoric, Latin carbo, coal
Cerium Ce 58 1804 tfte asteroid Ceres discovered 1803
Cesium Cs 55 1860 Latin caesius, sky blue
Chlorine Cl 17 1808 Greek chloros, grass green
Chromium Cr 24 1797 Greek chroma, colo.
Cobalt Co 27 1735 Greek kobolos, a goblin
Copper Cu 29 prehistoric, Latin cuprum, copper
Curium Cm 96 1944 Marie and Pierre Curie
Dysprosium Dy 66 1886 Greek aysprositos, hard t get at
Einsteinium Es 99 1952 Albert Einstein
Erbium Er 68 1843 Ytterby, a town in Sweden
Europium Eu 63 1900 Europe
Fermium Fm 100 1953 Enrico Fermi
Fluorine F 9 1886 Latin fluere, to flow
Francium Fr 87 1939 France
Gadolinium Gd 64 1886 Johan Gadolin, Finnish chemist
Gallium Ga 31 1875 Gaul, or France
Germanium Ge 32 1886 Germany
Gold Au 79 prehistoric, Anglo-Saxon gold, symbol from Latin aurum
Hafnium Hf 72 1922 Hafnia, Latin for Copenhagen
Helium He 2 1895 Greek helios, the sun
Holmium Ho 67 1879 Holmia, Latin for Stockholm
Hydrogen H 1 1766 Greek hvdro genes, water former
Indium In 49 1863 indigo-blue spectrum line
Iod4.ne I 53 1811 Greek iodes, violet-like
Iridium Ir 77 1804 Latin iridis, rainbow
Iron Fe 26 prehistoric, Anglo-Saxon iren or isen, symbol from Latin ferrum
Krypton Kr 36 1898 Greek kryptos, hidden
Lanthanum La 57 1839 Greek lanthanien, to be concealed
lawrencium Lw 103 1961 E-nest O. Lawrence, inventor of cyclotron
Lead Pb 82 Prehistoric, middle English led. symbol from Latin plumbum
Lithium Li 3 1817 Greek lithos, stone
Lutetium Lu 71 1905 Lutetia, ancient name of Paris
Magnesium Mg 12 1774 Latin magnes, magnet
Mendelevium Md 101 1955 Dmitri Mendeleev, who devised first Periodic Table
Mercury Hg 80 prehistoric, Latin Mercurius, the god and planet
Molybdenum Mo 42 1782 Greek molybdos lead
Neodymium Nd 60 1885 Greek neos, new, and didymos, twin
Neon Ne 10 1898 Greek neos, new
Neptunium Np 93 1940 planet Neptune
Nickel Ni 28 1750 German Nickel, a goblin or devil
"iobium Nb 41 1801 Niobe, daughter of Tantalus
Nitrogen N 7 1772 Latin nitro, native soda, and gen, born
Nobelium No 102 1957 Alfred Nobel
Osmium Os 76 1804 Greek osme, a smell, from the odor of its volatile

tetroxide
Oxygen 0 8 1774 Greek oxys, sharp, and gen born
Palladium Pd 46 1803 planetoid Pallas, discovered 1801
Phosphorus P 15 1669 Greek phosphoros, light bringer
Platinum Pt 78 1735 Spanish plata, silver
Plutonium Pu 94 1940 Pluto, the second ttans-Uranus planet

*adapted from Alfred ROmer, The Restless Atom, Science Study Series, Doubleday Co., N.Y.
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Polonium Po 84 1898 Poland, country of discoverer
Potassium K 19 1807 English potash, symbol Latin kalium
Praseodymium Pr 59 1885 Greek praseos, leek green, and didymos, a twin
Promethium Pm 61 1947 Prometheus, fire bringer of Greek mythology
Protactinium Pa 91 1917 Greek protos first, and actinium because it

disintegrates into it
Radium Ra 88 1898 Latin radius, ray
Radon Rn 86 1900 because it comes from radium
Rhenium Re 75 1924 Latin Rhenus, Rhine province of Germany
Rhodium Rh 45 1804 Greek rhodon, a rose
Rubidium Rb 37 1860 Latin rubidus, red
Ruthenium Ru 44 1845 Latin %uthenia, Russia
Samarium Sm 62 1879 Samarski, a Russian engineer
Scandium Sc 21 1879 Scandinavian peninsula
Selenium Se 34 1817 Greek selene, moon
Silicon Si 14 1823 Latin silex, flint
Silver Ag 47 prehistoric, Anglo-Saxon seolfor, symbol from Latin argentum
Sodium Na 11 1807 Medieval Latin soda, symbol from Latin natrium
Strontium Sr 38 1808 town of Strontian, Scotland
Sulfur S 16 prehistoric, Latin sulphur
Tantalum Ta 73 1802 Tantalus of Greek mythology
Technetium Tc 43 1937 Greek technetos, artificial
Tellurium Te 52 1782 Latin tellus, the earth
Terbium Tb 65 1843 Ytterby, town in Sweden
Thallium Tl 81 1862 Greek thallos, a young shoot
Thorium Th 90 1819 Scandinavian mythology, Thor
Thulium Tm 69 1879 Latin Thule, most northerly part of the habitable

world
Tin Sn 50 prehistoric, origin of name unknown, symbol Latin stannum
Titanium Ti 22 1791 Greek mythology, Titans, first sons of the earth
Tungsten W 74 1783 Swedish tung sten, heavy stone, symbol from the

mineral wolframite
Uranium U 92 1789 Planet Uranus
Vanadium V 23 1830 goddess Vanadis of Scandinavian mythology
Xenon Xe 54 1898 Greek xenos, strange
Ytterbium Yb 70 1905 Ytterby a town in Sweden
Yttrium Y 39 1843 Ytterby a town in Sweden
Zinc Zn 30 prehistoric, German Zink, akin to Zinn, tin
Zirconium Zr 40 1824 Arabian Zerk, a precious stone

Periodic Table of the Elements

Group-.
Penod

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I II 1 HI IV V VI 1 VII 0

1 0080
H
1

4 0028
He

2

6 939
LI

9 012
Be

10 811
13

12 011
C

14 007

N
15 999

0
18 998

F
20 183

Ne
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

22 990 24 31 26 98 28 09 30 97 32 06 35 45 39 95
Na Mg Al Si P S CI Ar
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

39 10 40 08 44 96 47 90 50 94 52 OD 54 94 S5 85 58 93 58 71 63 54 65 37 69 72 72 59 74 92 78 96 79 91 83 80
K Ca Se Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Gs Ge As Se Br Kr
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 1 32 33 34 35 36

85 47 87 62 88 91 91 22 92 91 95 94 (99) 101 07 102 91 106 4 107 87 112 40 114 82 118 69 121 75 177 60 126 9 131 30
Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh P4 Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe
37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54

132 91 137 34 178 49 180 95 183 85 186 2 190 2 192 2 195 09 196 97 MO 59 204 37 207 19 208 98 210 (210) 222
Ca Ba ID Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg T1 Pb 13t Po At Rn
SS 56 57-71 'a 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86

(223) 226 OS
Fr Ra I
87 88 89

/7"
*Rare-
.arth
metals

138 91 ; 140 12

La Ce
57 58I

140 91 I

Pr
59

144 77

Nd
60

(147)
Pm
61

150 35
Sm
62

151 96
Eu
63

1S7 25
(Id
64

158 92
Tb
6S

162 50
Dy
66

164 93

Ho
67

167 26
Er
68

168 93
Tm
69

1:3 04
Yb
70

174 97
Lu
71

I 227 1 232 04 231 238 03 1237) (242) (243) (245) (249) (249) (253) (255) (256) (253) (257)
P ctuude Ac i Th Pa U Np Pu Am Cm Ilk I Cf E Fm My No L

metals 39 I 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 I 98 99 100 101 102 103
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22.1 Soddy's proposal of isotopes meant that not all atoms of
the same element are identical. Explain why this proposal does
not require that theimAgegforavTAARtnhAboyhilisfjpieres

in
chemical behavior.

22.2 After Soddy's proposal of isotopes, how could one ,so about
determining whether an apparently new element was really new and
should be given a separate place in the perioditAbgwrdwg
simply an isotope of an already known elmwpt3f propertes ant umciue.
22.3 :It the National Bureau of Standards, in 1932, a gallon of
liquid hydrogen was slowly evaporated until only about 1 gram re-
mained. This residue allowed the first experimental check on the
existence of the "heavy" hydrogen isotope

a) With the help of the kinetic theory of matter,
explain why the evaporation should leave a residue
with an increased conwtration of the Isotope ofugmer parttoies ellIff:USe away frCrrt ttle,greater atomic mass.

Itquid sietee momb) Why should the evaporation meth be especially
rapt:4(9 er-' evapongion,9 'The o en 1501-ehflveC-FhiPa*9- igflaCrOlapIC 04751pa Ira tet' home fewer cr Mom
would 1,12-entiw -tho Witoldhence -tAil rargast speeds

22.4 A mass spectrograph similar to that shown in the mar-
gin causes singly charged ions of chlorine 37 to travel a
semi-circular path 1.000 meter in diameter and then strike
a photographic plate.

a) How far apart will the trace o5. and C135 be
on the photographic plate?

b) What would be the diameter of the orbit of lead 208
ions if the same electric and magnetic field inten-
sities were used to analyze a sample of lead? 5 64-i"

c) The problems of maintaining a uniform magnetic field
over surfaces larger than 1 square meter are con-
siderable. What separation between lead 207 and lead
208 would be achieved if the diametei 8f she orbit of
lead 208 were held to 1.000 meter? Obrn

N 22.5 Supply the missing data in these transformation equations:
9pb2 12_4.9134212 ? pb a IA 938, alo eo

b) ?Bi212-"? + .1e0; 03811'A 94,P0212 + e,°

pb208 + 2He4. Pi,"I + Ple4

22.6 The radioactive series originally called the actinium series
is now known to start with the uranium isotope 920235. This
parent member undergoes transmutations by emitting in succession
the following particles: a, 82 a, 82 c4 a, a, a, a, a, 8 This
last disint?zration yields 92Pb207, which is stable. From this
information, and by consulting the i_eriodic table, determine the
complete symbol for each member of the series. List the members
of the series in a column and beside each member give its mode of
decay (similar to what was done in Table 21.1). chart, tge end

product bein9 821%207.
22.7 In the following diagram of the thorium series, which be-
gins with 90Th232, the symbols used are those that were originally
assigned to the members of the sequence:

?i,
,, 11.1

0Th
232aL ? ? ?NMI L...... MsTh L-,... RaTh 141. ThX? ?......9 ? 89 2 ?

Z._ 2.... ,_

9 Z.i... 9 9 9 z....Tn' 84 TM' ThB' ThC' 84 ThC''
? ?

ThD2°8 (stable)

Supply the missing data, then by consulting the periodic table
replace the old symbols with the present ones. Indicate where
alternative possibilities exist in the series.- wilt. r6o ,2ot

) '''_' -%The altirnathies are (pi Ma mode or deca9 of
B4

Po '46 and et .2''



22.8 From 94Pu24 1, an isotope of plutonium produced artificially
by bombarding uranium in a nuclear reactor, a radioactive series
has been traced for which the first seven members are 94 Pu24 1,
95A11 1

241, 93Np 2 37,91Pa23 3, 9213233 ,9nTh 2 2 9and
88Ra22 5. Outline

the disintegration series for these first seven metersZ;ing

e.
the modes of decay as in the preceding clug ""1i9n. rani

at decal are 0 , 0( , 01 I 0-ffet

22.9 A trace of radioactivity in natural carbon makes it possible
to estimate the age of materials which were once living. The radio-
activity of the carbon is due to the presence of a small amount of
the unstable isotope, carbon 14. This isotope is created mainly
in the upper atmosphere by transformation (induced by cosmic rays)
of the stable isotope carbon 13 to carbon 14. The rate of pro-
duction of carbon 14 from carbon 13 matches the rate of beta-decay
of carbon 14 into nitrogen 14, so the percentage of total carbon
in the atmosphere consisting of carbon 14 is relatively constant.
When carbon dioxide is used by plants in photosynthesis, the re-
sulting cell growth incorporates the isotopes of carbon in the same
proportions as exist in the atmosphere. The activity of the carbon
at that time is 15.3 beta emissions per minute per gram of carbon.
When the interaction with the atmosphere stops, for example, when
a branch is broken off a living tree for use as a tool, its radio-
activity begins to decrease at a rate characteristic of carbon 14.
If the activity is measured at some later time, and if the half-
life of carbon 14 is known, then one can use the decay curve given
on page 24 to determine the time elapsed since the branch was
taken from the tree. For example, suppose the activity dropped
from 15.3 to 9.2 beta emissions per minute per gram of carbon.
Knowing that the half-life of carbon is 5760 years, determine the
time elapsed. 4..000 yews.

Repeat the procedure to calculate the age of charcoal from
an ancient Indian fire pit if the activity of the carbon in the
charcoal is found to be 1.0 beta emissions per minute per gram of
carbon. What assumption are you making in this part of the problem ?ol5noo

2210 a) 7ind the average atomic mass of carbon by calculating

the "weighted average" of the atomic masses of the two
carbon isotopes. (Use the data of Table 22.1.)

b) Find the average atomic mass of lithium.
,c7. at-nu

c) Find the average atomic mass of lead.
0(07..2 ama

22.11 The mass of a neutral helium is 4.00260 amu, and that
of an electron is 0.00055 amu. From these data find the mass of
the a particle in am. ,

4..005- arryi
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Chapter 23 Probing the Nucleus

Ernest 0. Lawrence (left) and

M.S. Livingston (right) are shown
standing beside the magnet for
one of the earliest cyclotrons.

Lawrence and Livingston invented
the cyclotron in 1931, ti,ereby

initiating the development of
high-energy physics in the
United States.
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23.1 The problem of the com osition and structure of the atomic
nucleus. The discoveries of radioactivity and isotopes raised

new questions about the structure of atoms questions which
involved the atomic nucleus. We saw in Sec. 22.2 that the

transformation rules of radioactivity could be described in

terms of the Rutherford-Bohr model of the atom. But that

model said nothing about the nucleus other than that it has a
charge and mass, and that, when radioactive, it emits an a
or a B particle. This implies that the nucleus has a compo-
sition or structure which changes when a radioactive process
occurs. The question arose: how can we develop a theory or

model of the atomic nucleus that will explain the facts of

radioactivity and the existence of isotopes?

The answer to this question makes up much of what is called
nuclear physics. The problem of nuclear structure can be

broken into two questions: (1) what are the building blocks

of which the nucleus is made, and (2) how are the nuclear

building blocks put together? Answers to the first question

are considered in this chapter. In the next chapter we shall

take up the question of how the nucleus is bound together.

The attempt to solve the problem of nuclear structure, al-
though not yet completely successful, has led not only to

many new discoveries and to large-scale practical applications,
but also to important social and political problems. Indeed,

it has had consequences that have stretched far beyond physics
and have had a serious impact on society in general. Some of
these consequences will be discussed in Chapter 24.

23.2 The proton-electron hypothesis of nuclear structure. The

emission of a and B particles by atoms of radioactive nu-

clides suggested that a model of the nucleus might be con-

strucced by starting with these particles as building blocks.

Such a model might be expected to be useful for the radio-

active elements, because it would make it easy to see, for

example, how a number of a particles could be emitted, in

succession, in a radioactive series. But not all nuclei

have masses that are multiples of the a-particle mass. More-

over, the nucleus of an atom of the lightest element, hydro-

gen, with an atomic mass of one unit (two units in the case of
the heavy isotope), is too light to contain an a particle.

So is the light isotope of helium, 2He3.

A positively charged particle with a mass of one unit

would be more satisfactory as a nuclear building block. Such

a particle does indeed exist: the nucleus of the common iso-

tope of hydrogen. This particle has been named the proton.

According to the RutherfordBohr theory of atomic structure,

Summozni 23. 1
-The disceveries of radioactifirm
and teotopes made clew Vie
need for a mode( or Iheorti
-V, answer tie cloves-ton: wffat
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how are The constbent
particles put -b9e7Aer?

Summon., c23.Q
I. ?he pr op,7he nucleus cf lie
hydrogen atom in RaMerford-
Sohr model of at3rrifc Structure,
must play an ii-neortant part
to an nuclear model.

a. A proton- electron hypoirvsis,
aittiou911 attracti/e in some
respects, hod to be- ruled out
an electron just cannot exist
,,,side Ike nucleus.
SG 2:31
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Proton--from the Greek "protos"

(first) It is not known who
suggested the name originally- -
it is found in the literature
as far back as 1908. In 1920
Rutherford's formal proposal of
the name proton was accepted by
the British Association for the
Advancement of Science.

SG 23.2
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the hydrogen atom consists of a proton with a single electron
revolving around it.

In the preceding chapter (Sec. 22.4), we discussed Aston's

whole-number rule, expressing the experimental result that the
atomic masses of the nuclides are very close to integers.

This rule, together with the properties of the proton its
mass of very nearly one unit and its single positive charge

made it appear possible that all atomic nuclei are made up of
protons. Could a nucleus of mass number A consist of A pro-
tons? If this were the case, the charge of the nucleus would
be A units; but, except for hydrogen, the nuclear charge Z is

always less than A--usually less than 1/2A. To get around

this difficulty, it was assumed that in addition to the pro-

tons, atomic nuclei contain just enough electrons to cancel

the charge of the extra protons, that is, A-Z electrons.

These electrons would contribute only a small amount tc, the

mass of the nucleus, but would make the net charge equal to +Z
units as required. It was thus possible to consider the atom

as consisting of a nucleus of A protons and A-Z electrons,

with Z additional electrons outside the nucleus to make the

entire atom electrically neutral. For example, an atom of
8016 would have a nucleus with 16 protons and 8 electrons,

with 8 additional electrons outside the nucleus. This model
of the nucleus is known as the proton-electron hypothesis of
nuclear composition.

The proton-electron hypothesis seemed to be consistent

with the emission of a and 13 particles by atoms of radioactive

substances. Since it was assumed that the nucleus contained

electrons, explanation of beta decay was no problem: when the

nucleus is in an appropriate state it may simply eject one of
its electrons. It also seemed reasonable that an a particle

could be formed, in the nucleus, by the combination of four

protons and two electrons;, an a particle might exist as such,

or it might be formed at the instant of emission.

The proton-electron hypothesis is similar to an earlier

idea suggested by English physician William Prout in 1815.

On the basis of the small number of atomic masses then known,

he proposed that all atomic masses are whole numbers, that

they might be integral multiples of the atomic mass of hydro-

gen and that all the elements might be built up of hydrogen.

Prout's hypothesis was discarded when, later in the nineteenth

century, the atomic masses of some elements were found to be

fractional, in particular, those of chlorine (35.46 units)

and copper (63.54 units). With the discovery of isotopes, it

was found that the fractional atomic masses of chlorine and



copper, like that of neon, are those of mixtures of isotopes,

but each separate isotope has an atomic mass very close to an

integer.

Although the proton-electron hypothesis was satisfactory

in some respects as in accounting for nearly integral (whole

number) isotopic masses and in being consistent with the

emission of a and 6 particles by radioactive nuclides it

led to serious difficulties and had to be given up. The

existence of electrons inside the nucleus had to be ruled out

for a number of reasons too complicated to discuss at this

point.

CO Why was the idea of hydrogen atoms being a basic building
block of all atoms given up in the nineteenth century?

(12 On the basis of the proton-electron hypothesis, what would
a nucleus of 6C12 contain?

23.3 The discovery of artificial transmutation. A path which led

to a better understanding of nuclear composition was opened
in 1919. In that year Rutherford found that when nitrogen

gas was bombarded with a particles from bismuth 214, swift

particles were produced which could travel farther in the gas

than did the a particles themselves. When these particles

struck a scintillation screen, they produced flashes of light

of the same intensity as would be produced by positive hydro-
gen ions (protons). Measurements of the effect of a magnetic

field on the paths of the particles suggested that they were
indeed protons. Rutherford ruled out, by means of careful

experiments, the possibility that the protons came from hydro-

gen present as an impurity in the nitrogen. Since the nitro-

gen atoms in the gas were the only possible source of protons,

Rutherford concluded that an a particle, in colliding with a

nitrogen nucleus, can occasionally knock a small particle--

a proton out of the nitrogen nucleus. In other words,

Surnrnarc4 a3.3
I. Ir !WV %Furilerfbni deflected
ar-tifidallti induced trvenstrutA/iiins
wkvn boinbaninci rittrosert ctro ns
uiltk cdpha parlidles

a. Nuclear macticins /his "Ipe
evertuallq led To tie discovers
of the niurrort.

Rutherford deduced that an a particle can cause the

cial disintegration of a nitrogen nucleus, with one

products of the disintegration being a proton. The

artifi-

of the

experi-

mental results showed that only one proton was produced for

about one million a particles passing through the gas.

Between 1921 and 1924, Rutherford and Chadwick extended the

work on nitrogen to other elements and found evidence for

the artificial disintegration of all the light elements from

boron to potassium, with the exception of carbon and oxygen.

The next step was to determine the nature of the nuclear

process leading to the emission of the proton. Two hypothe-

ses were suggested for this process: (a) the nucleus of the

.g.

.r.,/ i.wwfox//,,,,,,,,weAs./i ve,,,o,,e/e.

9,46.,146,...544.%.4.1.9VVZOIXIMOWYWKWe

Rutherford's diagram of the
apparatus used to detect the
protons from disintegrations
produced by a particles. The
a source was on a movable
stand. Nitrogen nuclei in the
nitrogen gas which filled the
box are transmuted by the a's.
At the end of the box was a
piece of silver foil thick
enough to stop a's, but not
protons. Behind the foil was
a leaf sulfide screen which
would show flashes of light
when struck by protons.

(The photo on p. 73 of the
Unit 5 Text shows Rutherford
holding this apparatus.)
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Fig. 23.1 The Wilson cloud
chamber. When the piston is
moved down rapidly the gas in the
cylinder becomes supersaturated
with water vapor. The water
vapor will condense on the ions
created along the path of a
high-energy charged particle,
thereby making the track.

For his invention of the cloud
chamber Charles Thomson Rees
Wilson (1869-1959) of Scotland
shared the 1927 Nobel Prize in
physics with Arthur H. Compton.

Fig. 23.2 a-particle tracks in
a cloud chamber filled with ni-
trogen gas. At the right, one
a particle has hit a nitrogen
nucleus; a proton is ejected up-
ward toward the left, and the
resulting oxygen nucleus recoils
downward to the right. (From
P. M. S. Blackett, 1925)
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bombarded atom promptly loses a proton "chipped off" as the

result of a collision with a swift a particle; or (b) the a

particle is captured by the nucleus of the atom it hits form-

ing a new nucleus which, a moment later, emits a proton. It

was possible to distinguish experimentally between these two
possible cases by using a device, called a "cloud chamber,"

which reveals the path or track of an individual charged
particle. The cloud chamber was invented in 1912 by C. T. R.

Wilson; a schematic diagram of the instrument is shown in Fig,
23.1. In case (a) four tracks should be seen in a photograph

of a disintegration event: the track of the a particle before

the collision, the track of the a particle after collision

and the tracks of the proton and recoiling nucleus after colli-
sion. In case (b) the a particle should disappear in the

collision, and only three tracks would be seen: that of the

a particle before the collision and the tracks of the proton

and recoil nucleus after the collision. The choice between

the two possibilities was settled in 1925 when P. M. S.

Blackett studied the tracks produced when a particles passed

through nitrogen gas in a cloud chamber. He found, as shown

in Fig. 23.2, that the only tracks which could be seen were
those of the incident a particle, a proton and the recoil

nucleus. The absence of a track corresponding to the presence

of an a particle after the collision proved that the a parti-

cle disappeared completely and that case (b) is the correct

interpretation.

iiro.""*"
--111.



The process in which an a particle is absorbed by a nitro-

gen nucleus and a proton is emitted may be represented by an

equation which is analogous to the equations used near the
end of Sec. 22.6 to represent radioactive decay. The equa-

tion expresses the fact that the total mass number is the

same before and after the collision (conservation of mass

number) and the fact that the total charge is the same before

and after the collision (conservation of charge): The atomic
number, the mass number and the nuclear charge are known for
the target nucleus 7N14, the incident a particle 2He4 and the
proton 181. The product nucleus will therefore have the atomic
number 7 + 2 - 1 = 8, and the mass number 14 + 4 - 1 = 17.

The product nucleus is 8017, an isotope of oxygen, and the

disintegration process may be represented by the nuclear
reaction:

2He4 7N14 8017 + 1H1.

This reaction shows that a transmutation of an atom of one

chemical element into an atom of another chemical element has
taken place. This transmutation did not occur spontaneously,

as is the case in natural radioactivity, but was man-made; it

was produced by bombarding target atoms (nuclei) with pro-
jectiles from a radioactive nuclide. In the paper in which

he reported this first artificially produced nuclear reac-
tion, Rutherford said,

The results as a whole suggest that, if a particles or
similar projectiles of still greater energy were avail-
able for experiment, we might expect to break down the
nuclear structure of many of the lighter atoms.

The further study of reactions involving light nuclei lea

as we shall see in the next section) to the discovery of a

new particle the neutron and to a better theory of the

constitution of the nucleus. Many types of reactions have

been observed with nuclei of all masses, from the lightest to
the heaviest, and the possibilities indicated by Rutherford

have been realized to an extent far beyond what he could have
imagined in 1919.

(,' What evidence showed that the bombarding a particle was
absorbed by the nitrogen nucleus, rather than bounced off?

See The Tracks of Nuclear
Particles" in Project Physics
Reader 6.

23.4 The discovery of the neutron. It was suggested by Rutherford

in 1920 that an electron and a proton inside the nucleus might

be tied to each other so closely as to form a neutral particle.

Rutherford even suggested the name "neutron" for this particle.

Physicists looked for neutrons, but the search presented at

least two difficulties: (1) there were no naturally occurring

SC 7'3 3

Jam' tAnirrarti c23.

I. COnvinGit;ICI evidence 4r the
eY'isf-tnce -'of neutrons was
fount{ in 1q3V, in tyre Prrn of
unchanyd

a. Using conservation o('
TIonieviruni and energy
relatiOns, Chadwick caledated
-the mass or -Me nearron -prom
data on neut-ron colli4ions with
different nuclei.

sources of neutrons; and (2) the methods used for detecting 57
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James Chadaick (born 1891)
received the Nobel Prize
in Physics in 1935 for his
discovery cf the neutron.
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atomic particles all depended on effects of the electric

charge of the particles and could not be applied directly to

neutral particles. Until 1932, the search for neutrons was

unsuccessful.

The proof of the existence of neutrons by the English phy-

sicist, James Chadwick, came in 1932 as the result of a series

of experiments on nuclear reactions made by physicists in

different countries. The discovery of the neutron is a good

example of how physicists operatehow they think about

problems and arrive at solutions; it is an excellent "case

history" in experimental science. Working in Germany in 1930,

W. G. Bothe and H. ilecker found that when samples of boron

and btryllium were bombarded with a particles, they emitted

radiations which appeared to be of the y-ray type, that is,

which had no electric charge. Berylliim gave a particularly

marked effect of this kind. Observations by physicists in

Germany, France and Great Britain showed that the radiation

from the beryllium penetrated further (in lead, for example)

than any y radiation found up to that time and had an energy

of about 10 MeV. The radiation was thus much more energetic

than the y rays previously observed, and, as a result, aroused

much interest. Among those who investigated this radiation

were the French physicists Frederic Joliot and his wife Irene

Curie, a daughter of the discoverers of radium; they studied

the absorption of the radiation in paraffin, a material rich

in hydrogen. They found in the course of their experiments

that the radiation from beryllium, when it fell on paraffin,

ejected large numbers of protons from the paraffin. Th,e ener-

gies of these protons were found to be about 5 MeV. 'sing

the principles of conservation of momentum and energy, they

calculated the energy a y ray would need if it were to trans-

fer 5 MeV to a proton in a collision. The result was about

50 MeV, a value much greater than the 10 MeV that had been

measured. In addition, the number of protons produced was

found to be much greater than that predicted on the assump-

tion that the radiation consisted of y rays, that is, photons

or quanta of radiation.

These discrepancies (between the results of two sets of

experiments and between theory and experiment) left physi-

cists in a dilemma. Either they could give up the application

of conservation of momentum and energy to the collisions be-

tween the radiation and the protons in the paraffin, or they

could adopt another hypothesis about the nature of the radia-

tion. Now, if there is any one thing physicists do not want

to do it is to give up the principles of conservation of

momentum and energy. These principles are so basic to scien-
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tific thought and have proven so useful that physicists tried

very hard to f)nd an alternative to giving them up.

In 1932, Chadwick found a successful alternative, a nee;

hypothesis about the nature of the radiation. In his paper

The Existence of a Neutron," he said:

If we suppose that the radiation is not a quantum
radiation, but consists of particles of mass very
nearly equal to that of the proton, all the difficul-
ties connected with the collisions disappear, both
with regard to their frequency and to the energy
transfers to different masses. In order to explain
the great penetrating power of the radiation, we
must further assume that the particle has no net
charge. We must suppose it to consist of a proton
and electron in close combination, the 'neutron'
discussed by Rutherford in his Bakerian Lecture of
1920.

According to Chadwick's hypothesis, when a light element

(such as beryllium) is bombarded with A particles, a second

kind of nuclear reaction can take place (in addition to the

one that produces protons):

2He4 + Be.-496C12 + on',

The symbol on1 represents the neutron postulated by Chadwick,

with zero charge and mass number equal to 1.

The neutrons postulated by Chadwick had no charge, and

could even penetrate bricks of a material as dense as lead

without giving up their energy. Neutrons could also approach

charged nuclei without being repelled or deflected by strong

electrostatic forces, as a particles are deflected when

scattered by nuclei. In a head-on col'ision with a hydrogen

nucleus (proton), whose mass should be very close to that of

the neutron, the neutron could give up practically all its

kinetic energy to the proton. The latter could then be ob-

served because of the ionization it produces, and its kine-

tic energy could be determined. Thus Chadwick's hypothesis

could account in a qualitative way for the observed effects

of the "radiation" from beryllium.

It was still necessary, however, to determine the mass of

the neutron quantitatively, and this Chadwick did by means of
some additional experiments His method was based on the fact

that in a collision between a moving and a stationary parti-

cle, the speed imparted to the latter is greatest in a head-

on collision, in which the stationary particle now moves off

in the same direction as that in which the incident particle

approached it. A formula for the maximum speed can be de-

rived from the equations of conservation of energy and momen-
tum in a head-on collision. Seevase 61
L 49 Coll(bi)rzs- viitA an unknown object

See "Con,ervatton

Noject Phe,tcs Reader 6.

See "Some Personal Notes on the
Search for the Neutron" in
Project Physics Reader 6.
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Letters to the Editor
(Thr Editor does not hold hioutry reeponstble for

opinions estspresorti by hue correspondents Neither
can he undertake to return, nor to correspond with
the writers of, rrirefrd manuscripts intended for this
O r any other 'wit! o f Zs:ATI }4E,\ O notice in taken
of anoronnottR cononlinieal tam, )

Possible Existence of a Neutron
IT /Ma bean shear b% Rothe and others that

isr3.11iiiii when bombarded I* a particles of polonium
emits it radiation of groat penetrating power, which
but un lifetorption coofficrent 111 load of about(! 3 (cm.)-1.
Recently Mille Curie Johot and M loliot found,
alien meat urine the Ionisation produced by this

roduition in it towel with a thin window,
that the eau-et e' itrefuted alien matter containing
hydrogen as placed 111 front of the wIndow. Theeit,, t a1,1,,,d to he due to the ejection of protons
glib %,.I o4 it le, up to it maximum of nearly 3 x 10, cm.
per -44, 'Hwy -ligget.ted that the transference of
encre% to the proton wet, by a process similar to the
C. 1111p1.,11t 300.1111d 0,111101114 t hat the beryllium radia-
tion Intl a einem tun erten.* of 50 - 10' electron volts.

1111%te made mime experiments using the valve
counter to the properties of this radiation
ex. 1te4I in Fier% Illum The cake counter consists of

sinc-iit Ion chamber connected to an amplifier,
and the sudden production of ions by the entry of a
parr re le, hucli ItS a proton or a particle, la recorded
1, the deflexion of an oscillograph These expen-
mem. hate hhon that the radiation ejects particles
from lidrogen, helium, lithium, beryllium, carbon,
air, and urger) The particles ejected from hydrogen
belie e. e, as regards range and ionising power, like
protons a 1111 Sp0CX111 up to about 3 2 410, cm. per BCC.
The particles front the other elements have a large
ionising plower, and appoar to be in each case recoil
atoms of the elements

If a e ascribe the eject ion of t he proton to a Compton
recoil from a quantum of 52 - 10, electron volts,
then the nitrogen recoil atom rinsing by a similar
proctst, shoal(' have an 4-liturgy not greater than about
400,000 xolts, should produce not more than about
10,000 eons, and hate It range in air at N T.P. of
about I 3 imp Actually, some of the recoil atoms

least 30,000 ions. In col.in nitrogen produce at
labonition with Dr Feather, I have observed the
recoil atoms in an ex pontoon Chamber, and their
range, esturiatetl usually. was sometimes its much
art 3 nuo lot NA. P.

TilOkso results, and others I have obtarne41 in the
count of the v.ork, are very difficult to (explain on
the ii....sozitptuen that the radiation from beryllinin
is It quantum radiation, if energy and momentum
are to be conser% elf in the .1118 difficulties
de-appear, how ei er, if it be assumed that the radia
troll consists of particles of mass 1 and charge 0, or
neutron, The capture of the apartiele by the
lie' nucleus recut be improved to result nt the
formation of a (pit nucleus and the emission of tire
neutron From the energy relations of this process
the xeltieity of the neutron emitted in the forward
threction niii well he about 3 10' cm. per sec.
The ctillisions of this neutron with the atoms through
which it pit-s,,e4 give re.e to the recoil atoms, and the
observed energleAS of the recoil atoms are in fair
agreement w ith this view Moreover, I have ob-
served that the protons ejected from hydrogen by the
radiation omitted in the opposite direction to that -if
the exciting aparticle appear to have a much smaller
range than those ejected by the forward radiation.

No. 3252, Vol, 129]

This again receives a simple explanation on the
neutron hypothesis.

If it be supposed that tho radiation consists of
quanta, then the capture of tho a particle by the
Be,* nucleus will form a C1, nucleus, Tho mass
defect of C', is known with sufficient accuracy to
show that the energy of the quantum emitted in this
process cannot be greater than about 14 10, volts
It Is difficult to make such a quantum responsible
for the effects observed

It to be exported that many of the effects of a
neut in in passing through matter should resemble
those of a quantum of high enemy, and It is not nutty
to roach the final decision between the two hypo
theses lp to the present, all the evidence es lot
favour of the neutron, while the quantum hypothesis
can only be upheld if the conservation of energy and
momentum be relinquished at some point.

J. CHAI/WH K
Cavendish Laboratory,

Cambridge. Feb. 17
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Determining the Neutron's Mass

GArs.re 1..!

The sketch above rc!presents the perfectly

elastic collision of a neutron and a pro-

ton. To determine the mass of the neutron,

we proceed by considering a head-on colli-

sion: conservation of kinetic energy and

conservation of momentum provide two alge-

braic equations which must both hold. Com-

bining the equations algebraically (solving

the momentum equation for vn', substituting

this for vn' .n the energy equation, expand-

ing, collecting terms and solving for v ')

leads to an expression for v 1. This ex-

pression includes the term vn, however,

which can't be measured. We can eliminate

v
n

from the equation by analyzing another

collision and combining the results with

what we already have.

v;
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The sketch above represents a perfectly

elastic collision between a neutron and a

nitrogen nucleus. When the collisie. is

head-on, we can write energy and momentum

equations similar to what we wrote before,

but this time leading to an expression for

v111. This expression also includes the

Immeasurable v
n

.

The v ' equation and v111 equation are

then combined algebraically (eliminating

the v
n
) and solved for m

n
. The expression

for m
n

now contains only terms which can

be measured so m
n

can be calculated.
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Chadwick calculated the mass of the neutron to be 1.16
amu. The difficulties of measuring the speeds of recoil HI
and N14 kept this from being a very precise value, but it
was good enough to show that the neutron has a mass close

to that of the proton; thus Chadwick's hypothesis did indeed

offer a satisfactory solution to the problem of the "radiation"
emitted when boron and beryllium were bombarded with a parti-
cles. In more precise experiments, Chadwick found that the

neutron mass is between 1.005 and 1.008 amu. The best methods

now available for determining the neutron mass give 1.0086b5

amu as compared with the proton mass of 1.007276 amu (based
on the scale C12 = 12.000 000).

Much research has been dore since 1932 on the properties

of neutrons and on the interactions between neutrons and atoms.

A branch of study called neutron physics has been developed.

Neutron physics deals with the production of neutrons, their
L jar.: diGcoverti 4' the detection and their interaction with atomic nuclei and with
rzeulrorz, .14e pre3toW-rreuli-ort matter in bulk. This research has led among other things,
&teary OF ihe compodiffrin cc

to the discovery of nuclear fission, to be discussed inrude- was eSrabildied
Chapter 24.

(a.) 1 Cdarni6 yvArnberz
corresponds the number

protms rycside -tie nucleus 04 Why wasn't the penetrating radiation from bombarded beryllium
tiles? interpreted as being y rays?(b) Ike mass number A

and (c (A-Z)
re 1§ Ike number or
Yiel4PCMS 23.5 The proton-neutron theory of the composition of atomic nuclei.

The discovery of the neutron, with an atomic mass close to one

unit and with no electric charge, confirmed Rutherford's sug-

gestion that the atomic nucleus is made up of protons and neu-
trons. This hypothesis was soon used as the basis of a de-

tailed theory of the nucleus by Heisenberg in 1932, and is

still the basis of attempts to describe the properties and

structure of the nucleus. According to the proton-neutron

hypothesis, the nucleus of atomic number and mass number A
consists of protons and A-2 neutrons. The nuclei of the iso-

topes of a given element differ only in the number of neutrons
they contain. Thus the nucleus of the hydrogen isotope of

mass number 1 contains one proton; the nucleus of deuterium

(hydrogen isotope of mass number 2) contains one proton and

one neutron. The nucleus of the neon isotope Ne20 contains

10 protons and 10 neutrons; while that of Ne22 contains 10

protons and 12 neutrons. The atomic number Z, identified

with the change in the nucleus, is the number of protons it
contains. The mass number A is the total number of protons

SG 238 and neutrons. If we use the term nucleons to refer to both
SG 239 kinds of nuclear particles, then A is the number of nucleons.

pa.les, Q5 Why did the mass of a neutron have to be investigated bythe fiesta( number or et-
measurements on protons?

R. 0 decay occurs who*l a
net.cron ieti-ansprmed inS an
64ectrovi ran and a ihrd
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The proton-neutron hypothesis can be shown to be consis-

tent with the facts of radioactivity. If two protons and

two neutrons could combine, the resulting particle would have

Z=2 and A=4just the properties of the J particle. The

emission of the combination c'f two protons and two neutrons

(in the form of an J particle) would be consistent with the

first transformation rule of radioactivity. (The a particle

might exist as such in the nucleus, or it might be formed at

the instan of emission; the latter possibility is now con

sidered more likely.) But, if the nucleus consists of protons

and neutrons, where could a zi .article come from? This ques-

tion is more difficult to answer than that of the origin of

an a partici^. The second transformation rule of radioac-

tivity provides a clue: when a nucleus ,::nits a particle

its charge Z increases by one unit while its mass number A

remains unchanged. This would happen if a neutron were to

change into a proton and a 3 particle.

We now know that a free neutrona neutron separated from

an atomchanges into a proton, an electron and another,

uncharged particle (which we shall discuss later). The dis-

integration of the neutron is a transformation into three

particles, not just the separation of a neutron into a proton

and an electron. The half-life of free neutrons is ahout

12 minutes. In the 6 decay of a radioactive nucleus (since

6 particles are not present in the nu.--.1eus) a 8 particle must

be created in the act cf f! decay. This can occur if a neutron

in the nucleus is transformed into a proton, an electron (and

the not-yet discussed neutral particle), This concept forms

the basis of the currently accepted theory of 6 decay, a

theory which has successfully accounted for all the known

phenomena of 3 decay.

(2r, According to the proton-neutron theory of the nucleus, what
is in the nucleus of 7Nl4?

(27 Describe a helium atom in terms of the three elementary
particles: proton, neutron and electron.

08 If nuclei do not contain r particles, how can S emission be
explained?

23.6 The neutrino. The descripLien of 3 decay in terms of the

transformation of a neutron in the nucleus involves one

of the most fascinating stories in modern physics: the

prediction and eventual discovery of the particles known

as the neutrino and the antineutrino. Quantitative studies

of the energy relations in 3 decay during the 1920's and

1930's raised a difficult and serious question. Methods

were devised for determining the energy change in a nucleus

See "Models of the Nucleus" in
Project Physics Reader 6.

0
.0-

egl?/

Stem:art/ d3.
The prin'ciples of conservaLn
af ener9E4 and momertim
appeared fb be violated in

decaci; 1e neurrtno was
postulatgd be responsible
for -the apparent discrepanc9.
Tri 1954 neuV-tros Loam
derecred . We now know 012

severtk( !*bids- of nealizos.
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Enrico Fermi, one of the most

productive physicists of this
century.
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during B decay. According to the principle of conservation
of energy, the energy lost by the nucleus should be equal to
the energy carried off by the B particle. But, when the
energy lost by the nucleus was compared with the measured
kinetic energy of the B particle, the latter was nearly al-
ways smaller: some of the eneryy lost by the nucleus seemed
to have disappeared. Measurements made on a large number

of d- emitters indicated that about two-thirds of the energy
lost by the d-decayinc2 nuclei seemed to disappear. Attempts
to find the missing energy failed. For example, some physi-
cists thought that the missing energy might be carried off
by y rays; but no such y rays could be detected experimentally.
The principle of conservation of energy seemed to be violated
in d decay. Similar discrepancies were found in measurements
of the momentum of the electron and the recoiling nucleus.

As in the case of the experiments that led to the dis-

covery of the neutron, physicists tried very hard to find

an alternative to accepting the failure of the principles of
conservation of energy and momentum, An Austrian physicist,

Wolfgang Pauli, Jr., suggested in 1933 that anotner particle
is emitted in B decay along with the electron, and that this
particle carries off the missing energy and momentum. This

hypothetical particle would have no electric charge because

the positive charge of the proton and the negative charge of
the electron together are equal to the zero charge of the
neutron. (Conservation of electric charge '.) The mass-energy
balance in the decay of the neutron indicated that the mass
of the hypothetical particle should be very smallmuch
smaller than the mass of an electron, and possibly even zero.

The combination of zero electric charge and zero or nearly

zero mass would make the particle extremely hard to find.

The Italian physicist Enrico Fermi called the suggested

particle the "neutrino" or "little neutron." In 1934 Fermi

constructed a theory of d decay based on Pauli's suggestion.
This theory has been successful, as mentioned earlier, in

describing all the known facts of B decay. From 1934 on,

the neutrino was accepted as a "real" particle for two reasons,

loot: theoretical: it saved the principle of conservation of
energy in B decay, and is could be used successfully both to
describe the results of experiments in B decay and to predict
the results of new experiments. Many unsuccessful attempts

were made to detect neutrinos over a period of 25 years.
Finally, in 1959, neutrinos were detected in an experiment

using the extremely large flow of neutrinos that comes out
of a nuclear reactor (see Chapter 24). The detection of
neutrinos involves detecting the products of a reaction
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provoked by a neutrino, The reaction used was reverse 8

decay the production of a proton from a neutron. Again the
faith of physicists in the

energy was justified.

There is still one more

principle of conservation of

complication: it is now known

that there are several kinds of neutrinos. The one involved

in 8 decay (as discussed so far) is referred to as an anti-

neutrino, and is denoted by the symbol v (Greek letter "nu,"
with a bar over it). The transformation of a neutron is

then written:

0

in ipl + .e
0

+ 7

chi Why was an unknown, almost undetectable particle invented
to patch up the theory of N decay?
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6e6 Appe.hictpc 8, page 119:

The first detection of
neutrinos was in this
tank. Reactions pro-
voked by neutrinos cause
flashes of light in the
liquid with which the
tank is filled. The
flashes are detected by
the photoelectric tubes
which stud the tank wall.
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F5P. The linear accelerator

Samnar4 ,;.8.7 233 The need for particle accelerators. Up to 1932 the study of
I. UAL qsa all aYlifa742(nuckarnuclear reactions was limited b/ the kind of projectile that
MOC*rtS Were inluce4 b a could be used to bombard nuclei: only 1 particles from theparticles from natrat 0-

naturally radioactive nuclides could bring about reactions,waive SbUrne8.
Progress was limited because a parti-:les could be obtained

2. Te5 (earn more about-Ike only in beams of low intensity and wi.:11 energies .ess than 8
nucleus r?jectle paraeles 61F MeV. These relatively low-energy particles could produce
much hl er aneTy Wert transmutations only in light elements. When heavier elements

are bombarded with a particles, the repulsive electric force

exerted by the greater charge of the heavy nucleus on an uSee "The Evolution of the Cyclo-
tron" and "The Cyclotron as Seen particle makes it difficult for the a particle to reach the
by..." in Project Physics Reader 6. nucleus. The probability of a nuclear reaction taking place

becomes very small almost zero. But because the interest

in nuclear reactions was great, physicists sought methods of

increasing the energy of charged particles to be used as pro-
jectiles.

requ

First stage of a 750 kilovolt

proton accelerator (see p. 59
of Unit 4).

There were advantages to be gained by using particles that
have only one positive charge particles such as the proton

or the deuteron (the nucleus of the deuterium atom) Having
but a single charge, these particles would experience smaller

repulsive electric forces than would a particles in the neigh-

borhood of a nucleus, and thus might succeed in producing

transmutations of heavy target nuclei. Protons or deuterons

could be obtained from positive-ray tubes, but their energies
would not be high enough. Some device was needed to acceler-

ate these charged particles to higher energies. Such devices

might also offer other advantages: the speed (and energy) of

the bombarding particles could be controlled by the experi-

menter; and very intense projectile beams might be obtained.

It would be possible to find how the variety and abundance of

nuclear reactions depend on the energy of the bombarding
particles.

Since 1930 many devices for accelerating charged particles
have been invented. In each case the particles (electrons,

protons, deuterons, a particles or heavy ions) are acceler-
ated by an electric field, In some cases a magnetic field is

used to control the path of the particles, that is, to steer
theme Accelerators have become basic tools for research in

nuclear and high-energy physics. Also, they are used In the

production of radioactive isotopes and serve as radiation

sources for medical and industrial purposes. The table pre-

sented on the next page summarizes the major types of par-

ticle accelerators now being used.

A an de Graaff generator built Next on the long-range planning list of the U.S. Atomic
on a vertical axis. Energy Commission is a 200 BeV part-cle accelerator to be

3. This need led to the development or machines usirol.electrit and magnetc fields 45
66 accelerate rixpeles to hi9h es; Pre Pend towards deli pin machines of hi#ler

and hi9kier energy has not ene72 4=. ETvevi 1,4014#1 mans new ,paaobas have been
discovered by means or acceleratrsithe problem q? Ike ddraikad s'tiudtwe pr -the
nucleus has not Lie been solved.



Table 23.1 Major types of particle accelerators

Type
Operation Energy

ONCE-THROUGH ACCELERATION

Cockcroft- direct high volt-
Walton age potential

Principle of Maximum Particles Notes

Van de Graaff
generator

Linear
accelerator

Linear
accelerator

high voltage by

=4 MeV various commercially available

=3 MeV electrons commercially available
moving belt =14 MeV protons

successive apple- =10 MeV heavy ions Lawrence Radiation Labor-
cation of high per par- atory and Yale University
frequency volt- ticle
ages

pulsed high
frequency wave

CYCLIC ACCELERATION

Betatron

Cyclotron

Synchro-
cyclotron

Electron
synchrotron

Proton
synchrotron

Alternating
gradient
synchrotron

Strong-focusing
synchrotron protons

magnetic induc-
tion (electrons
accelerated in an
evacuated tube be-
tween the poles of
an electromagnet)

voltage of con-
stant frequency
applied to parti-
Iles in fixed mag-
netic field

=20 BeV electrons Stanford University, two
miles long

=300 MeV electrons Largest machine at the
University of Illinois

=12 MeV protons numerous installations
=24 MeV deuterons
=48 MeV particles

voltage of vari- =750 MeV protons
able frequency
applied to parti-
cles in fixed
magnetic field

voltage of con-
stant frequency
applied to par-
ticles orbiting
in variable mag-
netic field

synchronized
voltage of high
frequency ap-
plied to par-
ticles orbiting
in variable mag-
netic field

same as synchro-
tron except
successive seg-
ments of mag-
netic field
have onrosite
curvaturc).

184-inch unit at Lawrence
Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley

=7 BeV electrons Hamburg, Germany (7.5 BeV),
Cambridge Electron Accel-
erator (6 BeV) operated by
Harvard and M.I.T.

=12 BeV protons

-30 BeV protons

,70 BeV protons

-200-400 BeV

6.2 BeV "Bevatron" at Law-
rence Radiation Laboratory,
3 BeV Cosmotron at Brook-
haven, 3 BeV at Princeton,
and 12.5 BeV synchrotron
at Argonne National Laboratory

Brookhaven National Labor-
atory (Long Island) and
CERN, Switzerland

Serpukhov, U.S.S.R.

Weston, Illinois (in planning
and design stage)
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A. b. The Stanford "Linac"
(linear accelerator).

c. d. The CERN proton syncho-
tron at Geneva. The

evacuated ring in which
the protons are acceler-
ated is at the upper
left of d.

e. The 184" cyclotron at
Berkeley.

f. The Brookhaven Cosmotron,
in operation from 1952
to 1967, has been super-
ceded by larger acceler-
ators.
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A large -flask was connecIM
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completed y 1973 for approximately $240 million. Initial
plans for an 800 to 1000 beV machine are being formulated

construct on should begin by 1971 at a cost of about $800
million. Why is a nation willing to budget such sums for
la r an larger particle accelerators? What do cue plan
o discover NA

answer

we can

is as

about t

th these high-energy machines? Basically, the
ple one: we

e structure

woula like to find cut as much as

of nuclear particles and the na-
tune of the f rces holding them together.

'th the

that three

of matter:

discovery of the neutron in 1932

"elementary" particles act as the

it was believed

building blocks

the proton, the neutron and the electron. We have
mentioned the existence of new particles, such as neutrinos
and antineutrinos. As high-energy accelerators became avail-

able, additional "elementary" particles were discovered one
after another. In the appendix is a list of some of these

a. Wilson's cloud chamber.
b. Particle tracks in a cloud climber.
c. The tiny bubble chamber, 3 cm long, Invented by D.A.

Glaser in 1952. Glaser was 26 at the time and 8 years
later was awarded the Nobel Prize for his invention,
(Note the particle track.)

d. The 200 cm Bubble Chamber Assembly at the Brookhaven
National Laboratory.
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particles. they are grouped into "families" according to

their properties. Most of these particles exist only very

brieflytypical lifetimes are of the order of 10-8 second

or less, A whole new field, 'high-energy physics," has

tvolved and the high-energy physicist of today is trying to

detect some order and structure into which he can fit the

large r.Lmber of "elementary' particles he has discovered.

How coo we detect these particles? We have already men-

tioned a number of methods by which we can observe and measure

radioactivity. They include the Geiger counter (Sec. 19.3),

the electroscope and electrometer employed since the early

days of radioactivity, and the Wilson cloud chamber. In addi- f

tion we now have various types of ionization chambers, scin-

tillation counters, photographic emulsions, semiconductor

devices, bubble 'chambers and spark chambers, some of which

are displayed on these pages, One of the additional units in

this course, Elementary Particles, describes the discoveries

made with these detecticn devices.

e. The viewing of a projected, enlarged photograph of
particle tracks in a bubble chamber.

f. g. h. A spark chamber. A charged particle passing
through the chamber ionizes the gas along its path
between the plates. When high voltage is applied,
sparks jump between the plates along the ionized

e tracks, thus revealing the paths of the particles.

16,

h

g
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5arnmarq n3.13
1. Veie or acceeroabrs has
led fo Mousands ,r nuclear
reactoks of ma*T types.

a. -76 ancient dream of' -tie
alc('tevnist has come true. We
am now ab(e: to produce
artificiaIN almost' nuclide
we warffi in a charty23.8 Nuclear reactions. The development of the cyclotron and other
-2) and mass number 04) particle accelerators led to great advances in the study of

must- be conserved.

010 Why can low-energy a particles cause transmutations only
in nuclei of low mass?

011 Why are protons more effective projectiles for promoting
nuclear reactions than a particles or heavy ions?

3. MiXdOori it,YevitiGit/47 Yeact41S

are espaziady ompKtimit;
lecause ttle neuti-ons 'them-
selves cal 1 Itidace a 9reat
varie/3 or reoctievig.

We discuss the transmutation
into gold only as an example of
a nuclear reaction; a more use-
ful reaction is the transmuta-
tion of gold into something else
for example:

79 uA 197+ ni- 80 Hg198 + e°1 '

which is used to obtain very
pure samples of a single mercury

and purpose, from the attempts of the ancient alchemists.isotope.

nuclear reactions. Nearly all of the stable nuclides have
been bombarded with protons, deuterons, a particles, neutrons
and y rays, and hundreds of nuclear reactions have been ex-
amined. Examples of reactions induced by a particles and pro-
tons have already been discussed.

Since the first known alchemical writings during the third
or fourth centuries A.D., and throughout the historical de-
velopment of chemistry, the dream of "making gold" has al-
ways been present. In most nuclear reactions one element is
changed into another: the ancient dream of the alchemist has
come true, but it is unlikely to make a fortune for anyone.
Now we are finally able to transmute various elements into
gold, but such transformations are a far cry, both in method

Gold has only one stable isotope--79Au197; all other
gold isotopes are radioactive and are not found in nature.
We will illustrate two types of nuclear reactions induced by
deuterons, both resulting in gold. One is

1H2 80Hg199 --0-79Au197 + 2He4.

/ The other is

72

t

1H2 78pt196 79Au197 + on1.

In both cases we neec an accelerator to produce high-energy
\ deuterons; in bombarding a mercury isotope we produce a

particles besides our desired gold. Bombarding platinum we

Nuclear equations produce neutrons in addition to the gold.

The last reaction, in which a neutron was produced, is an
gteolear reactms example of reactions Olich have become especially important

because of the usefulne3s of the neutrons produced. Neutrons
can result when nuclei are bombarded with protons, deuterons
or a particles, as in the reactions:

28Ni58 1H1 .-29C08 + onl,

6012

4Be9 +

onl,

1.

1H2 7N13

6C12



The neutrons produced by bombardment can, in turn, be used

to induce nuclear reactions. Neutrons are especially effec-

tive as "bullets" because they have no electric charge. They

are not subject to repulsive electrostatic forces in the

neighborhood of a positively charged nucleus, and are there-

fore more likely to penetrate nuclei than are protons, deu-

terons or a particles. Because of the neutron's lack of

electrical charge many more reactions have been ind_ced by

neutrons than by any other kind of particle. Fermi was the

first to undertake a systematic program of research involving

the use of neutrons as projectiles in nuclear reactions. He

bombarded many elements, from the lightest to the heaviest,

with neutrons, and studied the properties of the nuclides

produced. The research described in the prologue to Unit 1

was done as part of this program.

A typical neutron-induced reaction, once again resulting

in gold, is:

0n1 80Hg 198___, 79AU197 + 1H2.

In a very common type of nt.',:tron-induced reaction the neu-

tron is captured and a y ray is emitted, as in the following

example:

01 4. 78pt196--..78pt197

Note that since there is no change in the atomic number

the element remains the same. An isotope of the target nu-

cleus is produced with a mass number greater by one unit than

that of the target nucleus. The new nucleus is produced in

an excited state and returns to its lowest energy state by

emitting one or more y rays.

Atomic nuclei can also undergo reactions when bombarded

with y rays; an example, once again resulting in gold, is

the reaction:

8+ 80Hg198 79Au197 + 1H1.

In this case the energy of the y ray excites the mercury tar-

get nucleus which becomes unstable, ejects a proton and be-

comes a gold nucleus.

The amount of gold produced by the above reactions is very

small; we simply tried to illustrate some typical artificial

transmutations. The examples we have given barely suggest

the rich variety of such reactions that have been observed.

41161

In this bubble chamber picture,
a neutron is produced at bottom
center and in turn causes a
reaction near the center.
(Neucral particles do not leave
tracks in bubble chambers.)

SG 23.10

SG 23 11
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lie products of these reactions may change as the energy of

the bombarding particles changes. Nuclear reactions are im-

portant, not only because they indicate our ability to produce

new nuclides, but also because they provide important data

about nuclear structure. A model of nuclear structure, to be

successful, must enable us to predict the results of these

nuclear reactions,just as a successful model of atomic struc-

ture must allow us to predict the results of chemical reac-

tions.

N.3.9
1. Man of tie iitcw,lear readions
ye-gut( radioactive products.

-IFtese c24(etall4-produced
nadioactilie nucit'ck usually
eni(t electrons or yumidivnt.

23.9 Artificially induced radioactivity. In the discussion of
3. Almost WOO uvraiable nuclear reactions we have passed over an interesting dis-
nuclides have been prepared covery. We have shown that the capture of a neutron byarid ideKhfie4

platinum 196 results in platinum 197 and the emission of a

y ray. As seen from Table 22.1 six different isotopes of

platinum are found in nature but platinum 197 is not among
'111 these. The question arises: is the platinum 197 produced by

neutron capture stable? The answer is no; it is radioactive

and decays by the emission of a 6 particle to gold 197,

becoming the only stable gold isotope:

Is this statement true or false: "All nucledr reactions in-
volve transmutation from one element 10 another"?

What property of neutrons makes them particularly useful for
provoking nuclear reactions'

I Complete the following equatton for a nuclear redition:

_ -

r

This is one of the earli-
est records of a "shower"
of electrons ani positrons,
and shows their tracks
curving in opposite direc-
tions in a strong magnetic
field. The shower was
caused by cosmic rays and
was recorded in this Wilson
cloud chamber pdoto taken
at an altitude of 4.3 km.,

74

78Pt197---e-79Au197 + e0 + 7 ,

The half life of platinum 197 is 20 hours.

The production of radioactive platinum 197 in a nuclear

reaction is an example of artificially induced radioactivity,

discovered in 1934 by Irene Curie and F. Joliot. They were

studying the effects of 1 particles on the nuclei of light

elements. When they bombarded boron, magnesium and aluminum

with a particles from polonium, they observed protons and

neutrons, as expected. But, in addition to these particles,

positive electrons, or positrons, also were observed. The

positron is a particle whose mass is the same as that of the

electron, and whose charge has the same magnitude but oppo-

site sign to that of the electron.

The positron had been discovered earlier by C. D. Anderson

in 1932 while studying photographs of cosmic ray tracks in a

cloud chamber. Cosmic rays are highly penetrating radiations

which originate outside the earth and consist of protons,
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electrons, neutrons, photons and other particles. Employing
a cloud chamber situated in a magnetic field, Anderson ob-
served some tracks which could have been produced only by
particles having the mass and magnitude of charge of the elec-
tron, but the curvature was opposite in direction to that of

electron tracks; Anderson concluded that the particles pro-
ducing them must have been positively charged.

The production of posi'_rons along with neutrons as a re-
sult of the bombardment u. a light element with a particles
seemed to indicate that a new type of nuclear reaction could
occur in which a neutron and a positron were emitted. But
further experiments by Curie and Joliot showed that the light-
element targets continued to emit positrons even after the
source of the a particles had been removed. When the rate
of emission of the positrons was plotted against the time
after the removal of the a particle source, curves were ob-
tained, for each target, similar to the curves obtained in
natural B radioactivity. The results seemed to show that an

initially stable nuclide had been changed into a radioactive
one. In the case of the bombardment of 13A127 by a particles,
which produced neutrons as well as the new radioactive material,

the reaction expected would produce an isotope of phosphorous:

13A127 + 2He4-1-oni + 15P30 .

Curie and Joliot made chemical separations similar to those
made in the study of the naturally radioactive elements, and
showed that the target, after bombardment, contained a small
amount of phosphorus that was radioactive. Now, phosphorus
occurs in nature only as 15P31; natural 15P31 has an isotope
abundance of 100 percent and no isotope of phosphorus with
mass number 30 had ever been found to occur naturally. It

was reasonable to suppose that if P30 were made in a nuclear
reaction it would be tAdioactive and would decay in the fol-
lowing manner:

15P" -14Si70 + le° + v,

where 14Si30 is a known isotope of silicon, le° represents
a positron (..le° represents an electron), and v is a neutrino.

The half-life of P30 turned out to be 2.5 minutes.

This kind of S decay implies that a proton in the nucleus
is transformed into a neutron and positron (and a neutrino):

1 0
1p -2,- n + e + v.

1 0 +1

F. Joliot and Irene Curie in
their laboratory. They were
married in 1926.
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After the discovery that the bombardment of light nuclides

by a particles can lead to radioactive products, it was found

that nuclear reactions induced by protons, deuterons, neu-

trons and photons can also result in radioactive products.

As in the case of the natural radionuclides, an artificial

radionuclide can be characterized by its half-life and the

type of radiation it emits. When the products of nuclear

reactions are radioactive they can be traced in chemical

separations by means of their characteristic half-lives or

decay products. Otherwise they could not be traced oecause

of the very small amounts involvedoften less than a

millionth of a gram. The special branch of chemistry that

deals with the separation and identification of the radio-

Si; 231', active products of nuclear reactions is called radiochemistry

and has become an important part of nuclear science. The

breadth of this field is indicated by the fact that since

1935 about 1200 artificially radioactive nuclides have been

:it"; 2s15 made and identified.

Q1F Complete tne following equation for a positive s-decay:

7
N13

1
e9 f ,C.

How many neutrons and protons were there in the nitrogen nucleus
before decay? How many in the carbon nucleus afterward?
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The bubble chamber photo at the upper left
illustra.es one of the most important dis-
coveries of modern physics, the intercon-
version of energy and matter (Chapters 9
and 20). The diagram above shows the sig-
nificant tracks of that photc In the up-
per left an electron-positron pair is
formed by a gamma ray (not visible in bub-
ble chamber pictures) interacting wits a
hydrogen nucleus. An applied magnetic
field causes the electron and the positron
to be deflected xn opposite directions.
(Can you determine the direction of the mag-
netic field?)

In the lower left of the 'ame photo a gamma
ray forms another electron-positron pair;

the additional electron (third track, up-
ward) was knocked out of a hydrogen atom
during this process.

The bubble chamber photo was taken in a
10" liquid hydrogen bubble chamber at the
Lawrence Radiatton Laboratory of the Uni-
versity of California. The chamber is
shown at the far left with the liquid ni-
trogen shield removed. The accompanying
diagram gives some of the details of the
bubble chamber and its auAiliary equipment. 77



23.1 Why would it be difficult to explain a-U 3s s a -ixture of
alpha particles and electrons? .235 is nor crrvgssi7k bj

23.2 On the basis of the proton-*lectron hypothesis of nuclear com-
position. how many protons would you expect to find in the a2U 23
nucleus? How many electrons? e235 pn:Zns., /4-3 efactrorts.

23.3 Complete the following nuclear equations:

(a) 5.13 211e4 ( C13) +
(b) 11Zia23+ 2HeL (amp + -HI.

(c) 3Al2 + 2 He' ( 1°) 4- n
14-

(d) (S32) 2HeL----..,7C1'5 :HI.

(e) ( pc37) + 2 He"--v- 23 Ca42 !HI.

23.4 Complete the following nuclear equations:

(a) 31..16 + 2He" (
2

get) .

(b) _Be9 1/0--4.2He" ( Li4).
3

(c) Be 9 + 1H 1 ( se) + :H2.

(d) 5 B1 I + -7N1 + (n I).
o

23.5 Co--p let e the following nuclear equations:

(a) P.12 7 + ( ) .ni A126

(b) A127 + ( A122) .:H2

(C) A22 7 + H 1-0- 2 He4 (t4i241-

(d) Ail 7 4- He" + (M 21) .!H2 --0- 2
3

What aspect of nuclear reactions do equations (b) and (d) illustrate?
Ibt same. nuclide bornintrotesi b&j diFforent Fornies via Weld dfretert products-
2.i.6 Explain triefly why the maximum speed gained 'ty nitrogen
nuc:-i in collisions with neutrons is approximately an order of
magnitude less than that gained by hydrogen nuclei in collisions
with neutrons. Nitrogen nuclei anm n order of rnoviirto:le were
23.7 One major Prilnaisa irlintWtagetne olf1PC"4"1-Indrt'ect methods of measurement is
that the experimental uncertainty is often increased. If Chadwick
had measured a maximum speed of 3.2 x 10 cm/sec for hydrogen
nuclei. (a shift of only 3%) and 6..7 x 108 cm/sec for nitrogen
nuclei (no shift), what would be the calculated mass of the neutron?
By what percentage would the calculated mass of the neut;:on
due to the 37. shift in the speed measurement?

1.,a4, arm 6.4? 4
23.8 Indicete the mass number A, the atomic numbar Z, the number
of protons and the number of neutrons for each of the following
nuclei: (Hake a similar table in your notebook.)



Z protons neutrons

H2

Het' 4- A
Liz 7 3 3 4
C13 13 6 6 7

U- 3e
92 gas /4-6

Th:3 4234. go 90 1 4-i-

Th230
11

230 90 90 1 4-0

Pb 2 1 ea sa I 3.A

Pb 2C6 ao6 82 9 4-

23.9 How many electrons are there in a neutral atom of

(a) platinum 196? 7'
(b) gold 197? 79
(c) mercury 193? go

23.10 Complete the following nuclear equations:

(a)
1 :Na2 + ;11 H + Neuf) .

(b) iNa2 3 + Gn ,; + (Nei- ) .

(c) 214.82 + crol IHI + ).

(d) 1:algh 6 ÷ 1H2 + (i24-).

What aspect of nucleat reactions do these equations illustrate?

23:11 Describe the following reactions in words:

3Al2' + 0 ,Hg2 7 + I HI.

211,g2 3 Al 2 ÷ + Y; I = 9.5 min.

23.12 It is often necessary to infer information in the bsence of
direct evidence. Thus when a hunter following the tra.t.. of a
rabbit in the snow finds that the tracks suddenly stop with no
evidence of o her cracks or of hiding places, he may infer some-
thing about t, possible presence of owls or eagles.

The bub. r: chamber photograph at the right shows, anion; other
things, the tr..ks of two nuclear particles that originate or ter-
minate at point A. Describe the interaction that occurs at point A
in terms of your knowledge of the law of conservation of momentum.

eitscus;sicrt,23.13 How do you think the discovery of artifically radio -ttive
nuclides helred the develops .t of theories of nuclear structure?

discussion,

Giescriplicin
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24.1 Conservation of energy in ruclear reactions. In the discus-

sion of nuclear reactions in the last chapter he emphasis

was on the transformations of nuclei and on the properties of

the nuclides formed. But there is another property of these

reactions that is importantthe absorption or release of en-
ergy. The way in which we wrote the equations for nuclear

reactions is analogous to that used for chemical equations,

and we can extend the analogy to the treatment of the energy
relations in nuclear reactions. In some chemical reactions

energy must be -upplied from the outside to keep the reaction

going, while in others energy is liberated. The formation of
water from oxygen and hydrogen is an example of a reaction in
which energy is liberated; the reaction between these two

gases is usually violent and heat is given off. We may con-

clude that the water fo-'ned has less energy than did the sub-

stances of which the water is made. When water is decomposed

by electrolysis, electrical e.lergy must be supplied by passing

a current through the water, and the products of the reaction

the oxygen ana hydrogen liberates' have more energy than the
water.

Chemical reactions can be analyzed quantitatively in terms

of the amounts of the reacting materials and of the products

formed, and in terms cf the energy %thermal or electrical) ab-
sorbed or liberated. In an analogous way a nuclear reaction

can be analyzed in terms of the masses and the energies of

the nuclei and partic' oefore and after the reaction. Nu-

clear reactions may ab.orb energy or they may liberate energy.

The amount of energy absorbed or emitted per nucleus involved

is greater by a factor of a million or more than the amount

involved per atom in a chemical reaction. Since mass and

energy are equivalent, large release of energy will be ac-

companied by (.1..mges in the total rest mass of the interact-

ing nuclei. The r.lation E = mc2 plays an important part in

analyzing ,nuclear reactions. Nuclear fission and nuclear

fusion (discussed later in his chapter) are two special

kinds of nuclear reactions in which the energy release is

much greater, by a factor of 1 to 100, than that in other

nuclear reactions. It is the exceptionally large energy

release in these two types of reactions that makes them

important in industrial and military app'ications.

In this chapter we shall examine the mass and energy re-
lations in nuclear reactions and some of their consequences.

This study will show how some of the ideas and experimental

information of the last three chapters are linked together.

(21 Is energy always liberated in a nuclear reaction?

In this nuclear-electric power plant, a controlled
fission reactio;-. supplies heat energy for operation of
a steam turbine whici drives an electrical generator.

sununarm a4.. r
I. Nudeal- reactions ca+i be
analyzed ni it its or the
masses' and energies before
and aftar the rzzactiOn.

2. Ant) char-tole in rest mass
is associated lAirik a kinetic

charise accor.ance
with rnass-enerrly
na(attbrz : A. 1.7,02

In both cases we neglect the
small amount of energy which
may be required to start the
reaction.

It would be a good idea to re-
read pp. 102-105 in Unit 5, to
review the relativistic rela-
tionship of mass and energy.
Two important ideas for this
chapter are: a) the mass of a
moving body is greater than
the rest mass by KE/c2, aad
b) orticle at rest has a
rest energy cf moe.%

See "Conservation Laws" in
Project Physics Reader 6.
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5(minnlarcf Avg
L rarezroal abrni6speaesONL
atomic mass 'is smatter -Man -tie
Sum or**. rest masses or tie
c onstraertt par-tidies.

S. -ifie loss in rest mass is
equivalent to -Me e,ien35
retease. prom -Me nucleus. "IFtiT
eeter9 release "is called -fh
binds en.2413 of -the nucleus.

As early as 1927 Aston concluded

from his measurements with a
mass spectrograph. if two light
nuclei combine to form a heavier
one, the new nucleus weighs less
than the sum of the original
ones.

24.2 The energy of nuclear binding. Our concepts of atomic and

1 amu = 1.66 - LO N,

:E 2

(1 amo( ;6 10- -.11')
amu

(5 10-
sec

= 14.9 '9- 1 joules

14.9 - 10" ' 1< ,

1.6 10- joule /ik

= 931 Mcv

02

nuclear structure that an atom consists of a nucleus sur-

rounded by electrons and that the nucleus is made up of pro-

tons and neutrons led to a fundamental question: is the

sass of an atom equal to the sum of the masses of the protons,

neutrons and electrons that make up the atom? This question

can be answered because the masses of the proton, the neutron

and the electron are known, as are the masses of nearly all

the atomic species. A surve} of the known atomic masses shows

that, for each kind of atom, the atomic mass is always less

than the sum of the masses of the constituent particles in

their free state. The simplest atom containing at least one

proton, one neutron and one electron is deuterium, 1112; in

this case we have for the masses:

rest mass of one proton

rest mass of one neutron

rest mass of one electron

= 1.007276 amu

= 1.008665

= 0.000549

total rest mass of constituent
particles in free state = 2.016490

rest mass of deuterium atom

difference (am)

= 2.014102

= 0.002388 amu.

Al_hough the difference Am in rest mass may appear small,

it corresponds to a significant energy difference because of

the factor c2 in the relation E = mc2. The difference £E

in energy should correspond to the difference in mass ac-

cording to the relation: AE = 3mc2. The conversion factor

from atomic mass (expressed in amu) to energy (expressed in

MeV) is

1 amu = 931 MeV.

If a proton and neutron combine then a rest mass of

0.002388 amu should be "lost," appearing as 0.002388 amu

931 MeV/amu = 2.22 MeV of kinetic energy.

The result calculated from the change in rest m;-..ss can

be compared with the result of a direct experiment. Wh,rn

hydrogen is bombarded with neutrons, a neutron can be cap-

tured in the reaction:

Since there are no fragments with large kinetic energy, the

"missing" mass of 0.002388 amu must be carrier' away by the
y radiation. The energy of tte y ray has been determined,

and is 2.22 MeV, as predicted! The inverse reaction, in

which deuterium is bombarded with y rays, has also been
studied:



2 y 1H1 + oni

When the energy of the y rays is less than 2.22 MeV, no re-

action occurs. But if we use y rays of energy 2.22 MeV or

greater, the reaction does occur: a proton and a neutron

are detected. In the 'capture" of a neutron by the nucleus

IH:, energy is liberated. In the inverse reaction (1H2 bom-

barded with ) rays) energy is absorbed. The energy, 2.22 MeV,

is called the binding energy of the deuteron. It is the en-

ergy released hcr. a proton and neutron combine to form a nu-

cle,ls. (The binding energy is also, therefore, the amount of

energy which would be needed to break the deuteron up again.)

02 When energy is "liberated" during a nuclear reaction, what
becomes of it?

24.3 Stability and binding energy. The calculation made for deu-
:Purnmar4 44.3

terium can be extended to the other nuclear species. In f Wre loiric4r9re:ergeierryreiscalcumiamstreti
practice, physicists make such calculations for atoms ratner 06i/adici

than for atomic nuclei, because experimental values of atomic/11005:j

masses are known from mass-spectrographic measurements.

Since an atom contains electrons (in the outer shells) as
del.Fle-pendsstabon.% °FavearurIgucle4lebri:44.73well as the protons and neutrons in the nucleus, the mass of ener9.9 per nucleon.

the electrons must be included in the calculations. It is

convenient to do so by combining the mass of one proton and

one electron and using the mass of one hydrogen atom for the

combination. (The binding energy and equivalent mass in-

volved in the formation of a hydrogen at.m from a proton and

an electron may be neglected it is only 13 eV as compared

to nuclear Linding energies which are several MeV per nuclear

particle.) The following example Illustrates the calculations

necessary tp find the binding energy of an atom. We compare

the actual mass of a carbon 12 atom with the total mass of

its separate component particles:

rest mass of 6 hydrogen atoms
(includes 6 protons and 6
electrons)

rest mass of 6 neutrons

total rest mass of particles

rest mass of carbon 12

difference in rest mass

6 x 1.007825 = 6.046950 amu

6 x 1.008665 = 6.051990

12.098940

12.000000

Am = 0.098940 amu

0.098940 amu x 931 MeV/amu = 92.1 MeV.

En the same manner one can calculate the binding energy of 7,3 24

any stable atom. Figure 24.1a shows how the binding energy for
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.52w- if
The binding energy per particle starts with a low value

for deuterium, and then increases rapidly. Some nuclei, for
example He`', Cl2 and 016 have exceptionally high values as
compared with their neighbors. More energy would have to be

a;
/

ex /co suprlied to remove a particle from one of them than from one

Fig, 24.1a Binding energy of their neighbors. We would therefore expect He4, Cl2 and
as a function of A. 016 to be exceptionally stable. There is evidence in favor

of th.s conclusion: for example, the fact that the four par-
ticles making up ,:he He nucleus are emitted as a single unit,

SG 24.2 the a particle, in radioactivity. The curve has a broad

maximum extending from approximately A = 50 to A = 90 and

then drops off for the heavy elements. Thus, 29Cu63 has a

binding energy per particle of about 8.75 MeV, while 92(3235,

near the high-t. end of the carve, has a value of 7.61 MeV.

The nuclei in the neighborho3d of the maximum of the curve,
-r4.8 8uediti9 evierci GUrVeg for example, those of copper, should be more difficult to

break up than those of uranium.

24.3

stable nuclides increases with increasing atomic mass, as
more particles are added to the nucleus. Such data have im-
portant implications for the structure of the nucleus. This
can be seen more clearly if we calculate the average binding
energy per particle. In the case of carbon 12 example, we
found the total binding energy to be 92.1 MeV. Since we are
dealing with 12 particles inside the nucleus (6 protons and
6 neutrons), the average binding energy per particle is 92.1
MeV/12 or 7.68 MeV. In Fig. 24,1b the values of average
binding energy per particle (in MeV) are plotted against the

number of part:cies (mass number A).

91

Y-
cr 7
7 V

Notice the unusually high prsi- u
3

4
1tion of He (the dot near 7.1

MeV). This is related to its orw dunusually great stability. a.

84
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Fig. 24.1b Average binding enegy per particle as a function of the
number of particles A.



Now it is clear why atomic masses are not exactly whole

number multiples of the mass of a hydrogen atom, even though

nuclei are just ccllections of identical protons and neutrons.

The total est mass of a combination of these particles is

reduced by an amount corresponding to the binding energy,

:nd the average binding energy varies from nuclide to nuclide.

With the information we now have about the nuclear binding

energy, we shall be able tc get an understanding of the energy

relations in nuclear reactions. (There are other important

implications of the average binding energy curve, Fig. 24.1b

which we shall mention later.)

Q3 Which would be more stable, a nuclide with a high tota' binding
energy, or a nuclide with a high average binding energ"'

24.4 The mass-energy balance in nuclear reactions. In the previ-

ous section we used a very simple nuclear reaction to intro-

duce the concept of binding energy. In this section we shall

use a more complicated reaction--one in which the products

are nuclei to show an important relation between the binding

energy and the energy liberated in a nuclear reaction.

We shall analyze the mass-energy balance in the reaction

of a proton with lithium 7:

1111 + 3Li7 2He4 + 2He4 .

This reaction has historical interest: it was the first case

of a nuclear disintegration brought about by artificially

accelerated particles; and the analysis of the reaction pro-

vided one of the earliest quantitative tests of Einstein's

mass-energy relation. The reaction was a good one to analyze

because the masses of the proton, the a particle and the Li

atom ,ere known, and tle kinetic energies of the proton and

the two a particles could be measured accurately. The values

of the atomic masses are:

rest mass of Liz = 7.016005 amu

rest mass of H1 = 1.007825 amu

rest mass of He4 = 4.002604 amu

The energy released may be calculated by finding the

difference in rest masses before and after the nuclear

reaction takes place. The difference in rest mass is

0.018622 amu, corresponding to 17.3 MeV. Since total energy

is conserved, we can assume that 17.3 MeV of lost rest energy

appears in the total kiretic energy of the two a particles

emitted. In actual experiments the incident proton has ki-

netic energy so that the 17.3 MeV represents the difference

between the kinetic energies of the two emitted a particles

Summar a4-.4.
re4arvient between

licoret and eXperlirieriN

values for chan9es oF mass
am( ene,415)y in nuclear reactions
provides strcon3 evidence for fine
validity ainsteivl mass -
enen3 Nuation.

a. rrt an ci muclear reaclitin,T
/Pe paYfilies- Ee prvduct
nuclei are more t9htici bound

Than lease in the reacttrici
nuclei, energy ?mist- have-
been released durin9ffie
react-dn.

before after

Li
7

7.0160:6
H1 1.007U5

8.CL3830

He4 4.002604
He4 4.002604

8.005208

8.023830
- 6.G05208

pm = 0.018622 amu

0.018622 amu x931 MeV/amu

= 17.3 MeV
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Since binding energy is the
energy released in the formation
of a nucleus, those nuclei with
the highest binding energy have
lost the most rest energy.
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24.4 and kinetic energy of the incident proton. The agree-

ment between the energy calculated from the masses and the
experimental value found from the kinetic energies shows

that the mass-energy relation is valid. There is a genuine

release of energy from the lithium atom at the expense of
some of the rest mass of its fragments. This experiment
was first done in 1932. Since then hundreds of nuclear

transformations have been studied and the results have in-
variably agreed with the mass-energy relationships calcu-

lated by means of Einstein's equation E = mc2.

The results obtained for the mass-energy balance in nuclear
reactions can be related to information about binding energy
contained in Fig. 24.1b. For example, the binding energy per
particle of the lithium 7 nucleus 3Li7 is 5.6 MeV. Since
lithium 7 has seven particles in the nucleus, the total bind-
ing energy is 5.6 x 7 or 39.2 MeV, while the incident proton
has no binding energy. The total binding energy of each a

particle (Het' nucleus) is 28.3 MeV; a total of 56.6 MeV for
the two a particles. Since the nucleons in the product

fragments are more tightly bound by 56.6-39.2 = 17.4 MeV,
there will be 17.4 MeV of energy released in the reaction,

appearing as kinetic energy of the fragments. This checks
with the increase in kinetic energy found experimentally.

Analysis of many nuclear reactic verifies the general
rule: When the total binding energy of the products exceeds

that of the reactants, energy is liberated. That is, when-
ever the products of a nuclear reaction lie higher on the
average binding energy curve, they have greater binding
energy per particle and so energy is released in their
formation.

The shape of the average binding energy curve indicates
that there are two general processes which can release energy
from nuclei: combining light nuclei into a more massive

nucleus, or splitting up heavy nuclei into nuclei of medium
mass. In either process the products would have greater
average binding energy, so energl, would be released. A
process in which two nuclei join together to form a heavier
nucleus is called nuclear fusion. A process in which a
heavy nucleus splits into fragmems of intermediate mass is
called nuclear fission. Both fusion and fission have been
shown to occur. Both processes can be made to take place
slodly (as in a nuclear power plant) or very rapidly (as in
a nuclear explosion).

Q. Would breaking very heavy nuclei up into very light nuclei
result in the liberation of energy?



24.5 Nuclear fission: discovery. The discovery of nuclear fission

Is an example of an unexpected result of great practical im-

portance, obtained du_ing the course of research carried on

for reasons having nothing to 6o with the possible usefulness

of the discovery. It is also an excellent example of the

combinea use of physical and chemical methods in nuclear re-

search. After Joliot and Curie showed that the products of

nuclear reactions could be radioactive, Fermi and his col-

leagues in Italy undertook a systematic study of nuclear A few of the problems encoun-

tered by Fermi in his work on
reactions induced by neutrons. One of the purposes of this these reactions were related in

research was to produce new nuclides. Indeed, many new the Prologue to Unit le

uradioactive nuclides were made and their half-lives were Summar
1. Nudeaf

4.5
-fiesibn was discovereddetermined. The kind of nuclear reaction used most success-

tatiOn involvin9
fully in this study was the capture of a neutron with the Vie Lombardnient of uranium
emission of a y ray as discussed in Sec. 23.7. For example, WA nlaiVra in an.adrenipt to
when aluminum is bombarded with neutrons, the following re- form a new, heavier eJamovit
action occurs:

0111 I. 3A127 13A128

Aluminum 28 is radioactive with a half-life of 2.3 minutes
and decays by B emission into silicon:

13A128 _"r 19Si 28 .1. I. v

As a result of the two reactions a nuclide is produced with

values of Z and A each greater by one unit than those of the
initial nucleus. Fermi thought that if uranium (the atomic

species having the largest known value of Z) were bombarded

with neutrons, a new element might be formed by the B decay

of the heavier uranium isotope:

0n1
I. 92U238 92U238

92tiz39... 93( ?)239 -1e0 7

If the new nuclide denoted by 93(?) 239 were also to emit a 8:

93(?)239 94(?)239 4 _leo + v

In this way, two new elements might be produced (with Z = 93

and 94). If these reactions could be made to occur, the re-

sult would be the man-made production of an element, or ele-

ments, not previously 'mown to exist,transuraaium elements.

Fermi found in 1934 that the bombardment of uranium with

neutrons actualll. producea several new half-lives in the

target; these were attributed to traces of new-formed trans-

uranium elements.

R. 'The cci:ture or a neutirom by a
uranium nucleus .5ontetiiiies Igo&
to fie.shon and sornetrhes to t.
cioca4.1Ae (5 deca:i or uranium
was Found -to mutt in tie 4 'r-
ma-4On of -tra o new transunaniarn
elements netorankim aid plutonium!

SG 24.7



By bombarding heavy elements
with a variety of particles
it has been possible to creat_

artificially a series of trans-
uranium elements. Those ele-
ments, up to 2 = 103, are listed
below. A tiny sample of one
of them, curium 244---dissolved
in a test tube of water, is
snown in the 5-minute expo-
sure above.

9 2 U Uranium

93Np Neptunium

94Pu Plutonium

95Am Americium

96Cm Curium

97Bk Berkelium

98Cf Californium

99Es Einsteinium

100Fm Fermium

101Md Mendelevium

102No Nobelium

103Lw Lawrencium
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The results aroused much interest, and in the n-xt five

years a number of workers experimented with the neutron bom-

bardment of uranium. Many different radioactive half-lives

were discovered, but attempts to identify these half-lives

with particular elements led to great confusion. The methods

used were similar to those used in the study of the natural

radioactive elements. A radioactive nuclide formed in a

nuclear reaction is usually present in the target area only

in an extremely small amount, possibly as little as 10-1'1

grams, and special techniques to separate these smcll quanti-

ties had tc be developed.

The reason for the confusion was found early in 1939 when

Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann, two German chemists, showed

definitely that one of the supposed transuranium elements was

actually Fn isotope of barium (8613a139), identified by its

half-life of 86 minutes and its chemical behavior. Another

nuclide resulting from thc neutron bombardment of uranium was

identified as lanthanum (87Lal") with a half-life of 40

hours.

The production of the nuclides 58Ba139 and 87La1" from

uranium, which has the atomic number 92 and an atomic mass of

nearly 240, required an unknown kind of nuclear reaction in

which the uranium nucleus is split almost in half. If such

a process really occurred, it should also be possible to find

"the other half," that is, to find nuclides with mass between

90 and 100 and atomic numbers of about 35. Hahn and Strass-

mann were able to find a radioactive isotope of strontium

(Z = 38) and one of yttrium (Z = 39) which fulfilled these

conditions, as well as isotopes of krypton (Z = 36) and xenon

(Z = 54). It was clear from the chemical eYidence that the

uranium nucleus, when bombarded with neutrons, can indeed

split into two nuclei or intermediate atomic mass.

Although Hahn and Strassmann showed that isotopes cf inter-

mediate mass did appear, they hesitated to state the conclu-

sion that the uranium nucleus could be split into two large

parts. In their report dated January 9, 1939, they said:

On the basis of these briefly presented experiments,
we must, as chemists, really rename the previously of-
fared scheme and set the symbols Ba, La, Ce in place
of Ra, Ac, Th. As "nuclear chemists" with close ties
to physics, we cannot decide to make a step so contrary
to all existing experience of nuclear physicq. After
all, a series of strange coincidences max perhaps, have
led to these results.

The step which Hahn and Strassmann could not bring them-

selves to take was taken on January 16, 1939 by twc Austrian

physicists, Miss Lise Meitner ane. Otto R. FriEr.h. They



0

suggested that the neutron initiated a decomposition of the

uraniur, nucleus into "two nuclei of roughly equal size," a

process which they called "nuclear fission" after the divi-

sion, or fission, of a living cell into two parts. They pre-

dicted that the fragments would have great kinetic energy and

would be radioactive. The predictions of Meitner and Frisch

were soon verified experimentally. Shortly afterward, it was

found that transuranium elements also are formed when uranium

is bombarded with neutrons. In other words the capture of a

neutron by uranium sometimes leads to fission, and sc times

leads to 6 decay. The B decay results in the formation of

Isotopes of elements of atomic number 93 and 94 later named

neptunium and plutonium. The mixture of the two types of

reaction, fission and neutron capture, followed by S decay,

was responsible for the difficulty and confusion in the

analysis of the effects of bombarding uranium with neutrons.

The experiments opened two new fields of scientific ,Aleeavor:

the physics and chemistry of the transuranium elements and

the study and use of nuclear fission.

The discovery of nuclear fission inspired research workers

all over the world and much new information was obtained

within a short time. It was found that a uranium nucleus,

after capturing a neutron, car split into one of more than

40 different pairs of fragments. Radiochemical analysis

showed that nuclides result with atomic numbers from 30 to

61 and with mass rambers from 72 to 158. Neutrons also are

emitted in fission; the average number of neutrons emitted is

usually between 2 and 3., (Under appropriate conditions these

neutrons can, in turn, cause fission in neighboring uranium

atoms, and a process known as a chain reaction can develop in

a sample of uranium.) The following reaction indicates one of

the many ways in which a uranium ra:leus can split:

oni 92u235____".50a141 + 36Kr92 + 3 on' .

Schematic diagram representing
uranium fission.

Lise Meitner and Otto Hahn

Lise Meitner, born in Austria,
ioined Otto Hahn in 1908 in a
,L-search collabcration that
'asted thirty years. In 1938,
lass Meitner was forced to
leave Germany. She was in
iweden when she published the
first report on fission with
her nephew, 0. R. Frisch.

Otto Frisch

SG 24 8
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Plutonium 239 (94Pu239) is

produced by the capture of a
neutron by 92U238 and the sub-
sequent emission of two B par-
ticles, as discussed on p. 89.

Stonmarm c24.6
I. Conl-or of a fission reaction
depands. on -the balance between
neufiort product-oh and loss.

2. Moderators are used for
reducing -the enemy
-Fast ndkli-orts slow nettn2ns
have a 5reeer probalpi1it3
promatii, fi45ion.

3. Li ht nuclei absorb energy
frI9V71 neutrons in fewer collisions
Irian do heavy nfidei, and so
make goad rnooteratbrs.

The nuclides 5613a141 and 36Kr92 are not found in nature and

are not stable: they are radioactive and decay by B emission.

For example, q0a141 can decay into 59Pr141 by successive

emission of three B particles, as shown by the following

scheme (in which the numbers in parentheses are the half-

lives):

50a141
(18 min)

_1e°
571,a141

e°

58Ce141
(3.6 hr) (32 days)

-le°
,o4pr141

Similarly, 36Kr92 is transformed into 40Zrq2 by four succes-

sive B decays.

Only certain nuclides can undergo fission. For those

which can, the probability that a nucleus will split depends

on the energy of the neutrons uses in the bombardment. The

nuclides 92U235 and 94Pu238 can undergo fission when bombarded

with neutrons of any energy, from a small fraction of an

electron volt, say 0.01 eV or less, up. On the other hand,

U238 and Th232 undergo fission only when bombarded with neu-

trons having kinetic energies of 1 MeV or more. The latter

nuclides, which have even Z and even A, are less likely to

undergo fission than are uranium 235 and plutonium 230 which

have even Z and odd A. Such information is very helpful in

trying to construct the nuclear models to be discussed in

Sec. 24.11, 12.

The energy released in the fission reaction is about 200

MeV. This value can be calculated either directly from the

atomic masses or from the average binding energy curve of

Fig. 24.1b. The energy release is much lar,,er than in the

more common nuclear reactions (usually less than 10 MeV).

The combination of the large energy release in fission and

the possibility of a chain reaction is the basis of the

large-scale use of nuclear energy.

Q5 What two reactions resulted in the appearance of a transuranium

4.. Conti.ot or a chain reaction element?

also usaallti invotves a material
(1G What product of fission makes a chain reaction possible?whose nuclei absorb nsuPons.
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Nuclear fission: controlling chain reactions. For a chain

reaction to continue at a constant level, it is necessary

that there ba a favorable balance between the net produc-

tion of neutrons by fissions and the loss of neutrons due

to the following three processes:

(1) capture of neutrons by uranium not resulting in

fissions;

(2) capture of neutrons by other materials;

(3) escape of neutrons without being captured.
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If too many neutrons escape or are absorbed, there will not

be enough to sustain the chain reaction. If too few neutrons

escape or are absorbed, the reaction will build up. The

design of nuclear reactors as energy sources involves

finding proper sizes. shapes, and materials to maintain a

balance between neutron production and loss,

Since the nucleus occup.Les only a tiny fraction of an

atom's volume, the chance of a .neutron's colliding with a

uranium nucleus is small and a neutron can pass through

billions of uranium (or other) atoms while moving a few

inches. If the assembly is small, a significant percent-

age of the fission neutrons can escape from the assembly

without causing further fissions. The leakage of neutrons

can be so large that a chain reaction cannot be sustained.

If the assembly is made larger, a smaller percentage of

the neutrons escape, or leak out if the assembly were

infinitely large, this fraction would approach zero.

For a given combination of materials uranium and other ma-

terials which may be needed there is a size, called the

critical size, for which the net production of neutrons by

fission is just equal to the loss of neutrons by nonfission

capture and leakadlb. If the size of the assembly is smaller

than this critical size, a chain reaction cannot be sus-

tained. q'he determination of the materials and their arrange- SG 24.10

ment with which a reasonable critical size can be obtained

is an important part of research in the new field of "nuclear L6-5 : Critical Size

engineering."

Another important problem in the design of nuclear reactoloth
er terms also are used inlhis

arises from the fact that fission is much more probable when conned-,
an/ . -For a Titan shape

13235 is bombarded with slow neutrons than wher it is bombardeOk sphere #iere, Will be a Ci4:ka2
with fast neutrons. Although nuclear reactors can be built lertoms, and for A 9tVeAl rrums there
in which the fissions are induced by fast neutrons, it has L./dike a crn:aL 10)e.,onigitij

been easier to build reactors in which the fissions are in- 611vOlvol5 Shope. cmii(or #iey>airtVn

,24.10duced by slow neutrons. The neutrons released in fission Severa( components

have kinetic energies from about 0.01 MeV to nearly 20 MeV,

with an average kinetic energy of about 2 MeV. The fast fis-

sion neutrons can be slowed down if the uranium is mixed with

a material to which the neutrons can lose energy in collisions.

The material should be relatively low in atomic mass so that

the neutrons can transfer a significant fraction of their en-

ergy in elastic collisions; but the material should not ab-

sorb many neutrons. Carbon in the form of graphite, and also

water, heavy water and beryllium meet these requirements.

These substances are called moderators because they slow

down--moderate--the newly produced neutrons to energies at

which the probability of causirg additional fission is high.

my
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,0,14

A schematic diagram of the begin-
ning of a chain reaction. The
nucleus in the center has fis-
sioned into 2 parts, releasing
gamma rays and neutrons. Some
of the neutrons are captures by
other nuclei, promoting further
fissioning with the accompanying
release of more neutrons.... and
so on.

brir9s -these issues up.

See "Success" in Project Physics
Reader 6.
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Fig. 24.2 Schematic diagram of
processes in a nuclear reactor. hicoceArtK_ r if L
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Hydrogen atoms in water are very effective in slowing down

neutrons because the mass of a hydrogen nucleus is nearly the

same as that of a neutron and because the number of hydrogen

atoms per unit volume is high. A neutron can lose a large

fraction of its energy in a collision with a hydrogen nucleus

and only a'out 15 to 20 collisions are needed, on the average,

to slow down the neutron to energies of 1 eV or less. How-

ever, the use of hydrogen has the disadvantage that the proba-

bility of the reaction

1H1 + 0n1 1H2 Y

is large enough so that too many neutrons may be absorbed by

the hydrogen. In fact, it has been found impossible to

achieve a chain reaction with natural uranium and water.

On the other hand, the absorption of a neutron by a deu --

Heavy water: (H2)20, or D20. terium nucleus in heavy water

92

11i 2 01 H3 + y
1

has an extreme3y small probability. A chain reaction can

therefore be achieved easily with natural uranium and heavy

water. Reactors with natural uraniun as the fuel and heavy

water as the moderator have been built in the United States,

Canada, France, Sweden, Norway and other countries.

The contrast between the nuclear properties of hydrogen

and deuterium has important implications for the development

of nuclear reactors. Heavy water (D20) is much more expensive

than ordinary water (H2O) but, when it is used with natural

uranium (mostly U238) a chain reaction can be achieved effi-

ciently. Ordinary water can be used, nonetheless, if urani-

um enriched in the isotope 0235 is used instead of natural

uranium. Many reactors "fueled" with enriched uranium and

with ordinary water have been built in the United States. In

fact, this general reactor type has been used in nearly all

the large nuclear power plants built so far and in the re-

actors used in nuclear-powered submarines.
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Carbon in the form of graphite has been used as a moderator

in many reactors, including the earliest ones. It is not as

good a slowing-down agent as water or heavy water: about 120

collisions with carbon atoms are needed to slow fission neu-

trons with an alerage energy of 2 MeV to the energy of about

0.025 eV desired; in heavy water only about 25 collisions are
needed, and in water about 15. Although carbon in the form

of graphite is not the best moderator and absorbs some neu-

trons, it does permit a chain reaction to occur when lumps of

natural uranium (cylindrical rods, for example) are suitably

arranged in a large mess of graphite. The rods must be of

appropriate size and must be suitably spaced throughout the

graphite. The determination of just how this could be done

was one of the main problems that had to be solved before

the first chain reaction could be achieved, in 1942 at the

University of Chicago. Many graphite-moderated reactors are

now in operation throughout the world.

The control of a reactor is relatively simple. If fission

is occurring too frequently a few "control" rods are inserted
into the reactor. The rods consist of a material (such as

cadmium or boron) that absorbs slow neutrons, thereby reducing
the number of neutrons in the moderator. Removal of the con-

trol rods will allow the reaction to speed up. lig. 24.2 is

a schematic diagram of the main processes that occur in a nu-

clear reactor in which uranium is the fi 'onable

07 What is a "moderator?"

C)8 What is an advantage and a disadvantage of using water as
a moderator in nuclear reactors?

5
0

The west wall of the football
stands of Stagg Field. Squash
courts under these stands were
used as the construction site of
the first nuclear reactor, Be-
low is an artist's sketch of that
graphite-moderated reactor as it
first became self-sustaining,
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It was essentially an applied
engineering problem rather
than a research problem in
physics. Analogous work was
known to be in progress in
Nazi Germany

sun-17,7,v a4 .7

1. Nuol earl be
released quicid" as in -the
extbmic: bomb, Or 6101A4.1.) ) as
in a nuclear reactor.

.9. Nuclear explosforis)terrible as
h-ey am in blast alone, are
made &Jeri rnore ve
bij Ike 'fall oat or ruckoactiVe,
debris.

3. irne use of controlled ft&iOn
as a scum? 4' heat eAergy has
led Finally to ioracticat commer-
cial power earmins.

4.. Vital problems concernin3
Ike use of nuclear etier9q
require a well iniermecl anima

Scientists have been prominently
involved in activities to alert
their government and fellow
citizens to the moral and prac-
tical problems raised by the
nuclear weapons race.
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Nuclear fission: large-scale energy release and some of

its consequences. The large-scale use of auclear energy

in chain reactions was accomplished in the United States

between 1939 and 1945. The work was done under the pres-

sure of World War II, as a result of tne cooperative

efforts of large numbers of scientists and engineers.

The workers in the U.S. included Americans, Britons and

European refugees from fascist-controlled countries.

The energy was used in two forms: in the so-called atomic

bomb, in which an extensive chain reaction occurs in a

few millionths of a second; and in the nuclear reactor,

in which the operating conditions are so arranged that

the energy from fission is released at a much slower and

steadier rate. In the nuclear reactor the fissionable

haterial is mixed with other materials in such a way that,

on the average, only one of the neutrons emitted in fission

causes the fission of another nucleus; in this way the

chair, reaction just sustains itself. In a nuclear bomb

the fissionable material is unmixed (that is, pure) and

the device is designed so that nearly all of the neutrons

emitted in each fission cause fissions in other nuclei.

Nuclear reactors were used during World War II to manu-

facture Pu239 from U238. They were designed in such a way

that some of the neutrons from the fission of U235 were

slowed down enough so that they would not cause fission of

U238 but, instead, were absorbed by the U238 to form Pu239

through the reactions described in the previous section. A

single nuclear bomb, using U235, destroyed the city of

Hiroshima, Japan, on Argust 6, 1945; another bomb, using

94PU239, destroyed the city of Nagasaki three days later,

just prior to the surrender of Japan and the end of World

War II.

Since the end of World War II in 1945, the use of

nuclear energy from fission has been developed in two

different directions. One direction has been military.

Other countries besides the United States have made nu-

clear weapons, ramely, the United Kingdom, the Soviet

Union, France, and China. The enormous death-dealing

capability of these weapons and the ever-larger numbers

of bombs that have been accumulating have increased and

made more dangerous the tension throughout the world and

have emphasized the need for the peaceful settlement of

international disputes.

One incidental problem has been that of the radio-

active fallout from bomb tests. The explosion of a nu-

clear bomb liberates very large amounts of radioactive
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materials. These materials can be blown by winds from

one part of the world to another and carried down from

the atmosphere by rain or snow. Some of the radioactivi-

ties are long-lived; the materials may be absorb& in

growing foodstuffs and eaten by animals and people. It

is known that under certain conditions radioactive ma-

terials can cause harmful genetic effects as well as

somatic effects. One of the most abundant and long-lived

products of the fission of U235 and Pu239 is strontium 90

(38Sr90). This isotope of strontium is similar to 20Ca"

in its chemical properties. Hence when Sr" is caken into

the body, it finds its way into bone material. It decays

by emission of 0.54-MeV 8 particles (half-life = 28 years).

If present in large quantities it can cause leukemia,

bone tumor, and possilly other forms of damage, particu-

larly in growing children. There has been much research

and discussion of the possibility of damage to present

arl future generations. As a result, the United States,

th- United Kingdom, the Soviet Unit, anci most other nations

agreed, in 1963, to a moratorium on further bomb tests

in the atmosphere.

The second direction in which the use of nuclear energy

has been pushed on a large scale has been in the production

of electrical power from the energy released in fission.

The increasing need for electrical energy is an important

aspect of modern life. The amount of electricity used in

an advanced industrial country, such as the United States,

has been doubling approximately every ten years since

about 1900. Although there are still large supplies of

coal, oil and natural gas, it is evident that additional

sources of energy will be needed, and nuclear energy from

fission can fill this need.

In almost all present systems of nuclear powe- produc-

tion, the reactor is a source of heat for running steam

turbines; the turbines drive electrical generators Just

as they do in conventional power stations.

cam-

FUEL

1

' o

A technician checking milk
samples for radioactivity.

Genetic effects of radiation: ef-
fects producing changes in cells
which will affect offspring of
exposed individual.

Somatic effects: all effects
caused by radiation to an in-
dividual during his lifetime.

Soe "The Nu:lear Energy Revolu-
tion" in Pr3ject Physics Reader 6,

E-4crow_ kEovr E4WAM4Ek
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These photographs illustrate one type of com-
mercial installation for converting the heat
energy from a fusion chain reaction into elec-
trical energy. The steel "drywell" at the
left is the housing for the nuclear reactor at
the Nine Mile Point generating station, sear
Oswego on Lake Ontario. Just above, the re-
actor vessel is shown being lowered into the
drywell. A later stage of constructicn is
shown at the top. The cutaway drawing shows
the reactor, turbine-generator and other com-
ponents of a similar installation: the Dresden
nuclear power station at Joliet, Illinois.
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The photos on this page show 3 research reactors.

At the top is the small research reactor at M.I.T.
in Cambridge, Mass.

At the right, technicians load fuel slugs in the
A.E.C.'s graphite reactor at Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

Above is a model of the Brookhaven graphite reactor.
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For a variety of reasons, some administrative and some
See "A Report to the Secretary of

technical, but mostly connected with the "Cold War" thatWar," "Twentieth Birthday of the

Atomic Age" and "Calling All Stars" started after World War II and intenLified during the
in Project Physics Reader 6.

Below is shown a model of a nu-
clear power and desalting plant
to be built on a man-made island
off the coast of southern Cali-
fornia. It will generate elec-
tricity at the rate of 1.8 mil-
lion kilowatts and also produce,
by distillation, 150 million
gallons of fresh water daily.
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early fifties, the U. S, Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)

did not empl.asize applied research on nuclear-electric

power systems until President Eisenhower so directed in

1953. By that time America's first expe:'imental breeder

reactor (EBR-1) had demonstrated fog two years in Idaho

that electric power could be produced in significant

amounts while simultaneously producing plutonium from the
U238 blanket around the neutron-and energy-producing core.

Not until fully twenty years after the Manhattan Project

reached its goals could one say that the age of nuclear-

electric generation of power had arrived. Nuclear energy

sources became economically competitive with hydroelectric

and fossil-fuel sources in the early 1960's when costs per

kilowatt-hour were reduced to as low as one-half cent. In

1966 there were 29 contracts for construction of large

nuclear power reactors in the United States alone. This

commitment represented more than half of the total new

power plant construction in the United States. The British

and French also successfully used reactors to generate com-
mercial electric power. Thus there finally are strong

reasons for optimism concerning new sources of energy.

Such new sources were clearly needed, for along with

the population explosion, the depletion of fossil fuels

and the falling water table, an energy shortage threatened

MOM
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to limit mankind's future development. Power reactors,

now entering a third generation of development, show def-

inite promise of being able to desalt sea water economi-

cally, to convert atmospheric nitrogen into powdered fer-

tilizers, and to make fluid fuels from hydrocarbons in low-

grade coal. If all this can be done cheaply enough with

breeaer reactors that produce at least as much fissionable

material as they "burn," then indeed the war-born nuclear

technology at last can have the beneficial impact on all of
human society that is so desperately needed.

I* the meantime, the social costs of the nuclear eexqY
revolution have already been very high in human lives, 1.1

money, and in the anxiety of life under the threat of nu-

clear war. In some ways these are analogous problems to

the human price of industrialization after the development

of the steam engine (Unit 2). At the same time, the poten-

tial benefit to man is great. As in the past, the decisions

that will be necessary in the future development of nuclear

power cannot be made on the basis of physics alone. Science

can illuminate alternatives, but it cannot and should not

be used by itself to choose among them. Responsible scien-

tific opinion must be supplemented by political insight and

a broad humanistic view of society. But at the very least,

responsible citizens must have some understanding of the

scientific principles that will underlie the alternatives

among which they must choose.

'4!Z`r*.f
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A blast of hydrogen exhaust
(above) from an experimental
nuclear rocket engine (below).

Among the many problems for
public policy raised by devel-
opments in nuclear power is the
Plowshare program of the A.E.C.

" The crater at the left was part
of Plowshare's research into
creating lakes, harbors and sea-
level canals between oceans by
the use of thermonuclear explo-
sions.
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Chronology of Developments in Nuclear Science and Technology

1896 Becquerel discovers unstable
kradioactive) atoms.

1899 Isolation of radium by Curies.

1905 Einstein announces equiva-
lence of mass and energy.

1911 Rutherford discovers nucleus.

1919 Rutherford achieves trans-
mutation of one stable chemi-
cal element (nitrogen) into
another (oxygen).

1920 Improved mass spectrographs
1925 show that changes in mass per

nuclear particle accompanying
transmutation account for en-
ergy released by nucleus.

1931 Lawrence and Livingston con-
struct first cyclotron.

1932 Chadwick identifies neutrons.

1939 Evidence of uranium fission
by Hahn and Strassmann, iden-
tification of fission products
by Meitner and Frisch.

1940 Discovery of neptunium and
plutonium (transuranium ele-
ments) at the University of
California.

1942 Achievement of first self-
sustaining nuclear reaction,
University of Chicago.

1945 First test of an atomic de
at Alamagordc, New Mexico,
followed by the dropping of
atomic bombs on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, at the end of World
War II.

1946 President Truman signs the
:All creating the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission.

First shipment of radioactive
isotopes from Oak Ridge goes
to hospital in St. Touis,
Missouri.

1951 First significant amount of
electricity (100 kilowatts)
produced from atomic energy
at testing station in Idaho.
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1952 First detonation of a hydrogen
bomb, Eniwetok Atoll, Pacific
Ocean.

1953 President Eisenhower announces
U.S. Atoms-for-Peace program
and proposes establishment of
an international atomic energy
agency.

1954 First nuclear-powered subma-
rine, Nautilus, commissioned.

1955 First Uniuzd Nations Interna-
tional Colr,!rence on Peaceful
Uses of Atomic Energy held in
Geneva, Switzerland.

1956 First commercial power plant
begins operation at Calder
Hall, England.

1957 Shippingport Atomic Power
Plant in Pennsylvania reaches
full power of 60,000 kilowatts.

International Atomic Energy
Agency formally established.

1959 First nuclear-powered merchant
ship, the Savannah, launched
at Camden, New Jersey.

1q61 A radioactive isotope-powered
electric generator placed in
orbit, the first use of nuclear
power in space.

1962 Nuclear power plant in the
Antarctic becomes operational

1963 President Kennedy ratifies the
Limited Test Ban Treaty for
the United States.

1964 President Johnson signs law
permitting private ownership
of certain nuclear materials.

1966 Beginning of the rapid develop-
ment of nuclear power plants in
the U.S.

1968 "Non-proliferation" agreement,
signed by the United States,
the Soviet Union and other
countries, limiting the number
of countries possessing nuclear
weapons.



24.8 Nuclear fusion. Fusicn reactions have been produced in the
9laboratory by bombarding appropriate targets with, for ex- SlArmilar

'The -th4., YIell ctott5 emorol4ii releasu
ample, high-energy deuterons from a particle accelerator. In ipot tot utt from
these reactions energy is liberated, as expected. Some typ- coortilolled fusion of vivant and

dectreninn nuclei has not yet
liberated in each reaction, are: been exploit-cable. Ile difficulty

exti-emelci Wit
plasma required for fusioA.

ical examples of fusion reactions, together with the energy

02 + 1H2 03 + 01 + 4 MeV,

02 + 02 2He3 + 0n1 + 3.3 MeV,

1H2 + 03 2He" + on1 + 17.6 MeV,

1H2 + 2He3 + 1H1 + 18.3 MeV.

In the first of the above equations, one product nucleus is

an isotope of hydrogen, called tritium, with mass number

A = 3; it is radioactive with a half-life of about 12 years

and it decays by beta emission int, 2He3, an isotope of

helium. When a target containing tritium is bombarded with

deuterons, 2He" can be formed, as in the third equation

above, liberating 17.6 MeV of energy. Of this energy, 14.1

MeV appears as kinetic energy of the neutron and 3.5 MeV as

kinetic energy of the a particle.

The fusion of tritium and deuterium offers the possibility

of providing large sources of energy, for example, in elec-

tric power plants. Deuterium occurs in water with an abun-

dance of about one part in seven thousand of H1 and can be

separated from the lighter isotope. One gallon of water con-

tains about one-eighth of a gram of deuterium which can be

separated at a cost of about 4 cents. If this amount of

deuterium could be made to react with tritium under appropri-

ate conditions, the energy output would be equivalent to that

from about 300 gallons of gasoline. The total amount of deu-

terium in the oceans is estimated to be about 1017 kilograms,

and its energy content would be about 1020 kilowatt-years.

If deuterium and tritium could be used to produce energy,

they would provide an enormous source of energy. There are,

however, some difficult problems to be solved, and some of

these will be discussed briefly.

The nuclei which react in the fusion processes are posi-

tively charged and repel one another because cf t'.e repulsive

electric force. The nuclei must, therefore, be made to col-

lide with a high relative velocity to overcome the repulsive

force tending to keep them apart. Experiments have shown

that this can occur when the particles have kinetic energies

of about 0.1 MeV or more. The nuclei must also be confined

in a region where they can undergo many collisions without

Although the energy liberated
in a single fusion is less than
in a single fission, the energy
per unit mass is 11. .::11 greater.
About 50 helium atoms are needed
to equal the mass of 1 uranium
atom; 50 x 17.6 MeV is 1040
MeV--compared to 200 MeV for a
typical fission.
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Plasma: ionized gas in which
positively and negatively

charged particles move about
freely.

/, demonstration model of a
"Stellarator." The figure-
eight shape enables strong
magnetic fields to contain
a continuous plasma stream
in which a controlled fusion
reaction might occur.
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escaping, being absorbed by the walls bounding the region or

losing energy by collisions NIth cooler molecules. There

must be enough collisions per unit time so tnat fusion can

occur at a rate that will yield more energy than tnat needed

to cause the collisions. The combination of these require-

ments means that the nuclei must be contained at a tempera-

ture of the order of 100 degrees.

At the temperatures required for fusion, the atoms have

been stripped of their electrons, and the resulting nuclei

and separated electrons are said to form a plasma. No wall

made of ordinary material can contain a hot plasma at 10"°K

(the wall would be vaporized instantly!). But the charged

particles of a plasma could, in theory, be contained in an

appropriately designed magnetic field. The first problem to

be solved, therefore, is to contain the plasma of deuterium

and tritium nuclei in a magnetic field, while accelerating

the nuclei by means of an electric field to the required

kinetic energy (or temperature). The rate at which the fu-

sion reactions occur must also be regulated so as to produce

energy which can be converted to electrical energy. These

problems have not yet been solved on a practical scale, but

research on them is being carried on in many countries. There

is considerable international cooperation in this research,

-ncluding visits of research teams between the United States,

Britain and the U.S.S.R. Although the effort and expense are

great, the possible pay-off in terms of future power resources

is enormous.

(!(.? Why are very high temperatures required to cause fusion
reactions?

QI) How could extremely hot gases Je kept from contacting the
wall of a container?
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24.9 Fusion reactions in stars. One of the most 'ascinating

aspects of nuclear :h. sits is the study of the sources of

the energy of different types of stars. Let us take the

sun as an example. In the sun the fusion process involves

the production of a heltur nucleus from four protons.

The net results of the reactions can be written as:

4 110 ,He`' + 2
+ 1e° + 26 MeV.

The reaction does not take place in a single step but can

proceed through different paths of sets of reactions whose net

results are summarized in the above equation; the amount of

energy released is 26 MeV. The fusion of four protons into

a helium nucleus is the main source of the energy of the sun.

Chemical reactions cannot provide energy at large enough rates Silmalarl 64-q

tion in the sun, but nuclear fusion reactions can. Hydrogen

(or for long enough duration!) to account fot energy produc-
lures of man star enolo

-The extreme! iitah Ittripera-

ie protbri-p reactons-
and helium together make up about 99 percent of the sun's

011Ccutr, yieSEAHttici 114 nuci-ar
mass, with approximately twice as much H as He, so there is fuston. lAerrednudear exptostonr
plenty of hydrogen to supply the sun's energy for millions YV5141t when a -pssion reaction

iriit'ateg a fusion reactin.of years to come.

Pen dra.1.11.; by VinLent van t,oh

The possibility that four protons could collide to form a

helium nucleus has been ruled out because the probability for

such a reaction under solar conditions is too low to account

for the amount of energy released, It now seems more likely

that the four protons Ire formed into a helium nucleus in

several steps, that is, by a series of nuclear reactions. We

shall mentLon briafly or such series. When the temperature

reaches about 107"K, the kinetic energies are large enough

to overcome the elec-r1c repulsion between protons, and fusion

of two protons (1d1) takes place. The nuclear reaction re-

sults in a deuteron (1H2), a positron (+1e(1) and a neutrino.

As soon as a deuteron is formed, it reacts with another proton

resulting in helium 3 (2He3) and a y ray. The helium 3 nuclei

fuse with each other forming a particles and two protons. In

each of these reactions energy is released, resulting in 26

MeV for the complete cycle of four protons forming a helium

nucleus.

The rates of the reaction depend on the number of nuclei

per unit volume and on the temperature; the higher the tem-

perature, the faster the thermal motion of the particles and

the more frequent and energetic the collisions. At the tem-

perature of the sun's interior, wtich has been estimated to

be 10 to 20 million degrees, the kinetic energies resulting

from the thermal motion are in the neighborhood of 1 KeV.

Man has been able to achieve the release of large amounts

One form of proton-proton fusion
chain which releases energy in
stars:

0 - rip 0) e
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See "Power from the Stars" in
Project Physics Reader 6.

of energy by means of fusion processes in thermonuclear ex-

plosions, such as hydrogen bombs. A hydrogen bomb consists

of a mixture of light elements with a fission bomb. The lat-

ter acts as a fuel that initiates the fusion of the light

elements. The explosion of a fission bomb produces a temper-

ature of about 5 x 107° K, which is sufficiently high to make
SG 2411 fusion possible. The fusion reactions then release additional
SG 2412 large amounts of energy. The total energy release is much
SG 2413 greater than would be liberated by the fission bomb alone.
SG 24 14

SG 24 15

SG 24 16

Q11 Is the ratio of the amount of hydrogen to the amount of helium
in the sun increasing or decreasing?

24.10 The strength of nuclear forces. The large energies involved

Summarm (24.-. to
"The iriaxeoIdoie derthti 61F Ihe

nucleus trirphes ver -Oonq
attract-tie nudear ces.-I

Ti,iforryzation corscerni
0.4.1e ries. hid e

'that nuclear .orces- decrease
very rapidly frji15 deatr-e,
so rapidly -that a nuolecil
ortft4 44f-eructs Wilk .6 closes+

in nuclear reactions, a million or more times larger than

the energies involved in chemical (molecular) reactions, in-

dicate that the forces holding the nucleus together are very

much stronger than the forces that hold molecules together.

Another clue to the magnitude of nuclear forces is the den-
sity of a typical nucleus. The work of Rutherford and his

colleagues on the scattering of a particles showed that atom-

ic nuclei have radii in tne neighborhood of 10-13 cm to 10-12

cm; this means that the volume of an atomic nucleus may be

as small as 10-39 to 10-36 cm3. Now, the mass of one of the

lighter atoms is of the order of 10-24 arn,- and this mass

is almost all concentrated in the .., with the result

that the density of the nucleus may be as high as 1012 to

1014 grams per cubic centimeter. Densities of such magni-

tude are thousands of billions of times beyond the limits of

our ordinary experience since the greatest densities of ordi-

nary material are in the neighborhood of 20 grams per cubic

centimeter (uranium, gold, lead). It is evident that the

forces that hold the atomic nucleus together must be very

different from any forces we have considered so far. The

search for understanding of these forces is one of the most

important problems of modern physics and one of the most dif-

ficult. Although a good deal has been learned about nuclear

forces, the problem is far from solved

Information about nuclear forces has been obtained in

several ways. It is possible to deduce some of the proper-

ties of nuclear forces from the known properties of atomic

nuclei, for example, from the binding energy curve of Fig.

24.1b. That curve shows that the average binding energy per

particle in a nucleus has nearly the same value for all but

the lightest nuclei about 8 MeV. In other words, the total

binding energy of a nucleus is nearly proportional to the

number of particles in the nucleus. Now, if every particle
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in the nucleus were to interact with every other particle,

the energy of the interactions and, therefore, the binding

energy would be approximately proportional to the number of

interacting pairs. Each of the particles would interact with

all others. The binding energy calculated by assuming sucn

interacting pairs is very different from the experimental re-

sults. To avoid this contradiction it is necessary to assume

that a nuclear particle does not interact with all other nu-

clear particles but only with a limited number of them, that

is, only with its nearest neighbors. For this to be the

case the nuclear forces must have a short range. The nuclear

forces must fall off very rapidly as the distance between

two nucleons increases. This decrease must be more rapid than

the 1/r2 decrease of the gravitational force between two par-

ticles or the 1/r2 decrease of the Coulomb electric force be-
tween two charges.

The presence of protons in the nucleus also tells us some-
thing about nuclear forces. Since there are only positively

charged and neutral particles in the nucleus, the electric

forces mus: be repulsive. Since the nucleus is very small

of the ordtx of 10-12 cm in diameter these forces must be
enormous. So why is the nucleus stable? It seems reasonable

to assume that the electric repulsion is overcome at very

small distances by very strong attractive forces between the

nuclear particles. Information about such specifically nu-

clear forces can be obtained by studying the scattering of

protons or neutrons by materials containing protons. Scatter-

ing experiments and the theory needed to account for their

results form an important branch of nuclear physics. They

show that such attractive nuclear forces do indeed exist, and

many of the properties of these forces are now known but not

all. The complete solution of the problem of nuclear forces

and how they hold the nucleus together has not yet been ob-

tained; this problem lies at the frontier of nuclear research.

In the absence of a complete theory of nuclear forces and

structure, models of the nucleus have been developed. Several

models are used because no one model adequately describes the

wide variety of nuclear phenomena, ranging from particle emis-

sion in radioactive decay to nuclear reactions and fission.

Two of these models are of special interest: the liquid drop

model and the shell model.

Q12 Why was it assumed that there are special nuclear forces to
hold the nucleus togtther?

013 Why was it assumed that the nuclear force is very short-range?
105



24.11 The liquid-drop nuclear model. In the liquid drop model the

nucleus is regarded as analogous to a charged drop of liquid.

This model was suggested because the molecules in a liquid

See "Models of the Nucleus" in drop are held together by short-range forces, as are the nu-
Project Physics Reader 6. cleons in a nucleus. According to this model, the particlesg Urn maN a4. . I I

Usiiia -Pi licAid-drop model in the nucleus, like the molecules in a drop of liquid, are

of the' nucleus, 13okr and in continual random motion. In analogy with the evaporation

Wheeler toy-we cfle t5 aCCO(Artt of molecules from the surface of a liquid drop, a group of

-for tudear fiestOn "if a nuclear particles may pick up enough energy through chance
)_,..

neutron of Su ,dent i<6 lc collisions with other nucleons to overcome the attractive nu-
abserbea( buy e nuc(eus, #142g clear forces and escape from the nucleus; this process wouldrtucieus is- 1(e-ram-tea and

correspond to spontaneous a emissions. This model has beenctSsiOvi vE.St4U-S .
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especially useful in describing nuclear reactions: a parti-

cle may enter the nucleus from outside and enough ad-

ditional kinetic energy to the protons and neutrons to permit

the escape of a proton or a neutron, or a combination such as

a deuteron or an a particle. A quantitative theory of nuclear

reactions based on this idea has been developed.

The usefulness of the liquid drop model is also shown in

its ability to account for fission. When a sample of U235

is bombarded with slow neutrons, that is, neutrons whose

kinetic energy is very small, a U235 nucleus may capture a

neutron to form a U236 nucleus. We can calculate the binding

energy of the captured neutron:

mass of U235 nucleus

mass of neutron

total mass of the

separate parts

mass of U236 nucleus

= 235.04393 amu

= 1.00867

= 236.05260

= 236.04573

change of mass (1m) = 0.00687 amu

binding energy V= 0.00687 amu x 931 MeV
amu

= 6.4 MeV.

At that instant when the neutron is captured, the U236 nu-

cleus formed has this additional energy, 6.4 MeV, which is

called the "excitation energy due to the neutron capture."

This energy is several MeV even though the kinetic energy

of the neutron is so small, less than 1 eV, that it can be
neglected.

What happens to the excited U236 nucleus? This problem

was studied theoretically in 1939 by Niels Bohr, who had come

to the U. S., and John A. Wheeler, an American physicist.

They showed that, according to the liquid drop model, the

U236 can act like a drop of mercury when "excited" by being
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given mechanical energy. The nucleus can be deformed into

an elongated or dumbbell-like shape whose two (charged) parts

nay be beyond the range of the attractive nuclear forces.

The electric force of repulsion between the two parts of the

deformed nucleus can overcome the short-range attractive

forces, causing the nucleus to split, that is to undergo fis-

sion, and causing the fragments to separate with high veloc-

ity. Each of the fragments will then quickly assume a

spherical (or nearly spherical) form because within it the

attractive nuclear forces again predominate. A schematic

picture of a possible sequence of steps is shown in Fig. 24.3.

Fission occurs less than one billionth (10-9) of a second

after the neutron is captured.

Fig. 24.3 Schematic representation of steps leading to the fission of
a compound nucleus, according to the liquid drop model.

The liquid drop m,del gives a simple answer to the ques-

tion: why do some nuclides (U235 and Pu239) undergo fission

with slow neutrons whir others (Th232 and U238) undergo fis-

sion only with fast neutrons? The answer is that a certain

minimum amount of energy must be supplied to a nucleus to de-

form it enough so that the repulsive electric forces can over-

come the attractive nuclear forces. This energy, called the

activation energy, can be calculated with the aid of the

mathematical theory of the liquid drop model. When U235 cap-

tures a neutron to make U236, the excitation of the U236 nu-

cleus is greater than the energy required for fission, even

when the neutron has very low kinetic energy. This calcula-

tion was made by Bohr and Wheeler in 1939; they predicted, cor-

rectly, that U235 would undergo fission with slow neutrons.

The theory also predicted that when U238 captures a slow neu-
23-9

tron to form U the excitation energy is smaller than the

activation energy by 0.9 MeV. Hence U238 should undergo fis-

sion only when bombarded with neutrons with kinetic energies

of 0.9 MeV or more. The correctness of this prediction was

verified by experiment.

C14 According to the liquid drop model, what kind of force causes
fission?

Q15 Why does U238 require fast neutrons to provoke fission?

When U235 captures a neutron
to make U236, the excitation
of the U236 nucleus is Treater
than the energy rtquirei for
fission, even when the Leutron
has very low kinetic energy.

SG 24.17

SG 24.18
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24.12 The shell model. Another nuclear model is required to ac-

6unit-rani (94...la
The sh-4( model was

developed -tro account for
nuclear properks unexplain-
able loci the liquid- drop model,
(king -tPte Bohr- RuTherford
etect"on shell conficjurairein as
an analosm, model
describes anions and protons-
05 kmUvi! t1 CAOMPAltil6 sheus.
Cacti mode( has advantages
and disadvantbrales and a
collective mode( 15 combine
die tCvo is under development

As with the electron, the
"shells" are thought of as
quantized energy states.
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count for other properties of the nucleusprooerties that

could not be accounted for by the liquid drop model. We saw

in Sec. 22.7 that nuclides with even numbers of neutrons and

protons are more stable than nuclides that contain odd num-

bers of either protons or neutrons. Detailed experimental

studies of nuclear stability have shown that nuclei having

2, 8, 20, 50 or 82 protons, or 2, 8, 20, 50, 82 or 126 neu-

trons are unusually numerous and stable. These nuclei have

greater binding energies than closely similar nuclei. When

the exceptional properties of nuclei with these numbers of

protons and neutrons became clear, in 1948, no available the-

ory or model of the nucleus could account for this situation.

The numbers 2, 8, 20, 50, 82 and 126 were referred to as

"magic numbers."

It was known from the study of atomic properties that atoms

with atomic numbers 2, 10, 18, 36, 54 and 86the noble or in-

ert gases helium to radon also have special stability proper-

ties. These properties were explained in the Bohr-Rutherford

model of the atom by the idea that the electrons around each

nucleus tend to arrange themselves in concentric shells, with

each shell able to contain only a certain maximum number of

electrons: 2 for the innermost shell, 8 for the next, and so

on. A full electron shell corresponds to an especially sta-

ble atom. Although the Bohr-Rutherford model has been r.3-

placed by quantum mechanics, the idea of shells still pro-

vides a useful picture, and a nuclear modelthe nuclear

shell modelhas been developed.

In the nuclear shell model it is assumed that protons can,

in a rough way of speaking, arrange themselves in shells, and

that neutrons can, independently, do likewise; in the magic-

number nuclei the shells are filled. The model has been

worked out in great detail on the basis ot quantum mechanics,

and has been successful in correlating the properties of nu-

clides that emit a or B particles and y photons, and in de-

scribing the electric and magnetic fields around nuclei. But

the nuclear shell model does not help us understand fission,

and there are fundamental differences between this model and

the liquid-drop model. For example, the shell model empha-

sizes definite patterns in which nucleons are arranged, while

the liquid-drop model pictures the nuclear material in ran-

dom motion. Each model is successful in accounting for some

nuclear phenomena but fails for others.

When two seemingly contradictory theories or models must

be used in a field of physics, a strong effort is put into
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trying to develop a more general viewpoint, or theory, which

car include the two as special cases. Such a nuclear theory

is being developed;, it is called the collective model, and

one of the physicists who has worked on this model is Aage

Bohr, the son of Niels Bohr. This model represents an ad-

vance beyond the shell and liquid-drop models in correlating

nuclear data. It does not answer the fundamental question

of the nature of nuclear forces, which is still one of the

chief problems in the physics of our times.

Q16 According to the shell model, what makes the "magic numbers"
of protons and neutrons magic?

Q17 Which is better, the liquid drop or the shell model?

24.13 Biological and medical applications of nuclear _physics. In stirmarq ;4.13
Sec. 24.7 we mentioned the military applications of nuclear Nucied: radars protium
energy and the use of nuclear energy as a source of electric YOG6 oac

power. There are many other applications which may, in the }11W1.5 f44tive4 m
isoropes for use hi

th georch 05
wet( as in yriedreai diagnosis

long run, turn out to be more important. These may be in- and -therapy.
eluded under the general heading of radiation biology and

medicine. The field of science indicated by this name is

broad and we can only indicate, by means of a few examples,

some of the problems that are being worked on. In this work,

radiations are used in the study of biological phenomena, in

the diagnosis and treatment of disease, and in the improve-

ment of agrLculture.

The physical and chemical effects of various kinds of ra-

diations on biological materials are being studied to find

oat, for example, how radiation produces genetic changes.

The metabolism of plants and animals is being studied with

the aid of extremely small amounts of radioactive nuclides

called isotopic tracers, or "tagged atoms." A radioactive

isotope (for example, CI4) acts chemically and physiologi-

cally like a stable isotope (Cl2). Hence a radioactive tra-

cer can he followed with counters as they go through various

metabolic procosses:. The ways in which these processes take

place can be studied accurately and relatively easily by

means of these techniques. The role of micronutrients (ele-

ments that are essential, in extremely small amounts, for

the well-being of plants and animals) can be studied in this

way. Agricultural experiments with fertilizers containing

radioactive isotopes have shown at what point in the growth

of a plant the fertilizer is essential. In chemistry, ra-

dioactive isotopes help in the determination of the details

of chemical reactions and of the structure of complex mole-

cules, such as proteins, vitamins and enzymes.

E4_.e: Radioactive iNcers
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A grain of radioactive dust in
the atmosphere is the origin of
these a-particle tracks in a
photographic emulsion (enlarged
2000 times).

An autoradiograph of a fern
frond made after the plant had
taken in a solution containing
radioactive sulfur 35.

24.13

Table 24.1

Isotope
1H3

liNa24

5p3 2

16635

27Co60

531131

Half-life

11 years

4700 years

15 hours

14 days

87 days

5.3 years

8 days

Important Uses

Used as a tag in organic sub-
stances,

Used as a tag in studying the
synthesis of many organic
substances. When 6C14 is in-
corporated in food material,
the metabolic products of
the organism are markea with
it.

Useful in a wide variety of
biochemical investigations
because of its solubility
and chemical properties.,

For the study of bone metab-
olism, the treatment of blood
diseases and the specific
uptake in tumor tissue,

Has numerous chemical and
industrial applications.

Because of its intense y
emission, may ba used as a
low-cost substitute for
radium in radiography and
therapy.

For the study of thyroid
metabolism and the treatment
of thyroid diseases.

Perhaps the most rewarding uses of radioisotopes have

been in medical research, diagnosis and therapy. For example,

tracers can help to determine the rate of flow of blood

through the heart and to the limbs, thus aiding in the diag-

nosis of abnormal conditions. Intense doses of radiation

can do serious damage to living cells. Diseased cells are

often more easily damaged than normal cells. Radiation can,

therefore, be used to treat some diseases, such as cancer.

Some parts of the body take up particular elements preferen-

tially. For example, the thIroid gland absorbs iodine easily.

Specially prepared radioisotopes ot, such elements can be ad-

ministered to the victims of certain diseases, thus supplying

desired radioactivities right at the site of the disease.

This method has been used in the treatment of cancer of the

thyroid gland, blood diseases and brain tumors and in the

diagnosis of thyroid, liver and kidney ailments.

Table 24.1 summarizes the use of a few radioisotopes, most

of which are produced by neutron bombardment in nuclear re-

actors. Such uses suggest the promise that nuclear physics

holds for the future. Indeed, they symbolize the meaning of

science at its best: research in science lays open to our

understanding the secrets of natureand from the application

of this knowledge to human needs, all mankind can benefit.
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At the top, the damaged trees surround a radioactive cesium
137 capsule which had been kept there for nearly 6 months in
an experiment to ,.tudy the effects of ionizing radiation on
biological systems.

The upper pertion of the photo at the left shows normal plant
cell chromosomes divided into 2 groups. Below that the same
cell is shown after x-ray exposure. Fragments and bridges
between groups are typical radiation-induced abnormalities.

Above is a 14,000 yr. old burial site being uncovered by an
archeological team near the Aswan Reservoir. The age of the
burial site is determined by carbon-14 dating (described in
SG 22.9) of scraps of wood or charcoal found in it.
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24.1 Suppose that 6C13 is formed by adding a neutron of a 6C12
atom. Calculate the binding energy due to that neutron in C13;
the atomic masses of C12 and C1 3 are 12.000000 and 13.003354 amu. 4..95 MeV

24.2 The atomic mass of Het' is 4.00260 argil; what is the average
binding energy per particle? 7.07 MeV/nucleon

24.3 Suppose that a proton with negligible kinetic energy
induces the following reaction:

3Li' + 1111 2He4 + 2He4

If the lithium nucleus were initially at rest, what would be
the relative directions of the two a particles? What would be

witt kE ofthe kinetic energy of each a particle? opposA chrectons, each
8.65 MeV

24.4 The first nuclear transmutation (produced by Rutherford
in 1919) was the reaction:

7 2 1

N14 + 2He4 8017 + H1

The atomic masses involved are:

N14:' 14.003074 amu
017: 16.999 134 amu

2 'He4 4.00260'+ amu
1111 1.007825 amu

Is energy absorbed or released in this reaction? How much en-
ergy (in MeV) is involved? absorbed / 19 MeV

24.5 In an experiment on the reaction of SG 24.4, the a par-
ticles used had a kinetic energy of 7.68 MeV, and the energy
of the protons was 5.93 MeV. What was the "recoil" energy of
the 01 nucleus? 0.5b MeV

24.6 Calculate the amount of energy (in MeV) liberated in the
following nuclear reaction:

.14 1H2 . ,7N15 _,_ ul
7"

+
1" 7" 7- 1" 6,6( MeV

The atomic masses are:

N14: 14.003074
H2 : 2.014 102
N1 5: 15.000 108
H1 : 1.007825

24.7 Appreciable amounts of the uranium isotope 9211233 do not
occur outside the laboratory; 9 2U2 3 3 is formed after the thorium
nucleus 9 oTh2 3 2 has captured a neutron. Give the probable steps
leading from 90Th232 to 9211233. Neutron captre 8 decay. 9 decay.
24.8 Use Fig. 24.1a to find the binding energies for U2 3 5,
Ba14 I and Kr9 2. Use these values to show that the energy re-
leased in the fission of U235 is approxismaatp,l.p.:y 12400 mMeeVv..tp,3: :it479:06,7:Vmev

24.9 Possible end-products of U2 3 5 fission, when provoked by
capture of slow neutrons, are 7Lal 3 9 and 42Mo9 5. This reaction
may be described by the equation:

9 21J2 35 + 0 n 5 7Lal 3 9 + 4211°95

+ 20n1 + 7(_1e0).

The mass of 57La139 is 138.8061 amu; that of 2M09 5 is 94.9057
amu. How much energy is released per atom in this particular
fission? The mass of the seven electrons may be neglected.

PO tr MeV



24.10 Loss of neutrons from a mass of fissionable material
depends on its shape as well as its size. For some shapes, it
is impossible to reach a critical size because the neutron loss
through the surface is too great. With what shape would a
mass of fissionable material suffer4lhe least loss of neutrons
from the surface? The most? `ea' °55-- 5Pher'zdi rwlf("5-r6't Street

24.11 Why are the high tempera .res proauced by the explosion
of a
device?

fission
Yer)

beboesgssprog 41=4 fusion in a thermonuclear"`
24.12 It is generally agreed that stars are formed when vast
clouds of hydrogen gas collapse under the mutual gravaational
attraction of thpir particles How do fusion reactions begin
in such stars? ^911 e'104-51' iernPerc4r4rec rerult from te coaapse,

24.13 One of the energy sources in the sun is the production of
helium nuclei by four protons as described in Sec. 24.9:

2Heb + 2 410. Show that about 26 MeV of energy are
released in each cycle.

24.14 Fusion reactiors in the sun convert a vast amount of
hydrogen into radian: energy each second.

(a) Knowing that the energy output of the sun is
3.90 x 102b joules/sec, calculate the rate
at which the sun is losing mass. ?? x log K9 /Sec

(b) Convert the value 3.90 x 1026 joules/sec to
horsepower. (Recall that 1 horsepower is
equivalent to 746 watts). 6 .:23 >cm)" horsepower

24.16 A source of energy in the sun may be the "carbon cycle,"
proposed by Hans Bethe, which is outlined below. Complete the
six steps of the cycle.

,Is6c12+ ,

Al 13
7 C 13+

+1
eo + v-

6C 3 + 1111 "14. Y

N1¢ .;H1
801 5 y

gA01 5 + +1e6+ v

g + 1H1
6 2

c 1 2 + He4

24.16 Another reaction which may take place in the sun is:

He 3 + He 4
Be 7 + y.

The atomic mass of He3 is 3.016030 amu, and that of Be7 is
7.01029. Is energy absorbed or released? Haw much energy?

released 1. 5'7 )40.1.
2417 The atomic masses of 92U233 and 92U2 34 are 233.039498
and 234 040900 amu. The activation energy for the fission of
the nucleus 92112" is 4.6 MeV. Is U233 fissionable by slow
neutrons?

Yes) because-he exdrtalran energy Sreatelf 1k0 tte activation ener5ii.
24.18 Bombardment of 94Pu24 1 with slow neutrons sometimes leads
to the reaction:

94 Pu241 + On
1

94 Pu
24 2 y .

The atomic masses of Pu241 and Pu242 are 241.056711 amu and
242.058710 amu. The activation energy of Pu241 is 5.0 MeV.
Is Pu241 fissionable with slow neutrons?

Yes

C
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Epilogue In this unit we have traced the development of

nuclear physics from the discovery of radioactivity to cur-

rent work in nuclear fission and fusion. We have seen how

radioactivity provided a place to start from and tools to
' work with. In radioactivity man found the naturally occurr-

ing transmutation of elements that made it possible for him

to achieve the transmutations sought Ly the alchemists. The

naturally occurring radioactive series pointed to the exist-

ence of isotopes, both radioactive and stable. Artificial

transmutation has increased by many hundreds the number of

atomic species available for study and use.

114

Nuclear physicists and chemists study the reactions of

the stable and radioactive nuclides; and so nuclide charts
and tables grow. The collection and correlation of a vast

body of experimental data remind ,s rf the work of the nine-

teenth-century chemists and spectror- i:As. Nuclear models

are built, changed and replaced by newer and, perhaps, better

models. But the detailed nature of nuclear forces is still

the subject of much research, especially in the field of

high-energy physics.

But that is only one of the fields that remains to be ex-

plored. The nucleus also has magnetic properties which affect

the behavior of atoms. Sometimes it helps to study these

properties when the atoms of matter are at very low tempera-

tures, as close to absolute zero as we can get them. Nuclear

physics overlaps with solid-state physics and with low-tempera-

ture physics; strange and wonderful things happen and quanta

again help us understand them.

The study of light through the development of devices such

as the laser attracts many physicists. These devices are

made possible by, and contribute to, our increasing under-

standing of how electrons in complex atomic systems jump from

one energy state to another and how they can be made to jump

where and when we want them to.

The properties of liquids are still only imperfectly under-
stood after much study. Thales of Miletus was perhaps the
first man on record to make a large-scale scientific specula-
tion when he proposed, over twenty-sin centuries ago, that
maybe everything in the world is basically made of water in
combinations of its various states. Thales was wrong, but

even today we are trying to develop an adequate theory of
the behavior of water molecules.

All the subjects we have mentioned touch on engineering,
where physics and other disciplines are made to work for us.

All of the engineering fields involve physics. Nuclear



engineering and space engineering are the most recent and,

at the moment, perhaps the most glamorous. But today 'the

chemical engineer, the mechanical engineer and the metallur- r%,

gist all use quantum mechanics. They must understand the

properties of atoms and atomic nuclei, because it is no long- .

er enough to know only the properties of matter in bulk.

The radiations we have talked about--a, B and y rays are
tools for industry, Liology and medicine. They help to cure,

preserve, study, understand. Neutrons are not only constitu-

ents of the nucleus, they are also probes for studies in

science and in industry.

So our study of atoms and nuclei, indeed our whole course,

has been an introduction not only to physics but also to the

many fields with which physics is closely linked. It has

been an introduction to an ever-expanding world in which much

is known End uncwrstood, but where much more--and perhaps the

most wonderful part is waiting to be discovered.

1

t 4
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Brief Answers to Study Guide

Chapter 21

21.1 (a) The radioactivity of thorium
was nronortional to the amount
of thorium.

(b) new radioactive elements polo-
nium and radium

21.2 (a) 1.2 . 10-13 joule
(b) 0.75 MeV

21.3 (a) 5.7 x 10-2 m
(b) 420 m
(c) 7350:1

21.4 ,a) 1.0 x 10" N/coul
(b) 1.0 x 10' volts
(c) undeflected

21.5 (a) Y (f) a
(b) a (g) e

(c) (h) a

(d) v (1) a
(e) y (1)

22.9 4000 years
25000 years

22.10 (a) 12.011 amu
(b) 6.941 amu
(c) 207.2 amu

22.11 4.0015 amu

Chapter 23

23.1 235 is not divisible by 4.

23.2 235 protons
143 electrons

23.3 (a) ,c1-1 (b) 121,1g'' (c)

(d) 1E532 (e) 1007
23.4 (a) 2He3 (b) 2LI"

(c) 48e9 (d) on1

23.5 (a) y (b) Al2'

(c) Mq2' (d) Mgt'21.6 (a) Radium decayed into radon (a
The same nuclide bombarded by dif-gas) which decays into radium A
ferent narticles will yield differ-which is deposited on nearby
ent products.objects.

(b) The residue contained daughters 23.6 Nitrogen nuclei are an order of
of high activity (short half- magnitude more massive than hydro-
life). gen.

(c) The uranium compound continual-
23.7 1.24 amuly decayed into more active

6.9%daughters, but uaughters in the
residue were not replaced as 23.8 table
they decayed.

23.9 (a) 78 (b) 79 (c) 8021.7 (a) 1/2
23.10 The missing product nuclide in(b) 3/4

(c) Assume the products of decay each case is the same. 11Na24.
were not themselves radioactive. 23.11 description

21.8 (a) graph 23.12 explanation
(b) 8.31 x 1019 atoms
(c) 5.0 . 10`c atoms 23.13 explanation

21.9 (a) 5.7 x 10-13 joules/disintegra- Chapter 24
tion

(b) 45 watts

21.10 3.70 . 105 disintegrations/sec

21.11 8.0 x 103/min
5 Y 10' atoms/min
Yes

21.12 10% of the 90% or 9% of the orig-
inal.

Chapter 22

22.1 Isotopes of an element have
same Z.

22.2 Determine if its chemical proper-
ties are unique.

22.3 (a) The lighter particles would
diffuse away from the liquid
surface more rapidly after
evaporation, hence fewer of
them would re-enter the liquid.

(18) The hydrogen isotopes have the
largest ratio of isotopic masses
(2:1) and hence the largest
ratio of speeds (1:,2).

22.4 (a) 0.054 m
(b) 5.64 m
(c) 0.005 m

22.5 (a) 82P13212 83)31212

(b) 82E1212 841,0212 +

(c) 8,Po212 62Pb2" + 2He"

22.6 chart, the end product being
621'132".

22.7 diagram, ending with 82Pb208. The
alternatives are in the mode of
decay of 8tPo215 and 638i215.

22.8 decay diagram, the modes of decay
are a, a, a, 8, a, a.
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24.1 4.95 MeV

24.2 7.07 MeV/nucleon

24.3 opposite directions,
each with KE of 8.65 Me"

24.4 absorbed,,
1.19 MeV

24.5 0.56 MeV

24.6 8.61 MeV

24.7 neutron capture,,
8-decay
6-decay

24.8 U235: 1790 MeV
Bal"1: 1180 MeV
Kr92: 800 MeV

24.9 208 MeV

24.10 least loss - spherical
most loss -flat sheet

24.11 very high KE protons required

24.12 high enough temperatures result
from the collapse

24.13 "proof"

24.14 (a) 4.33 Y 109 kg/sec
(b) 5.23 x 1023 horsepower

24.15 (1) 7N13 (4) 7N1"

(2) 7N13 (5) 7N15

(3) 7N19 (6) 7N15

24.16 released
1.59 MeV

24.17 Yes, because the excitation energy
is greater than the activation
energy.

24.18 Yes
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Appendix A Some Physical Constants and Conversion Factors

Name

Speed of light

Planck's constant

Charge of electron

Rest mass of electron

Rest mass of proton

Rest mass of neutron

Mass of neutral hydrogen. atom

1 eV = 1.60 x 10
13

J

1 MeV = 10
6

eV

1 amu = 931 MeV

( Appendix B Some "Elementary" Particles

Value

3.00 x 10
8
m/sec

6.63 x 10
-34 Jsec

-1.60 x 10
-19

coul

9.11 x 10
-31

kg

= 0.000549 amu

1.67 x 10
-27

kg

= 1.007276 amu

1.67 x 10
-27

kg

= 1.008665 amu

1.67 x 10 -27 kg

= 1.007825 amu

Family Particle
name name

Photon photon

Leptons neutrino

electron

v-meson
(muon)

Mesons yr-mesons

(pions)

K-mesons
(Kaons)

n-meson
(eta)

Baryons proton
neutron

lambda

sigma

xi

omega

Symbol Rest
mass*

Electric
charge

Antiparticle Average lifetime
(seconds)

y (gamma
ray)

0 neutral same particle infinite

v, v
v

0 neutral v, vu infinite

e- 1 netative e+ (positron) infinite

v 207 negative v+ 10-6

.+ 273 positive .- same as 10-8
no 273 negative 1+ the 10-8
w 264 neutral 17° particles 10-16

K: 966 positive K- (negative)
K

n
0

974

1073

neutral

neutral

*K
0

n

10-10 and 10-7

10-18

p 1836 positive t- (antiproton) infinite
n 1839 neutral n (antineutron) 103

A' 2182 neutral A° 10 -10

& 2328 positive E (negative) 10-18
E- 2341 negative E.

+
(positive) 10-18

E* 2332 neutral Z 10 20

E- 2580 negative
.1-
z. (positive) 10-18

,-+ 2570 neutral E 10 -10

cr 3290 negative
+

10-18

* Mass of electron is 1 unit on this scale
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Answers to End of Section Questions

Chapter 21

Q1 It was phosphorescent.

Q2 No treatment was needed--the 'mission was
spontaneous.

03 Their apparent constancy they couldn't be
turned off or even varied.

Q4 It isn't--although slight differences might
be observed because of the other element absorbing,
some of the radiation.

Q5 The radioactivity was much greater than ex-
pected for the amount of uranium in the ore.

Q6 separating it from barium, which is almost
identical chemically

Q7 from most to least penetrating: y, B, a

0 particles were found to leave the same q/m
ratio as electrons.

Q9 a rays were deflected much less than B rays
by a magnetic field.

Q10 Its emission spectrum, when caused to glow by
an electric discharge, was the same as helium's.

Q11 It occurs when only a single pure element is
present, and isn't affected by chemical combina-
tions of that element,

Q12 The mass of a daughter was found to be less
than the mass of the parent by the mass of a
helium nucleus.

Q13 1) Many of the substances in a series have
the same chemical propeties.

2) There are only small percentage differences
in atomic mass.

3) Many of the substances decayed very rapidly
into something else; all three kinds of rays are
given off by the mixture.

Q14 1/16 of it

Q15 No definite prediction is possible. As usual,
the odds are 50:50 that one of them will dis-
integrate. (But the odds are 1 in 4 that both
will, and 1 in 4 that neither will.)

Chapter 22

Ql They were chemically the same as previously
known elements.

Q2 decreases 4 units; stays essentially the same

Q3 decreases by 2 + charges; increases by
14- charge

Q4 by subtracting a particle masses from the
mass of the parent of the decay series

Q5 The ions coming out of the "velocity selector"
all have the same speed.

Q6 1) faint second line in mass spectrum of
pure neon

2) different atomic masses of samples of
neon separated by diffusion

3) more intense second line in mass spectrum
of one of the samples separated by diffusion

Q7 More massive atoms have a lower average speed
and so diffuse more slowly than less massive ones.

Q8 78P094 ; platinum,

Q9 (A-4)

Q10 (Z4-1)

Q11 an isotope of hydrogen with twice the atomic
vas.> of ordinary hydrogen

Q12 The third isotope has a very low abundance.

Q13 602

Chapter 23

Ql Several atomic masses (which were not recog-
nized as the average of several isotopes) were
not close to whole multiples of the atomic mass
of hydrogen.

Q2 12 protons and 6 electrons

Q3 In a cloud chamber there was no after-collision
track for the a particle.

Q4 The way it knocked protons out of paraffin
would be for y rays a violation of the principles
of energy and momentum conservation.

Q5 A neutron has no charge, and so isn't deflected
by magnetic or electric fields, nor does it leaves
a track in cloud chamber.

Q6 7 protons and 7 neutrons

Q7 a nucleus of 2 protons and 2 neutrons, sur-
rounded by 2 electrons

Q8 A neutron in the nucleus changes into a proton
and a 8 particle, which immediately escapes.

Q9 Without the extra particle, there was no way
to explain the disappearance of energy in 0-decay.

Q10 The repulsive electric force exerted by the
large charge of the heavy nucleus on an a particle
prevents it from reaching the nucleus.

Q11 Protons have only a single charge.

Q12 They have no electric charge and so are not
repelled by nuclei.

Q13 False: Neutron capture, for example, can pro-
duce a heavier isotope of the same element.

Q14
14Si28
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Q15 6C13. 7 protons, 6 neutrons before; 6 protons,

7 neutrons after.

Chapter 24

Ql No, in some nuclear reactions energy is ab-
sorbed.

Q2 It can go off as y rays or as the KE of the
product particles.

Q3 A nuclide with a high average binding energy is
more stable.

Q4 No. Light nu '-i are lower on the curve than
heavy nuclei.

Q5 capture of a neutron by a uranium nucleus,
then the B decay of the new nucleus

Q6 neutrons

Q7 a substance which slows down neutrons

Q8 It slows down neutrons well (because of the
abundance of H atoms), but it also absorbs many
(to form "heavy" water).

Q9 The positively charged nuclei repel each other
and high speeds are necessary for the nuclei to
come near enough in collisions to fuse.

Q10 Since at very high temperatures the gas is
ionized, a properly shaped magnetic field could

deflect the charged particles away from the walls.

Q11 decreasing

Q12 The protons in a nucleus repel each other with
intense electric forces.

Q13 The average binding energy curve suggests that
each particle in the nucleus is bound only by its
immediate neighbors.

Q14 An excited nucleus becomes distcrted in shape;
electric repulsion between bulges then forces
them apart.

Q15 The excitation energy resulting from neutron
capture alone is less than the activation energy
required for fission.

Q16 They correspond to completed shells (or sets
of energy states) of protons and neutrons in the
nucleus.

Q17 Your answer should be that this is not a sen-
sible question. Both models are incomplete; the
point is not to decide between them, but to blend
them into a more complete general model.
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I Overview of Unit 6

The main purpose of Unit 6 is to trace
the development of our ideas of the con-
stitution and structure of the atomic
nucleus. T11-1 story line is simpler than
that of Unit. 5 and extends over a much
shorter tine intervalfrom 1896 to the
present. The material has been chosen to
trace the story and at the same time, to
accomplish some additional pq-poses.
These are: first, to emphasize important
concepts from earlier units, for example,
the use and importance of the principles
of conservation of energy and momentum,
the motion of charged particles in elec-
tric and magnetic fields; second, to
relate the physics to practical applica-
tions, and to social and economic prob-
lems. The material of Unit 6 is more
amenable to these purposes (in the space
available) than was the material of Unit
5

The story of the atomic nucleus starts
with the discovery of radioactivity. The
phenomena of radioactivity furnished in-
formation about atomic transformations
that were shown later to occur in the
nucleus. Radioactivity supplied the first
projectiles (the a particles) that made
possible the discovery of the atomic nu-
cleus and of artificial transmutation
and nuclear reactions. The investigation
of radioactivity also led to the concept
of isotopes. Hence, the study of radio-
activity opened several roads that led to
the nucleus and its properties. Chapter
21 deals, therefore, with the discovery
of radioactivity, the phenomena o. radio-
activity, and the theory of radioactive
transformations. We are led in a direct
way to the discovery of isotopes, treated
in Chapter 22. The quantitative investi-
gation of isotopes by means of the mass
spectrometer made possible the measure-
ment of the masses of individual atoms.
These measurements are based on the mo-
tion of charged particles in electric
and magnetic fields. A large amount of
data was obtained on isotopic masses and
natural abundance, which made possible
theories concerning the composition of
the nucleus. These theories are treated
in Chapter 23 which includes much of the
heart of Unit 6. That chapter provides
a fine example of the interplay between
theory and experiment. The first hypo-
thesis of the constituticn of the nu-
cleus, the proton-electron hypothesis,
was unsuccessful. Further experimenta-
tion led to the discovery of artificial
transmutation which led, in turn, to the
discovery of the neutron. The proton-
neutron hypothesis of the constitution
was then possib_e. The discovery of
artificial transmutation and nuclear
reactions opened up the field of radio-
chemistry, and led to the invention of
charged-particle accelerators. The use
of these machines resulted in the accu-
mulation of an enormous amount of infor-
mation, in analogy to the development

Unit Overview

of chemistry in the 19th century. The
phenomena studied in this chapter are
closely dependent on the principles of
conservation of energy and momentum (the
neutron and neutrino).

The information developed in Chapters
22 and 23 makes possible the quantitative
study of the energy balance in nuclear
reactions and led to the concept of nu-
clear banding energy. These are the
first subjects studied in Chapter 24.
They are intimately connected with nu-
clear fission and nuclear fusion and the
vast release of energy in these reactions.
Hence, nuclear fission is studied in some
detail, along with its practical applica-
tions and industrial, economic, and polit-
ical consequences. The energy release
in these nuclear reactions focuses atten-
tion on the forces holding the nucleus
together, and on models of nuclear struc-
ture. Nuclear physics is far from complete,
and Unit 6 ends with hints of problems
and possibilities that remain.

Experiments
E44* Random events
E45* Range of alpha and beta particles
E46* Half-Life I
E47 Half-Life II
E48 Radioactive Tracers

Demonstrations

D59 Mineral audioradiograph
D60 Naturally occurring radioactivity
D61 Mass spectrograph
D62 Aston Analogue

Transparencies
T40 Separation ofa , a, Y rays
141 Rutherford's a Particle "mousetrap"
T42 Radioactive disintegration series
T43 Radioactive decay curve
T44 Radioactive displacement rules
145 Mass spectrograph
T46 Chart of the nuclides
T47 Nuclear equations
T48 Binding energy curves

12221
L49 Collisions with an unknown object

Non-Project Physics Loops

L6-1 Radioactive decay
L6-2 Thomson's positive ray parabolas

L6-3 Aston's mass spectrograph

L6-4 Nuclear reactions
L6-5 Critical size

1



Unit Overview

Films (16mm)
F47 Discovery of radioactivity
F48 U238 radioactivity series
F49 Random events
F50 Long time intervals
F51 Isotopes
F52 The linear accelerator
F53 Positron-electron annihilation
F54 Fission

Reader Articles
RI Rutherford
R2 The Nature of the Alpha Particle
R3 Some Personal Nctes on the Search for the

Neurron
R4 Antiprotons
R5 The Tracks of Nuclear Particles
R6 The Spark Chamber
R7 The Evolution of the Cyclotron
R8 The Cyclotron As Seen By...
R9 CERN
R10 Mr. Tompkins Tastes a Japanese Meal
R11 Models of the Nucleus
R12 Power from the Stars
R13 Success
R14 The Nuclear Energy Revolution
R15 Conservation Laws
R16 The Fall of Parity
R17 Can Time Go Backward?
R18 A Report to the Secretary of War
R19 Twentieth Birthday of the Atomic Age
R20 Calling All Stars
R21 Tasks for a World Without War
R22 One Scientist and his View of Science
R23 The Development of the Space-Time View of

Quantum Electrodynamics
R24 Physics and Mathematics

2
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Multi-Media

Details of the Multi-Media Schedule

Day

Teacher introduction to Unit 6

Points to make:

1. that there is a stage beyond atoms
2. new techniques and ideas are re-

quired in order to study what one
cannot see

Film: Discovery of Radioactivity (color),
International Film Bureau

Small group discussion of film (Provide
guide questions)

Day 2

Lab stations: Detection of Radioactivity

1. Cloud chamber, Project Physics
type. Provide sources so that
students can compare tracks of
alpha and beta particles.

2. Geiger counter; Pro'ect Physics
or other type is sufficient. Pro-
vide alpha and beta sources.

3. Electroscope. Observe discharge
rate of electroscope with and
without presence of radioactive
sources.

4. 3-D viewer and pictures from
bubble chamber.

5. Spinthariscope. Many designs are
available for purciase or construc-
tion, all require t..me for eyes to
become dark adapted.

6. Photographic plate. See Teacher
Guide for details.

Day 3

Library Day: Students are given an oppor-
tunity to pick area for an individual
study.

Some possible topics:

Accelerators (or specific accelerator,
e.g., Brookhaven)

Detection devices (or specific device,
e.g., bubble chamber)

Types of research with isotopes
(specifically: medicine, biology)

Political issues of nuclear science:
detection of tests, control of
power, financing of research, etc.

Engineering applications of nuclear
power

The future of the nuclear age:
nuclear power, cheap power, etc.

New Particles: Quarks,Ir
The "8-fold way"
Radiation safety

4

Day,

111 :-,1t10%:' P(Lay1(,;
rarticles

Use same statio%:, a:: for l'a at c7
phasize the behavorial charactelistic,,
of partici*

Investigate absorption, magnetic deflec-
tion, scattering, and inverse-sluare law
of radiation intensity. (Bo careful about
the inverse- square law because air is a
good absorber of radiation.)

Day 5

Library Day

Help students find topics rolo'ing to
Unit 6 conccp.s and consistent with their
ability and interests. In general, stu-
dent shoula ,a) find a topic of interest,
(b) read up on it, (c) tell the rest of
the class aoout it on Days 20-22.

Days 6,7, 8 Lxperiments on radioactivity

Students do one experiment each day.

I: 44 Random events
E 45 Range of alpha and beta particles
C 46 Hal:-life 1

Day 9

Summary

Teacher leads class in summarizing experi-
ments and results.

Day 10

Problem-solving day

Select appropriate end-of-chapter problems
on displacement rules, half-life, decay
constant, etc.

Day 11

Student activity

Students continue to read and plan for
contract*. Give students latitude in the
way topics can be described to class.
For example, a student who studies reac-
tors may wish to make a model to show;
a student whn studies political implica-
tions of nuclear power may wish to write
an essay to read; and students studying
the financing of nuclear research may
want to dramatize a make-believe request
in front of the class.



v 12

Lab Stations Models and Applications

1. Model of mass spectrograph. l)rou

steel balls of various masses
past a strong magnet and note
where they land. Compare pri%-
ciple to mass spectrograph.

2. Model of nuclear scatt,,rinc.
Mount magnet under glass tray.
Use magnetic discs and beads to
show Rutherford scatterinc.
Other models possible.

3. Model of chain reaction. "Mouse-
trap-and-cork" model is ideal;
a set of dominoes arranged in a
pyramid also illustrates the
reaction.

4. Film loop 49. Collision with
unknown ob-lect.

5. Dice model of decay. Twenty-sided
and eight-sided dice used to show
decay rates. See Teacher Guide.

6. Model cyclotron. Place a marble
in the center of a flat board
(approx.- 24" 24"). Tilt the
board back and forth to cause
the marble to roll faster and
faster in a circular path.
Compare principle to cyclotron.

Days 13, 14 15

Ditto a contract form for student-, to
fill in. Contract should contain a
bibliography of material studied and a
description of the way it will be pre-
sented to class. You may want to have
student specify what grade he will re-
ceive for successful completion of
contract terms. This technique seems
to appeal especially to slower students.
Help students write reasonable contracts.

Day 16

Lecture presentation on fission

Show quantity of \E from 'm. Avoid
homework assignments here to allow
students to concentrate on projects.

Day 17

Fission (continued)

Local power companies often have infor-
mation on nuclear power reactors that
provides an extension of this topic.
A good wrap-up film (10 min.) is Prin-
ciples of Nuclear Fission (McGraw-Hill).

Day 18

Lecture presentation on fusion.

Show quantitative relationships of tE
and Am.

Multi-Media

D.r 1"

20, 21,

Student rep,,rt day

:'tudtnt presentations, demonstrations,
and dramatizations are given to class.

D-tv

view fox Unit 6 test

College Bowl-type quiz could be set
up by a student or stud(nts as their
contract project. All the class can
participate as judges, sc, -ers, timers
and tear members.

Day 24

Unit 6 test.

Day :3

Film:

The Strance Case of the Cosmic Rays
Available through local telephone of-
fice (58 min., color) .

*A contract is an agreement, between
teacher and student, which relates the
nature and amount of work, to he performed
by the student to his expected grade. It
can be either verbal or written and can
exist in various degrees of intensity
depending upon the circumstances.
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Chapter 21 Schedule Blocks
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Chapter 21 Resources Chart
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Chapter 21 Experiment Summaries

Summary of Experiment 44*: Random Events

The student observes a series of random
events in each of three different situa-
tions and seeks a pattern of behavior
common to all of them. The apparatus and
techniques are used again in the following
experiment with alpha and beta particles.

App_aratus for each student group

A. tray containing 120 twenty sided dice
graph paper

B. continuou:: cloud chamber and
alpha particle source
cardboard barrier to confine alpha

dry ice or source of CO2 snow
methanol (methyl alcohol)
light source
graph paper

C, beta-particle source
Geiger counter with its power supply,
pulse divider, amplifier and loud-
speaker
graph paper
radioisotopes (order well ahead)
planchets
10-ml pipettes with rubber bulb OR
disposable plastic syringes
disposable plastic gloves

Summary of Experiment 45*: Range of Alpha
and Beta Particles

The range of alpha particles is mea-
sured in a cloud chamber and the range of
beta particles is measured with a Geiger
counter, using apparatus and techniques
from the previous experiment in both cases.

Equipment

:'or each student group:

al'' -,-particle source
con .nuous cloud chamber
cardboard barrier used in random events
experiment
dry ice or CO2 source of dry-ice snow
methanol (methyl alcohol)
clock with second hand
light source
centimeter ruler

B beta-particle source
six 2" x 2" squares of shirt card-
board and/or thin aluminum foil
Geiger tube with its power supply,
pulse divider, amplifier and loud-
speaker
graph paper
clock with second hand
filter paper, 25 mm disc
Geiger counter with power supply, pulse
divider and amplifier
stopper, #3 neoprene, to fit funnel
2 graduated cylinders, 25 ml
stopwatch or clock with second ''and

10

ringstand and clamp for funnel
filter pump
ammonium phosphomolybdate
thorium nitrate solution
filter flask, 250 ml, with tubing to
connect to pump
diluted nitric acid
distilled or deionized water in
beaker or wash bottle
bottle or flask for catching filtrate

Summary of Experiment 46*: Half-Life

Three examples of exponential decay
are measured in this exercise and in
each case a decay curve is plotted and
half -life and decay constant computed.
The three examples are independent of
each other, making it possible to omit
one or two of them without loss to the
essnetial idea of the experiment. No
knowledge of logarithms or exponents is
required although it may be made use of
if desired.

Equipment

A. tray containing 120 twenty-sided
dice graph paper

B. resistance of about 104 ohms (see
Teacher Guide for discussion
capacitor of about 6000 :IF
(dry cell, 1-1/2 volts or 6 volts)
voltmeter (0 - 2.5 volts dc)
switch (optional)
Connecting wires
graph paper

C. polyethylene Buchner funnel
(26 mm plate diameter)

Summary of Experiment 47: Half-Life II

This is a very simple and clean half-
life experiment. Lead 212 is deposited
on negatively charged aluminum foil in-
side a vessel containing thorium nitrate.
Although the decay scheme proceeds throegh
several more radioactive nuclides before
the stable lead 208 is reached, all the
others have much shorter half-lives than
lead 212. The decay of lead 212 is
therefore the rate-determining process
and students should find that the sample
does have a constant half-life of about
10.5 hours (T1/2 for lead 212 is 10.6 hr).

Equipment

thorium nitrate
Geiger counter and scaler
aluminum foil
plastic container (e.g. refrigerator
jar, ice-cream box)
rubber sponge
Petrie dish, watch glass, etc.



Chapter 22 Schedule Blocks
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Chapter 23 Schedule Blocks
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Chapter 23 Resource Chart
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Chapter 24 Resources Chart
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Chapter 24 Experiment Summaries

E48*. Radioactive Tracers

Although one simple autoradiograph
experiment is described,, the intent of
this exercise is to .nlcourage students
to design their own tracer experiments,
for which a bibliography of source ma-
terial is given. The teacher needs to
Plan ahead carefully so that the radio-
isotopes are ordered in time and so that
the necessary equipment for handling
them is on hand.

Eguipment

A. For doing the autoradiograph experi-
ment described here:

Polaroid film types 57, 4" x 5" OR
No-Screen x-ray film, 5" x 7" sheets
Polaroid camera b,ck or developing
roller OR x-ray developer and fixer
radioactive objectradioisotope,
lump of radioactive ore, luminous
','atchdial with crystal removed

22



Brief Answers to Unit 6 Study Guide

Chapter 21

21.1 (a) The radioactivity of thorium
was proportional to the amount
of thorium.

(b) new radioactive elements polo-
nium and radium

21.2 (a) 1.2 , 10-13 Louie
(b) 0.75 MeV

21.3 (a) 5.7 10- m
(b) 420 m
(c) 7350:1

21.4 (a) 1.0 , 10' N/coul
(b) 1.0 , 103 volts
(c) undeflected

21.6 (a) Radium decayed into radon (a
gas) which decays into radium A
which is deposited on nearby
objects.

(b) The residue contai-ed daughters
of high activity (short half-
life).

(c) The uranium compound continual-
ly decayed into more active
daughters, but daughters in the
residue were not replaced as
they decayed.

21.7 (a) 1/2
(b) 3/4
(c) Assume the products of decay

were not themselves radioactive.

21.8 (a) graph
(b) 8.31 . 1019 atoms
(c) 5.0 x 1020 atoms

21.9 (a) 5.7 Y 1013 joules/disintegra-
tion

(b) 45 watts

21.10 3.70 . 105 disintegrations/sec

21.11 5.0 . 10-3/min
5 x 103 atoms/min
Yes

21.12 10% of the 90% or 9% of the orig-
inal.

Chapter 22

22.1 Isotopes of an element have the
same z.

22.2 Determine if its chemical proper-
ties are unique.

22.3 (a) The lighter particles would
diffuse away from the liquid
surface more rapidly after
evaporation, hence fewer of

4 them would re-enter the liquid.

Study Guide
Brief Answers

(b) The hydrogen isotopes have the
largest ratio of isotopic masses
(2:1) and hence the largest
ratio of speeds (1:2)

22.4 (a) 0.054 m
(b) 5.64 m
(c) 0.005 m

22.5 (a) ,,LPb 3131-1- + e'

(b) Bi 4Po = + _le"

(c) Po`'-' Pb:" +
22.6 chart, the end brorl.act being

, Pb2)7,

22.7 diagram, ending with ,2Pb2°8. The
alternatives are in the mode of
decay of ,34Po'1'' and b3 131/1'

22.8 decay diagram, the modes oi decay
are z, a, a. a, a.

22.9 4000 years
25000 years

22.10 (a) 12.011 amu
(b) 6.941 amu
(c) 207.2 amu

22.11 4.0015 amu

Chapter 23

23.1 235 is not divisible by 4.

23.2 235 protons
143 electrons

23.3 (a) 6C13 (b) 12Mg6

(d) 16532 (e) 19K37

23.4 (a), ,He3 (b) 3Li6

(c) 413e8 (d) 0n1

(c) 14Si30

23.5 (a) '( (b) A128

Mg24 Mgt'
The same nuclide bombarded by dif-
ferent particles will yield differ-
ent products,

23.6 Nitrogen nuclei are an order of
magnitude more massive than hydro-
gen nuclei.

23.7 1.24 amu
7.8%

23.8 table

22.9 (a) 78 (b) 79 (c) 80

23.10 The missing product nuclide in
each case is the same: 11Na24.

23.11 description

23.12 explanation

23.13 explanation

23



Study Guide
Brief Answers

Chapter 24

24.1 4.95 MeV

24.2 7.07 MeV/nucleon

24.3 opposite directions,
each with KE of 8.65 MeV

24.4 absorbed,
1.19 MeV

24.5 0,56 MeV

24.6 8.61 MeV

24.7 neutron capture,
B-decay
B-decay

24.8 U235: 1790 MeV
Ba191: 1180 MeV
Kr92: 800 MeV

24.9 208 MeV

24.10 least loss--spherical
most loss flat sheet

24.11 very high KE protons required

24.12 high enough temperatures result
from the collapse

24.13 "proof"

24.14 (a) 4.33 x 109 kg/sec
(b) 5.23 x 1023 horsepower

24.15 (1) 7N13 (4) 7NI9

(2) 7N13 (5) 7N15
(3) ,N14

(6) 7N15

24.16 released,
1.59 MeV

24.17 Yes, because the excitation energy
is greater than the activation
energy.

24.18 Yes

24



Solutions to Chapter 21 Study Guide 21.4

21.1

If the Curies had relied only on photographic
techniques for detecting radioactivity they would
have been unlikely to discover

a) that the intensity of radiation from
thorium was directly proportional to the amount
of thorium in the sample.

b) two other radioactive elements (polonium
and radium) in pitchblende.

The use of the sensitive electrometer invented
by Pierre Curie yielded quantitative information
that greatly facilitated the above discoveries.

21.2

a) The energy of a photon

hcE= hf = 7

6.6 x 10-34 joulesec x 3 x 108 m/sec

0.016 x 10-1° m

= 1.2 x 10-13 joule

b) Since 1 eV = 1.6 x 10-19 joule,

the energy in (a) is
1.2 x 10-13 joule

1.6 x 10
-19

joule/eV

= 0.75 x 106 eV

or 0.75 MeV.

21.3

a) The magnetic force is a centripetal force;

mv

' Bq

2
Bqv = --- so R = 1-12Y-

R

R - 9.1 x 10-31kg x 1.0 x 107m/sec

1.0 x 10-3N/amp.m x 1.6 x 10-19coul

= 5.7 x 10-1m

b) In part (a) it is seen that the radius of

curvature is directly proportional to the mass
of the particle; so for a particles of the same
speed as the electrons, the radius of curvature

5.7 x 10-2m x 6.7
x 10-274,

9.1 x 10-31kg

=420m

c) The radius of curvature of the a particles
is far larger (i.e.,they are less deflected)
than that of electrons. The ratio of their
radii of curvature is

6.7 x 10-271eg 7350

9.1 x 10-31kg 1
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a) When the electric and macnetrc forces on
a charged particle are in balance,

qE = Bqv. so E = By

E = 1.0 , 10 -3
N m
--- 1.0 . 10

amp.m sec

= 1.0 10 ,
N

- 1.0 10
N

amp.sec cowl'

b) The electric field strength is the ratio

of the voltage to the plate separation, E = 3,

so V = Ed = 1.0 10 ----
coul

x 0.10 m

= 31.0 ), 10 1-----
ou les

coul
1.0 x 101 volts.

c) As can be seen in part (a), the condition
for balance does not involve the charge of the
particle but only the speed; thus the a particles
will pass through the crossed fields undeflected.

21.5

a) Y f) a*
b) a g) a
c) a h) a

d)e) I; i)3) fi

*The radius of curvature of the y is infinite,
therefore one could put y for this answer.

21.6

a) The radium decays into radon, a gas
("emanation"), which diffuses into the surround-
ing atmosphere. Some atoms of radon will decay
immediately or nearly immediately to Radium A,
a solid, which will be deposited on nearby ob-
jects. Since Radium A and its daughters are
radioactive, the ordinary objects would appear
to have acquired radioactivity. Another pos-
sibility is that the initially nonradioactive
substances might be transmuted into unstable
isotopes by radiation from the radium compound.

b) The uranium compound and the daughters
which resulted from its decay were separated
i*.o two parts--the uranium and the daughters.
Since the daughters have a shorter half-:ife
than the uranium, tae activity of the part con-
taining the daughters would he greater.

c) The decay of the uranium would gradually
lead to a buildup of the daughters in the series.
Since the daughters have shorter half-lives the
activity would be greater. On the other hand,
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some ot the dau4hicts w,u10 hav,. in the in-
teivol, 1-achcd Ra G (Arable lead) ,k) a smaller
proportion of atoms vould be radioactive. A
poor analogy might be .1th balls dropped perioi-
icallv down a long and irregular tlif,ht of stairs.
we notice the bounces as the ball gc._, tlom one
step to another. If the rate at which balls
are let loose at the top is slot (the halt-lite
is long), the number of bounces on an initially
empty staircase (dauJIter,-; separated inItially)
will slowly build up. Oa the ()chez hand, if

the source at the top is cut off (no more
uranium) more and more balls sill teach the
bottom of the staircase without replacement so
the total number of bounces 4111 slowly dectease.
That ollv several months are requited to approach
equilibrium is surprising sirce some of the
other half-lives are quite long.

21.7

a) Since the rate of emission is proportional
to the [faction of the sample remaining, on:-half
of the original number will remain after 25 'lours.

b) Since one-quarter ot t,le original number
will remain after 50 hours, three-quarters will
have disintegrated.

c) We have assumed that the radioactive sub-
stance did not decay into daughter products that
are unstable and contribute to the t'- omission.
To check this possibility one would have to sep-
arate the daughter products by chemical means
and determine whether or not they were radioactive.

21.8

a)

e 3 * 5 7 6
me r thav3.1. os of yuars

b) 8000 years = 5 half-lives

1
= N )

5
= 2.66 x 1021t1\N

8000 years o 2 '32/

= .0831 s 1021

= 8.31 s 1019 atoms.

, 5 1021c) N
4000 years

= 5.0 w 1020 atoms.
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21.9

a) 111c tat, ,4 ,ner,% 1,1,as, 100 ,ttts,
or 3b0 loulcs/se( . lhis korr,spkW, to 17.000
curies 5.70 10'0 disinteerations, = 0,1
1014 disintegrations.

The energy release pet disintegration is

360 loults/sec

6.3 1014 disintegrations /sec

= 5.7 x 10-133oule/disintegration.

b) After 15 )eais, oil 3 half-lives, the 3

rate of heat production will be 360 watts (7)
= 45 watts.

21.10

Ihe activity is 10 microcuries, or 10 x 10-'
curies, which is 10 curies 3.70 1010 disinte-
grations per curie per second = 3.70 11) disinte-
grations/sec.

21.11

P

5

L

hours

The half-life, T, can be obtained from a graph
of the data (see above curve; also below). For
example, it takes about 2.3 hours (138 min) for
the counting rate to drop from 800 counts/min
to 4000 counts/min. To drop from '4000 counts/min
to 2000 counts/min requires about 2.1 hours
(138 min). To drop from 2000 counts/min to 1000
counts/min again requires about 2.3 hours (138
min). Thus the half-life appears to be constant
at about 138 min.

The decay rate can be computed from

AT = 0.693

0138.693A = 5.0 x 10 /min.

Since Xis the fraction of any sample of atoms
that decay per minute, a sample of 106 atoms
will have 5.0 s 10-3/min x 106 = 5 x 103 atoms
decaying each minute.

Yes, the number of atoms decaying/per minute for
every 106 atoms in the sample does remain constant.

21.12

If 10% of the sample decays in the first 10
years, 10% of the remaining 90% decays in the
next 10 years: 10% of 90% is 9% of the original
amount.
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22.1

The chemical properties of an element are
determined by its electron configuration, .,hich
in turn is determined by the atomic numhet Z.

The i,otope,, of an element have the an Z and

hence the same chemical ploperttc.

22.2

If the apparently new element had Lhemical
properties different from those of any known
element, then one could be certain that the
element deserved a separate place in the periodic

table. If, on the other hand, it .,:as found to

have chemical properties identical to those of
a known element (although having a slightly
different mass than the known element) then it
could he regarded as an isotope of the known
element.

22.3

a) Although the rate of escape from the sur-
face would be the same for both, (escape requites
a certain amount of work against cohesive forces,
and so depends on KE, not speed pc! sec) the

lighter and hence faster particles would diffuse
away from the surface more rapidly after escape,
and so have a lower probability of re-entering
the surface.

h) The hydrogen isotopes have the largest
ratio of isotopic masses (2:1) and hence the

largest rad, of speeds (1:72). Separation of

the hydrogen isotopes by evaporation therefore
proceeds more rapidly than separation of isotopes
of other elements.

22.4

The magnetic force is the centripetal force,
mv2

so Bqv = -T-, thus

R = 12.7 and so R m.
By'

Diam
35 3J

m
3S

R 37 Diam 37 m 37

35 34.97
(Ser! Table 22.1)

1.000 in 36.97
(See

D35= 0.9460 x 1.000 m= 0.9460 m.

Therefore, the separation is

D37 - D35 = 1.000 m- 0.9460 m

= 0.054 m

or 5.4 cm.

0
h) D

208.

36.0;

c) D

207.0
208.0

0.9050 m
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1.00o m - 5.640 m

1.000 m

the separation therefore 1.000 m - 0.9950 m

= 0.005 m. Note that if the division is to be
done on a slide rule, a more accurate anset can
be obtainer as follows hN using the fact that

1
- 1 - when x, 1.

1 + x

the separation is 1,000 m
207.8 1.000 m
208.0

= 1.000r
208.0 m
207.0

1

1.000 m -
1.000 + 1.0

207.0

1

= 1.000 m - (1.000
207.0 .0

) m

1.0
m

'

this division can he accurately
207.0

done on a slide rule to vield 0.0048 m.

22.5

8,pb212 +
1

e0

(Since the mass number didn't change, the
transmutation was due to beta decay.)

b) .,111i212 _le°

In a beta decay, the atomic number increases
by one but the mass number remains unchanged.
The product nucleus here then has Z = 84 and
A = 212. Reference to a list of elements or
periodic table, such are shown on the preceding
page, shows that the element with Z = 84 is
polonium.

c) ,i2p0212 k)pb208+ 2He4

The atomic number of lead is 82, the atomic
number and mass number of the initial nucleus
must therefore be 84 and 212. As was seen in
part (h), the element is polonium.,
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22.6

Actinium Series

New Symbol Decay Made

(211e4)

C,

Th231 (_:eo)

2
Pa

31
a91

n9
Ac

90
Th2 2 7

a

8 ti
Ra 2 23 a

t,
Rn219 a

po218 a

82Pb
211

81211 a83

8,T1207

82Pb
207

stable

22.7
a

9 0
Th2 3 24

88Ra: 88Ac 22

22.9

The percentage of the original activity at

the time of measurcment is TN- x 100% = 60%.

Referring to the radioactivity decay curve on
24, it can be seen that 60% corresponds to a
time of approximately 0.7T or 0.7 * 5760 yr,
which is about 4000 years.

p

An activity of 1.0 beta emissions per minute

per gram of carbon is 15-+-- 3 x 100% = 6.5% of

the original activity. From the curve on p. 24,
this activity is seen to correspond to a time of
nearly 4T, or 25,000 years.

22.10

The average atomic mass is the sum of the
products of relative abundance and isotopic mass

a) For carbon, the average mass
A = 0.9889 x 12.000 + 0.0111 x 13.00

= 11.867 + 0.144

= 12.011 amu (five significant digits
are justified because 0.9889 is accurate to 1
part in 10,000).

b) For lithium, the average mass
A . 0.0742 x 6.015 + 0.9258 x 7.016

90 88Th22 Ra22144
a a

Rn220,"
86

= 0.446 + 6.495

a 6 = 6.941 amub212Ze.

c) For lead, the average mass is

841'021 f A = 0.0148 x 203.97 + 0.236 x 205.97

83
Bi

212

+ 0.226 x 206.98 + 0.523 ^ 207.98

/1(8

a

88At2 1 6./1 = 3.02 + 48.6 + 46.8 + 108.8

= 207.2 amua

81
T12097

82
pb208.

(The decay route through 6211)212 is much more
common than thrvigh 80016. The other case of
branching is unus, al in that the two decay routes
are both common; p1T1209 is formed 33.7% of the
time and 94P0212iS formed 66.7% of the time.)

22.11

The mass of the alpha particle can be found
by subtracting the mass of two electrons from
the mass of the helium atom:

ma mllE 2 me

= 4.00260 amu - 0.0011 amu

4.0015 amu.
22.8

a a a Note--the actual mass is slightly larger thanpu241/,
95 93

283 the amount obtained by simple subtraction because93Np 23 7/Y Pa94 91 of the transfJrmation of binding energy to mass.a
-,

88
119

The difference is negligible though, because the
92112334.. 9 0Th229Z ,225

mass equivalent of the binding energy of an
electron is of the order of 10-9 amu.
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23.1

Since the mass number of 92U235 is not exactly
divisible by 4 (the mass of an a particle) it is
hard to see how a nucleus could be made up of
only electrons and alpha particles. Also by

the uncertainty principle, the electrons could
not exist in Lhe nucleus.

23.2

According to the proton-electron hypothesis,
the nucleus represented by q2U235 would be com-
posed of 235 protons; 235 - 92 = 143 electrons.

23.3

(a) 5810 + He'
6
C13 + HI

1

Since mass number is conserved, 4 + 10 = 14,
14 - 1 = 13. Since nuclear charge is conserved,
5 + 2 = 7,7 - 1 = 6. So Z = 6, which is the
atomic number of carbon.

(b) 11Nd23 2He4 25 oil

For mass number; 23 + 4 = 27, 27 1 = 26.
For nuclear charge; 11 + 2 = 13, 13 - 1 = 12.

Z = 12 is the atomic number of magnesium.

(c) 13A127+ 211e4 14Si30 1111

For mass number; 27 + 4 = 31, 31 1 = 30.

For nuclear charge; 13 + 2 = 15, 15 - 1 = 14.

Z = 14 is the atomic number of silicon.

(d)
16532 2He4_--.17C135 + 011

For mass number; 35 + 1 = 36, 36 - 4 = 32.
For nuclear charge; 17 + 1 = 18, 18 - 2 = 16.
Z = 16 is the atomic number of sulfur.

(e) 19K37 + 2He4--.- 20Ca42 + 1111

For mass number; 42 + 1 = 43, 43 - 4 = 39.
For nuclear charge; 20 + 1 = 21, 21 - 2 =

19 is the atomic number of potassium.

23.4

(a) 3Li6 + I111 211e4 + 2He3

mass number: 6 + 1 = 7; 7 - 4 = 3

nuclear charge: 3 + 1 = 4; 4 - 2 = 2

(2He3 is a rare isotope of helium, natural abun-
dance = 0.00013%)

(b) 4Be9 + 1111 2He4 + 3Li6

(c) 4Be9 + 1111 4Be8 + 1H2

(d) 5Be1 1 + 214e4_40_ 7N14 onl

Study Guide
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(a) A127 +
o
n1 Al 29 + y

Since Z does not change (Al --..A1) and since
mass numbers already balance,only a Y ray (no
charge, no mass) can result.

(b) A127 + 1112 1111 + A128

Since
Al

+ 1 =
Al

1,+ 1 the resulting nucleus

must be aluminum. Total mass number on the left
side is 29 (27 + 2) = total mass number on right
side. So AA1 + 1 = 29 and have A128.

(c) A127 + 2ne
4

+ Mg24

Since the particle input on the left has
charge 1 and the particle output on the right
has charge 2, the nucleus on the right has one
less positive charge than the nucleus on the left:
move one place toward hydrogen in the periodic
table. The nucleus must be magnesium.

Alternatively, 2,41 = 13 so 13 + 1 = 14; 14 - 2

12 and Zmg = 12.

For mass number: 27 + 1 = 28, 28 - 4 = 24

(d) A127+ 1H2 2He4 + mg25

By the reasoning of (c), the nucleus is
magnesium.

Mass number: 27 + 2 = 29, 29 - 4 = 25

The same nuclide bombarded by different par-
ticles will yield different products.

23.6

Since nitrogen nuclei are about 14 times more
massive than neutrons, if the neutron were to hit
the nitrogen nucleus and stop dead in its track,
the nitrogen nucleus would have a velocity of
only 1/14 x the original velocity of the neutron
vn, Actually, the neutron rebounds somewhat,

but its velocity of rebound cannot be greater
than its initial velocity or energy would not be
conserved. Thus the momentum given the nitrogen
nucleus must be less than twice the original
neutron momentum, and the nitrogen nucleus must
have a velocity less than 2(1/14 of the original
neutron velocity). We can see then, without
calculating the actual velocity of the nitrogen
nucleus, that it must have been between 1/14 and
1/7 the original neutron velocity (i.e., an
order of magnitude less). But since the neutron
and proton have nearly the same mass, a complete
transfer of momentum from neutron to proton would
give the proton very nearly the same velocity as
the original velocity of the neutron. Thus, the
nitrogen nucleus call have a velocity an order
of magnitude less than the proton's velocity.
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23.7
23.10

From page 61,
(a) I1Na2 3 + 1112 1H1 + 1 iNa24v + m

" n
Suastituting for known For method of solution see SC 23.3.vh mp + mn
masses and speeds:

m
n
+ 14

3.2 x 10 9 cm/Sec
m
n
+ 1 4.7 x 108 cm/sec = 6.8

SO

m
n
+ 14 = 6.8 (m

n
+ 1)

5.8 m
n

= 14 6.8 = 7.2

m
n

= 1.24 amu

Difference in mass: 1.24 - 1.16 = 0.08 amu.

Percent difference

(b)
1 iNa2 3 +

0n1
y + 1 iNa24

(c) 12
mg24

0 ---"-s^
ni HI +

11Na24

1 1H? He4 +
11

(d) Na24

Notice that the nuclide 11Na24 can be pro-
duced in at least four ways. Of course, the
reactions noted are not unique. When bombarding
11Na23 with neutrons, for example, the major
product varies with the neutron energy and, even
with single-energy neutrons, more than one type
of product may result. (The target, after all,
contains many more than one nucleus of 11lia23.)

0 08
= - 6.9%

1.16
23.11

Thus, a difference of measurement of 37. is
When a target of the aluminum nuclide with

multiplied in the calculation to a difference
mass number 27 is b)mba:ded by neutrons, the

of 6.9%.

neutrons react with the aluminum to produce a
magnesium nuclide t.ith mass number 27 and an23.8
ejected proton. The magnesium nuclide is radio-
active, undergoing beta decay, accompanied by
emission of a gamma ray and an anti-neutrino.
The half-life of the artificially radioactive
Mg nucleus is 9.5 minutes.

A Z protons neutrons

H1
1 1 1 0

H
2

2 1 1 1

He4 4 2 2 2

Liz 7 3 3 4

C13 13 6 6 7

U238
238 92 92 146

Th234 234 90 90 144

Th23° 230 90 90 140

pb214 214 82 82 132

Pb 206 206 82 82 124

23.9

(a) 78 (b) 79 (c) 80
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23.12

Assume that the tracks originate at the point
marked A: the law of the conservation of momentum
requires that the vector sum of the momenta of
the two particles be equal to the momentum of
the neutral particle that 'exploded' at point A.

A similar argument holds if the tracks termi-
nate at A, except that in this case the neutral
particle (which leaves no track) goes off in the
direction determined by the vector sum of the
momenta of the particles that combined at A.

23.13

The existence of artificially radioactive
nuclides simply provided much more data on un-
st'able (radioactive) nuclides. There are only
54 naturally occurring radioactive nuclides,
i.e., only 54 test cases for theories of nuclear
stability. Most of these are heavy nuclides.
The manufacture of 1200 artificial nuclides
which span the entire spectrum of mass number
and charge made possible far more sensitive tests
of theoretical prediction.
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24.1

Cl2 + n ---1.- CI I

The mass of the neutron added is 1.008665 amu,
whereas the mass of C13 i" only greater than that
of Cl2 by 1.003354 amu. Tie discrepancy in mass
(often called the "mass d,fect") of 0.005311 amu
is equivalent to 0.005311 amu x 931 MeV/amu =

4.95 MeV, and represents the binding energy of
the neutron.

24.2

The sum of the individual masses of the 2
protons, 2 neutrons and 2 electrons comprising
the helium atom is 2 x (1.007276 + 1.008365 +
0.000549) amu = 4.03298 amu. Since the atomic
mass is only 4.00260 amu, there is a mass dif-
ference of 0.03038 amu, which is equivalent to
0.03038 x 931 MeV/ amu = 28.3 MeV. Therefore,
the average binding energy is 28.3 MeV/4 nucleons
= 7.07 MeV/nucleon.

(the oinding energy of the two electrons was
ignored--it is only 13 eV per electron.)

24.3

By the law of the conservation of momentum
the two a particles will fly off with identical
speeds but in opposite directions. Their total
KE is calculated on p. 87 to be 17.3 MeV, thus
they would each have a KE of 8.65 MeV.

24.4

The total atomic mass of the reactants is
14.003074 amu + 4.002604 amu = 18.005678 amu.
The total atomic mass of the products is 16.999134
amu + 1.007825 amu = 18.006959 amu. Since the
products have a greater total mass than have the
reactants, energy must have been absorbed in the
reaction.

The mass difference is 0.001281 amu, which
is equivalent to 0.001281 amu Y 931 MeV/amu =
1.19 MeV. Thus,

7N14 4.
2

Ne4 4. 1.19 MeV__ 801 7 + 1H1.

24.5

As calculated in the prededing question, 1.19
MeV is required to promote the reaction. If we
subtract this from the KE of the a particles, the
amount of energy remaining will represent the
total KE of tht reactants (we assume that the
N14 target is stationary). Thus, 7.68 MeV - 1.19
MeV = 6.49 MeV is the total KE of the reactants.
The "recoil" energy of the 017 nucleus is then
the difference between 6.49 MeV and 5.93 MeV,
or 0.56 MeV.
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24.6

The total atomic mas, of the reactance is
14.003074 amu + 2.014102 amu . 16.017176 am,.
The total atomic mass of the products is
15.000108 amu + 1.007825 amu = 16.007933 amu.
The mass difference (mass defect) is thus
16.017176 amu - 16.007933 amu = 0.09243 amu.
The energy liberated is 0.09243 amu . 931

MeV/amu = 8.61 MeV.

24.7

We consider three successive steps.

1. Addition of a neutron. This changes
the total number of nucleons by one, but does
not change the charge number.

9 0
Th2 32 + Th2 3 3

0
n1

---°-10

(neutron capture).

2., 8-decay. The total number of nucleons
remains the same. A neutron changes to a proton
with 8-decay, i.e.. the emission of an electron.
This enhances the charge number by 1.

9
OTh2 3 3-6"

1 P a

2 3 3+ e0

-1

3. Another 8-decay gives the final transi-
tion to 9 2 117 3 3.

1Pa 2 3 3....-4.-
92

U2 3 3 + eo.
-1

24.8

From the figure we find approximately:

B.E. per nucleon for BaI41 = 8.4 MeV

B.E. per nucleon for Kr92 = 8.7 MeV

B.E. per nucleon for U235 . 7.6 MeV.

The total binding energy is found in each
case by multiplying by the total numbe' of
nucleons in the nucleus. Thus we have

total B.E. of Bal."

= 8.4 x 141 = 118O MeV

total B.E. of Kr92

= 8.7 Y 92 = 800 MeV

sum = 1980 MeV.

total B.E.. of U235

= 1790 MeV.

The energy released in the reaction is equal
to the difference of the total binding energy of
the products and the total binding energy of the
incident particles, i.e.,

= (1980 - 1790) MeV

= 190 MeV

= 200 MeV.
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24.9

1123-: 235.04393 amu Lal 39: 138.9061 amu

n1: 1.00867 amu Mo95 o 94.9057 amu

2 no 2.0173 amusum = 236.05260 amu

sum . 235.8291 amu

mass defect = 0.2235 amu

Binding energy = 0.2235 amu x 931 MeV/amu = 208
MeV

24.10

A given mass of fissionable material will
lose the least number of neutrons through its
surface if it is spherical in shape. Any other
shape would mean a larger surface area and hence
a larger loss of neutrons.

The neutron loss would be greatest if the
material were formed into a thin flat sheet;
the thinner the sheet, the larger the surface
area and neutron loss.

24.11

The high temperatures are required for fusion
to commence because the kinetic energies of the
protons must be great enough to overcome the
electrical repulsion between them.

24.12

As the vast clouds of hydrogen collapse

gravitationally, the gravitational potential
energy of the particles is transformed into
kinetic energy. Eventually the contraction
results in particles of sufficient kinetic
energy to initiate fusion reactions.

24.13

The net result of the proton- proton chain
is given as 41111_ 28e4 + 2+1e0,

(Note that to be complete, we should also show
2 neutrinos on the right-hand side of the
equation.) Since we are to show that the energy
released per cycle is about 26 MeV, we are only
interested in 2 figure accuracy. Therefore we
can simply deal with atomic masses and ignore
the mass of the electrons and positrons. The
mass defect is then

4 (1.007825 amu) - 4.002604 amu

= 0.028696 amu. The corresponding

energy release = 0.02870 amu x 931 MeV/amu

= 26.7 MeV,

32

24.14

a) We can use the Einstein relation E = Amc
to calculate the rate of mass loss in tilt sun.

Am -
E 3.90 Y 1026 joules /sec

-c2
(3 10m/sec)2

0.433 ' 1010 kg/sec

4.33 x 10g kg/sec

b) 3.90 x 1o2( joules/sec is 3.90 102r watt-,

This is equivalent to 3.90 x 102( watts

7,46 watts/hp

= 5.23 x 1073 horsepower.

24.15

The completed six steps of the carbon cycle
are as follows

012
6

N13 4.

1 7

3 3 +41e0 +7N1 £01

6013+ 1 47N1

NI 4
7

HI 5 +
1

801

01 5 ,,,,.....,... 7N1 5 0
8 7 4 1

27
NI 5

1

H I ___,,
6
c 1 2 4. lie('

24.16

The total atomic mass of the reactants is
3.016030 amu + 4.002604 amu = 7.018634 amu.
The mass difference is 7.018634 amu - 7.016929
ama = 0.001705 amu. Therefore, the energy re-
leased is 0.001705 amu x 931 MeV/amu = 1.59 MeV.

24.17

mass of U233. 233.039498 amu

mass of n1 = 1.008665

mass of U233+ n1 = 234.048163

- mass of 034= 234.040900

mass defect = 0.007263 amu

excitation energy E 0.007263 amu x 931 MeV/amu

= 6.76 MeV, but the
activation

energy of U234 = 4.6 MeV; thus, since the
excitation energy is greater than activation
energy, 920233 is fissionable with slow neutrons.



24.18

mass of Pu241 = 241.056711 amu

mass of n1 = 1.008665

total mass = 242.065376

- mass of Pu242 = 242.058710

mass defect = 0.006666 amu

excitation energy : 0.006666 x 931 MeV

= 6.20 MeV.

Since the activation energy is only 5.0 MeV,
p,241 is fissionable with slow neutrons.

4
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Prologue

In Unit 5 we nave discussed a number
of experimental results which led to the
construction of a mouel for tne atom.
In particular we have looked at the re-
sults of spectroscopic measurements.
For many years an enormous amount of
spectral data were taken for many dif-
ferent gases; Balmer's empirical rela-
tion gave this data an order which had
to be explained by postulated models.
We accepted Bohr's postulates because
they led to a mouel for the hydrogen
atom from which predictions checked with
the known experimental data. The Ryd-
berg constantoriginally found purely
experimentallycould now actually ba
calculated.

This approach of constructing a model
to explain the experimental data can be
used for the nucleus as well as for the
atom. In this Unit we shall discuss
some of the experimental results of nu-
clear physics 3ust as we discussed
experimental results of atonic physics
in Unit 5. The problems are, however,
very much more difficult. While the
size of the atom is of the order of
10-10 m, the nucleus has a diameter of
the order of 10-14 m. The energies
involved on the atomic scale were rela-
tively low--the ionization potential of
hydrogen is -13.6 eV and the work func-
tion of most materials for the photo-
electric effect is only a few electron
volts. X-ray energies go up to a few
thousand electron volts; all of these
energies can be produced without too
much difficulty in the laboratory.

The energies of particles inside the
nucleus are several million electron
volts or higher. The production of such
energies is very difficult, and requires
machines which appeared only gradually.
As a result of these and other difficul-
ties we are not yet in a position to
postulate a nuclear model which will ex-
plain all of our experimental results.
Although the practical applications of
nuclear physics have increased at a
very rapid rate during the last twenty
years, our understanding of the detailed
structure of the nucleus and the role of
the so-called fundamental particles is
far from complete.

We therefore present some of the ex-
perimental facts of nuclear physics with
a few possible explanations. But the
end to the story the end to Unit 6--
has yet to be written.

In Unit 6 we apply a number of con-
cepts discussed in earlier units
some of these are really threads through-
out the study of physics. Our a and 6
particles follow the dynamics discussed
in Unit 1. Conservation of energy land
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-ass) as well as conservation of momen-
tum (Cnit 3) are used throughout this
',nit. Forces on charged particles in
magnetic fielus (Units 4 and 5) once
again play an important role. The stu-
dent should be aware that he now applies
principles, already stuc.ed, to the nu-
cleus; there are relatively few new
concepts in this Unit.

Sec. 21.1 Becguerersaiscovely

The story of Becquerel's discovery is
an exciting one, and probably little
teacher explanation will be required. It
would be useful to point out examples of
fluorescence, such as fluorescent lights
the face of a TV tube, etc. It is also
useful to emphasize that phosphorescence
is similar to fluorescence, the differ-
ence being that phosphorescence involves
a time delay between the absorption of
radiation and the subsequent re-emission.
The word phosphorescence is unfortunately
also used to describe the light emitted
by small marine organisms (bio-lumines-
cence). That there are two different
uses of the term is worthwhile mentioning
to the students.

The discovery of radioactivity by
Becquerel was a kind of serendipic re-
sult, since he was looking for something
quite different when he began. The
question as'.ed on the margin of page 7
is an important one, and should not be
overlooked in class discussion. This
is good practice in the understanding
of what is meant by "evidence," and how
evidence of different kinds must be
carefully sorted out by scientists.
Sometimes, the leap to a general infer-
ence pays off (as in the case of modern
genetics); sometimes, it leads to great-
er confusion.

Sec. 21.2 Other radioactive elements are discovered

Here is an opportunity to give your
students a feeling for two things: 1)

the tremendous progress in the technol-
ogy of laboratory equipment, and 2) the
ability of research to exist and succeed
under the conditions of minimum technol-
ogy.

You could point out to your students
that the Curies worked under conditions
that would repel the average graduate
student in science today. Their "labora-
tory" was just a shed with no heat, and
their equipment was far poorer than that
found in most junior high school science
laboratories today! Nevertheless, they
were able to carry out experiments of
high sophistication and to make fairly
exact measurements. Since they were
chemists, their approach to the job of
finding the source of the mysterious
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Becquerel rays was a cnemical one that
is, they used the technique of reducing
radium ore as far as possible, until
tney arrived at the non-reducible sub-
stance., radium. Though it is not too
pertinent until later in the Un't, you
might indicate at this point that the
energ.es involved in the chemical pro-
cesses of reduction were very, very
small, compared to the energies inherent
in the radioactive atoms themselves.

Since their major quantitative instru-
ment was essentially a rather sensitive
electroscope,, you might refer back to
the Unit on electricity to remind your
students about how electroscopes work,
and how they can be used as measuring
instruments. You might ask: is it just
sheer luck that the amount of ionization
produced by a "Becquerel ray" is directly
proportional to the deflection of the
charged electroscope leaves?

Another interesting point about the
work being done during this time on both
x rays and radioactive substances was
the complete lack of knowledge of the
biological effects of radiation. Pierre
Curie carried samples of radium in glass
vials in his pocket; after his death,
his skin was found to have burn marks in
that area. Until the invention of bet-
ter tubes notably the Coolidge tube
x -ray photos were made with very long
exposures without any thought about the
damage caused to cell structure. Even
as late as the 1940's and early '50's,
there were x-ray machines (fluoroscopes)
in shoe stores, and any child could have
"fun" by irradiating his feet!

You could recommend the famous bio-
graphy of Marie Curie (see Student Ac-
tivities) to interested students; most
libraries have it Often, the famous
movie based on this book is shown on the
"early" or "late" show on television.
If there are girls in your science class,
they might be interested in knowing that,
despite her unique and international
fame, the French Academy of Sciences
refused to elect her (she missed by one
vote)--an interesting comment on the
attitude toward women as scientists at
that time. (You might ask your class
to find out if that attitude has under-
gone any change during the last 60
years.)

A pertinent article is: "The Early
Years of Radioactivity," by G. E. M.
Jauncey, in the American Journal of
Physics, v. 14, PT-721-241, (1946).

Sec. 21.3 The penetrating_power of the

radiation: a , B and Y rays

If your students inquire further about
the meaning of tne word "range," when ap-
plied to the distance traveled by radio-
active emanations, you might explain that
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the less penetrating ones the particles
that are charged give up their energy
gradually as they go along; for example,
an alpha particle in air loses about 35
eV for each ion-pair formed, until all
its FE is gone; it then captures 2 elec-
trons to become a helium atom. (You
might ask your class has many ion-pairs
will be formed in air by a 6 MeV alpha
particle.) In the same way, the energy
of a beta particle is absorbed; however,
beta particles have a much wider range
of energies than do alpha particles or
camma rays.

Gamma rays, on the other hand, do not
ionize air molecules casually as they go
along and so do not lose their energy
gradually. A gamma ray photon is removed
from the beam in a single event--by photo-
electron absorption, electron scattering
or pair-production.

Sec. 21.4 The identity of a rays: Rutherford's "mousetrap"

It is worth mentioning to your students
that the separation of a, B and y rays
illustrated by Fig. 21.1 is, of necessity,
greatly exaggerated. (Students doing
SG 21.3 will discover that if a and B
particles erter a given magnetic wield
with the same speed, the ratio of their
radii of curvature would be 7350:1.)
Note that at the bottom of p. 16 it is
stated that "The magnitude of the deflec-
tions suggests that a particles have a
much larger momentum than the B particles."
The ether possibility to note is that a
particles are deflected much less than
B particles because they have a much
smaller charge. Independent measures of
the charge indicated that such was not
the case. Students will realize that the
greater momentum of the alpha particle
could be due to either a greater mass or
to a greater speed. The greater momentum
was found to be primarily due to greater
mass.

Se, 21.5 The charge and mass of a, 6 and y rays

Students will be much aided in their
understanding of Rutherford's ingenious
"mousetrap" by a brief teacher-led dis-
cussion based on transparency T-41.

Sec, 21.6 Rcdioactive transformation

Though it is correctly pointed out
in this section that the establishment
of alpha and beta rays as particles
coming out of atoms thus breaking down
the earlier idea that atoms were "un-
cuttable"--you mignt want to point o'it
that the discovery of cathode rays was
also a step in this direction. When
Thomson measured ejm for the electron,
his empi_ical work proviced the basis
for an atom model made of two separate
parts. However, you might then ask:



"What is tne difference oetween the
electrons of cathode rays and the elec-
trons which are beta rays, in terms of
their places in the model of an atom?"

The discovery that radium released
heat as part of its radioactivity has
had technological consequences. You
can refer your students to the photo of
the SNAP generator on page 3 of the
text, to see how the heat energy result-
ing from a nuclear event can be trans-
formed to do useful work. You can ac-
quire additional information about SNAP
in two publications: Power from Radio-
isotopes, and Direct Conversion of Ener-

, by writing to

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
P. 0. Box 62
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830.

It ought to be emphasized that the
proposal of Rutherford and Soddy that
there was a transmutation of elements
in the radioactive series was a very
bold step, and that their idea was an
exciting breakthrough. If the loss of
an alpha or beta particle from an atom
meant that the result was a different
atom, that difference had to lie in a
change in the nucleus. Recall the nu-
clear atom modap7EFosed by Ruther-
fordfrom where else could an alpha
particle emerge?

Sec: 21.7 Radioactive decay series

The uranium-radium series given in
Table 21.1 can be most effectively dis-
cussed by referral to T42A. (The term
half-life is not defined until the next
section; it would be useful to briefly
mention its meaning in class and to
point out the tremendous range of half-
lives listed in Table 21.1.) Discourage
students from attempting to learn in de-
tail the decay sequence described on p.
22. It is important to understand the
kinds of transformation that take place,
but specific examples are for illustra-
tive purposes only.

Sec. 21.8 Decay race and half-life

The radioactivity decay curve framing
p. 24 is a natural focus for class dis-
cussion of this section. If students
understood what is meant by half-life,
they will have little difficulty under-
standing the shape of the decay curve,
They might have trouble though if they
don't realize that the units of time on
the horizontal axis are "half-lives",
i.e.,, that T represents the half-life of
a radioactive substance. It is important
to emphasize that knowirg that 50% of a
sample will decay during its half-life
does not imply th,t we have any way of
predicting which a oms of the sample will
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decay during any given half-life. Of
course if the sample size is extremely
small, large fluctuations from the pre-
dicted decay are likely.

Note that the mathematics of the decay
has been set aside on a gray page, p. 26,
and will be appropriate reading only for
those students who are particularly math-
ematically Inclined.
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Sec. 22.1 The Concept of Isotopes

It otivate your st.lc.ents to
rcaloze that tnis c.lapter tne: are

to oegin unoersta:."in,; a pnysical
.enorenon tnat for nundreds of years

was the ;rea of r,any men. Ancient,
me,Ileval, and renaissance alchemists
spent their lives hopelessly searching
for the "philosopher's stone," the
unique substance that would enable one
to change one metal into anotner (pref-
eraoly iron, lead, or mercury into sli-
ver or golu) . Rauloactivity an,i the
concept of the nuclear atom, in tnis
sense, are tne 'philosopher's stone"
of mouern physical science, for tney
provide the key to unuerstan,:ing how
tne atoms of one cnemical element can
oe transmuted into tne atoms of another.
Perhaps one or two interested students
would like to look into the history of
alchemy. A fascinating book on this
subject is Through Alchemy to Cnemistry,
by John Read, Harper Torchbook =361.
Anotner good source is Tne historical
Background of Chemistry, oy Henry M.
Leicester, J. Wiley Science Editions,
1965, a paperback.

Sec. 22.2 Transformation Rules

The term "displacemen, rules" was con-
sidered to be misleading and was not
used. "Transformation rules" is a far
more appropriate term because it is de-
scri7tive of the two processes involved.

One question you might ask (if your
students don't) is: "Why do the radio-
active series elements only lose mass
by emitting an alpha particle?" For
example, in the gradual change from

to the nucleus loses 32
atomic mass units (and 10 units of
charge). Why isn't a nuclear fragment
of this size thrown out all at once,
instead of a gradual loss of mass and
charge by alpha and beta particle emis-
sion?

'sk your students to calculate the
itio of mass to charge (A/Z) for such

a fragment (3.2), and then ask them to
search through the periodic table, or
better still, a table of the nuclides
if you have one, to see if such a nu-
cleus exists (they must keep ,esting
the ratio A/Z). They will not find
such a nucleus in existence. Ask them
to consider the possible emission of
other particles, like 11P or 11,i6 in-
stead ct alpha particles. Would these
provide the required change of mass and
charge?

Your students should come to the
conclusion that since alpha particles
are the only significant massive par-
ticles emitted by nuclei in the radio-
active series, such a particle must
exist in the nucleus as an entity,
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.'.n a final ch,:cr,, point oot tne
earth's crust is ma ,..e up rostiy of such
staclo nuclei as C , , -.

Can tnase nuclei eacn oe ulvlued into
a ole nuroer of alpha particles?

Sec. 2 -.3 Direct Evidence for Isotopes of Lead

This section provide a good oppor-
tunity to emphasize what it is about
the isotope- of an element that enables
us to se-i that they are in fact varie-
ties of the same element. What is it
about the four isotopes of lead that
makes them chemically identical? Of
course it is the atomic number 82 that
they haw in comu.on. (The atomic num-
ber determines the electron configura-
tion of the atom and hence determines
all the chemical properties and most of
the physical properties.)

That 3 of the 4 naturally occurring
isotopes are end products of 3 different
decay series is very fortunate--by
analyzing rock samples we can determine
both the initial composition and age
from the relative abundance of the lead
isotopes in the rocks.

Sec. 22.4 Positive Rays

The term "canal rays" is often used to
refer to positive rays; however, because
it is a misleading term it was not used
in the text.

Encourage students to study the cap-
tions and diagram of the mass spectro-
graph on p. 37. Students will likely be
pleased that their knowledge of a few
simple principles enables them to under-
stand the operation of this ingenious
device.

Sec. 22.5 Separating Isotopes

Whereas the preceding section dealt
with the theory of the mass spectro-
graphic determanation of the mass of
ions and the separation of isotopes,
this section recounts Thomson's experi-
ment with the mass spectrograph in which
he discovered that neon has 2 isotopes,

To understand the work of Aston in
separating isotopes by gaseous diffusion,
students probably need to be reminded
that the average kinetic enercies of
different species of molecules in a mix-
ture of gases is the same if the temper-
ature of the mixture is uniform. Thus,
the lighter ones must, on the average,
move faster and hence will diffuse
through a porous wall more quickly.

Sec. 22.6 A useful notation for nuclides and

nuclear reactions

Although the latest convention for
symbolizing nuclides is to write both



I

the subscript Z and superscri, to the
left of the element symbol, this conven-
tion was not followed in the text because
of printing considerations: to separate
uhe superscript and subscript adequately
puts them too close to the lines of type
above and below.

The proton and neutron do not come
into the story-line until the next chap-
ter, but the chart on p. 43 has its axis
labeled A-Z vs. Z, and Number of Neutrons
vs. Number of Protons. This was done to
make the chart more useful to refer back
to when reading the next chapter. Note
that the first open square (at A Z = 1,
Z = 0) represents a free neutron.

Point out to students that the large
arrow in the diagram on p. 41 is a "proc-
ess" arrow; that is, it represents a
process by which, in this case, U238
gives off an alpha particle and becomes
Th234, The large arrow does not repre-
sent a velocity. (The small arrows shown
represent the relative velocities of the
reaction products.)

Sec. 22.7 The Stable Isotopes of the Elements

and their Relative Abundances

It is interesting to note that if an
element with *n odd atomic number has
two isotopes, the atomic masses of the
isotopes will also be odd numbers. For
example, the atomic number of chlorine
is 17 a "d it has :Id0 isotopes, C135 and
C137, The isotopes are stable.

But, for heavy elements, if the ele-
ment has an odd Z but an even mass number
A, that isotope is radioactive! For
example, potassium has an atomic number
of 19 and has an isotope K40 that is
radioactive.

If you bring the above generalizations
to the attention of the students, stimu-
lating questions might arise as to the
reason for these regularities in behavior:
i.e. what is it about the nucleus that
allows the "oddness" or "evenness" of
its composition to determine its stabil-
ity? You might drop a hint 1 re about
the shell model of the nuclei a model
which they will read about in Sec. 24.12.

A point relating to stability that
should eventually be brought to the at-
tention of students is the way the plot
of the nuclides on p. 43 curves up (away
from an imaginary 450 line that would
represent equal numbers of protons and
neutrons in nuclei.) This up-curving
implies that the masses of nuclei go up
faster than their charges. At higher Z
numbers, the greater positive char' of
the nucleus is in effect "diluted" by
uncharged matter (neutrons) in such a
way that the nucleus is not forced apart
by electrostatic repulsion. (This cou-
lomb repulsion is very large due to the
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extremel,, small distance between protons
in the nucleus.) The effect of the
greater proportion of uncharged matter
is to give rise to very strong short-
range attractive forces which hold the
neucleus together.

Another interesting point arises from
the chart on p. 43, If you imagine a
best-fit "stability line" drawn through
the black squares, the unstable nuclides
above that line have excessive negative
charge (too few protons) for stability
ancl hence undergo 3 -decay to become
stable; whereas those unstable nuclides
below the stability line have excessive
positive charge (too few neutrons) for
stability and hence undergo ti+ decay.
In other words, the heavier isotopes of
a given element emit electrons, the
lighter isotopes of the element emit
positrons.

In other words, the heavier isotopes of
a given element emit electrons, the
lighter isotopes of the element emit
positrons. (In addition to positron
emission as a way of reducing positive
charge, there are other processes such
as electron capture and alpha decay
which accomplish the same result.)

Sec. 22.8 Atomic Masses

This brief section presents Aston's
whole-number rule, which suggests so
strongly that nuclei consists of differ-
ent numbers of identical pieces each of
which has a mass of 1 amu,
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Sec. 23.1 The Problem of the Composition

and Structure of the Atomic Nucleus

At the beginning of this chapter, it
might be helpful if the students were
asked to summarize the information they
would have had at their disposal at this
point in history (about 1925) relative
to the structure of the nucleus. This
might be tabulated on the board. Items
such as Rutherford scattering, half-
life phenomena,, particle energies, knowl-
edge about the electron, isotopic mass
variation, etc. might be included.
Students should be asked what each
piece of evidence might imply about
nuclear structure. They should be re-
minded that the neutron had not been
discovered at this time, and also that
Heisenberg had not formulated the Un-
certainty Principle until the thirties,

A second provoking question to think
about throughout the chapter is: what
is charge? There is presently no
simple answer to this question, and it
gives one practice in spinning out
hypotheses. An interested student
might be :sked to look into the present
state of inquiry into the nature of
charge,

Sec. 23.2 The Proton-Electron Hypothesis

of Nuclear Structure

It might not be entirely wrong to say
that the whole point of Chapter 23 is
the development of answers to the ques-
tions: what is the purpose of a model?
On what criteria do models succeed or
fail? How real is a model? How much
do models allow the scientist to under-
stand or explain nature (that is: what
are the limitations of models)?

Hopefully,, these are the kinds of
questions that have been coming up in
class during the entire course. The
aware student ought to realize that, as
the investigation of natural phenomena
has passed from the macroscopic world
to the microscopic one, the models have
aecome increasingly complex. This
makes for an interesting contrast: as
we proceed from the behavior of large
and complex masses of matter to that of
simpler masses, the models go from
simpler to more complex.

The proton-electron theory of the
nucleus is an interesting example of
how a model inevitably depends upon
the empirical evidence available at
the time. Thus, the proton-electron
model works very well, if all you know
is that certai.1 heavy nuclei are emit-
ting either alpha or b(ta particles.

Note that at the en of this section,
there is no reason given for the fail-
ure of the proton-electron model. Yet,
some perceptive student may want to know
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upon what criteria the model failed.
The fact is that the criteria are rather
sophisticated. One was the discovery
that the nucleus had an angular momen-
tum, called spin. This property could
be measured by spectroscopic- analysis
(very high resolution of hyperfine
structure). The result of such analy-
sis is an ability to measure a quantity
called the magnetic moment of the proton
and electron. It turns out that
the magnetic moment of the electron is
much larger Shan the magnetic moments
of different nuclei. So, one must ask
the question, if there are electrons in
the nucleus, why isn't the magnetic
moment of the whole nucleus greater
than that of the electron?

Sec. 23.3 The Discovery of Artificial
Transmutation

There is one question related to
the Rutherford observation of artifi-
cial transmutation that you might use
to stimulate some class discussion:
why are the chances of a collision
between an alpha particle and the ni-
trogen nucleus so small (1 for every
106 alpha particles passing through
the nitrogen gas)?

In terms of the kinetic theory (Unit
3), it seems reasonable that the
probability of capture should be much
greater.

However, remind your students that
kinetic theory does not take into
account (1) the extreme smallness of
nuclear diameters, or (2) the effect
of the electrical fields of the nuclei.

The nitrogen atom has a radius of
about 10-10m; however, the nucleus is
far smaller, with a radius of about
3.6 x 10-15m. Imagine a target with a
diameter of 300 meters, whose bullseye
is only 1 centimeter across! To make
things worse, imagine standing a few
thousand meters away and shooting at
this target blindfolded. What are the
chances of hitting the bulls-eye? Sup-
pose all the targets were moving around
randomly in space at the same time,
what would happen to the probability?

As for the effect of the electric
field, the N nucleus has a charge of
+ 14 elementary charge units, while the
alpha particle has +2, Ask your stu-
dents to calculate, by Coulomb's Law,
the repelling force between two such
charged particles at a distance equal
to the sum of the radii of both par-
ticles (the radius of the alpha par-
ticle is about 2.4 x 10-15m). They
should be surprised at the result.
In fact, they have a right to ask,
how is it that an alpha particle ever
manages to get inside a nitrogen nu-



cleus? (The answer, of course, is
outside the realm of classical physics
only a quantum mechanical analysis

can offer an explanation.)

The nitrogen atom has a radius of
about 10-10m;, however, the nucleus is
far smaller, with a radius of about
3.6 x 10-15, Imagine a target with a
diameter of 300 meters, whose bulls-
eye is only 1 centimeter across! To
make things worse, imagine standing a
few thousand meters away and shooting
at this target blindfolded. What are
the chances of hitting the bulls-eye?
Suppose all the targets were moving
around randomly in space at the same
time, what would happen to the probabil-
ity?

You can relate Wilson's invention
to the Millikar. Oil Drop Experiment
(Unit 5) by pointing out that Wilson
first used his cloud chamber to calcu-
late the charge on the electron. He
created the water cloud between two
parallel metal plates. First, he ob-
served the gravitational fall of the
top surface of the cloud:, then he
created a un_form electric field between
the plates and observed the fall under
the influence of both gravitational
and electric fields. By comparing the
two rates of fall, Wilson calculate6 a
charge of 1.0 x 10-19 coul, about 2/3
of the accepted value today. Ask your
students what kind of error could be
caused by using a water cloud (evapo-
ration), and why the technique of
using single droplets of oil was a
better one,

Fifteen years later, Wilson realized
that his cloud chamber could be used to
observe the tracks of particles from
radioactive disintegration. For this
work (together with Arthur Compton), he
received the Nobel Prize.

Sec. 23.4 The Discovery of the Neutron

This section explains the evidence
for the neutron in a fairly clear and
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detailed fashion, and your students
should be able to follow the arguments
without much difficulty. Remind them
that in this chapter, they are seeing
the application of Newton's idea of
the universality of the laws of natu.e,
The princioles of conservation of
momentum aad energy came from observa-
tions in the macroscopic world; but
here they are being applied to the
motion of tiny, invisible particles
moving with high speeds. Nevertheless,,
the predictions which are made on the
basis of the validity of these conser-
vation principles do check out correctly.
'Don't forget the article "Conservation
Law" by Kenneth Ford in the Unit 6
Reader.)

Sec. 23.5 The Proton-Neutron Theory of the
Composition of Atomic Nuclei

This brief section provides an ex-
cellent example of how models change in
physics. In the long run, the validity
of the model depends only upon how
nature behaves. Scientists must accom-
modate the model to the behavior not
the other way around. You might ask
your students to contrast this model
change with the attempts to change the
solar system model in early astronomy.

If your students are curious, the
empirical evidence for the existence
of neutrinos was discovered by Reines
and Cowan at Los Alamos in a famous
nuclear pile experiment. They made a
very large neutron counter and placed
it near one of the atomic piles at
the Savannah River Project. The reac-
tion they were looking for was this
proposed one:

proton + neutrino = neutron +
positron.

Since the heavy pile shielding kept all
other particles except neutrinos from
coming through, the appearance of neu-
trons and positrons in the counter
showed that the above predicted reac-
tion was indeed taking place.

Sec. 23.6The Neutrino

If your students want more informa-
tion about the neutrino, there was an
excellent article in the January 1956
Scientific American by Philip Morrison,
"The Neutrino." But first, they should
read Chadwick's own notes about the
search for the neutron in the Unit 6
Reader.

It might interest your students to
know that though Pauli suggested the
existence of another particle, the
name "neutrino" was coined by Enrico
Fermi (it means "little neutral one"
in Italian).
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For your better students, who might
want to know just how the principle of
conservation of energy is violated
without emission of the neutrino, there
is a lively explanation of the neutrino
on pp. 134-135 of the paperback book,
The Atom and Its Nucleus, by George
Gamow (Spectrum Books).

If there is no reading available for
your students, point out that a free
neutron tends to disintegrate fairly
quickly into a proton and a beta par-
ticle. However, if we write the nuclear
equation as:

on1 1131 + _le°

the masses on each side of the equation
do not balance. The rest mass of the
neutron turns out to be 0.00084 amu
larger than the combined rest masses of
proton and electron, This rest mass
difference represents an energy of 0.78
MeV, which should be the energy of the
emerging electrons; however, very few
electrons emerge with as much energy
as this. So, Pauli suggested the exis-
tence of another energetic particle to
make up the difference in energy.

How is the conservation of momentum
principle violated by the nuclear equa-
tion above? If the neutron does break
up into only a proton and electron, the
two particles should recoil from each
other at 180° that is, they should
fly diametrically apart,relative to
their center of mass. But observation
of the tracks showed that they did not
do what the law of conservation of mo-
mentum required. The angle of separa-
tion suggests that another particle
must be part of the interaction,

In the case of beta emission, the
missing particle is an antineutrino.
(The neutrino and antineutrino are
similar particles; the former is
associated with positron emission; the
latter, with electron emission.)

Tell your students to conceptualize
the neutrino as a kind of photon - that
is, with zero rest mass and with a
velocity = c. But the neutrino behaves
quite differently from a light photon;,
for example, it does not cause a
photoelectric effect. In fact, the
neutrino rarely interacts with other
particles; this is why it has such
tremendous penetrating power. Many neu-
trinos probably pass through the entire
earth without interacting with any par-
ticles! (The chances of a neutrino in-
teracting with the atoms of your body
are only about 1 in 1013.)

Neutrinos are produced in the
upper atmosphere by cosmic ray bombard-
ment. They also come from many stars,
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and some astronomers think that as white
dwarfs degenerate into even more incred-
ibly dense stars black dwarfs and neu-
tron stars vast numbers of neutrinos
are emitted.

Sec 23.7 The Need for Particle Accelerators

It is interesting to point out the re-
markable contrast between the size of the
particles that are accelerated and the
size of accelerating machines (shown on
pp. 68, 69). Similarly, the scale of de-
tection devices such as the Brookhaven
bubble chamber assembly shown on p. 70
is worthy of mention. Another thing to
contrast with the size of that immense
bubble chamber assembly is Glaser's tiny
bubble chamber, also shown on p. 70.

Students who might be particularly in-
terested in elementary particles should
be encouraged to look through the addi-
tional unit "Elementary Particles," (if
you have it on hand) and to study it in
detail if time permits.

A good paperback book on accelerators
for your interested students to read is
the Science Study Series (Doubleday An-
chor Books), Accelerators: Machines of
Nuclear Physics, by Littauer and Wilson.

Sec. 23.8 Nuclear Reactions

The purpose of this section is to
emphasize that a change in nuclear
charge means a change in place in the
periodic table and this means that
transmutation has occurred.

Many examples of nuclear reactions
can be found to supplement the few
examples in the text. But it might be
more interesting and informative for
your students to be aware of the Bohr
theory of the compound nucleus (pro-
posed in 1936) to explain .uch reac-
tions. Niels Bohr made two assumptions
about the order of events in a nuclear
reaction:

(1) the particle that strikes the
nucleus is absorbed into the nucleus
to form a compound nucleus;

(2) the compound nucleus is unstable
and disintegrates by ejecting a particle
or gamma photon, with new nucleus
formed as product.

Bohr also assumed that the compound
nucleus depends upon its own energy
state and its angular momentum (and has
nothing to do with the way the nucleus
is formed), So, in terms of the Bohr
theory, the first reaction on p. 72 of
the text would look like this:

1H2 80H8199 y (91T1701] 79Au197 + 2He4.



I Have your students rewrite the
nuclear equations in this section and
in the following one in terms of the
compound nucleus theory.

Bohr assumed that the energy of the
entering particle was shared by all the
other nucleons in the capturing
nucleus - this newly available energy
he called the excitation energy. If
this energy is large enough, it may
provide the means for one nucleon or a
combination (like the alpha particle)
to escape (this amount needed for es-
cape is called the separation energy
about 8 MeV).

Thus, compound nuclei are formed
whenever a nucleus captures a proton,
neutron, electron, deutron, alpha par-
ticle or even an x-ray photon of high
enough energy. In a very short time,
the compound nucleus disintegrates to
eject a particle and leave a new prod-
uct nucleus.

Sec. 23.9 Artificially Induced Radioactivity

One of the most interesting cases of
induced radioactivity is that of sodium
discovered by E.O. Lawrence. He bom-
barded rock salt with deuterons of 2
million electron-volts energy and ob-
tained radioactive sodium, The reaction
can be written

11Na23 1H2
Na224] 1H1

followed by

[1lNa
24)

12
mg24 _leo

with a half life of fifteen hours. The
magnesium nucleus, however, is in an ex-
cited state and in falling to the normal
state emits gamma rays. Hence, radio-
sodium emits beta and gamma rays identi-
cal in nature with those from natural
radioactive substances. These gamma rays
are more penetrating than those from
radium, The advent of induced radio-
activity creates new possibilities in
biological and chemical research. The
active atoms are so easily detected that
they can be traced through a process or
reaction. They serve as marked or
"tagged" atoms which can be located by
their effect upon a counter. The time
for an in-depth discussion of radiation
biology, medicine and agriculture will
be in Sec: 24. 13. Today there are far
more artificially produced radioactive
isotopes than there are natural ones,
and there is no essential difference
between them.
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Sec. 24 1 Conservation of Energy in Nuclear
Reactions

The sta'ement that nuclear reactions
are far more energetic than chemical
reactions can be made more vivid by
having your students calculate the num-
ber of electron volts of energy released
in a typical exothermic reaction.

A well-known reaction is the combin-
ing of oxygen and hydrogen to form
water. The heat of formation for a
gram molecular weight of water is
-68.4 kcal (the minus sign means the
reaction is exothermic). The steps
your students should follow are:

1) change kcal into joules by using
the mechanical equivalent of heat:

W = JH;

2) compute the number of joules of
energy released per molecule. Remind
your students that there n Avogad-
ro's number of molecules in a gram
molecular weight;,

3) change the number of joules/mole-
cule to electron volts.,

The students will discover that the
total energy released per molecule of
water is about 3 eV. And this is con-
sidered a fairly energetic chemical
reaction!

You can find other values of heats
of formation in any chemistry text for
other examples of the above.

Sec. 24.2 The Energy of Nuclear Binding

The concept of binding energy (remind
your students about the actual defini-
tion in terms of "unbinding") brings up
the question of nuclear force. When
nucleons are held together in a very,
very small volume, what kind of force
keeps them together? What part is
played by the binding energy here?

There is a fine article in the March
1960 Scientific American on the subject
about which we still know so little,
"The Nuclear Force," by Robert E.
Marshak. Gamow also writes about nu-
clear force, using a very entertaining
simile, in The Atom and the Nucleus
(Spectrum Books), pages 136-7.,

If any student who has heard of the
term "mass defect" asks about it with
respect to the subject matter of this
section,, point out that "mass defect"
is t.e same as "binding energy" except
that the former is measured in mass
units and the latter in energy' units,

It may be worthwhile to point out to
your students that the conceptualization
and measurement of binding energy is re-
sponsible for the decision not to use
the proton as a standard (with a mass =
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1 amu) for all atomic masses. For all
atoms with A greater than 12, the mass
defect is about 0.0085 amu/nucleon. CI'
on this scale would have a mass = 11.907
amu, and the mass of U'38 would be
238.20. Thus, there would be a notice-
able discrepancy between mass numbers
and the actual numbers of nucleons in
nuclei. Actually, any atom more massive
than BII could have been chosen as a
standard, in order to make the mass num-
bers nearly equal to the numbers of
nucleons;; Cl2 was chosen for the reasons
given on page 46 of the text.

Sec. 24.3 Stability and Binding Energy

The point to emphasize in this section
is the way in which the average binding
energy per nucleon varies with the mass
number A. Figure 24.1b illustrates that
variation;, a variation which will be seen
in later sections to account for the re-
lease of energy in nuclear reactions,
and to make possible the large-scale
energy release in both nuclear fission
and fusion.

Since Fig. 24.1b will be referred back
to in later sections, briefly focusing
the attention of students on it at this
point will be helpful to them in sections
to come; but don't take time to go into
all its implications let the implications
arise naturally in later sections.

Something which might need stating is
that it only makes sense to speak of
binding energy per particle when the
particle is in fact, bound to other
particles. An isolated particle, of
course, has no binding energy.

Sec 24.4 The Mass-Energy Balance in Nuclear
Reactions

Here is an excellent opportunity to
clarify student understanding of the
equivalence of mass and energy. The
text describes a nuclear reaction in
which a proton is captured by a lithium
nucleus, which disintegrates into two
alpha particles moving apart at high
speed. As shown on p. 85, this disin-
tegration results in a loss of rest mass
and a gain in kinetic energy. Students
may think aha! mass has been converted
into energy! But this interpretation is
valid only if the student is careful to
say rest mass and kinetic energy (and/or
gamma ray energy). There is no change
in total mass or total energy.

Prior to disintegration, the lithium
nucleus and proton had a certain total
energy, made up of kinetic energy and
rest energy the energy equivalent of
their rest mass. After disintegration
the total energy is the same as before,
but now consists of more kinetic energy
and less rest energy!



As total energy is conserved, so is
total mass. Suppose measurements of the
mass of the alpha particles were made as
they separated at high speeds after their
formation.* The kinetic energy of the
alphas contributes to their relativistic
mass, and the total mass so measured
would be identical to the total mass of
the proton and lithium nucleus prior to
the reaction!

However, if we stop them and again
measure their mass, we will be measuring
their total rest mass, which we will find
to be smaller than before (by an amount
we call the mass defect of the reaction).
Note that mass and energy are still con-
served, because the kinetic energy and
accompanying mass increase pass by
collision and ionization from molecule
to molecule of the air through which
the alphas travel, ending distributed
as thermal motion of the air molecules,

*The mass measurement at high speed
could be made by measuring the initial
curvatures of the alpha particle tracks
in a cloud chamber in a magnetic field,

Sec. 24.5 Nuclear Fissions Discovery

This sectio% nogins the part of the
course that shla be very exciting for
most students;, they all know about A-
bombs and H-bombs by now What is im-
portant, then, is that they understand
1) exactly wnat fission is, 2) how it
takes place, and 3) what the consequen-
ces are. One might add that the stu-
dents ought to understand how the
phenomenon of fission affects nuclea:
theory; that is, the making of nuclear
models:

You might also underline the effect.
of accident (of a kind), in the case of
the Fermi attempts to create transura-
nium elements. The discovery of reac-
tion products that shouldn't have been
there as 113138 and Lai"--turned the
direction of research toward what re-
sulted in the discovery of fission by
Hahn and Strassmann, and in its expla-
nation by Lisa Meitnet and 0. R. Frisch.

It may interest your students to
know that Lise Meitner shared the Atom-
ic Energy Commissior Enrico Fermi Award
in 1966 with Hahn an Strassmann and
was the first woman to receive this
award.

Sec. 24.6 Nuclear Fission: Controlling Chain

Reactions

The text discusses some of the condi-
tions for neutron capture in terms of
neutron energy. That is, "slow" or
"fast" neutrons are mentioned. This
whole suuject area is rather complex and
the text treatment should be sufficient;
however, there is no reason why interested
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students :should not be encouraged to find
out more on their own if they so desire.

Some good references for student
reading are: The Neutron Story, by
Donald Hughes (an Anchor Book paperback);,
in the August 1965 Scientific American,
the article, "Nuclear Fission," by R.
B. Leachman; and in the January 1964
American Journal of Physics (vol, 32,
no. 1),, two articles on the history of
fission: "A Study of the Discovery of
Fission," by Esther Sparberg, and "Dis-
covery of Nuclear F2ssion," by Hans
Graetzer.

Additional information for the teach-
er may be found in Contemporary Physics
(a Harbinger Book paperback), by David
Park, Chapters 6 and 7,

Sec. 24.7 Nuclear Fissions Large Scale Energy

Release and Some of lts Consequences

One of the questions you might. bring
up in class is: if we assume that at
the time of the formation of the earth
there was as much U-38 created as U238,
how can the present-day ratios of 99.28%
U-38 to 0.72% 17'35 be explained? (Hint:
assume the earth is about 5.6 billion
years old. The half-life of U238
4.5 x 10y years; that of U'35 =
7 x 106 years.)

A quick, but interesting, approxima-
tion of the magnitude of nuclear energies
can be worked out quite,easily in class.
This fission of one U23' nucleus liber-
ates about 206 MeV of energy, Have your
students change this quantity into
joules. Suppose you had an Avogadro's
number of U- nuclei. How much energy
would be liberated? Five times this
amount is about 1 kilogram of U235. When
they have calculated the equivalent of
this amount of energy liberated by the
fission of 1 kg, point out that this is
more than is liberated by exploding
20,000 tons of T. N. T. The difference
between an exploding bomb and a nuclear
reactor, of course, is simply the time
taken to release the total energy.

Your students would probably enjoy
writing to the Atomic Energy Commission
in Washington, or to private corporations
like Westinghouse and General Electric,
for more information about the peaceful
uses of atomic power. Most of these
agencies have education and information
sections for the dissemination of such
information free of charge. Local Civil
Defense agencies will certainly have
information about radioactive fallout.
Here is a good opportunity to relate
what is being learned in the classroom
to the realities of world politics and
economics.

A couple of useful reference articles
are: "Breeder Reactors," by Alvin Wein-
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berg in the January 1960 Scientific
American,, and "The Detection of Under-
ground Explos;c,ns," by Sir Edward Bul-
:ard, in the Jul- 1966 Scientific
American,

Sec. 24.8 Nuclear Fusion

Though this section describes to some
extent the problems inherent in control-
ling a fusion reaction, you might pose
the questions a little more precisely
for our students. For example, if a
mag-etic field is used to contain the
deuterons and tritium nuclei, what will
the paths of these particles be in the
field? how does this "contain" the
charged particles? How could particles
"escape," and what would happen if they
did?

In this way, you can relate the tech-
nology of thermonuclear reactions to
fundamental principles already studied
in previous Units on electricity, mag-
netism, and kinetic theory:

The intriguing question "how can ther-
monuclear reactions be taking place in
the sun and stars without a special mech-
&,:ism of confinement? Would be a nice
lead-in to Sec. 24.9. Of course the
answer lies in the gravitational fields
of such massive bodies.

A discussion of thermonuclear energy
always brings up the threat of the H-bomb
and its promise of total destruction.
Here is a good opportunity to "integrate"
with the social science course in your
school, There are certainly many buoks
and articles in print on this subject,
and discussions of the problem are still
continuing on an international scale.
A popular publication on the subject is
Brighter Than a Thousand Suns, by Robert
Jungk, Grove Paperback, Black Cat Se-
ries,, 1962.. Journals like The Bulletin
of Atomic Scientists and Daedalus have
many articles on the subject. Try to
find time for an informal, exciting kind
of seminar class on the question of
atoms for war or peace.

A pertinent article in the Unit 6
Reader for your students might be:
"Calling All Stars," by Szilard,

Sec. 24.9 Fusion Reactions in Stars

The text discussion applies only to
"normal," or "main-sequence" stars, of
%doh our sun is one. Special types of
,tags like white dwarfs, red giants,
,'ariables, and supernovae are more com-
plicated and less well understood. Hy-
drogen is by far the most abundant ele-
ment in those parts of the universe which
we can explore, thus a very large fraction

all the nuclei present will be protons.
Vor interested students, the two nuclear
' eactions which are thought to occur, are
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as follows (assign SG 24.15 before dis-
cussing)

(1) Carbon-nitrogen cycle

C12 4. H1 , N13

N13 C13 + e4 + neutrino

CI3 + H1 -4. NI" + y

NI4 + H1 015 + y

015 4 N15 e+ + neutrino
N15 + H1 c12 + He 4

(2) Proton-proton cycle

HI + HI -* H2 + e+ + neutrino

H2 + HI -4. He3 + y

He3 + He3 -4. He + 2HI

Note that for the third reaction to
occur, the second reaction must occur
twice.

The net effect of both reactions is
to form a strongly bound alpha particle
from four protons. The carbon cycle is
more appropriate to stars which are more
luminous than our sun and whose central
temperatures are higher. The proton-
proton cycle is more important to stars
whose central temperatures and luminosi-
ties are lower than that of our sun.
Both reactions take place in the sun but
the proton-proton cycle predominates.

Sec. 24.10 The Strength of Nuclear Forces

The nuclear force is the third type
of force your students will have studied;
the other two being gravitational and
coulomb, or electrostatic, forces. (The
magnetic force is not similarly classed
because it results from the relative mo-
tion of charged particles.)

In the case of nuclear force, however,
there seems to be need for a third de-
scription that does not seem to have the
same kind of logical basis as the first
two. How can the tremendous repelling
coulomb force between protons (that
certainly must overcome any gravitation-
al force) be rendered inoperative? What
kind oc cohesive power works here? It
ough. to be evident to your students
thpt anything said about "nuclear force"
must indeed be quite speculative.

There is a fairly easy way to demon-
strate the techniques of speculation in
nuclear theory by developing the argu-
ment for the particle called the meson.

You begin with the rather weird as-
sumption that within the space of the
nucleus one nucleon might eject a very
small particle that would be absorbed by
a neighboring nucleon. The new particle
would have an amount of energy which can
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be designated by Einstein's equation:
mc', where m is the mass of the particle.
This new particle, then,, could move
through the range of "nuclear force"
that is, across a very small distance
inside the nucleus. Measurements show
that this range is about 1.5 x 10-1 me-
ters.

If we call this distance s, then the
time it takes the particle to move
through s at the speed of light is
simply s7c. Now reaund your students
about the Heisenberg Uncertainty Prin-
ciple (Unit 5, Sec. 20.5), and indicate
that at such a short distance and at so
great a speed, this principle must come
into play. Then, the energy multiplied
by the time interval must be of the
order of Planck's constant; that is:

L.:pc:At h/2-.

Ask your students to compare the
units of Lmc2Lt with those of Lpt.x (the
more familiar statement of the princi-
ple); they will find that the units are
exactly the same. Now, since 4t is the
same as s/c, we can write:

Amc2s/c 7 h/27,

ms 7 h/27c.
Or

Now, your students can fill in the
values for h (6.62 Y 10-34), r (3.14),
and c (3 Y 108). Have them calculate
the value of ms in kg-m. If they divide
this value by s = 1.5 Y 10-15 m, they
will have found the mass of the theoret-
ical particle (it should come out to
about 2 x 10-'8 kg). Have them compare
this mass with that of the proton and
electron.

After this calculation is finished,
you can point out to your students that
they have just worked out a sequence of
logical thought similar to that done by
Yukawa in order to predict the existence
of mesons. In spite of the illogical
nature of the assumptions, the tracks
of mesons were first identified in 1938
by Anderson in cloud chamber photos of
cosmic ray events. Now, at least four
different kinds of mes-- have been
identified. Emphasize fantastic
nature of making a prec on that turns
out to be so exact (Anderson's first
measurements showed the new particle to
have a mass equal to about 200 electron
masses), while the "underpinnings" of
the prediction are pretty shaky! And
this is the way in which much of the
predicting u nuclear theory has been
going along.

Sec. 24.11 The Liquid-Drop Nuclear Model

The liquid-drop-model, whose ability
to account for the variation in nuclear
binding energy with mass number and for
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the process of nuclear fission, depends
upon the assumption that interactions
occur only between adjacent nucleons.
We are all familiar with the character-
istic oscillations of a stretche' string
(Unit 3, page 129), a taut membrane
(Unit 3, page 130), etc. Less familiar
perhaps are the characteristic oscilla-
tions of a liquid drop. It might be
well to review briefly just how a liquid
drop oscillates with time when disturbed.
The students must understand this before
they can appreciate the application to
fission va. the model. A sketch similar
to the following might help.

00i00a Q-4440
Vibrating liquid drop

Time .

Vibrating drum

Time ,

Vibrating string

With this model it is easy to see
that once a nucleus is set into oscilla-
tion the electrostatic forces of repul-
sion (positive charges of the protons)
between the two halves may drive it into
a complete break. This is the fission
process.

The question "why doesn't a nucleus
separate into three lighter nuclei?"
is answered by considering the nucleus
to act like a liquid drop, where it
seems unlikely that an oscrl:ation would
take place in such a mode as lo break
the drop into three pieces.

The shock that sets a heavy nucleus
intc oscillation can be delivered by
any kind of particle. 92U238 needs a
very large disturbance while 92U235 can
undergo fission by the addition of a
neutron with zero kinetic energy. There
has been considerable study of photon-
induced fission, but for cnain reaction,
however, the important particle is the
neutron.

Sec. 24.12 The Shell Model

There is a good article on the two
models (for the teacher) by Aage Bohr
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(son of Niels) in the November 1957
American Journal of physics, "On the
Structure of Atomic Nuclei" (Vol. 25,
No. 8).

Though this subje.ct is not mentioned
in the text, your more interested stu-
dents should, by now, be able to read
the articles in the Unit 6 Reader on
the problem of a mirror image universe:
"The Fall of Parity,' by Yartia Gardner.

Sec. 24.13 MologicolondhiedicalApplica-

tionsoft4udeorPhysics

The ramifications of this final sec-
tion are many,, and if time permits,, you
nay want to encourage your students to
find out more about the use of radioac-
tive tracers. They can write to the
Atomic Energy Commission, or to various
industries; local doctors or hospitals
can probably furnish information on the
part played by radioactive isotopes in
fighting malignant diseases.

Another interesting feature is the
general effect of radiation on animal
and plant communities. A good article
that concerns itself with this aspect is
"The Ecological Effects of Radiation,"
by George Woodwell, in the June 1963
Scientific American.

Better students who can handle mathe-
matics fairly easily can be asked to
investigate the logic of using tracers
in agriculture, ,hat is the advantage
of using P3. (hal -life = 14 days) to
find out how rapic'y a plant takes up
phosphate fertilize,.?

What the students ought to discover
is that only a very tiny amount of phos-
phate is needed so little that it could
not be detected with the finest analyti-
cal balance. Thus, analysis becomes a
much simpler task, depending on the
counting rate of the detection equipment
and the half -life of the tracer atoms.

In the case of P32, it can enter into
the plant system as part of a PO, radi-
cal (phosphate). We can assume that in
order to know we are actually counting
P32 atoms and not random radiation our
counter has to count 1000 counts/minute
from a 1 gram sample of the plant:

The question is: how much PO4 has to
be taken up by the plant to give this
count?

From Sec. 21.8, the students know that
the disintegration rate A = 0.693/half-
life. If we change the half-life of P32
to minutes, A turns out to be 3.4 x 10-4
per min.

Our required counting rate of
1000/min is simply equal to A times the
number of radioactive atoms needed:

number of atoms = 1000/A = 3 x 106.
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The students ought to know how many
gams of PO, represent an Avogadro's
number of atoms. Then:

96

6 10' 3 101

and x = 5 102' grams of P0, in 1 gram
of plant material.

In the case of malignancy, detection
of tumors by radioactive atoms became
possible only after the less massive,
artificial radioactive nuclides were
made. Ask your students why the natu-
rally radioactive elements could not be
used for such. detection. The answer is
that such atoms are not taken up natu-
rally by living cells in normal metabol-
ic processes.

An extra exercise, or library re-
search project, might be to ask your
students to find out just what the units
of radiation are. There is usually much
confusion about such units, even though
t...y are used very glibly in popular
science articles, usually without proper
definition. The units to be checked out
are: roentgen. rep (Roentgen Equivalent
Physical), and raC. Your students ought
to discover that the roentgen only mea-
sures numbers of lens produced, and
tells you nothing about energy absorbed.
Also, the roentgen is based on x rays
and gamma rays, and their Affect on air.



Transparencies

T4A Separation of 1, f rays

Observed deflections of the emanations
from a radioactive source are shown in
the presence of a magnetic field.

T41 Rutherford's ) narticle "Mousetrap"

A simplified detail or the apparatus
used by Rutherford and Royds in 1909 to
show that the s particle is a doubly-
ionized helium is presented along with
spectra observed during the experiment.

T42 Radioactive Disintegration Series

The four radioactive series: uranium-
radium, thorium, actinium, and Neptunium
are presented for completion by the
teacher and studerts.

T43 Radioactive Decay Curve

A number of overlays displaying sample
data for a radioactive elemeit and its
accumulating "daughter" atoms leads to
the half-life concept.

T44 Radioactive Displacement Rules

Three types of radioactive decay: u, B-
:i+ are presented in a visuaxized "before-
after" sequence as well as in generalized
and. specific equation form.

T45 Mass Spectrograph

A schematic diagram of the mass spectro-
graph with its velocity selector and mass
determining sections are shown.

T46 Chart of the Nuclides

A chart of the stable and unstable radio-
active isotopes are presented with other
pertinent nuclear information.

T47 Nuclear Equations

Visualizations and equations for impor-
tant nuclear reactions: the first arti-
ficial transmutation, the discovery of
the neutron, and the mass-energy rela-
tion are presented.

T48 Binding Energy Curves

Two plots, one of the total binding
energy in MeV vs. the number of nucleons
and another of the average binding energy
per nucleon vs. number of nucleons, are
presented.

Loops

L49 Collisions with an Unknown Object

Elastic collisions between balls of ap-
prpriate relative masses illustrated
Chadwick's discovery of the neutron (L).

Aid Summary
Transparencies
Loops

Non-Project Physics Loops

L6-1 Radioactive Decay (8 mm loop, 4

min, 55 sec).

Assembly of scintillation detector.
Samples of Cu 64 and Mn 56 are placed la
position. Gamma ray spectra are dis-
played. Radioactive decay of Cu 64
(half life 12.84 hr) an Mn 56 (half
life 2.56 hr).

Distributed by The Ealing Corporation,
Cambridge, Mass.

L6-2 Thomson's Positive Ray Parabolas
(8 mm loop, color, 3 min, 25 sec, No.
20210).

Mostly animation.

After showing the original apparatus, a
beam of positive ions (ne 20) passes
through the cathode and strikes the
screen. The beam is deflected by elec-
tric plates producing vertical line on
screen: Magnetic field produces hori-
zontal line. When both fields are ap-
plied and the magnetic field is changed,
a parabola is produced.

Distributed by Encyclopaedia Britannica
Films, Inc., 1150 Wilmette Avenue, Wil-
mette, Illinois.

L6-3 Aston's Mass Spectrograph (8 mm
loop, color, 2 nin, 20 sec).

Film opens with shot of Aston's original
mass spectrograph, introduces electric
plates, passes ieflected beam through
magnetic field, and also introduces
photographic plate.

Distributed by Encyclopaedia Britannica
Films, Inc., 1150 Wilmette Avenue, Wil-
mette, Illinois.

L6-4 Nuclear ReactionsChain Reaction
and Controlled Chain (8 mm loop, color,
2 min, 35 sec, No. 20206).

Animated. Shows various stages of a
chain reaction and of a controlled chain
reaction around a U235 nucleus cluster.

Distributed by Encyclopaedia Britannica
Films, Inc., 1150 Wilmette Avenue, Wil-
mette, Illinois.

L6-5 Critical Size ( Nuclear Reactions:
Critical Size (8 mm loop, color, 2 min,
10 sec, No 20207).

Animated. Demonstrates the importance
of critical mass in the creation of a
nuclear reaction similar to that taking
place in an atomic explosion.

Distributed by Encyclopaedia Britannica
Films, Inc., 1150 Wilmette Avenue, Wil-
mette, Illinois.
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Aid Summaries
16mm Film

16mm Films

F47 Discovery of Radioactivitil (16 mm,
color.

Distributed by the International Film
Bureau, 332 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago
4, Illinois.

F48 U238 Radioactive Series (16 mm, B&W,
min).

The film traces the various stages in the
decay of U238 to stable lead. Alpha emis-
sion and the statistical nature of the
process are emphasized. A brief mention
is made of other radioactive series,

Distributed by McGraw-Hill, Text-Film
Division,, 330 W. 42nd Street, New York,
N. Y.

F49 Random Events (16 mm, B&W, 31 min).

This film shows how the over-all effect
of a very large number of random (unpre-
dictable) events can be very predictable.
Several unusual games can be played to
bring out the statistical nature of this
probability. The predictable nature of
radioactive decay is explained in terms
of what is shown.

PSSC Film distributed by Modern Learning
Aids.

F50 Long Time Intervals (16 mm, 25 min).

A discussion of the significance of long
time intervals with a detailed description
of radioactive dating arriving at an es-
timate for the age of the earth.

Distributed by Modern Learning Aids, 235
Stuart Street, Boston, Mass.

F51 Isoto es (16 mm, B&W or color, 15
min .

The film shows uranium being separated
into two isotopes U238 and U235. It
explains how J. J. Thomson first demon-
strated the existence of isotopes and
how Aston developed the first mass spec-
trometer. It then shows two methods of
separating isotopes and concludes by
illustrating the uses of radioisotopes.

F52 The Linear Accelerator (16 mm, B&W,
12 min).

This film introduces the tneory of nu-
clear transmutations and the production
of hard x rays with laboratory acceler-
ated particles. It shows the development
and techniques from the original Cock-
croft and Walton experiments up to the
most recent traveling wave linear accel-
erator, the design and underlying theory
of which are described in detail.

Distributed by McGraw-Hill, Text-Film
Division, 330 W. 42nd Street, New York,
N. Y.
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F53 Positron-Electron Annihilat:on (1(,

mm, B&W, 27 rin).

Using brief demonstrations, emphasi,ina
conservation of energy, the film "r oyes"
the annihilation, Ilovs the tuo 1/2 Mcv
gamma rays moving in cpl.osite directions.

Distributed by EductlJnal Services,
Inc., Film Library, Ji Galen Street,
Watertown, Massachusetts.

P54 Principles of Nuclear Fission (16 mm,
color, 10 min).

After considering the historic and the
modern conceptions of the structure of
the atom, the film shows diagrammatically
the relation of its basic particles, elec-
trons, protons, and neutrons. It de-
scribes in detail how bombarding neutrons
causes fission in Jranium 235 atoms and
the production of chain reactions. The
film then deals with the grarhite nuclear
reactor, showing methods of controlling
action in a nuclear reactor and relating
this to the production of electricity.

Distributed by McGraw-Hill, Text-Film
Division, 310 W. 42nd Street, New York,
N. Y.



1 Reader

1. RUTHERORD
Charles P. Sno%,
1967

C. P. Snow is perhaps best known in
this country among scientists for
his famous book on tne "TWO Cultures
and the Scientific Revolution,"
which stresses the separation bet%,een
the sciences and the humanities,
particularly in a ritish academic
environment. He is also a well-known
British novelist, with a long series
of novels to his credit. The present
selection is from a recent collection
of short biographies entitled "Vari-
ety of Man." Snow had personal :on-
tacts with Ernest Rutherford. Snow
started as a research worker in the
Cavendish laboratory while Rutherford
-'as still director, and his research
activities were the basis of an early
novel, "The Search." The present
selection is not a dull straight
biographical selection, but is per-
sonal and impressionistic. Most
students will find it easy to read.

2, THE NATURE OF THE ALPHA PARTICLE
Ernest Rutherford and T. Royds
1909

Rutherford'; exnerimental techniques,
in contrast to hose often seen in
large laboratories today, were simple
enough to be understandable by the
beginning student. Rutherford re-
ports on his experiments showing
that the alpha particle is a helium
nucleus. As he says, this had al-
ready been suspected from his earlier
work, but the desire was to establish
it beyond doubt.

3 SOME PERSONAL NOTES ON THE SEARCH
FOR THE NEUTPON
Sir James Chadwick
1962

Chadwick was asked to speak at the
Tenth International Congress of His-
tory of Science at Cornell University,
in 1962, about his discovery of the
neutron, woik that was done in Ruther-
ford's laboratory. The events de-
scribed took place some thirty years
earlier; memory could be in some
instances fallible. However, there
is an interesting story hers, partic-
ularly involving Cavendish's working
with and getting assistance from
other people.

Aid Summaries
Reader

F-Illo
F. Ther.ls

1956

The stet 7ay articl-
Interesting e.mtrast to the earller
experiertal article in the Reajer,
Number 2, frcm Rutherford. Physl.:',

has changed in the half- center. that
elapses between tnese Fonr
people were involved in tn.s
and generally large groups or
may be collaboratino on the same
experiment. Students who attempt to
read this (not easy) article should
be aware, as the first paragraph
states, that there was strong theo-
retical reason for believing in the
existence of the anti-proton, even
before the experimental work was done.

5. THE TRACKS OF NUCLEAR PARTICLES
Herman Yagoda
1956

The photographic plate fornushes a
convenient way of studying the be-
havior of huclear particles, because
such particles leave tracks in photo-
graphic emulsions. The present paper
discusses the technique for such ob-
servations and shows how different
kinds of particles, and different
kinds of events, can be studied using
the technique.

5. THE SPARK CHAMBER
Gerard K. O'Neill
1962

This article presents another method
for "seeing" elementary particles,
using the charged "tracks" that they
leave in a gas. A high voltage is
put across the ends of the chamber,
and sparks go along the' paths. The
author discusses other ways of ob-
serving charged particles. This ar-
ticle should be of interest in con-
nection with the "People and Par-
ticles" film:

7. THE EVOLUTION OF THE CYCLOTRON
Ernest 0. Lawrence
1951

This is Lawrence's Nobel Prize speech,
aiven in 1551. Anyone who reads it
will probably read the next "selec-
tion" also.

8. PHE CYCLOTRON AS SEEN EY...
David C. Judd and Ronald MacKenzie
1967

Commentary seems superfluous!
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,T,remy R,rnstln
1QC4

Rrnstein is a ..ysicist wnc
tes ..:.out science f-r rhe New

,Iorker. .::is article (lives a pano-
ramicview of a lar:e contemporary
physics research institute. CEP:, .,as
created for the Furopean situatioh,
w!th a all nations,
finanofhs an.: talents to -lake a ma-,,or
ro:...arcn center na:ing the ex;:Lnsive
facilities necessary f,t- nis_hl energy
physics work. This article should
be valuable for giving students even
at the elementary levt ome insight
in what it is like to work in a major
physics laboratory. Thus in a sense
it also complements the "People and
Part.,c1,-s" ;,1m.

10. MR TOMPF1NS TASTES A JAPANESE MEAL
Geurge Gamow
1965

:any students are attracted to the
fanciful physics of Gamow's Mr.
Tompkins stories. The topic 's ele-
mentary particles, and the treatment
is in th2 usual light-hearted fashion.
The student should know that he is
dealing wits material at the r:,search
frontier, so that 1: he sees
recent articles he may find diffezent
lists of particles than that shown
on page 9'.

11 MODELS OF THE NUCLE.-
Rudolf E. Peierls
1959

This Scientific Ame:-Ica; article gives
a descript ve view of th- theories
of tne nucleus in use today. .,.ne

of these theories _ entire_ suc-
cessful, but each has -a:ge!, of
applicability where it oe4 i_re-
dict more or less correctl .

12. POWER FROM THE STARS
Ralph E. Lapp
1960

One of the ma;or puzzles c

until recently was the or ';in of
energy of suns. A quick ,--;timatE
shows that a sun is pouring out an
enormous amuunt o' energy. Up unt
quite recently. there did not s,-ot
to be any process that wo,ld e:ia,n
such huge amounts of energy over very
long periods. The eve'', lal answer
came through an area of physics which
seemed to consider very different
problems, nuclear physics. This

readable article indicates how
thermonuclear power 2s generitee in
the sun.
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13. SS

1954

The wife of the late Enrico Fer-i
describes the development cf the
C? 1 p' le at the t'niversity o: (2h1 ,.t.:-

s.uash courts; the first criti,al
to be constructed, and a -acr :stei
toward the development of nu.:lar
cower. The story is told in a dra-
ratio fashion, fit.._ n,: the :::-A7:
nature of the events. The same
material is also covered in a 12-,:ec!
Physics film, The World of Fr :c(
Fer-,."

14. NUCLEAR ENERGY REVOLUTIoN
Alvin M. Weinberg and Gale Youn:
1966

Until now, power from nuclear roach r,,

.Is been too expensive for widesplea.1
civilian use in this country. But
today electricity from such reactors
is economically competitive and is
projected to become much cheaper.

15. CONSERVATION LAWS
Kenneth W. Ford
1963

This long and detailed discussion
will be very valuable for the better
student who wants more insight into
modern physics than usually offered
in the beginning course. Conserva-
tion laws, the laws that say that
something stays constan- while other
things are changing, have played an
increasingly important role in the
development of all physics, and
they are one of the central tools of
modern elementary particle theory.
in addition to the classical con-
servation laws, such as that for
energy and momentum, new conservation
laws have been develcped for elemen-
tary particles. Conservation laws
are closely related to another im-
portant concept, the invariance of
physical laws under .mathematical
changes.



16. TgE FALL OF PARITY
Martin Gardner
19,4

.one assurT_tion often made in physics
early in this century, was tnat the
laws of physics did not have any
preference for ri,:ht-nandedness or
left-handedness. If one were sudden-
ly to switch the universe around,
chancing everything that was right-
handed in ter-s of ever: thin; that
was left-handed, nothing essential
would be altered. Like many ideas,
this one had consequences which could
be tested. In 1956 people tried ex-
periments to verify that this "conser-
vation of parity," particularly in
the universe of elementary particles.
Pother to everFone's surprise it
turned out that parity was not con-
served, Martin Gardner, who may be
familiar to your students as the
author of the mathematical games
section of Scientific American,
writes in his 'isual clear and lucid
fashion, Other ?arts of the book
from which this is taken may be of
interest to students too.

17. CAN TIME GO BACKWARD?
Martin Gardner
1967

Even the beginning student may feel
that there is something slightly pe-
Ailiar about the concept of time,
something different from the other
kinds of physical variables, Pe seems
to have no control over it. Things
just "happen," and we cannot alter
the flow cf time.

Nevertheless there have always been
interesting puzzles connected with
time in physics, puzzles which are
by no means resolved today. One is
that associated with the idea of
time as flowing, time as inexorably
moving forward. Martin Gardner raises
a question which has often been asked,
sometimes very profitably, within
twentieth century physics. Can we
somehow r terse the direction of time,
or car we get useful results in physics
by assuming that time does go back-
wards? Perhaps surprisingly, this
has been a profitable kind of specula-
tion. This article relates to the
two previous articles in the Reader,
through qeestions of invariance and
conservation. The telephone conver-
sation between Richard Feynman and
John Wheezer is also described by
Feynman in his Nobel Prize speech in
this reader. Students should see the
Project Physics film "Reversibility
of Time," in connection with reading
this article.

Aid Summaries
Reader

18. A R"PoRT TO THE s!-L-Pry
.7x-es Franc.k, Huahes,
J.I. Euoene
(;lenn T. S:sal,orc, C. Stearn:,
Leo Szilard
1963

rho devolopn:,rt atomic
in the tnited States was hi :illy
stimulated by the Known Cerman.
effort In th.ls threct_cn. (The
rla::nitude of the ;orr'an otf,-rt
cor.:"Iderable. 'tudents
a recent book, THF GERMAN ATOMIC
BOMB, by IrvIng.) Within the rIlted
Stat..?s, as the likelihood of a bomb
became closer and closer, sore of
the scientists who had worked on the
atomic projects became concerned
about the social and political conse-
quences of atomic energy. The Metal-
lurgical Laboratory in Chicago, where
little active work was then aoing on
compared to such feverish places at
the time as Los Alamos, was a center
of such thought. The German atomic
bomb was obviously no longer a threat,
and these physicists worried about
what would happen if a bomb were
developed. The Franck Report was an
attempt to influence the American
Government's policy with regard to
the bomb, and to advise on the future
political and social consec,aences.
In lieu of later developments, many
things in this report appear almost
prophetic.

19. TWENTIETH BIRTHDAY OF THE ATOMIC AGE
Eugene P. Wigner
1962

A distinguished theoretical physicist
presents a somewhat different attitude
toward the development of atomic
energy from that reflected by the
authors of the Franck Report, the
last selection. The student should
view this as a personal statement by
a distinguished individual, trying to
represent his own feelings in these
issues.

20 CALLI:G ALL STARS
Leo Szilard
1961

Szilard was in the forefront cn the
physicists who tried to influence
the development of atomic energy,
both in military and civilian direc-
tions, after the war. He used a
number of techniques for this, in-
cluding the science fiction stories
in his very interesting book, VOICE
OF TPE DOLPHINS. This excerpt from
that book is a warning concerning
the ultimate possible consequences of
the use of atomic energy.
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21. TASKS PO:, A WORLD WITHOUT WAR
Harrison Brown
1960

Brown gives prospects for the future
and the urgent work that can be done
if the energies of scientists and
engineers can be fully devoted to
such work in a more politically
stable world.

22. ONE SCIE:.TIST AND HIS VIEW OF SCIENCE
Leopold Infled
1941

This excerpt from infeld's autobio-
graphical QUEST is an extremely per-
sonal statement by a noted Polish
theoretical physicist. Students may
he surprised, particularly if they
have some of the stereotyped images
of the scientist, as to the extreme
passion reflected in this brief pas-
sage, and the concern for social
issues at the end of the selection.
This. is recommended reading for youiclas- 's.

23. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE-TIME
VIEW OF QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS
Richard P. Feynman
1965

This is Feynman's Nobel Prize lecture
of 1965. Many sections will certainly
be too difficult for the average high
school student. Nevertheless, it is
felt that the speech has interesting
insight- into how one kind of physics,
fundamental theoretical physics, is
conducted. Better students who want
insight into twentieth century physics
should be encouraged to read the
article, with the understanding that
the will not be able to follow all
the details,

24. PH SICS AND MATHEMATICS
Richard P. Feynman
1965

This excerpt from Feynman's Mess nger
LectuJs, available on films from B.B.C.
and others, discusses a central issue
in physics, how physics and mathematics
are interrelated.
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059: Mineral Audioradiograph

Autoradiographs played an important
role in early discoveries of radioactiv-
ity. For example, in 1895, in the set
of experiments in which Roentgen discov-
ered x rays, he developed a photographic
plate which had been accidentally ex-
posed while lying near an apparatus
wnich emitted x rays. Later, while at-
tempting to expand one part of Roent-
gen's work, Becquerel discovered natural
radioactivity when he developed a photo-
graphic plate which had been exposed to
the phosphorescent substance, potassium-
uranyl sulfate, under conditions in
which Becquerel only expected a weak
image. (See Section 21.1 in Unit 6 or
pages 657 -3 in Holton-Roller). Auto-
radiographs are still used for work
with tracers, etc., and can provide
some quick and useful evidence of radia-
tion.

This demonstration on the "Becquerel
effect' is designed as an introduction
to radiation and should be used as the
first piece of evidence of spontaneous
radiation and its effects. The demon-
stration might even be done before the
first reading in Unit 6 is assigned.
The techniques us(:,! here are also used
later in a tracer sxperiment on plant
growth.

Equipment

Polaroid sheet film, and film roller
or camera back for sheet film fc,: devel-
opment. (Better results are ootained
using a thick emulsion x-ray film such
as Eastman-No-Screen, but this also
quires darkroom supplies for develop-
ment.) We would encourage those who
have developed films to do this experi-
ment by wet-method, i.e., using a
darkroom, so tnat students will see it
at least once.

Kit of six samples of materials
(thine of which are radioactive). It
is also desirable to have a watch with
a radium flourescent dial (a prewar
watch is likely to act as a strong
source).

Procedure

The specimen samples should be placed
on tne film and left for over forty-
eight hours. A watch, if it in a strong
source, needs less than twelve hours'
exposure. A 50-microcurie source of
Ti"" will produce a noticeable mark in
fifteen minutes. After exposure, the
film is developed, and the question
raised as to the cause of the exposed
areas and how it passed through the
paper wrapper covering the film.

Demonstrations
D59
D60

060 Naturally Occurring

Radioactivity

It will probably come as a surprise to
most students that even very "ordinary"
things can be radioactive. Radioactive
matter does not have to be artificially
made, nor is uranium the only naturally
occurring radioactive element.

Natural potassium contains three iso-
topes: K'' and K' which are both stable,
and K" which decays by :-emission to Ca'
(which is stable). Tae approximate natural
abundances of the three isotopes are K3',
93% K .01%; K'1, 6.9%. The half-life
of K is 1.3 x 10/ years. A straightfor-
ward calculation (based on the natural
aoundance, half-life, Avogadro's number)
show; that there should be about 10r dis-
inf-grations per minute in one kilogram
of naturally occurring potassium chloride.
Of course, not all the emitted : particles
will ever be counted, but the calculation
certainly indicates that with a suitable
geometry a count significantly above
background should be obtained.

The 6 radiation is at 1.32 MeV and can
be counted with the Project Physics GM
setup.

Make sure that the KC1 is as close to
the window of the tube as possible. A
count of 40 to 60 per minute (i.e., 2-3 x
background) should be obtained; it is
not necessary actually to count to appre-
ciate tne difference.

Connect the counter system to an
amplifier and speaker that will let the
whole class hear or see the pulses. Dem-
onstrate the background level before and
after tne KC1 count.

It is a good idea to use "Analytically
Pure" KC1, to bring home the [(pint that
the radioactivity is not an impurity,
but that all naturally occurring potassium
contains a small amount of the radioactive
isW.ope.

Two points for discussion

1. The material contains less than .01%
of radioactive material. %About half this
amount because KC1 is roughly half K,
half Cl, and the Cl is not radioactive.)
It has a half-life of about 109 years.
The count rate is about ote disintegration
per second. These numbers give us a
feeling for the number of atoms present
in tne sample or alternatively for the
size of an atom. In 109 years time the
rate will be down to about one every two
seconds, and, taking the "average" decay
rate about one per seconi, 1 x 60 x 60 x
24 x 365 x 109 atoms will have decayed.
This number (of the order of 10181 is
about half of .01% of the total number
of atoms present and close enough to the
Geiger tube so that the 6 particles they
emit reach it.
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2. Ask students with an interest in
chemistry: if potassium salts always
contain K'-, and K". decays to Ca--,
how can any potassium compound ever
be obtained free of calcium? And if
a calcium free sample were obtained by
chemical separation, would it remain
calcium free? How quickly would it be-
come contaminated? (Not very--about
.0025% Ca*- after HO years!)

D61 Mass Spectrograph

To construct the model of the mass
spectrograph mount a piece of window
;lass horizontally and place a strong
magnet under it, close to the glass;

the inclined "launcher," fold sev-
eral index cards and attach them to the
glass with t--bber cement. When ball
bearings of various sizes are launched
from t'le incline to roll across the
.:lass along a path that passes near the
magnet, the larger bearings are deflect-
ed less than the smaller ones. If boxes
are placed at the edge of the glass, as
shown in the figure, each will catch
bearings of a different, given size (or
range of sizes). Adjustments can be
made by changing the position of the
magnet. The bearings can be launched
in any order; hol:ever, if the launching
rate is too rapid, the fields induced
in the bearings interfere with the
paths of consecutive hearings.

Launcher

Magnet
\z'
t

Window glass

If some students wish to build such
a model, its inadequacies should be
thoroughly discussed. Does the model
have a velocity selector? No, but a
single calculation s%aws that bearing
velocities at the bottom of the ramp
are constant: mgh = 1/2 mv2, v = '2gh.
Is the dPflecting farce similar to that
in the mass spectrograph? No, in that

avB force in the mass spectrograph
exists in discrete multiples of the
charge on the particle, and as a func-
tion of v; while here it is a function
of the ferromagnetic mass of the bear-
ing, and independent of v.
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062: Aston Analogue

An analogue of Aston's porous plug
isotope separation might be constructed
by interested students as follows:
Hand operated pistons at the sides of
a box generate fairly random motion of
the contained marbles and steel bearings
(of the same size). A hole in one of
the other sides of the box allows the
"molecules" to escape, and should favor
the lighter, faster-moving marbles.
N.B., this analogue has never been con-
structed an may not work. If not,
discuss why not

U

enriched "bearing" isotope

f/
GO

4)
D0

/6/
G

enriched "marble" isotope



LOOP 49: Collisions with an Unknown Object

It is intended that this film be used
to encourage interest in Chadwick's ex-
periment; obtaining the numerical value
of the unknown mass is not as important
as the experience of finding it by an
ingenious indirect method.

In the slow-motion scenes, the colli-
sions have been planned to occur near
the left of the f'-ame, so that there can
be no attempt to measure the incoming
ball's velocity v.

The iron balls used for the film were
hardened by heat treatment after noles
for the suspension strings were drilled.
Evidently the treatment was insufficient;
the collisions are not very elastic. As
shown in the student notes. the coeffi-
cient of restitution e neeu not be known,
but it should be the same for the two
events, However, in case 1, e is about
0.44, and in case 2, e is about 0.64.
Thus the assumption of constant e is not
correct for the actual filmed experiment.

e numerical value of m found by the stu-
dent will therefore be in error. However,
this point need riot be stressed, since
the film's main purpose is to illustrate
Chadwick's indirect method of finding
the neutron's mass. In Chadwick's
neutron experiment, the target nuclei did
not store any potential energy, and the
collisions were indeed perfectly elastic,
with e = 1 in each case.

From measured values of VI and V: and
the given values of M1 ald M2, the un-
known mass m turns out to be about 460
grams. For most students this should be
the end of the experiment--th,-y have de-
termined an unknown mass by inuirect
measurements, using a method entirely
analogous to Chadwick's historic experi-
ment.

For the teacher':' background infcrma-
tion, m was actually 449 grams, i.e.,
within 1 per cent of tne mass 14_ of the
smaller target ball. Also, the velocity
v) can be measured from the film (in vio-
lat-= if the spirit of Cacdwick's ex-
periment!) If m and v1 are known. we cn
find v using Eq. (2), and then we can
find v2 using Eq. (3) (it turns out to
be negative). In this way all the veloc-
ities become known, and the coefficients
of restitution can be found:

e1 - (V1 - 71)/v = 0.44

e2 = (V2 - v2) /v = C.64

It is this difference between the elas.1c
behavior of the balls that acco,-nts for
the lack of precise numerical agreement
between the computed mass m and he ttle
value (not given in the stude,.c. notes).

Film Loops
L4 9

The answers to the questions art::

(1) In our experiment, M_/M, = 12.2;
in Chadwick's experiment, M_, `11
= 14.0.

(2) e = 1.000 in Chadwick's experiment:

(M2 M1) (VIV.)
(3) v

(1 + e) (MV: M,y1)
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E44*: Random Events

Many phenomena occur in a completely
random way. The rolling of dice and
the breakdown of unstable atomic nuclei
are two convenient examples for labora-
tory study.

This group of experiments should
heighten students' appreciation for
three important ideas:

1, As well as the variation in data
introduced by difficulties in tne mea-
suring process (e.g.,scale interpola-
tion etc., as discussed briefly in
Experiment 9*: Newton's Second Law, etc.).
the observed quantity itself (e.g.,
number of radioactive nuclei disinte-
grating per minute) may vary from obser-
vation to observation.

2. Although the outcome of single
eve- ts of this kind (roll of a die or
count of radioactive breakdowns in a
minute) is unpredictanle, it is quite
possib,e to get useful information
about such randomly occurring events
provided enough events are observed.

3. This useful information follows
from the properties of the regular pat-
tern of distribution tnat evolves as the
number of random events grows large.
The larger the number of observations
the more precise o_come the deductions
and predictions that can be made.

Divide students into three groups
so that each student does only one of
the following three experiments.

Equipment

Dice Before class, put a large spot on
one side of each of the 20-sided dice
with the marking pen provided. Provide
a coltainer about the size of a shoe box
for ,naking the dice. It may be neces-
sary to muffle the sound of shaken dice
to Frevent interference with the students
who are listening to Geiger counter
"clicks".

Geiger tube Determine the mean back-
ground count rate for your Geiger tube
before class. Then choose a time inter-
val for the experiment such that students
will observe from 5 to 10 "clicks" per
time interval when they are obtaining
their data. In order to get a reasonable
amount of data in one class period with
the tube supplied by Project Physics you
may need to increase the count rate by
placing a radiation source at such a
distance from the tube that 5-10 counts
are recorleu in about 15 seconds. On the
other hand the background rate may al-
ready be as high as this in some loca-
tions.

Experiments
E44'

Cloud chamber Prepare the cloud chamber
by placing the alpha source inside and
putting a small barrier nearby (Fig. 1);
this can be a 1" x 2" piece of cardboard
with a small hole in it, folded to form

Fig. 1

a V so it will F:and on edge. The hole
should be to the side of the needle.
Relatively few particles emerge parallel
to the needle from its end. The size of
the hole must be determined by trial;
for ease in counting, tracks should ap-
pear beyond the hale in the barrier at
not more than about one per second.

Moisten the felt or paper ring in the
chamber with alcohol and place the chamber
on a slab of dry ice. If dry ice is not
available, aim the nozzle of a CO, fire
extinguisher at a pad of cotton of other
insulator and discharye the extinguisher
at it briefly. The resulting CO2 "snow"
should operate the chamber for several
minutes before it must be replenished.
Make sure your fire extinguisher does
contain CO2 (and not_ foam, for instance!)
before trying this To observe, direct
a fairly bright beam of light horizontally
across the chamber. A flashlight, small
spotlight, light source from Millikan
apparatus, or slide projector will do.

If the experiment (E45*) on the range
of alpha and beta particles is going to
be done later you can have students mea-
sure the source-to-hole distance and the
area of the hole. Tney will then have
all the data they need for the first half
of the range experiment.

The counts of alpha particles in the
diffusion cloud chamber may be adversely
affected by several factors.

1. It is difficult to maintain a con-
stant temperature gradient in the cloud
chamber for any length of time. The dry
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ice continually disappears and the alco-
hol evaporates from the blotter and may
trickle down the sides of the chamber.
The light source tends to warm the
chamber. Due to all these slow changes,
the conditions for observing tracks prob-
ably deteriorate during the experiment.

2. The static electric charge on the
plastic container slowly changes, alter-
ing the clarity (fuzziness) of the tracks
unless 'ou rub the cover occasionally
with a _Lean dry cloth.

3. If a flashlight is used, its inten-
sity slowly decreases, decreasing also
the probability of seeing all the tracks
in a given region.

Obtaining the data

Assign students to teams accord,. to
the number of sets of apparatus you have.

If possible, have the recorder for
each team display his data on the black-
board or a large sheet of paper using
the kind of table suggested in the stu-
dent's notes. The entire class can then
watch the developing regularity of the

Table 1

number of number of total num-
tracks ob- times ob- ber of
served in served events
one minute (frequency) observed

(n) (f) (n x f)

0

1

2

3

4 1

5 11
6 1 6
7 1111
8 1111
9 1111 1111

10 1111 11
11 111
12 1111
13 1111
14 1111
15 1

16
17 1

18 11
19
20 1
21
22
23
24
25 1

0

0

0

0

4

10

Kean, Ti = 11

60

5

35
32

81
70
33

48
52
56
15
0

17
36
0

20
0

0

0

0

25

540

patterns numbers. If the teams work
efficiently they can each obtain at least
a hundred counts in a single class period.

Typical data from the cloud chamber
follows in Table 1 and Figure 2.

Analyzing the data

Stress the point that there is no
"correct" histogram. But the larger he
number of observations the more closely
the results approach the pattern pre-
dicted by probability theory.

/Pt

4
1-

4.

4-

tect4X6/mm)

Fig. 2

Notice that the histogram in Fig. 2
is lopsided. This will always occur when
the mean value (11 in this case) is small.
Moreover, when the mean is as small as
this the mean ± filicrange will enclose
more nearly three-quarters of all the
observations as the number of data grows
very large.

The fraction of all observations in-
cluded in "mean : mom" range for vari-
ous mean values is given in Table 2.
(This table refers to the theoretically

Table 2

n

4

a

16

25

36

100

Fraction within

n ±

.8166

.7600

.7413

.7295

.7217

.7080

predicted distribution see below not
to actu,A results based on a limited
sample.)

In Table 2 it can be seen that frac-
tion of observations included in the
"mean ± mean" range decreases towards
two-thirds as the mean value grows large.



The fact that the fractions that stu-
dents report vary from these values
should not cause concern since the tabu-
lated fractions are approached only for
very large samples. Students doing the
present experiment gather so few data,
even in s-veral class periods, that the
fraction of their results in the range,
mean ± 43--7, will fluctuate rather
sharply above and below the "two-thirds"
figure mentioned. And as pointed out
in the Student Handbook tne range mean
± Van is difficult to interpret whin
mean is not a whole number. So for
this experiment tne precision implied
by Table 2 is quite irrelevant.

Strictly speaking from count = mean
± (with 2/3 probability) it follows
that mean = count ± mean (with 2/3 prob-
ability). But if one is trying to esti-
mate the meal. th:s formula is not much
help wince mean is obviously unknown.
The expression meat = count ± vcount
given in the Stude t .iandbook is used
instead.

Students who are interested in prob-
ability theory will want to explore this
natter further. Several excellent books
cn probability are available, including
Lady Luck, by Warren Weaver; Facts from
Figures, by M.J, Moroney; and Mathematics
for the Million, by Lancelot Hogben.
These books explain the various kinds
of distributions to be expected from
observations of random behavior. The
distribution that applies to this exper-
iment on random events is called the
Poisson distribution. Stated in forma'_
terms, the probability of observing n
events per unit t.me when the mean of a
great number of observations is n is
given by

-n -n
n e

P;r1)

nt

It has been found by experiment that
measurements of radioactive lecay fit
this distribution very well.

The theoretical distribution for 1000
observations given in the Student Hand-
book was obtained by setting n = ID and
letting n take the values 0, 1, 2....in
the above expression.

E45*: Range of Alpha and
Beta Particles

One important idea to emphasize is
that different kinds of radiation, though
invisible to the eye, have observably
different properties and require differ-
ent instruments for their measurement.

Experiments
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Another idea is the manner in which
alpha and beta particles lose their en-
,rgy, Their loss of energy by the ioni-
zction of matter is one of Lhe sIgnifi-
calt reasons for the effect radiation
ha: on people and is one of their useful
prc)erties as tools for studying the
strLcture of atoms.

There is nothing in the following
experiment that requires the students to
have studied the text on the properties
of alpha and beta rays. Hence this may
be treated, if desired, as a "discovery"
exercise,

If students doing the random events
experiment measured the s 3 of the hole
through which alpha parties were counted
and also its distance from the source,
they are almost ready to do the first
half of the present experimehL as an
exercise in calcdlation. They already
have their data except for a measurement
of the range of the alpha particles.

In addition to .the materials in the
equipment list (b.-10) you or the stu-
dents need to make a distance scale on
the bottom of the cloud chamber by
scratching the black paint on the ;under-
side in the pattern shown below.

Alpha particles

Students may observe alpha tracks of
energies as high as 6 MeV, although they
should notice that the length of tracks
does not vary much. In general, alpha
energies of naturally radioactive sources
vary from 4 to 8 MeV, but for a particular
source, they cluster closely around one
pr,.ncipal energy. One source often sup-
plied with cloud chambers is radium DU'
which emits alphas of 5.3 MeV.

The following typical calculations
involving alpha particles are based on
the data tabulated in the preceding ex-
periment on random events. (Teacher
Guide: Table 1 and Fig. 2.) It was shown
there that the mean count was 11 alpha
particles per minute emerging through the
small hole.
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From the geometry of the cloud chamber
arrangement (noted on graph, Fig. 2) we
can find the total number of alpha par-
ticles (true count) by proportion:

true count 4 x 3.14 x 2.5 ' 2.5 cm'
11/min

0.5 cm2

true count = 1727/min

These particles are observed to have
a range of about 3.8 cm and hence (from
Table 1) an energy of 5.3 MeV each,

The total energy of all 1727 particles/
min will therefore be

1727 9150 MeVY 5.3 MeV =min min

Converting this to joules

9150 MeV 'oules
x 1.6 A 10-13min MeV

= 1.46 x 10-9 ofoules

min

or to calories

1.46 - 10-9 ia1121 / 1 cal
min 4.18 joules

= 0.34° x 10-9 cal
min

To generate the necessary 100 calories
would require

100 cal
5.5 x 105 years

0.349 x 10-9 calrain

which is why calorimeters are not used as
radiation detectors, and why very much
"hotter" sources are in nuclear power
plants.

As a final note on the alpha-particle
experiment it is worth observing that the
luminous paint on old (pre-World War II)
watch dials (and on some new ones too)
emits alpha particles of a wide variety
of ranges from the accumulated decay prod-
ucts of the original radium.

Beta particles

curve of beta particles counted
by the G-M tube against the thickness of
absorber looks like an approximately ex-
ponentially-decreasing one. If all the
betas could penetrate the same thickness
of absorber, the curve would be flat up
to the given thickness, then drop sharply
off to the background count. Curves made
with different absorbers snould have the
same form, but with differing half-value
thicknesses that is, the thickness of
absorber required to reduce the count
rate to just half that it was when ne
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absorbers were between the source and the
Geiger tube.

If the curve is plotted on semi-log
paper with counting rate along the loga-
rithmic axis, the graph is nearly a straight
line for high counting rates and thin ab-
sorbers. Then as the absorber thickness
increases the rate of decline slows, which
means that the straight line curves to be-
come more nearly horizontal, It is as if
additional layers of absorber were de-
creasingly successful in absorbing addi-
tional beta particles,

The explanation for this effect is
quite interesting. In Unit 4 it was ex-
plained that an accelerating electric
charge must radiate energy. Beta parti-
cles are electric charges and they are
being accelerated (negatively) in the
absorbing material. The electromagnetic
radiation they emit, called "bremsstrahlung,"
is being detected by the Geiger counter
and added to the counts of the beta par-
ticles: The thicker the absorber the
larger is the fraction of counts due to
bremsstrahlung.

E46': i4alf-Life I

Exponential growth and decay occur in
so many natural processes that it is im-
portant for students to study examples
in the laboratory. Three kinds of expo-
nential decay are described in this ex-
periment; students may be able to think
of other examples to investigate on their
own. The results of students' observa-
tions are examined graphically, and know-
ledge of the mathematics of exponents
and logarithms is not assumed, Teachers
may choose to have students use semi-log
paper for their graphs or to plot logar-
ithmic values if this seems appropriate.

Preparing for the experiment

A. Twenty-sided dice (eight -sided dice,
optional). As in the exo,ariment on
random events (E44*), a rilloebox is con-
venient for shaking the dice. You can
save time by having the dice ,arked be-
fore class. The Student 1 In..book sug-
gests marking two sides of each die.
This means that twice as many marked
sides s'iow after each shake, and the
experiment proceeds more rapidly. One
side will already be marked from the
previaus experiment. Mark a second side
in arother color (so that experiments
recar.ring a one-in-twenty probability
can still be done).

B. Electric circuit. Peter to the cir-
cuit diagram.
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The capacitor suggested by Project rhysics
has a capacitance of 6000 µF --a high
value of capacitance is necessary to give
a reasonably time constant. Closing
the switcn* causes the battery to charge
the capacitor; when the switch is opened,
the capacitor discharges through the volt-
meter, The difference in potential V
across the capacitor is a function of the
time t which has elapi 1 after the switch
is opened, the capacitance C, and the
resistance R of the voltmeter:

V = Voe -RC

where V is the initial value of V, at
t = O. °

The quantity RC is called the time
constant of the circuit When R is in
ohms and C in farads, the dimensioas of
the product are seconds. The quantity

RCin this expression is analogous to the
quantity A, tne radioactive decay con-
stant. The "half-life" of the circuit is

T, =
693

.693 RC.

It will not be recessary to go through
this calculation with students. However,
the information given here will enable
you to select suitable values for R and
C. For example, a 2.5V dc meter would typi-
cally have a resistance of 10,000 ohms/volt,
i.e., a resistance of 25x 103 ohms. With
C = 6 x 10-3 farads, this gives RC = 150
seconds and T, = 104 seconds. (A simple
way to charge the capacitor to 2.5V--or
and other desired voltage below 6V is to
use the Project Physics amplifier/power-
supply unit. Simply set the dc offset
control to the required voltage and con-
nect the capacitor across the output.)

Do not exceed the maximum voltage
indicated on the capacitor, and be

*A switch is not. essential; one can make
and break contact with a clip lead.
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sure to observe the polarity markings;
large capacitors are usually electro-
lytic and are damaged if their polarity
is reversed.

Of course other meters can be used
too. A typical multimeter (volt-ohm-
milliammeter) has a dc impedance of
20,000 ohms per volt, so that R = 20,000
ohms on the one-volt scale, 200,000 ohms
on the ten-volt scale, etc. A vacuum
tube voltmeter typically has a resistance
of about 10 megohms. This will give a
time constant of T1/2 = 0.693 RC = 0.693
x 10 x 10b x 6 x 10-3 = 41 103 secs
too long for an experiment. R must be
reduced by adding a resistor (e.g.,
10,000 ohms) in parallel with the meter
and capacitor.

Fig. 2

On the other hand, if you have to use
a meter with a low resistance, you will
need to put additional resistance in
series with the meter. For example, if
the meter resistance is 1000 ohms and
C = 6000 micro-farads, RC = 6 seconds,
which is much too short a time. Putting
an additional 9000 ohms in series with
the meter makes R = 10,000 ohms and
RC = 60 seconds. The voltmeter reading
will now be only a fraction (in this
Instance one tonth) of the total voltage
across the capacitor, but it will still
vary with time in the same way. To get
a nearly full-scale voltmeter reading
when the capacitor is charged, the volt-
age across the capacitor must be ten times
the full scale reading of the meter.

Fig. 3

-dr

-

C. Short -lived radioisotope. This exper-
iment requires quite a bit of advance
preparation by the instructor. However,
students should find working with a short-
lived isotope a rewarding experiment,
well worth a little extra effort. The
advantages of this particular method are:
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(1) the starting material, thorium nitrate,
can be purchased from chemical suppliers
at any time and stored indefinitely;
(2) the isotope to be used has a half-
life of only 3 minutes, so students can
observe its decay over several half-lives
in one class period; (3) the procedure is
relatively safe since the isotope decays
quickly to a stable end product.

The experiment is based on the fact
that a thorium compound contains not
only thorium atoms, which are naturally
radioactive with a half-life of over 101''
years, but also a series of daughter
atom,. as explained in the student text.
The )sotope used in this experiment,
thallium 208, is separated from the mix-
ture by selective adsorption when the dis-
solved salts are poured over a layer of
ammonium phosphomolybdate on filter paper.

The decay of thallium (T1) may be
written

8111.2" 82pb208

The materials to prepare in advance are:

(a) dilute nitric acid. Place in a
flask or bottle 25 ml of concentrated
nitric acid diluted to 200 ml with dis-
tilled or deionized water.

(b) thorium nitrate solution. For
each series of counts to be taken, dis-
solve 6 grams of thorium nitrate in 12 ml
of dilute nitric acid. In other word;,,
if you expect to have the experiment per-
formed 5 times in a day, dissolve 30 grams
of thorium nitrate in 60 ml cc dil ice
nitric acid. However, after the s lotion
has been poured over the adsorbini material
to remove the thallium 208, the Itcay of
other members of the thorium s-zies very
quickly replaces the thallium 1 the fil-
trate. In theory, you should :e able to
continue using the same soluti,n indefin-
itely, simply waiting 10 or 15 minutes
between successive filtrations.

(c) ammonium phosphomolybdate. This
is supplied as a yellc.w powder. Place
it in a bottle, add distilled water and
shake vigorously. The powder is insol-
uble and will form a slurry.

The experiment

A. Tw:nty-sided dice. Students are asked
to shake the dice and remove those with
a marked ride on top. Since the dice
have two marked sides, the probability
that a marked side will appear on top is
one in ten: this is analogous to d radio-
active decay process with X = 0.10 per
obsc-rvation. The half-life is

0.693 0.693T = -
X 0.10 6.9 shakes.
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After 7 shakes, the dice should "decay"
from 120 to 60; after 7 more shakes,
30, etc.

The Student Handbook suggests alter-
natively that students shake the tray
5 times, find the average number of spots
showing for tne 5 shakes and remove that
number, This is time-consuming but may
be necessary if students are to be con-
vinced that the number "decaying" is
proportional to the number shaken.

The reason for plotting two graphs,
one showing the number of dice removed
per shake and the other the number re-
maining, is to show that tte curves have
the same shape. Averaged over many
shakes, or which amounts to the same
thing--if the sample is large enough,
the number of dice removed per shake is
proportional to the number of dice re-
maining: LN a N. This is the key idea
of exponential decay processes and the
fundamental law of radioactive decay.

A more elaborate version of this ex-
periment, which is analogous to a radio-
active decay series, is as follows: each
time a 20-sided die removed, replace
it with an 8-sided die which has one side
marked. (For this experiment the 20-
sided dice should have a one-in-twenty
probability of decayignore the second
marked side.) After each shake record
the number of each kind of die which has
a mark on top. Then remove 2C sided dice
with marked side up and replace with 8-
sided dice;, and replace all marked-side
up 8-sided dice with balls (representing
stable atoms). Count the number of 20-
sided dice, 8-sided dice and balls re-
maining in the tray after each shake.
When the resulting numbers are plotted,
the graph will look like the one in the
text illustrating the decay of polonium
211
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Fig. 4. A typical result oi,tained
in the dice-shaking analogy.



B. Electric circuit. The ailiuuni. of

emphasis placed on the process involved
in this part of the experiment will de-
pend on how much students learned about
simple electric circuits in Unit 4. If

circuits containing resistors in serie:;
and parallel have not been studied pre-
viously, it will not be worthwhile to
introduce them now. But students can
still record voltmeter readings as a
function of time and see that the re-
sulting graph is a curve .hich is similar
to those obtained from radioactivity and
dice.

Students can look for a relationship
between R and T

1/4

if they ulderstand how
to compute the resistance of resistors
in series and parallel, and if the re-
sistance of the voltmeter is known. A
plot of T

1/4

vs. R should be a straight
line.

C. Short-lived radioisotope. At the
sink there you have set up the filter
flask and pump, place the funnel on the
filter flask, shake the bottle contain-
ing the slurry of ammonium phospno-
molybdate and pour the slurry into the
funnel, depositing a layer of the pre-
cipitate uniformly over the filter paper
to a thickness of about 1 mm. Wash this
with distilled wate-, then pour the
thorium nitrate solution slowly, a few
drops at a time, over the precipitate.

k

4

Fig. 5

"W.

Wash with dilute nitric acid and let the
filter pump dry it for a few seconds.

The Geiger tube supplied by Project
Physics is an end-window tube with a
diameter less than that of the funnel
(See Fig. 6). If you are using this tube
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Fig. 6

it will not be necessary to remove the
radioactive sample from the funnel. In-
stead, wrap a single layer of Saran-Wrap
around the tube to avoid centaminatinq
it. Then remove the top part of the
funnel and insert tne Geiger tube care-
fully into it until the window is very
close to the sample but not touching it.
Emphasize to students that window
of the Geiger tube is very tin and
fragile.

The radioisotope which adsorbed
from the mixture of thori,m daughter
produ:ts is thallium 208, which has a
half-life of 3.2 minutes. If students
can count for at least ten half - minute
periods, this will inclue.e e-ott three
half-lives. Again, stresF ,ne Pict
that an exponential curve result, when
equal fractions decay in equal time
intervals.

Discussion

Students should have the opportunity
to compare graphs from all three decay
experiments. If students have learned
about logarithms, have them make a
second graph, plotting the logarithm of
the quantity which decays as a function
of time (or shakes). Alternatively,
distribute semi-log graph paper, so that
students can come to appreciate the con-
venience of this kind of plotting. Point
out how much eaiier it is ...o determine
the half -life from the straight line
resulting from a semi-log plot.

If two isotopes with differing half-
lives are mixed together, the resulting
curve will be hard to interpret. In the
thallium aelorption experiment, most of
the activity in the sample will be
thallium 208, with a half-life of 3.2
minutes (plus, perhaps, traces of other
elements with much longer half-lives).
As a result, a plot of the first 10 min-
utes (after subtracting background counts)
will show a decay curve almost entirely
due to the thallium. (The net count
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tate will level off to a steady value
only slightly above zero if the separa-
tion has not becn quite complete.) A
semi-log plot would show a very slight
curve rather than a straight line.

Students are asked to apply them
knowledge of the relationship

1/2

0.693
T = tc find the number of dice

X '

in a very large tray, given that 50
marked dice appeared on the first shake,
and that 4 shakes reduced this number
to one half. Frcm this, we find that

0.693 0.693
4

But A is the fraction which "decay" per
shake: so AN = 50, where is the number

of dice in the tray. Then N = 50

290 approximately. 0.173

The same kind of operation is used to
rind the half-life of a very long-lived
element such as uranium 238 (Tk = 4.5
x 109 years) or thorium 232 (T4 = 1.39
x 10" years). The total number of atoms
in a sample is determined, then tae
number of atoms decaying per unit time,

AN GN
NAt , is measured, From this A =

0.693 Nitsand T =
k

For example, suppose you have a
sample containing 0.1 gram (1.0 x 10-4
kg) of thorium 232, and observe 600 counts
per minute, or 10 counts per second. You
estimate from the geometry of the count-
ing arrangement that the Geiger tube is
actually counting about 2.5 per cent of
the atoms which are decaying. The num-
ber of atoms in the sample, N, is

N= 1.0x 10-4 kg A 1 amu

1 atom
232 amu

1.6 A 10-27 kg

= 2.7 A 1020 atoms.

Then A = AN counts
NAt sec

1

2.7 x 1020 atoms

= 1.5 x 10-18 per sec

2.5 A 10-2

and T 0.693 0.693
A 1.5 x 10-18 per sec

= 4.6x 1017 sec

4.6 x 1017 sec x
1 yr

3.15 x 107 sec

= 1.5 x 1010 years.
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(The method for separating tnallium 208
from thorium has been adapted from an
article by John Amend in The Science
Teacher, May 1966.)

E47 : Half-Life II

The sample used in this experiment is
easier to prepare than the thallium 208
used in Experiment 46. On the other hand
it has a rather awkward half-life (10.6
hours) which means that counting should
be continued over several days. And even
if a count is taken ea:ly in the morning
and late in the afternoon the plot of
count-rate against time will have large
gaps in it.

Container

Plastic refrigerator jars, ice cream
containers, etc., work well. It is easy
to make holes in the top and side (try
the tip of a hot soldering iron). Use a
thinnish disc of sponge rubber at the
bottom of the container and moisten it
with 10-20 drops of water, (A damp at-
mosphere increases the amount of deposit
collected on the top plate). The top
foil (Reynolds Wrap etc.) is held in
place by the screws; the lower one is
held in the alligator clip.

Spread about 50 grams of pulverized
thorium nitrate in a shallow dish (e.g.
Petri dish). No special power supply is
needed for the high voltage. Use the
450V terminal cn the scaler. Make sure
that the top foil is at lower potential
than the bottom one.
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Sample. Let the apparatus stand for
about 2 days to get a sample of maximum
activity. Turn off the high voltage be-
fore removing the lid of the container.
If you have several Geiger counters you

Alej

kalt

0
/0

Time

I it
4° (0

'-//"E"; /

Fig. 2

can cut several samples from each piece
of foil the sample need be only slightly
larger than the window of the Geiger tube.

Results. Students will probably report
that the sample does have a constant half-
life (this is much easier to see on a
semi-log plot), in spite of the fact that
several isotopes with different half-lives
are present in the sample. They should
report a value of T = 10.5 hours (see
Fig. 2)

P0216 decays very rapidly (T, ti 0.16 sec)

Pb212. Pb212 has a half-life of 10.6
hours. Although there are three more
radioactive daughters before the end of
the series (Pb468) is reached, these sub-
sequent isotopes have half-lives much
shorter than Pb212. The decay of Pb212
is therefore tne process that determines
the activity of the sample. For a dis-
cussion of the activity of a sample con-
taining several members of a decay series
see, for instance: Kaplan: Nuclear
Physics, Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.,
1962.

The student's sketch of isotope con-
centration vs. time should look something
like this:
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Since T for Pb212 is about 10 hours and
1/2

is about one hour for Bi212,

XPb 1
X131 10

You could make a model of this decay
scheme using the multi-faced dice, as in
the variation of part A of Experiment 46.
Start with 20-sided dice with one face

1
marked (A = --) to represent the Pb212,3
Replace each "decayed" atom by an eight-
faced die with four faces marked (X = 1/2)

to represent the Bi212 atom formed. Re-
place "decayed Bi212 atoms" by balls to
represent the stable Pb208 atoms. (Make
sure you use an ink ti.at can be removed!
You will need to have less faces marked
for other experiments and in future years.)

Answer to Q2

From Figure 2:

Initial count: 2959 in 10 min

background = 12 per min

.'. Net count rate = 296-12 284/min

Not all disintegrations are detected by
the counter. Assume that for our geome-
try about one-quarter are. Then

' 1000/minAt

1.1/2 = 10.5 hours (from graph)

. 0.693 0.693 ; -1
. . X

T 10.5 x 60 min

= 1.10 x 10
-3

min
-1

(01
(TIE) = XN0

No= 1 01) atoms
0

X At

= 1

-3
x1000 atoms

1.10 x 10

= 10 6 atoms

.'. mass of Pb212 = 212 x 1.7 x 10-27x 106 kg

= 3.60 x 10-19 kg

= 3.6 x 10-10 micrograms

Answer to discussion

For the a particle,

KE = 1/2 mv2 = 6.8 MeV
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1 eV 1.6 x

...1/2 Mv2= 6.8 x 106 x 1.6 10 joules

= 1..1 x 10-12 joules

2 2 x 1.1 x 10-12v (m/sec)2m

m= 4 x 1.7 x 10-27 kg

= 6.8 x 10-27 kg

2 x 1.1 x 10-12v2 (m/sec)
2

6.8 x 10-27

v2 = 3.2 x 1014 (m/sec)2

v = 1.8 x 107 m/sec

(This is considerably less than 3 x 108 m/
sec, so we 4ere justified in using the non-
relativistic expression 1/2 mv2 for kinetic
energy.)

Momentum is conserved at the collision:

(MV)
Po atom = (mv)

a particle

(MV)2

171 ,, 2hurt r

1/2 p2

= (mv)2

= k (MV) 2

M t 2%= %Mv

= 14 (mv2)

KE of polonium atom

= (KE of a particle)

4

216
),

6.8 MeV

= 0.12 MeV

which is very much more than the ioniza-
tion energy.

A note on safety

For general remarks on radiation safety
see the article on page 76 of this Teacher
Guide. The fact that we are dealing with
a radioactive gas in this experiment may
seem to cause an additional safety hazard.
A simple calculation shows that there is
nothing to worry about.

The amount of radon present is deter-
mined by two factors: its rate of forma-
tion and its rate of decay.

The rate of decay is about 1013 greater
than the rate of formation from thorium
(1010 years: 1 min), so the radon never
builds up a high concentration.



The rate of formation is governed by
the decay of the parent, thorium 232:

GN
= )N.

At

For thorium 232

0.693
= x 1010 years = 1.58 A 10-18 sec-1

1.4

In a fifty-gram sample there are

50 x 10
_3

N = atoms
232 x 1.7 A 10-27

. AN
= Js1

At

= 1.58 x 10-18 x 1.25 x 1023 atoms/sec

= 2 x 105 atoms per sec

One microcurie is 3.7 x 104 disintegra-
tions per sec, so the activity here is
about 5 microcuries. The decay rate of
Rn220 is given by

AN
= ANAT

and A =
0

519.'

65 3
sec-1 = 1.34 x 10-2 sec-1

&N
. .34 x 10

-2
N sec -1At

The equilibrium concentration of radon,
N, is found by setting the rate of forma-
tion equal to the rate of decay, i.e.

2 x 105 = 1.34 x 10-2 N

N = 1.5 x 10 atoms.

Mass of radon

= 220 x 1,7 x 10-27 x1.5 x107 kg

= 5.5 x 10-18 kg

= 5.5 x 109 micrograms.

Disposal of waste

At the end of the experiment the ac-
tivity of the sample will be insignifi-
can, and it can be safely discarded with
the trash.

E48: Radioactive Tracers

Little can be said about this experi-
ment, as student responses to sucn a
"blank check" experiment will be varied.
You should act as resource person, giving
sugjestions as to where to find ideas,
helping to order isotopes, and seeing
that safety precautions are strictly main-
tained.

Experiments
E47
E48

As a teacher, you may confront the
situation of a student planning an exper-
iment you know will not give a positive
result. While negative results are very
important in the advancement of science,
they may overly discourage a poor stu-
dent. A confident student, however,
might be left alone to pursue such an
experiment.

Emphasize to students the possibility
of doing a variation of an experiment
they read about, beginning with a hypo-
thesis they wish to test, rather than
simply repeating an experiment already
done.

Students should be encouraged to per-
use any literature they can find for pos-
sible ideas. The Physics Teacher, The
Biology Teacher, Senior Science, Journal
of Chemical Education, Scientific American
(e.g. May 1960) occasionally have tracer
experiments. A number of useful sources
are listed at the end of the student in-
structions, and others of interest to
teachers are listed below. Whether or
not any of the listed sources are avail-
able, one can fall back on John H. Wood-
burn's article, Low-Level Radioisotope
Techniques, printed elsewhere in this
guide.

To do the simple autoradiograph ex-
periment a radioactive source is needed.
One simple possibility is a lump of uran-
ium ore from a mineral supply company
such as The Foote Mineral Company, 18
W. Chelton Avenue, Philadelphia 44, Pa.;
OR Wards Natural Science Establishment,
Rochester, New York.

Once an experiment has been chosen,
you should discuss what safety precautions
will be necessary. Refer to a summary of
these elsewhere in the Teacher Guide.

Finally, you will need to order the
isotopes students will need, as suppliers
will not usually ship to minors. Choose
the nearest supplier from the supplier's
list, and write well in advance in order
to check on his shipping procedures.
Then when the experiment is ready, the
order can be placed at the advance inter-
val specified by the supplier. For ex-
ample, many suppliers ship on Fridays to
be received the following Mondays at the
specified strength.

In addition to the articles listed .n
the Student Handbook, tha following books
and articles may be of use to teachers.

"Nuclear Science Teaching Aids and Acti-
vities," J. Woodburn and E. Obourn. U.S.
Office of Education. Available at no
cost from Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402.
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"Radioisotope Experiments for the Chem-
istry Curriculum," Teacher's manual. $1.00
See corresponding title in student refer-
ences.

Radioactive Tracer Research, i1.D. Kamen,
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 383
Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.
$1.60 paperback.

Isotopes in Action, D. Harper. Pergamon
Press, Inc., 44-01 21 Street, Long Island
City, N.Y. 11101. $2.95

"Power from Radioisotopes," "Radioisotopes
in Industry," "Radioisotopes and Life
Processes," and "Radioisotopes in Medi-
cine," a series of pamphlets for the gen-
eral reader available at no cost from the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, P.O. Box 62,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830.

"Tracers," M.D. Kamen, Scientific Ameri-
can, February 1949; and "Radioactivity
and Time," P.M. Hurley, Scientific Ameri-
can, August 1949. Reprints of these two
articles at 20 cents each available from
W.H. Freeman and Company, 660 Market
Street, San Francisco, California 94104.

Note also the article "Low Level Radio-
isotope Techniques," by John Woodburn,
and the numerous references to articles
on radiation safety reprinted elsewhere
in this Teacher Guide.
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NOTE: Pages 71-73 refer to equipment produced
for 1967-68. Appropriate new equipment notes
wJ11 be provided with new equipment by DAMON.

Scaler/Counter

The Scaler/Counter (DEC-100) is one of
the series of compatiJle electronic units
produced for Project Physics. It can be
used:

a) as an event counter--e.g. in
conjunction with a Geiger tube.

b) as an interval timer using an
internal 120 cycle (line fre-
quency) source.

It is used with the Amplifier (Power-
Supply unit APS-100) which both amplifies
the signal to be counted and supplies
power to operate the counter. The DEC-
100 can operate at up to 2 x 106 per
second. The highest count rate you are
likely to encounter in Project Physics
work (in the Thallium-208 experiment) is
less than 6000 per minute.

Each signal pulse (from Geiger tube)
or cycle of 120 signal causes the count
shown on the scaler to change by one.

Controls

100 Output

When both decades are full (count of
99) the best input signal returns the
count to zero. At this time a 1-2 volt
pulse is produced at the 4 100 output.
A loudspeaker, or voltmeter, or oscillo-
scope connected between this output and
ground can be used to detect the pulse.
This pulse is actually a square pulse
that goes positive when the count reaches
80 and back to zero at 100. A double
blip will therefore be heard in the loud-

80 100

speaker at low count rates. These blips
are not very loud and need to be listened
for quite carefully.

Students can record manually these
100 pulses at up to about one per sec-

ond, corresponding to a count rate of
obout 100 per second (6000 per minute).

None of these output devices are ac-
tually essential. Students can simply
watch the numbers changing and record
a Qount of one hundred every time the
count goes from 99 to zero.

If you need to count at more than
6000 per minute you could -

a) feed : 100 pulse into a second
decade scaler,

b) use the 100 pulse with a relay
to operate a mechanical register.

Equipment Notes
Scaler/Counter

450 V DC Output Jack

The 450 volt dc output (for Geiger
tube) has a 10K ohm series resistor F
limit the current temporarily if
supply is shorted, but the supply
not be shortedindefinitely.

Reset Button

This returns the count to zero. Coun-
ter does not operate properly unless this
is pressed when the unit is first turned
on, or a new input is applied.

Hold Mo.e Switch

When set to GATE the counter stops
counting while the MANUAL HOLD button is
held depressed.

If the HOLD MODE is set to PC.,SE the
counter starts when the MANUAL HOLD button
is depressed and released and stops when
the button is depressed and released again.

Electronic Hold Jack

Allows external (automatic) switching.
Shorting the ELECTRONIC HOLD jack to ground
is equivalent to depressing the MANUAL HOLD
button and can be used in either "gate"
or "pulse" mode. A mechanical switch
could be used. A useful alternative is a
photoconductor (conducts better when illum-
inated than when dark). For details and
applications see "Timing Intervals" below.

Count Input Switch

Set to the "120 Hz" position for inter-
val timing. The count changes by one unit
every 1/120 sec = 0.0083 sec.

Set to the APS-100 output position to
count pulses from Geiger tube or other
source. See "Operation," below for
details.

Operation

Plug Scaler/Timer unit (DEC-100) into
Amplifier/Power-supply (APS-100). Turn
on APS-100.

a) Geiger tube. Connect the Geiger
tube between the 450 V dc output
on the scaler and the amplifier
input.
Set COUNT INPUT to the APS-OUTPUT
position.
Set HOLD MODE to GATE.
Set DC OFFSET control to -1 volt.
Press RESET button.

With a source near the Geiger counter
turn up the GAIN control of APS-100 until
the counter begins to operate. A setting
of 10-20 should be adequate. Too high a
setting mry cause suprious counts due to
pickup. Check this by observing count
rate with no source near counter. The
count rate should be about 10-20 per minute,
except in regions where the background
count is exceptionally high.
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Equipment Notes
Geiger Tube
Cadmiur ClIenide Photocell

When using the scaler to count pulses
from a Geiger tube it is probably most
convenient to work with the HOLD MODE
switch at PULSE. Press and release the
MANUAL HOLD button to start the count;
press and release again to stop. Record
the count, press and release the RESET
button. Press and release MANUAL HOLD
buttoli to start the next count, and s
on.

The various ways of coping the : 100
output are discussed above.

For more informati:n on the Geiger
tube itself see the Equipment Note:
Geiger Tube.

b) Interval Timer. With the
scaler plugged intc tue Ampli-
fier/Power-supply, no input to
the amplifier (the Geiger tube
disconnected), and the ampli-
fier/power-supply turned on -

a) Set COUNT INPUT to "120 HZ ".
b) Set HOLD MODE to GATE.
c) Press and release RESET button,

The counter will now be counting at
120 counts/sec. Each count represents
1/120 = 0.0083 s'c. and a one volt pulse
will appear at the : 100 output every
0.83 sec.

The counter will stop when the MANUAL
HOLD button is depressed, start again
when it is released. The RESET can be
operated while HOLD is held down.

d) If the HOLD MODE is set to
PULSE, the counter will start
when the MANUAL HOLD is pressed
and released and go on counting
until it is' pressed and released
again. Operate RESET between
counts.

An external mechanical or photo-con-
ductive switch can be used (see "ELEC-
TRONIC HOLD" above)., This is particularly
useful for short time intervals.

For example: Connect a photo-conductive
cell between the -6V DC terminal on the
APS-100 and ELECTRONIC HOLD on DEC-100.

Set HGLD MODE to GATE. Illuminate the
cell so that the counter does not operate
when light falls on the cell, does oper-
ate when the light beam is interrupted.
With the HOLD MODE set to gate the coun-
ter will record the time for which the
beam is interrupted: e.g. the time it
takes a falling object to pass in front
of the cell (from this and the object's
size you can calculate velocity); OR -

set up two photocells and illuminate by
a light beam and connect the two in
parallel between -6V and ELECTRONIC HOLD.
Set the HOLD MODE switch to PULSE. The
counter will now start when the first
light beam is interrupted and stop when
the second beam is cut off.
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Similar automatic mechanical arranu,
ments coulu be set up---e.g. two sires
that are connected when e metal ball
falls between them.,

c) External Oscillator. Instead
of the internal 120 cycle oscillator.
Connect the oscillator to the input
terminal of the amplifier, set COUNT
INPUT to APS-100-OUTPUT, DC OFFSET to
-1 volt and gain to about 20 (as for
Geiger tube above).

Press reset button. The counter
will record all the pulses applied to
the amplifier innut,

Geiger Tube

The Geiger Tube is an Amperex 18504
end window (3 mg/cm2) halogen quenched
tube. The thin end window is made of
mica: it is most fragile and must not
be touched., When the tube is not in
use, protect it with the plastic cap
provided. When using the tube in
Experiment 46 (half-life of Thallium)
wrap a single layer of plastic (saran
wrap) around it to prevent permanent
contamination of the tube.

Cadmium Selenide Photoc-111

This photocell is to be used in
conjunction with the new SCALER/
TIMER unit to measure short time
intervals and hence velocities
in Unit 1 of the course.

The photocell is a cadmium selenide
photo conductive cell. Its dark resist-
ance is at least 50 Megohms, in normal
room lighting -1 megohms and in stronger
illumination e.g in flashlight beam
or in the beam produced by the light
source of the Milliken apparatus, its
resistance falls to -1000 ohms.



I OBJECTS DATED BY RADIOCARBON

Linen wrapping from the Dead Sea Scroll containing the Book of
Isaiah 1917 ± 200 year. old.

Hair of an Egyptian woman.

5020 ± 290 years old.

Articles
Radiocarbon Dating

Rope sandal found in an eastern Oregon cave. One of a pair of 300
pairs found in ths cave. 9035 ± 325 years old.

BASIC MEASUREMENT METHODS

Useful Time
Method Material Time Dated Span (years)

Carbon-14 Wood, peat,
charcoal

When plant died 1000-50,000

Bone, shell Slightly before
animal died

2000-35,000

Potassium- Mica, some When rock last 100,000 and up
argon whole

rocks
cooled to about

300°C
Hornblende When rock last 10,000,000 and
Sanidine cooled to about up

500°0

Rubidium - Mica When rock last 5,000,000 and
strontium cooled to about up

300 °C
Potash When rock last 50,000,000 and

feldspar cooled to about up
500°C

Whole rock Time of separa-
tion of the
rock as a
closed unit

100,000,000 and
up

Uranium- Zircon When crystals 200,000,000 and
lead formed up

Uranium-238 Many When rock last 100-
fission cooled 1,000,000,000

(Depending
on material)

Preglacial wood found in Ohio. Mare than 20,000 years old Peruvian rope. 2632 ± 200 years old.
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Radiation Safety

(Based on material supplied by Oak
Ridgf Associated Universities)

Many schools, including those adopt-
ing Harvard Project Pnysics, are incor-
porating some form of radioisotope work
into their science curriculum. As a
result of this, questions concerning
the potential hazards and control of
radiatioL are bound to be raised by
teachers, students and parents. It is
the purpose of this article to deal as
briefly as possible with such questions
and to provide the information that will
be necessary for the safe introduction
of radioisotopes into the high school
course.

MEASUREMENT OF RADIOACTIVITY

The basis of all measurements of
radioactivity is the creation of an
ion-pair by radiation.

The most common units used for mea-
suring radioactivity and radiation ex-
posure are the curie,, the roentaen,
the rad, and the rem. EacH7=tindi-
cates a different quantity which is of
interest to ti scientist.

CURIE (Ci) - A unit used to measure the
rate at which radioactive material,
or a combination of radioactive
materials, is giving off nuclear
particles. One curie = 37,000,000,000
disintegrations per second (dps).
Since it is the number of disinte-
grations per second which determines
the amount of radiation emitted, the
activity of the source is a signifi-
cant factor. However, the type and
energy of the radiation are also
important in 2,,aluating the potential
hazard, and the curie does not mea-
sure this. The curie is not a mea-
sure of exposure o radiation damage.

The curie is a very large amount
of radioactivity. Historically, the
unit was chosen because it was
approximately the amount of radia-
tion emitted by 1 gram of pure
radium. More practical units for
laboratory use are the millicurie
(mCi) or 10-3 curies, and the micro-
curie (0Ci), or 10-6 curies,

ROENTGEN (R) The roentgen is a unit
of exposure dose. It measures the
ionization in air produced by a
source of gamma or x rays. One
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roentgen produces 2.58 > 10-" col
lombs of charge (about 1.6 - 101
Ion pairs) per kilogram of dry air.
This unit is not applicable to such
particie radiations as alphas, betas
and neutrons. Radiation survey In-
struments are usually calibrated in
R/hr or mR/hr.

RAD - The rad is the unit of absorbed
dose. It amounts to 100 eFiTgTTU=J
joules) of energy imparted to a
gram of irradiated material, by any
ionizing radiation.

REM The rem was devi.ed to make allow-
ance for the fact that the same dose
in rads delivered by different kinds
of radiation does not necessarily
produce the same degree of biological
effect;, some radiations are biologi-
cally more effective than others.
The rem may be thought of as an
abbreviation for radiation effect,
man. Since various radiations such
as alpha, beta, gamma rays and
neutrons have different biological
effects per RAD of absorbed energy,
they are assigned values depending
on the biological effect being con-
sidered. For a given biological
effect, the number of REMS = RADS x
RBE.

The relationships among the units of
radiation exposure as they apply to the
radiation of water and soft tissue are
summarized in the following table (1):

Type of Radiation
X-rays and Gamma-rays
Beta particles
Fast neutrons
Thermal neutrons
Alpha particles

R

1

rem (or
rad QF)

1 1

1 1

1 10

1 4-5
1 10

T.Lle 1: Relationships among radiation units

Since the human body is about two-
thirds water, this table provides a
means for making a rough estimate of
the biological effect of simultaneous
or consecutive absorption of different
kinds of radiation.



RADIATION PROTECTION GUIDELINES:

Nuclear radiations are a natural
part of man's environment, just as are
the sunlight and the earth's magnetic
field. Man has always lived in an en-
vironment that includes a great deal of
natural radiations. In addition, we
have created new sources of radiation
as we have explored nature and hunted
for ways to improve our control and
use of nature. Natural radiation comes
from both the earth and the sky. Such
radioactive minerals as uranium and
thorium, and decay products associated
with them, exist everywhere in the
earth. The places where they are mined
are simply the locations of extremely
large concentrations of these minerals.
The radioactive gas radon is present
in small amounts in the air we breathe.
Cosmic radiationparticles of very
high energy which strike the :arth's
atmosphere from outerspace, contributes
both directly and indirectly to the
amount of radiation to which we are
exposed. Cosmic rays contribute direct-
ly by striking our bodies, ionizing body
materials, which causes radiation
damage. They contribute indirectly by
creating radioactive carbon-14 when
cosmic neutrons strike atmospheric
nitrogen. C14 is then quickly converted
into CI 402. The CO2I4 is utilized by
plants in photosynthesis and the plants
are eaten by animals. The radioactive
carbon eventually finds its way into our
bodies through cur food. In fact, the
disintegration of C14 causes the libera-
tion of about 200,000 beta particles per
minute in the average adult. K40 which
is also in our bodies, liberates approx-
imately 240,000 beta particles per min-
ute in the average adult. Other radio-
active materials in our bodies include
radium-226, strontium-90, cesium-137 and
iodine-131

It is true that all radiation is
harmful, but it is also true that human
beings can be, and in fact are contin-
uously exposed to radiation at low in-
tensity without any apparent harmful
effects. Body tissue is both damaged
and destroyed whenever one cuts himself,
bruises himself, or breaks a bone. But
just as the body is able to adjust to
this type of an injury and mend the dam-
age, so it is able to adjust to and coun-
teract the harmful effects of small doses
of radiation. Similarly, large doses of
radiation can cause severe injury and
even death just as many other types of
injuries can.

Articles
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Sources of man -made radiation which
contribute to our total exposure to
radiation include x rays, radioactive
fallout, luminous watch dials, tele-
vision tubes, radioactive industrial
wastes, etc.

It is estimated that the average
annual exposure in the United States
amounts to 267 millirems. Natural
sources (cosmic radiation, minerals,
etc.) contribute 101 millirems and man-
made sources, mostly from medical x rays,
make up the remaining 166 millirems.
Radioactive fallout accounts for 4
millirems,

One of the questions health physicists
are called upon to answer is what are
the safe and maximum permissible radia-
tion exposures that one can receive.
To answer a question of this type, it
must be understood that the effects of
radiation exposure depend on several
factors. These include:

1. The amount and rate of radiation
exposure,

2. The kind of radiation--whether it
is penetrating radiation such as gamma
rays and x rays, or relatively nonpene-
rating such as alpha particles.

3. The tissue exposed, which depends
in turn on the source of the exposure
whether the radiation came from outside
the body or from radioactivity inside
the body.

4. The kind of radioactive material
involved, its radioactive and chem,..-;a1
nature, and its biological path if taken
into the body (2) .

Balancing the risks involved in radia-
tion exposure against the benefits to
be gained from increased knowledge, the
National Committee (now Council) on
Radiation Protection and Measurements
(NCRP) and the International Commission
on Radiological. Protection have set
limits on what is considered an accept-
able exposure for persons occupationally
exposed to radiation. These limits are
it addition to background and medical
and dental exposures. The primary goal
is to keep radiation exposure of the in-
dividual well below a level at which ad-
verse effects are likely to be observed
during his lifetime. Another objective
is to minimize the incidence of genetic
effects.

Figure 1 shows the recommended limits
of exposure on a chart which relates ex-
posure to biological effects.
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Note that the exposure guide set up
for workers in atomic energy activities
is one tenth of the level at which the
first identifiable signs of radiation
effects occur. The exposure guide set
for the adult general public is just
about twice the average background level
d..e to natural and man-made sources. It
is one-hundredth of the level at which
the first identifiable signs appear.

By ad' ring to the guidelines that
have b. set, industries engaged in
atomic t.ergy activities in the United
States have insured that the rir,k of
damage to exposed persons is not greater
than the risks normally accepted in
other present-day industries. In fact,
the safety record of these industries
is the best in the nation.

The fol'owing additional limits apply
to the high school situation (3):

1. Students under 18 years of age who
are exposed to radiation during educa-
tional activities should not receive
whole body exposures exceeding 0.1 rem
per year. To provide an additional fac-
tor of safety, it is recommended that

each experiment be so planned that Lc
individual receive more than 0.01 re::
while carrying it out.

It should be emphasized that there
is no difficulty in performing radiation
experiments and demonstrations in con-
formity with the above recommendations,
if appropriate safeguards are taken.
These appropriate safeguards are dis-
cussed in the following sections.

2. Persons under 18 years of age
shall not be occupationally exposed to
radiation. (They shall not be employed
or trained in an x ray department,
radioisotope laboratory, or industrial
radiation facility.)

EXTERNAL HAZARD CONTROL

1. Quantity and Type of Radiation
Source:

Because each radioisotope has its own
characteristic mode of decay, equal
activities (curies) of different radio-
isotopes may provide different exposure
rates (roentgens). Radiation safety is
concerned with limiting exposures, sc
control deals with limiting the amount
of isotope used to the minimum necessary
to achieve the desired results and the
careful selection of isotopes according
to the exposure rate they produce.

2. Distance:

The easiest means of controlling radia-
tion exposure is to use the fact that
radiation intensity follows an inverse
square law.

3. Length of Exposure:

The total exposure that a person re-
ceives is the product of the exposure
rate and the length (time) of exposure:

I x T = total exposure

where: I = exposure rate, R/hr

T = length of exposure.

Radiation safety requires that the
product of length of exposure and ex-
posure rate not exceed the recommended
limits. Figure 2 shows this relation-
ship. For high exposure rates, only
very short exposure fleriods are allowed,
though very long exposure periods are
permitted at qery low exposure rates.
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Fig: The recommended maximum exposure is
10 mR per experiment for students urder 18 years
of age. A three -hour exposure at 3 mR/11: does
not exceed the recommended level.

4. Shield/L/1:

For sources of radiation either very
large in quantity or in size, it is not
always possible to achieve the degree
of radiation safety required by using
the first three factors alone. The use
of some type of shielaing is required.
The type of shielding used depends on
the type of radiation to be absorb,-3.

The rate at which alpha particles
lose energy is so great that evc.1 a mil-
limeter of any solid or liquid material
will stop the alpha particle. Hence,
alpha particles are not usually consid-
ered an external radiation hazard because
their penetration in tissue is only a
fraction of a millimeter. As a result,
they expend all their energy in the dead
tcornified) layer of skin whici- covers
the body.

Beta particles (having less mass and
charge and a much greater velocity than
alpha particles) are more penetrating
but also have a limited range. The fol-
lowing figure shows the range of beta
particles of various energies in dif-
ferent materials (Fig. 3) .

Note that while the range of betas in
air may be as much as a meter, the range
in a material such as glass is a fraction
of P millimeter. Beta and alpha par-
ticles are, t)-.eretore, easily protected
against, with relatively thin shields.
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Fig. 3 Range of beta particles as a fi.Action
of energy.

The absorption of ga-Ima rays by mat-
ter, like the absorption of light, fol-
lows a negative exponential law:

1 I

2 4

I = I e
-x

0

So In I = -11x or loo
I

=
0 0

where: I
o

= exposure rate at a given
point with no shielding

I = exposure rate at tne same
point but with a shield
of thickness x between
source and point where
intensity is measured

x = thickness of shield
= linear attenuation co-

efficient.

The /alationship between I and x is
not linear, but use of the equation will
enable one to determine the thickness of
lead required to reduce the intensity to
the desired level.

Theoretically it is not possible to
attenuate gamma radiation -ompletely, but
the exposure rate can be reduced by any
desired factor, A useful concept regard-
ing gamma attenuation is the half-value
layer (HVL) or the half thickness x1/2
which is defined as the thickness of any
particular material necessary to reduce
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the intensity of a beam of x-rays or
gamma-rays to one-half its initial value.
Similarly the tenth-value layer (TVL) or
the tenth thickness x1/10 is defined as
the thickness of any particular material
necessary to reduce the intensity of A

beam of x-rays or gamma-rays to one-tenth
its initial value. Hence, three tenth-
value layers will reduce the dose received
from a gamma source to 1/1000 of the ini-
tial amount (1/10 1/10 x 1/10).

Approximate Half- and Tenth-Value Layers
for Gamma-rays

Material
Gamma
erergy

(MeV)

Water
HVL TVL
X
1/2

X
1/10

(cm.) (cm.)

Aluminum
HVL TVL
X
1/2 '1/10
(cm.) (cm.)

0.20 5.2 17.3 1.9 6.3
0.50 7.2 24.0 3.0 10.0
1.0 9.8 32.6 4.1 13.7
1.5 12.2 40.6 S.I 17.0
2.0 14.0 46.6 5.9 19.7
2.5 15.8 52.6 6.7 22.3
3.0 17.4 58 0 7.2 24.0
4.0 20.0 66.7 8.4 28.0
5.0 22.1 73.7 9.4 31.3

Iron Lead
HVL TVL HvL TVL
x
1/2

X
1/10

X
1/2

X
1/10

(cm.) (mm.) (cm.) (cm.)

0.66
1.11
1.56
1.74
2.05
2.22
2.31
2.55
2.88

2.20
3.70
5.20
5.80
6.83
7.40
7.70
8.50
9.60

We can see from this table why lead is so often
shield for radioisotopes.

0.14
0.43
0.88
1.17
1.37
1.47
1.51
1.48
1.42

0.47
1.43
2.93
3.90
4.57
4.90
5.03
4.93
4.73

used as a

Gamma-Ray Energy
Shield Material 0.1 MeV 0.5 MeV 1.0 MeV

Water
Iron
Lead

0.17

2.7

62

0.097
0.66
1.7

0.06
0.55
0.79

Linear attenuation coefficients (cm
-1)

Fig. 4 shows the relationship of I tc
x for lead. Because of its high value
of LI, lead is often used as a shielding
material.

Fig. 4
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EFFECT OF SHIELD

THICKNESS OF LE.:1) (cm)
(1) Cnear *ph 0,) 5,114 +^

INTERNAL RADIATION hAZARD

Any radioactive substance enterinl
the mody is hazardous. Commonsense
rules can prevent radioisotopes from be-
ing ingested. They are:

a) Never place any materials used In
the laboratory in the mouth. Pipetting,
glass blowing, etc., should ba done using
indirect methods. (Various inexpensive
types of pipettors are available on the
market.)

b) Never nandle radioactive materials
directly. Always use rubber or plastic
gloves, tweezers or some means of in-
direct contact.

c) Do not eat, smoke or apply cos-
metics in areas where radioisotopes are
handled.

d) Never place your hands near your
face or mouth while working with radio-
isotopes.

e) When working with liquid sources
always over your working area with ab-
sorbent material, prefera!dy inside a
tray, to retain any spilled liquid.

f) At the end of an experiment check
all tools, glassware, etc with Geiger
counter. Wash your hands carefully.

RADIONUCLIDE SOURCES

The most comronly used naturally occur-
ring radioactive substances with suffi-
cient activity to constitute a possible
hazard are radium, polonium, actinium,
thorium, and uranium. Of these, radium
and polonium are particularly significant
since they are readily available and are
frequently used in quantities sufficient
to constitute a potentially serious ra-
diation hazard. Also, uranium and thori-
um salts can be purchased from, chemical
supply houses by the case and shipments
generally are delivered without any ra-
diation warning signs on the bottles.
Alrhough these salts are no real hazard
in terms of external radiation, they
could be a potential internal radiation,
hazard and should be treated as such.

Note: Normal uranium and thorium, in
solrble form, are more dangerous as
chemical poisons inside the body than as
sources of radiation, since relatively
large quantities are required to cause
severe radiological damage.



Artificially produced raaio.luclices
are produced either py the fission of
heavy elements in a nuclear reactor or
by the bombardment of non-radioactive
isotopes In high-energy accelerators or
nuclear reactors. Over a thousand radio-
nucliles are known, and of these, about
one hundred are in common use. Small
a:-ounts of certain commonly used nuclides
are available withcut specific license.
Acquisition of larger amounts of nuclides
requires a specific license from tae
Atomic Energy Com.-.ission or State regu-
latory agency, or from act::.

THE PROVISION FOR AND THE USE OF "Gt:NER-
ALLY LICENSED" RADIOISOTOPES IN THE HIGH
SCHOOL CLASSROOM

The g,.:antity of radioisotopes used
in the high school classroom is usually
limited to very small amounts that are
generally licensed by the Atomic Energy
Commission. A partial listing of these
(termed "generally licensed" by the AEC,
"exempt" by states, and "license free"
by some suppliers) is given in the Sur-
vey of Commercially Available Radioactive
Sources (p. 88). A teacher may purchase
any of these radioisotopes without ful-
filling any specific licensing require-
ments provided that he or she does not
at any one time posses or use more than
a total of ten such quantities. Although
generally licensed quantities may be pur-
chased without the need of any specific
license from the AEC, the user is not
exempt from adhering to the regulations
that are concerned with their use; hence,
it is recommended that teachers obtain
copies of these regulations (6)

"Generally licensed" quantities of
materials in solution cannot be added
toaether to obtain a source of a higher
activity. If higher activities are de-
sired, proper authorization must be ob-
tained for their acquisition. Hence,
if a teacher wants a 30-Ci source of
P32, he cannot buy three lOuCi liquid
sources and pour them all together.

The limitation of quantity by the
Atomic Energy Commission practically
assures the safety of the persons using
or coming in contact with radioisotopes
in the high school program. However,
the fact that they are radioactive ma-
terials and can constitute a safety
hazard should always be kept in mind
and the methods of controlling both ex-
ternal and internal hazards should become
a part of both the student's concern as
well as the concern of the teacher.
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For any gamma-emitting radionuclide
t'ne specific gamma ray constant is the
exposure rate in roentgens per hour for
a point source of 1 millicurie at a dis-
tance of i centimeter. Values of this
constant are listed In Table 6 for cer-
tain gamma emitters. If used as gamma
sources, beta-gamma emitters can be en-
closed in a sufficient thickness of
glass, plastic. or meta) to eliminate
essentially the beta radiation (see
Figure 3). As stated earlier, both beta
and gamma radiations are capable of
producing biological effects.

A "generally-licensed" or "exempt"
source, wi'en used for a short time such
as one or two hours, represents a
negligible external hazard. However,
if it were to be kept close to the skin
for many hours, injurious effects could
possibly be produced. Radiation sources
should, there ore, not be carried in
pockets or :led without proper tools.
Adequate precautions should be taken to
prevent radioactive materials, irrespec-
tive of amount, from gaining entry to
the body, e.g., through tne moutn, the
nose, or the skin (3).

Just about any laboratory exercise
involving the use of radioisotopes to
be done at t^e high school level can be
accomplished using "generally licensed"
quantities of radioactive materials. A
few qxceptional cases may arise, but in
the vast majority of cases, the "general-
ly licensed" quantities will suffice.
As a rule of thumb in choosing radio-
isotopes to be used in a classroom ex-
periment, choose the source of minimum
strength (activity) required to perform
the experiment.

Records should be kept of all radio-
active materials that have been and are
being used in the classroom. The rec-
ords should contain the name of the
isotope, the activity, the specific gam-
ma constant, if it is a gamma emitter,
the half life, the date of shipment,
the storage location, the names of per-
sons using the isotope, and the date of
disposal.

CALCULATION OF RADIATION EXPOSURE

In an experiment to study the ab-
sorption of gamma rays by lead sheets,
some high school students will be using
a new 1 uCi Co" plastic sealed disc
source. Since 1 uCi is only one-tenth
of the maximum amount of Cob° that may
be purchased as a generally licensed
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quantity in the form of a sealed source,
it may be considered safe for student
use under ordinary conditions. However,
if a teacher desires to determine what
doese in rems a student will receive
from this source if the student were
sitting, on the average, about 20 cm
from the source during the experiment
which takes about 30 min., he could
proceed as follows:

(Specific
Dose (rem) = gamma ray x Present

constant)

activity of source

x time of exposure (hr)

1

(dist. in cm)2

1
rem

roentgen

For Co",

roentgencm 2
.Dose = 12.9 . 1 pC1mCihr

x 10-3 mCi
x 1/2 h

uCI

1 rem
(20 cm)2 1 roentgen

1.6 x 10-5 rem .

This exposure is well below the 0.01
rem/experiment maximum which was sug-
gested earlier.

Also, since 0.01 rem/experiment is
the recommended maximum, no stude-4-
should work in an Irea where a survey
instrument reads above 10 mR/hr. (Note:
survey instruments are often available
from local Civil Defense authorities.)

RADIATION WARNING SIGNS

All radiation sources should be
identified by the standard radiation
symbol.
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A11,4

RADIATION

AREA

Fig. 5 The Standard Radiation Symbol

Besides warning of the presence of
radioactive material, the warning sign
should also indicate the person respon-
sible for the material and how he may
be contacted.

STORAGE OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

All radioactive materials should be
stored in a plainly marked and properly
shielded area. The area should be se-
cured against the unauthorized removal
of radioisotopes from the place of
storage. All radioactive materials
should be signed for on removal and
checked back in on their return so that
the whereabouts of the materials is al-
ways known. The activity immediately
outside the storage area should not be
above background.

WASTE DISPOSAL

The following general rules apply:

1. The Code of Federal Regulations,
Title 10, Part 20 or comparable State
Regulations should be consulted for de-
tailed information on the proper dis-
posal of quantities of liquid source
materials which exceed the quantities
that are termed generally licensed.
(See also NCRP Report No. 30.)
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2. When work with generally licensed

quantities of liquid sources has been
completed, they may be disposed of in
the sanitary sewer system, if flushed
away with a considerable amount of extra
water.

3. The final disposal of solid radio-
active waste may require the use of a
licensed commercial disposal service.
If there is doubt, a radiological physi-
cist, a health physicist, or the local
health agency should be consulted.

4. Solid sources of short-lived iso-
topes may be stored for decay to pos-
sibly 1/10 of the permissible exempt
value, and then disposed of, singly, in
the ordinary trash (8).

5. Never throw long-lived solid radio-
active wastes into the ordinary trash
receptacles. You have no control over
their final destination.

Some question may arise as to the
method of disposal of various uranium
and thorium salts which have been placed
in solution. The method is probably
best illustrated by an example.

Examplef In the half life of T1208
experiment that is used in Harvard
Project Physics, an acidic solution of
thorium nitrate is prepared by dissolving
5 grams of thorium nitrate in 10 ml of
2 molar nitric acid. During the course
of the experiment, the solution is fur-
ther diluted with another 10 ml portion
of 2 molar nitric acid. The end result
is that for each lab group, the instruc-
tor is faced with the problem of safely
disposing of a solutio:. of 5 grams of
thorium nitrate dissolved in 20 ml of
liquid. How can safe disposal be ac-
complished?

Procedure:

Thorium nitrate:, Th(NO3)4.1120

F.W. = 552.146

Grams of thorium in a 5 gram sample

of thorium nitrate =5
(232)

2.1 gm.
552.146)

Activity of the Th232 sample:

Act. = (mass of Th232)(Specific Activity
of Th232)

= (2.1 gm)(1.11 x 10- 7 a- ) ( 1 0 6 LLY1-1.-- )

= 2.33 x 10-1 uCi.
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The radioactivity concentration guide
permits a concentration Th232 in water
<5 x 10-5 uCi /ml.

(From Appendix B of Title 10, Ch. 1,

Part 20 of the Code of Federal Regula-
tions.)

Dilution factor:

2.33 x 10-1 uCi/5 x 10-5 uCi
ml

4.66 x 103 ml = 5 liters.

Therefore, each sample of 5 gm of
thorium nitrate in 20 ml of liquid should
be flushed down the sewer with about
5 liters of water.

Note: the specific activity of vari-
ous isotopes can be found in the Radio-
logical Health Handbook (9).

SUMMARY

1. Some properties of alpha, beta
and gamma radiations:

Relative
Specific
Ioniza-

Charge tion

Approximate Range
Soft

Air Tissue Bone

a +2 2500 few several few u
inches p

8 -1 100 several few mm several
ft u

Y 0 0 indefin- indefin- inde-
ite ite finite

2. The ingestion of any type of radio-
active material must be avoided at all
costs. High specific activity alpha
sources are the most dangerous.

3. External radiation exposures can
be minimized by controlling:

a) quantity and type of radiation
source,

b) length of exposure,

c) distance,

d) shielding.
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4. Internal radiation exposures can
be controlled by reducing the probability
of isotopes entering the body by:

a) inhalation,
b) ingestion,
c) injection,
d) absorption through the skin.

5. Experiments should be carefully
planned and carried out to minimize
both accidents and exposure time.

6. Our bodies have no built-in warn-
ing system that tells us when we are in
a high radiation area. Therefore radia-
tion areas must be clearly marked, the
strength of the source known and any
hazards clearly understood by both
teacher and student,

7. The Atomic Energy Commission places
limits on the quantity of radioisotopes
most teachers can possess or use at any
one time, Because of this limitation,
injurious doses of radiation could be
received by a high school student in a
laboratory situation only as a result of
gross carelessness, or through ignorance
of the presence of radiation,.

8. The guidelines for the use of
radioisotopes in the high school class-
room are set forth in NCRP Report No,
32. These guidelines were adhered to
in this article. Reference should be
made to this report if questions arise
which this article does not answer.
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9. Radioactivity should be respected
but not feared. Fear implies a lack of
knowledge and understanding of the sub-
ject. Good instruction on the part of
the teacher will win respect for both
himself and the subject.
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Summary of the Properties of
3 and y Radiations

Radiation loses energy by interaction with matter in the ways summarized in Table 1.
Whereas an a or E particle loses its energy gradually in a series of interactions with
many different atoms, the absorption of a gamma-ray photon is a "one shot" affair.
This is why y-ray absorption follows a negative exponential law, but a and 8 absorption
does not.

Table 1: Some Properties of a, B and y Radiations.

Charge
(e)

Rest
Mass
(amu)

Relative
Specific
Ionization

of Air

Range
in
Air

Method of
Interacting
With Matter

Effective
Shielding
Materials

Typical
Energies

(MeV)

Typical
Speeds

(%c)

a +2

B -1

Y 0

4

1

2500

100

1

few
inches

several
ft.

indef-
finite

ionizing
collisions

ionizing
collisions

1.Photo-
electric
interact.

2.Compton
scattering
3.Pair Pro-
duction

paper, dead
skin

lucite,
glass,
aluminum

lead,
concrete

4-10

D.025-3.5

0.04-3.2

4.7-7.3

25-99

100

71837

0

The energies of a, a and y radiation may be classified as soft, medium, or hard:

Table 2: Energy Classification

Energy Classifications (Mev)

Soft Medium Hard Spectra

a The range of a energies is small Discrete

8 <0.3 0.3 - 1.5 Mev 1.5 - 3.5 Continuous
y <0.5 0.5 1.0 Mev >1.0 Discrete

NOTES:

1. Most B's have energies in the vicinity of 1 Mev.

2. y-rays with energies <0.1 Mev are considered very soft.

3. Radiations travel through matter until all their energy is lost through interactions
with the atoms which compose the matter. These interactions are summarized in Table
1

4. A rapidly accelerated or decelerated charged particle such as a s-particle will radiate
X-rays (bremsstrahlung). For this reason, aluminum is a better shield for betas than
is lead because of less scattering and less bremsstrahlung production.
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Alpha, Beta and Gamma Spectra

The energy spectrum of a and y radiation from a given source shows distinct peaks
(Table 3, A and C.) These peaks correspond to transitions between discrete nuclear
energy levels (just as in the visible region spectral lines correspond to transitions
between electronic energy levels).

On the other hand, the energy spectrum of a particles is, typically, continuous.
When the energy of B particles emitted by a given isotope is quoted (e.g., Table of
Isotopes in Handbook of Chemistry and Physics), it is usually the end-point of maximumenergy (Em

ax'
Table 3b). The average energy of an emitted particle is about one third

of Emax . It can be shown that the difference in nuclear energy levels in an isotope
undergoing 6 decay is equal to Emax. To maintain the conservation of energy in cases
where the B energy is less than E

max' Pauli (1930) postulated the existence of a new
particle, the neutrino, to carry off the extra energy. The existence of the neutrino
was confirmed some 30 years later.

Table 3: Summary of Alpha, Beta and Gamma Spectra

1000

courri
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"Co gamma spectra (NaI(T1)
crystal coupled to a multi-
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THE PROVISION FOR AND THE USE OF
"GENERALLY LICENSED" RADIOISOTOPES
IN THE HIGH SCHOOL CLASSROOM:

The quantity of radioisotopes used in
the high school classroom is usually lim-
ited to very small amounts that are gen-
erally licensed by the Atomic Energy
Commission. These are available for
purchase from quite a number of suppliers.
The complete listing of these (termed
"generally licensed" by the AFC, "exempt"
by states, and "license free" by some
suppliers) is indicated in Table 1. The
complete listing is also given in Title
10, Chapter 1, Part 31 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR). A teacher
may purchase any of these provided that
he or she does not at any one time pos-
sess or use more than a total of ten
such quantities. Although generally li-
censed quantities may be purchased with-

Table 1, GENERAL LICENSED QUANTITIES

Byproduct material Column Column
No. 1 No. II

Not as a As a
sealed sealed
source source
(micro- (micro-
curies) curies)

Antimony (8b 124)--- 1 10
Arsenic 76 (As 76)-- 10 10
Arsenic 77 (As 77)-- 10 10
3arium 140--Lantha-
num 140 (Ba-La 140) 1 10
Beryllium (Be 7)---- 50 50
Cadmium 109 Silver
109 (CdAg 109) 10 10
Calcium 45 (Ca 45) 10 10
Carbon 14 (C14) 50 50
Cerium 144--Praseo-
dymium (CePr 144) 1 10

Cesium-Barium 137
(CsBa 137) 1 10

Chlorine 36 (C1 36)- 1 10
Chromium 51 (Cr 51)- 50 50
Cobalt 60 (Co 60) 1 10
Copper 64 (Cu 64) 50 50
Europium 154
(Eu 154) 1 10

Fluorine 18 50 50
Gallium 72 (Ga 72) 10 10
Germanium 71 (Ge 71) 50 50
Gold 198 (Au 198) 10 10
Gold 199 (Au 199) 10 10
Hydrogen 3 (Tritium)
(H 3) 250 250

Indium 114 (In 114)- 1 10
Iodine 131 (I 131) 10 10
Iridium 192 (Ir 192) 10 10
Iron 55 (Fe 55) 50 50
Iron 59 (Fe 59) 1 10
Lanthanum 140
(La 140) 10 10

Manganese 52 (Mn 52) 1 10
Manganese 56 (Mn 56) 50 50
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TABLE 1: (Con-inued)

Byproduct material Column Column
No. 1 No, II

Not as a As a
sealed sealed
source source
(micro- (micro-
curies) curies)

Molybdenum 99
(Mo 99)

Nickel 59 (Ni 59) - --
Nickel 53 (Ni 63) - --
Niobium 95 (Nb 95) --
Palladium 109
(pd 109)

Palladium 108--
Rhodium 108 (Pd-Rh
103)

Phosphorus 32 (P 32)
Polonium 210
(Po 210)

Potassium 42 (K -42)-
Praseodymium
(Pr 143)

Promethium 147
(Pm 147)

Rhenium 186 (Re 186)
Rhodium 105 (Rh 105)
Rubidium 86 (Rb 86)
Ruthenium 106--
Rhodium 106 (RuRh
106)
Samarium 153
(Sm 153)

Scandium 46 (Sc 46)
Silver 105 (Ag 105)
Silver 111 (Ag 111)
Sodium 22 (Na 22)
Sodium 24 (Na 24)
Strontium 89
(Sr 89)

Strontium 90--
YttrUm 90 (SrY)
Sulfur 35 (S 35)
Tantalum 182
(To 182)

Technetium 96
(Te 96)

Technetium 99
(Te 99)

Tellurium 127
(Te 127)

Tellurium 129
(Te 129)

Thallium 204
(Tl 204)

Tin 113 (Sn 113)
Tungsten 185
(W 185)

Vanadium 48 (V 48)-
Yttrium 90 (Y 90)
Yttrium 91 (Y 91)
Zinc 65 (2n 65)
Beta and/or Gamma
emitting by-prod-
uct material not
listed above.

10 10
1 10
1 10

10 10

10 10

50 50
10 10

0.1 1

10 10

10 10

10 10
10 10
10 10
10 10

1 10

10 10
1 10
1 10

10 10
10 10
10 10

1 10

0.1 1

50 50

10 10

1 10

1 10

10 10

1 10

50 50
10 10

10 10
1 10
1 10
1 10

10 10

1 10
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out the nee% of any specific license from
the AEC, tbF user is not axempt fr, m
adhering to ..he regulations that are
concerned with their use; hence, it is
recommended that teachers obtain copies
of Title 10, Part 31 of the CFR.

"Generally licensed" quantities of
materials cannot b' added together to
obtain a source of higher activity. If
higher activities are desired, proper
authorization must be obtained for their
acquisition. Hence/ if a teacher wants
a 30 uCi source of 32P, be cannot buy
three 10 uCi liquid sources and pour them
all together.

The limitation on quantity by the
Atomic Energy Commission practically
assures the safety of the persons using
or coming in contact with radioisotopes
in the high school program, However, the
fact that they are radioactive materials
and can constitute a safety hazard should
always be kept in mind and the methods of
controlling both external and internal
hazards should become a part of both the
student's concern as well as the concern
of the teacher.

A "generally-licensed" or "exempt"
source, when used for a short time such
as one of two hours, represents a negli-
gible external hazard. However, if it
were to be kept close to the skin for
many hours, injurious effects could
possibly be produced. Radir,-.,ln sources
should, therefore, not be carried in
pockets or handled without proper tools.
Adequate precautions should be taken to
prevent radioactive materials, irrespec-
tive of amount, from gaining entry to
the body, e.g., through the mouth, the
nose, or the skin.

Just about any laboratory exercise
involving the use of radioisotopes to be
done at the high school level can be ac-
complished using "generally licensed"
quantities will suffice. As a rule-of-
thumb in choosing :auioisotopes to be
used in a classroom experiment, choose
the source of minimum strength (activity)
required to perform the exreriment.

SUPPLIERS OF GENERALLY LICENSED QUANTITIES
OF RADIOISOTOPES:

The following is the list of suppliers
of generally licensed quantities of radio-
isotopes that was used in this survey.
The list consists of six of the largest
suppliers of such radioisotopes in the
country. However, the list is not ex-
haustive nor are these supplier recom-
mended. Certainly they are not recom-
mended over others which someone else
might list.
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BA Baird Atomic, Inc.
33 University ;wad
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

Cenci Central Scientific 'company
1700 Irving Park Road
Chicago, Ill, 60613

M Macalaster Scientific Corpo-
ration

186 Third Avenue
Waltham, Mass. 02154

NENC New England Nuclear
575 Albany Street
Boston, Mass. 02118

NC

TL

Nuclear-Chicago Corporation
33 East Howard Avenue
Des Plaines, Ill. 60018

Tracerlab-Div. of Lab. for
Electronics, Inc.

1601 Trapelo Road
Waltham, Mass. 02154

W The Welch Scientific Company
7300 N. Linder Avenue
Skokie, Ill. 60078

A more extensive list can be obtained
from the Division of Nuclear Education
and Training, United States Atomic Energy
Commission, Washington, D.C. 20545. Their
most recent list (Dec. 1966) appears en
page 7. The Isotope Index, put out by
the Scientific Equipment Company, P. 0.
Box 19086, Indianapolis, Indiana 46207
contains probably the most complete
listing of all such companies.

SUPPLIERS OF SMALL QUANTITIES OF
RADIOISOTOPES

AEC LISTING

Abbott Laboratories
Radio-Pharmaceuticals
P. O. Box 1008
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Atomic Corporation of America
7901 San Fernando Road
Sun Valley, California 91::,52

Beta Industries, Inc.
P. O. Box 1407
2275 Ted Dunham Avenue
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70821

Chem Trac
Radiochemical Division of
Baird Atomic, Inc.
33 University Rlad
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

General Nuclear, Inc.
9320 Tavenor
Houston, Texas 77034
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General Radioisotopes Processing Corp.
3000 San Ramon Valley Boulevard
San Ramon, California 94583

Iso-Serve, Inc.
131 Portland Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

New England Nuclear Corp.
575 Albany Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02111

Nuclear Chicago Corp.
333 East Howard Avenue
Des Plaines, Illinois 60018

Nuclear Consultants Corp.
984) nanchestei Road
St. rAeuis, Missouri 63119

Nuclear Research Chemicals, Inc.
P.O. Box 6458
100 North Crystal Lake Drive
Orlando, Florida 32803

Nuclear Science & Engineering Corp.
P. 0. Box 10901
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15236

Nucleonic Corporation of America
196 Degraw Street
Brooklyn, New York 11231

Schwarz Bio-Research, Inc.
Mountainview Avenue
Orangeburg, New York 10962

Squibb, E. R. and Sons
Radiopharmaceutical Department
Georges Road
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08902

Tracerlab
Technical Products Division
1601 Trapelo Road
Waltham, Massachusetts 02124

U. S. Nuclear Corp.
P. O. Box 208
Burbank, California

Volk Radiochemical Company
8260 Elmwood Avenue
Skokie, Illinois 60076

These companies are catalogued in the
Isotope Index, put out by the Scientific
Equipment Company, P. O. Box 19086,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46207.

The Annual Buyers Guide issue of Nucleonics
magazine carries a good list of nuclear
equipment and radioisotopes Suppliers.

RADIOACTIVE DISC SOURCES:

Solid radioactive sources may be ob-
tained in the form of a s'aled heat-

90

resistant, waterproof plastic disc. An
extremely thin Mylar film permits the
passage of the desired radiation. These
sources provide various types of activity
at different energy levels. They are
ideal for studies in backscatter, adsorp-
tion, isotope identifica-io:, and for the
demonstration of various other prnoerties
of radiations. Table 2 is - rather com-
plete listing of low cost generally
licensed uncalibrated radioactive disc
sources that are available for high
school use. For demonstration purposes,
the disc sources with a half life greater
than one year are recommended for economy
reasons. (See Table 2)

Notes: *Alpha emitting Americium-241 and
can be purchased from Cenco, but a
specific Atomic Energy Commission
license is required.

(TL) Sumpolizes a 0.1 uCi disc source
sold by Tracerlab for $4.00.

RADIOACTIVE LIQUID SOURCES:

Solutions of radioactive salts are
available in generally licensed quanti-
ties. Their use includes the demonstra-
tion of nuclear phenomena, counting
techniques, tracer studies, volume
determinations, etc. Table 3 is a
rather complete listing of the liquid
sources that are available. A glance
at the table shows that a wide range of
alpha, beta, and gamma radiations of
various energies and half lives can be
obtained. Because of the internal hazard
and the possibility of contamination of
lab areas, liquid sources of relatively
short half life (months or less) are
recommended. Short-lived radioisotopes
are generally shipped to arrive at maxi-
mum activity. (See Table 3)

Americium-241 and Neptunium-237 solu-
tions may be purchased from Cenco, but
their purcahse requires a specific AEC
license.

Pipetting of radioactive solutions
should never he done by mouth. Indirect
methods must always be used. Various
inexpensive types of pipettors are avail-
able on the market.

Many suppliers of radioisotopes require
a minimum order. Ordering requirements
should always be checked before orders
are mailed in. The prices listed in this
survey are merely intended to give an
idea of the approximate cost of the var-
ious isotopes available. Each supplier
reserves the right to change prices
any time. Therefore, prices should al-
ways be checked before orders are filled
out.
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ALL-PURPOSE RADIOACTIVU :;(cRus.

TAELE 4. GOOD ALL-pePposr
RADIOACTIVE SOURCES

Short-Lived
Liquid
Sources

Ra ''Sr Co II, ''P

RaDEF ''T1 'Cs (1,

I. Radium is a good cloud chamber
source. However, it must be
remembered that radium sources
contain more than :Just radium.

1967

Since all of the daughter
products of radium are present
in the source in equilibrium
amounts (after a period of
time) and since several of
these daughter products are
also alpha emitters, a radium
tip will emit several differ-
ent alphas with energies which
range from 4.5-10 MeV. In
the cloud chamber. alpha
tracks of varyiag lengths
will be observed.

If the radium source is very
thin, some of the tracks can
be associated with their
parent atoms by matching the
observed ranges in air (alco-
hol vapor) with their approx-

Isotope

Table 3. Uncalibrated

reictivItier,Maximum
Half Available Deta
life (..Ci) Energies

-...*44 C41-4-QVI-

Radioactive

Principal
Gamma

1neroics
cMeV)

Liquid Sources

SuppliersChemical
Form

Ave
(ost

'dellces)
Volume
(m1.)

Barium-133

-4
7.21. 1 0.358 DaCI BA,Cenco 6-8 5

cadmium -109 470d 10 0.087,10 Cd(N00,
NENC,
Cenco.NC 7.5-0

Calciu,.ac 1650 10 0.254 CaC1 DA,Cenco,
NC, W

6-8

Carbon-14 5560y 5 -SO 0.155 04 CO. BA, Cenco,
NC, TL

6-15 S

ear.on-14 5560y 0.1" C, II, C00Na NENC, M 7 5
Carbon-14 5560 50 0.1",
carbon-14 5560y SO !O 15

01,CmON.
(Cli .00)0

NC
NC

16

17

20-40
5-30

mCi /mM

Carbon-14 '560y 50 '0.1 110CH C0011 NC 16 5-25
Cerium-144/ 0 32
Praseodymium - 144!3850

Cesium-137/

1 2 98

0 51

ICeCI, Cenco, NC,
W, M,
TL

6-7.5 5

Barium-137 10y 1 0.66 C. c'. DA,Cer.o. 5

NENC NC
Chlorine -36 t 0 10 0.71 he.no . HC1 DA 6 5
cobalt-57 2700 EC,. C,C1 DA NENC,TL 6-7 5 5

NC, TL, W
Cobalt-60

lodine-131

5 26y

8 04d 10

0 310

0.33,0.61

1,17,1.33

0.36,0.64

C, CI,

Nal

Cenco,
NENC,
DA,NC,W,M

6-7.5

7.5-12

5

5-10
Iron -55 2.7y `,-10 (C,'no , Feel. BA, NENC,

TL, M
C.7 5

Lend-210/ 0.017 0.047 TL, W
Bismuth-210 22y 1-10 1.17 Pb(No,b. BA,Cenco,

NENC,NC,M
6-7.5

Manganese-54 31.3 0.84,EC DA, Cenco,
NENC, TL

6-10 5

Mercury-203 470 1 0.210 0.279 Hy (NO I NC 7.5 5
Neckel-63 I25y 1 eci 0.067 N1C1, BA,NENC,

TL
6-7 5

Na.PO4 or
Phosphorus-32 14.20 10 1,71 DA,NENC,

NC,W,M
6-12 5

Promethium-147 2.6y 5-10 0.22 Prt(le BA,Cenco,
NENr, TL

6-7 5

Ruthenium-106/ 0.039
Rhodium-I06 37Id 3.55 complex RuCII Cenco,

NC, TL
6

Sodium-22 2.6Y I-1v o*, 0 54 1.28,EC had DA,Cevco,
NENC,M

6-20 5

Sulfur-35 87.2d 50 0.167 S In 4 Cenco 6
Sulfur-35 87.2d 50 0.167 S in (Cl!, NC 7.5 2
Sulfur-35 87.20 5-50 0.161 H SO, BA,NENC,

NC, TL
6-8 1-5

Strontium-90/ 0.54 NC, TL
Yttrium-90 28y 2.26 SrCI, BA,Cenco,

NENC, NC,

TL, M

6-7.5 5

Thallium-204

Vranyl Nitrate
(So1:0;

3.6y

4 5 10'y

1-50

2-5 grams

0.77 LC,no T1003

00,(N0,1,6H20

BA,Cenco,
NENC,
BA,Cenco,
NENC, TL

6-7.5

6-10

5

NC,TL,W
Zinc -65 2450 5-10 8*, 0.325 1.11,EC Zncl, BA, Cenco,

NENC,
6-7.5 5

NoteS I. Iron-55 emits characteristic Mn x ray of 5.9 KeV.
2. Bismuth -210 also emits 5.03 MeV alphas.
3. Americium-241 and Neptunium -237 solutions may be purchased from Cenco, but their purchase

requires a specific AEC license.
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imate energy as obta.ned on a
range vs. energy graph. The
energy obtained can then be
matched with the known ener-
gi:,s of the alphas emitted
by radium and its daughters,
If the radium source is thick,
this parent identification
cannot be done accurately
because many of the alphas
will lose energy within the
source before they emerge
into the volume of the cham-
ber and hence their range
will be shortened. The net
result is that a fairly con-
tinuous spectrum of alpha
energies is observed.

2, Cenco markets on Alpha Ray Tip
Radium) for $10.50. Welch

markets an Alpha Ray Source
;Radium) for $1.25.

3. Unlike radium sources which
emit alphas with energies
ranging from 4.5 - 10 MeV,
Radium DEF sources are mono-
energetic. A radium DEF
source consists of radium E
and F in secular equilibrium
with Radium D.

e

y

e

0d 138c
RaD

22
RaE

5.
RaF stable lead

(21°Po) (2"Pb)(nom) (210/30

Since Radium D and E are essentially
beta emitters, only the 5.3 MeV alphas
of Radium F are observed in the cloud
chamber. Hence, Radium DEF is a good
source for showing that alphas are mono-
energetic (which implies an alpha spec-
trum is discrete). The reason RaDEF
cloud chamber sources are manufactured
instead of pure RaF sources is because
the half life of RaF is only 138 days.
The half life of RaD is 22 years, and
the half lives of all of its radioactive
daughters (RaE and RaF) are all much
less than 22 years. All of the daughters
must therefore decay at the same rate as
RaD. This means that the RaDEF source
has an effective half life of 22 years.,

In summary:

RaDEF is a good monoenergetic alpha
source.

Radium is a good source for demonstra-
ting the presence of the radioactive
daughter products which exist in secu-
lar equilibrium with radium.

4. Macalaster Scientific Corpora-
tion (186 Third Avenue, Wal-
tham, Mass. 02154) markets a
RaDEF cloud chamber source for
$1.50.

Articles
Radioactive Sources

5, Both Strontium-90 and Thal-
lium-201 azc considered pure
beta emitters.

6, Both Cobalt-60 and Cesium-137
give off be'-a particles as
well as gamma radiation. How-
ever, the beta particles can
easily be shielded out with
aluminum foil, hcite, plas-
tic or glass.
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Detection

Use of the Electroscope as a
Measuring Instrument in
Radioactivity

If some of your students are interest-
ed in a side project on the use of the
electroscope as a measuring instrument
in radioactivity, you can start them
off by suggesting that they actually
measure the capacity of one of your
laboratory electroscopes. For this, the
related physical quantities are:

C = c
dA

where:

C = capacity in farads;

A = area of one of parallel plates
in m2;

d = distance between the plates in m-

fo = the electrical constant;

8.9 x 10-12 cou12/ntm2.

Of course, thc, electroscope is not a
parallel plate capacitorpnly a rough
approximation to onebut don't tell
this to the students at first; it makes
an excellent question about the nature
of experimental accuracy later on.

The capacitor carries a charge:
0 = CV. If you consider that the plate
area is about 0.0005 m2, and that
d = 0.05 m, the capacity C = 8.9 x 10-14
faradsthis can be simplified to
10-13 farads without causing complica-
tions. Then, the charge on the fully

charged electroscope = 10- 14 x 104 = 10-9
coul.

If you have some uranium salt avail-
able, this experiment can be extended.
Ten mg of U will emit about 120 alpha
particles/sec, with an energy of
4.2 MeV/particle. But only 35 eV of
energy are required to produce one ion
pair in air. So, if the alpha rays are
directed into the electroscope, the air
inside will ionize to the following ex-
tent:

4.2 x 106 x 120
35

= 1.44 x 107 ion pairs/sec.

If the leaves of the electroscope are
charged negatively, the positive ions
created in the air will move to the
leaves at the above rate.

94

1.44 x 107 ions/sec

x 1.6 x 10-19 coul/ion

= 2.3 x 10-1: coul/sec.

.rom the above, it would take +10' coul
to neutralize the negatively charged
leaf, the total time to collapse the
leaves should be

10 9 sec = 440 sec,
2.3 x 10-12

or about 7 minutes. Ask the students
who want to try this to think about what
might cause deviations from the exact
time predicted.
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Answers
Test A

Suggested Answers to Unit 6 Tests

Test A

ITEM ANSWER
SECTION
01 UNIT

1 B 21.6
2 C 21.6
3 B 21.6
4 D 21.4
5 D 21.1
6 A 21.3, 21.4
7 D 23.7
8 B 24.8
9 E 22.1, 22.2

10 A 22.1, 22.2
11 D 22.6
12 D 21.3, 21.4
13 C 24.2
14 B 23.5
15 C 24.5, 24.6
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Answers
Test A

Group I

1. Section of Unit: 24.4

Given: atomic mass of H1 = 1.0080 amu

atomic mass of L7 = 7.0160 amu

atomic mass of He4= 4.0026 amu

1 amu = 931 MeV

1H 2He4 + 2He4

1.0080 + 7.0160 2(4.0026)

8.0240 8.0052

am = 0.0188 amu

(0.0188 amu)(931 MeV/amu) = 17.5 MeV

2. Sections of Unit: 22.1, 22.2

9214238

3. Section of Unit: 21.8

90Th234 L9 p a 2 3 4 92m234

"The law of disintegration of a radioactive substance is a statistical law"

because:

i) it applies to a large population.

ii) it makes no prediction regarding an individual atom.

iii) it does not attempt to explain cause.

4. Section of Unit: 21.8

102

8 mg 4 mg 2 mg 1 mg

This reduction will take 3 half-lives = 3(3.05) min

= 9.15 min.
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Answers
Test A

5. Sections of Unit: 24.5-24.8

The list of topics suitable for discussion within the framework of this question

is long. The following examples are by no means intended to exhaust all the possi-
bilities. A sufficient answer could involve a brief. discussion of the effects of

using atomic energy in electric power production, tranqportation, or water desali-

nation. In addition, a student may wish to consider the effects of military appli-

cations, or the consequences of fallout,
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Answers
Test A

Group II

1. Sections of Unit: 24.6, 24.7

a) The function of the moderator in a nuclear reactor: fission is caused by
the 'capture' of a neutron by a heavy nucleus. There is a greater prob-
ability of this occurring if the fissionable material is bombarded with slow
neutrons. Fast neutrons lose energy and are slowed through collisions as
they pass through a moderator.

b) Heavy water is an effective moderator since the mass of the atoms it con-
tains is approximately equal to the mass of a neutron. Consequently, a
neutron will lose a large fraction of its energy in a collision with an
H nucleus. In addition, the density of H atoms in heavy water is high.
Neutrons passing through heavy water are not absorbed by the nuclei and
are thus available to produce fission. Other moderators, for example,
or inary water, are less effective because they absorb neutrons.

2. Section of Unit: 24.11

a) The nucleus is regarded as analogous to a charged drop of liquid.

Particles in the nucleus, like the molecules in a liquid drop, are in
continual random motion.

As in the evaporation of molecules from the surface of a liquid drop,
nuclear particles may gain sufficient energy through chance collisions with other
nucleons to overcome the attractive nuclear forces and escape from the nucleus.

b) i) describes nuclear reactions

ii) accounts for fission

3. Section of Unit: general

The elbow-shaped object is an electromagnet. Its function is to bend the par-
ticle beam, and in doing this to separate out the particles of interest. In addition,
the magnet might be used to focus and aim the particle beam.
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Answers
Test B

Suggested Answers to Unit 6 Tests

Test B

ITEM

1

2

3

ANSWER

C

D

E

SECTION
OF UNIT

24.13

21.3, 21.4

21.3, 21.4

4 A Study Guide p.
& Unit V

5 A 21.8

6 C 23.7

7 B 21.2

8 D 23.4

9 B 22.1, 22.2

10 E 21.5

11 C 24.5, 24.6

12 B 24.8

13 A 24.5, 24.6

14 A 21.3

15 C 24.5, 24.6
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Answers
Test B

Group I

1. Section of Unit: 21.5

No. The decay constant is the fraction of decaying atoms per unit time. This
quantity is observed to be constant for a particular element. Consequently, the
decay activity is a function of the number of surviving atoms of the element and
must decrease as the number of survivors decreases. Thus, the "total lifetime" of

a sample is indefinitely long, for the fewer atoms that are left unchanged in the
sample, the fewer will disintegrate per unit time.

2. Section of Unit: 23.8

No. Granted, gold has been produced from other materials. However, these
transformations vary greatly, in method and in purpose, from the attempts of the
alchemists.

3. Section of Unit: 24.2

The Bel" nuclide is more stable than Ra222 nuclide.

4. Section of Unit: 22.1

Nuclides of lead 206 and 214 have the same number of protons but different
numbers of neutrons. Thus, they have the same chemical properties but have dif-

ferent atomic masses. In addition, they have different radioactive behavior.

5. Section of Unit: General

Radioactive
Source

106

Counter

The probe that the man is holding includes both a radioactive
source and a counter tube. With this he is able to measure

the thickness of the pipe walls. However, since the details

of the probe are not shown, a satisfactory answer might suggest

that a tracer had been introduced earlier and the man was mea-

suring the rate of flow, density, pressure, etc., of the fluid
in the pipe.



Answers
Test B

Group II

1. Sections of Unit: 24.5-24.8

Fission: A heavy nucleus is split into two nuclei of intermediate mass number.

The sum of the binding energies of the two product nuclei is greater than the

binding energy of the heavy nucleus. Consequently, energy is released.

Fusion: Two or more nuclei with low mass numbers are joined together to form

a more massive nucleus.

The heavy nucleus has more binding energy than the nuclei from which it is

formed. Consequently, energy is released.

Both processes can be made to occur on a large scale, and very rapidly, resulting

in nuclear explosions. The speed of the fission process can be controlled, resulting

in the production of energy at a desired rate. Scientists are now trying to control

the rate of the fusion process.

2. Section of Unit: 21.6

When a radioactive atom emits an a or 6 particle it really breaks into two

partsthe a or 0 particle and a heavy left-over part that is physically and chem-

ically different from the original atom.

3. Sections of Unit: 24.6, 24.7

Nuclear explosions release large amounts of radioactive materials. Winds carry

these materials long distances and precipitation brings them down to earth. Some

of the radioactivities are long-lived, and are absorbed in growing foodstuffs and

eaten by animals and people. Under certain conditions these radioactive materials

can cause harmful genetic and somatic effects. For example, one of the long-lived

products of a nuclear explosion is strontium 90. This isotope of strontium is

similar to calcium 40 in its chemical properties and hence when taken into the body

it finds its way into bone material. If present in large quantities its radioactive

decay can cause leukemia, bone tumors and other forms of damage.
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Answers
Test C

Suggested Answers to Unit 6 Tests

Test C

ITEM ANSWER
SECTION
OF UNIT ITEM ANSWER

SECTION
OF UNIT

1 B 21.6 21 D 23.-

2 B 21.6 22 D 23.-

3 C 21.6 23 D 21.3, 21.4

4 B 21.3, 21.4 24 D general

5 D 21.8 25 8 24.5

6 D 22.- 26 E 23.3

7 D 21.3, 21.4 27 A 24.2

8 E 21.8 28 C 24.5

9 C 21.3, 21.4 29 8 24.8

10 A 21.3, 21.4 30 A 24.8

11 C 21.8 31 C 21.3, 21.4

12 8 21.8 32 C 21.8

13 E 22.5 23 8 21.8

14 A 22.7 34 E 22.1, 22.2

15 A 22.1, 22.2 35 C 21.-

16 E 22.- 36 C 24.8

17 C 23.7 37 8 24.6

18 E 23.8 38 D 24.6

19 A 22.- 39 C 24.6

20 E 23.- 40 A 21.8
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Suggested Answers to Unit 6 Tests

Test D

Group I

1, Section of Unit: 23.-

a) 8016 + 0n1 8017

b) 8016 and 8017 are both isotopes of oxygen.

2. Section of Unit: 24.2

Given: mass of 2He' atom = 4.002401 amu

mass of e = 0.000549 amu

mass of p = 1.007276 amu

mass of n = 1.008665 amu

1 amu = 931 MeV

An ?He' atom consists of 2 electrons, 2 protons and neutrons.

2 p = 2(1.007276) = 2.014552

2 n = 2(1.0086(5) = 2.017330

2 e- = 2(0.000549) = 0.001098

4.032980

2He4 = -4.002603

AM = 0.030377 amu

(0.030377 amu)(931 MeV/amu) = 28.28 MeV

3. Section of Unit: ?I.6

A radioactive atom undergoes change on emitting an a or 8 particle. The

original atom is transmuted to one with new physical and chemical properties.

Traditionally atoms were considered indestructable and unchangeable.

4. Section of Unit: 21.1

In his studies of uranium Becquerel found that:

a) whether or not the uranium compound was being e. cited it continued to

emit radiatio. 3 that could penetrate substances opaque to light.

b) the amount of exposure of a photographic plate due to the radiations

from the uranium compound was only a function of the amount of

uranium present.

Answers
Test D
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Answers
Test D

5. Section of Unit: 24.13

a) The physical and chemical effects of various kinds of radiations on
biological ma,erials are being studied.

b) The metabolism of plants and animals is being studied with the aid of
minute amounts of radioactive nuclides called isotopic tracers.

c) Agricultural experiments with fertilizers containing radioactive isotopes
have shown at what point in the growth of a plant the fertilizer is
essential.

d) Radioactive isotopes help to determine the details of chemical reactions
and of the structure of complex mo_,^ules, such as pro,eins, vitamins and
enzymes.

e) Tracers help to determine rate of flow of blood through tl'e heart and to
the limbs, thus aiding in the diagnosis of abnormal conditions.

f) Certain radioisotopes have been used in the treatment of cancer, blood

diseases, brain tumors, and in the diagnosis of thyroid, liver, and
kidney ailments.
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Answers
Test D

Group II

1. Section of Unit: 21.8

1. The fraction of the total number of atoms in a sample which decays per unit

time is constant for any type of radioactive atm. Therefore, radioactivity

must decrease in proportion to the number of surviving atoms. Thus, the

"total lifetime" of a sample is indefinitely long for the fewer atoms that are

left uncnanged in a sample, the fewer will disintegrate per unit time.

Consequently, "total lifetime" is not a useful measure of decay rate.

2. Sections of Unit: 22.1, 22.2

a) An a-particle emission reduces the positive charge of the nucleus by two
units. Consequently, the resulting nuclide holds two fewer electrons in

its outer shells. This new nuclide acts chemically like an atom with an

atomic number two units less than that of the atom before the a emission
occurred.

b) A B-particle emission increases the positive charge of the nucleus by one
unit. Consequently, the resulting nuclide holds one more electron in its

outer shells. This new nuclide acts chemically like an atom with an atomic

number one unit greater than that of the atom before the B emission occurred.

3. Section of Unit: 24.12

The nuclear shell model assumes that protons arrange themselves in shells and
that neutrons can, independently, do likewise. In nuclei with even numbers of

neutrons and protons, the more stable nuclei, these shells are filled. This model

has been worked out in great detail on the basis of quantum mecnanics and is anal-

ogous in many ways to the quantum mechanical model of the atom.

The nuclear shell model has successfully correlated the properties of nuclides
that emit a or B particles and photons. Furthermore, it has been useful in describing

the electric and magnetic fields that surround nuclei.
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